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INTRODUCTION

i

In an effort toimittive research, development, and d -sisierihation of ed ca
, --

')
tionaleproducts, the National Institute of Education (NIB) appears to have

adopted a change agent philosophy. Discussions to date seem to concentrate on

providing more contact between users and change agents, on ephancing initial
i

acceptance, and on fostering contact between users, as a basis for facilitating

natural diffusion. Moreover, there appears to be an emetging consensus that ,

what is necessary to make the change agent advocacy approach work is to provide

better mechanisms to'facilitate user evaluation of producti., Along these4ine,

future change agent efforts ¶ould emphasize user Meetings and Check ltSts and

other materials, which users could measure products against.:

From a marketing perspective these-att6pts to shore'up the change agent

advocacy approach do not semi..gikely to yield any great improvement. They are

still basically an attempt to put the responsibility for eduhktional products on.

the. user syste, But the ,problem is not user sophietication ow, linkages. The ..

?'
.

,

.
.

. problem is that s.1-educational product9 are not.respon_ (3,,4s r needs.' Theve i''e
'

.5

)

. ,

solution is to embed the R&D process in a marketing' destgned'orgaqization which

. -

',. pursues a marketing philosophy. .

4-
1

It isaPpropriateto consider a marketing approach to educational, exchange,

because marketing entails perforMing those 'activities which facilitate the ex-
-

change process. More 'specificaliY,Marketing activitie's revolve alund iden-
,

ttfying marketing opportunities and coordinating the Marketing instruments
--- . ,

. .,
under the manager's control to conveetopportunities into'product implementation..

. , ' \ ' , " . '

By performing"these.activitieS ln,a systematic way, the likelihood of achieving.."
the goals' of the'various parties-inVoival: in the educational exchange 'process

.J

r
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is greatl increased; product users are provi(ded the means td improve'..the

1.
..k, qualitOf their teaching. and product developers recoup-their investment ,

.

whether this return is measured in dollars, satisfaction, the effiCacy of the
. o

educational experience, pr some other criterion.

The purpose of this paper is to present a marketing ainkroach tee developing
. Y---

...--

and disseminating educational products. To this end, the report is dikided into
y

,-'

three sections. IncPart 1 alternative approaches to facilitating the exchange

process are examined. Emerging from this discussion is the thesis that it is

now appropriate for educational exchange )estems to adopt the marketing concept.

Part II identifies the tasks or activities that must be performed in order to

operationalize marketing furled.° s. For each activity identified, a detailed,

discussion-of how it may be accomp4shed is presented. tin Part III, the

organizatiOnal structures, that may be develor ped to facilitate, the performance

of marketing activities are identified!

I. Alternative Views of the Exchange Process.

Avariety of differfnt philosophls may be employed to guide the development

4-of educational'elkchangesystems. In this 'sectioni'we shall characterize the

rketing approach to eduCational exChangeleidentify those features which t1

'

distinguish lit from th& approach currently being pursued by the NaiiOnal Isti6Ute

of Education. First, differences between the marketing apprach and other 4.

, .

philosophies of 'exchange are discUssed. T is entails identifying distinguishing
. .-

characteristics of different exchange fihilo phies.and demonstrating the rela ...

tive effectiveness of these' approaches in facilitating exchange.' On the basis.

of this analysis, the activities which are essential to effective educational

exchange are identified.
...

approaches to the Exchange Process , .

Production. There.are several approaches or philosophies available to'
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facilitate the exchange process. One entails adopting a production orientation.

When a production orientation is adopted, substantial R&D expenditures are

e

allocated to producing "a better mousetrap." This orientation usually results

in the availability of a wide range
.

of products. A production philosophy

guided the marketing efforts of the Office of Edudation during the 1950's and

1960's. Consistent with this orientation, resources.were allocated primarily

to research and development as opposed to product dissemination activities.

1.OeIhe underlying assumption was that the production of new educational products

that were superior to exi6ring.ones would essentially sell themselves.

,
1

$a/es. When the failure to gain widespread new Product acceptance and

utilization indicated that there was little merit in the production philosophy,

a sales orientation was adopted: With,the establishment of NIE, focus centered

not only on developing new
educatillt products, but also insuring their dis-

i

semination by requiring that substantial resources bib allocated to this task.

I)

The hope was hat a strong advocacy by various laboratories,, centers and Title III,

J

-.

demonstration centers would enhance new product adoption and implementation.

This hope failed to materialize. Indeed the rate of acceptance of new educational

k

products when the sales orientation was employed was not appreciably different

thAt th.it experienced when the production orientation had been the'dominant

soppy of marketing.

Change Agent Advocacy. In large measure, the failure of the sales _orienta-

tion was attributed to the inappropriateness of advocacy by producers and other

V -
.

tellers in an educational context. A consensus developed that the role. of dis=

semination could not be ro advocate products,many of which might be -of lop quality.

It made more sense to present users with information about products and to

demonstrate the products, but not to advocate the products explicitly. The re-

.

spoisibility,for actually choosing a product was placed on the user. The change
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'agent advocacy philodiphy seems to have provided a convenient rationale for

this approach. It provides just fication that the role of dissemination should

be to make products accessi to those who, are most disposed to adopting them,

The final adoption level should be left up to the user system itself.

The adoption of a change agent advocacy approach in marketing education

R&D products essentially meant providing tools to users. No attempt is made

to directly effect educational improvements; rather the strategy is to malce

available tools which, if accepted, will themselves foster change, The tool is

what is important, not the user. This approach in its most basic form is the

agricultural extension model.. In this model, R&D efforts result in miracle

products whiCh are truly "innovations" or at least are clearly superior to

existing Products. The problem for dissemination is to get these prodticts, which

by definition are "different" from what, people are used to, accepted. The ex-

tension model assumes that users are ignorant with respect to the product, and

perhaps in a more general sense =s well, and that they have an inherent bias

against change. The solutioh establish direct persbnal contact Rith the

user. Initially this contact should be with users whop; -are rilost receptiye to

.1
,change. The purpose of this contact is to create acceptance, by demonstrating

to the individual that the product yields clear beniaits for him or her. The focusof
/-

the extension model is thus on showing the indiv ual that the tool works.

4

9. .....,,,,,.....,...,.............. ...............°..........*....-...* 4%
-ence-tire-roat-hzs-150:EirTenrpre'd-b-rs-Oilie iiiiiiEFFot pe0p* who are usually r

.

. I`

thought to be elite, it should, according to the eX7t-ension model:, diffuse through

the social systemto other people. The early adopters should be influential
.

enough to create acceptance by other people in much the same w- ay that their.

acteptance was created by the agent. The age t needs only to reinforce this
, -

40
process 1?), making Sure that the product and Vent information are available.

The dominant force for change arises through the natural interaction of people,

9
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The agents are only a catalyst in the process. They do not producc'ehange. They

,

introduce, the conditions for change.

The change agenAphilosophy which has e olved 1.4 education, of course; goes.'

beyond the basic agricultural extension model. But the assumptiong remain much'

the same: Change agent advocacy in education holds that users should be offered

a wide variety of R&D products. there should be no explicit advocacy of these

products. The advocacy should rather be implicit. Information about products

should be lade available, and, if possible, the product should be demonstrated

.0

to home users (hence the, heavy influence of demonstration projects). Once this

is accomplished, other users will be convinced that the products are useful and

will be able to select those which are best suited for them.

.4,
. ,/

Adoption of the products' should proceed according to the 51,14-s-tc, extension

model pattern for innovations: The early adopters are those who are most know-

ledgeable or receptive and'for whom the product is best stilted: These individuals

pass on their pasitiire experience diretfty to other potential 'users, thereb5,

influencing others to adopt the product as well. There is a snowballing effect

in which the evaluations of early adopters ind their.communicative,beh4vioi,play,

,a key role.

The evidence available to date appears to, question the efficacy of the

change agent advocacy approach in educational settings. Indeed, a recent evalua-
,.,',

tion study by.the Office of Education, Project LONGSTEP, documents the absence

4
. of any clear impact from educational "innovations." The'study covered about

30,000 students 'in grades one through twelve. The students were drawn"from

thirteen diverse school districts in nine states.. A longitudinal design was

employed; ;he students were studied over a four-year period. The products

covered included team teaching, teacher development materials, multimedia, flexi-

bility in classroom structure, and individualized insruction: The study.con-

O

a
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.
. ,- eluded that student growth was not correlated with adoption by the user system

- '6 --'

\I

of these "innovativeligleticts: If anything, the evidgnce seemed to indicate

-that an emphasois on such products might be astociatea with moderate,rather than
/

high student development.'

k

From our perspectiVe, evidence such as this pints a clear breakdoWn

in the applicability of the agricultural extension model's assumptions to educe -'

tion. 'Few, if any, products of educational R&D have a dramatic impact, let

alone an impact that will be clearly' visible and beneficial tp the immediate'

user. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that merely exposing users tp

these products, that is, making the products accessible, will lead to acceptance?

even by so-called innovators, simply on the basis of the demonstrable superiority
_ -

\\41 Aof the products. And without this initial acceptance there is certainly no

reason to expect the producti to diffusethrough
the ug-ii415-rgtem.

Attempting to put the responsibility for acceptance of products on th'e

user system may help contain criticism of educational R&D. It is not likely,
to yield higher usage rates, or, Cn.itself, user satisfaction. ;This is because

the change agdht philosophy, as it hast-explved in education, fails to consider

theneeds of product, users as ehe.impetus for R&D activity. Radler, it relies

on the assumption that superior products will emerge spontaneougly -- an assump-

tion that 1.6 yet to be borne out.
r

.- I
.

2Orketing.
,:

A more compelling approaCh to the dissemination of educational
..,---2 .

, . ,

.A.
.

products entails adopting the Marketing concept.. The marketing concept is ilk,
1

so much incompatible with m change agent advocacy approach As it is a step

. beyond it. The marketing concept recognizes the importance of product 'features,

of early users of a product, and of the growth curve, life cyCle diffusion of
.

a/product. But such considerations are not the prime movers in designing a

ci

marketing system. Tte:prime mover is the needs'of th'e user. Once a systematic

appioach'has been established to identify'usernee s and to translate these needs,.

i
,

.
.

.
,

into educationalrProductg, it becomes appropriate to consider the,efficaey of a

change agent advocacy. 1.1

a
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Marketing takes the locus off_the produtt and puts it on the user'sneeds.
A.

troducts,,are developed from the user's point of view, not the-ppiducerig. There

,is certainly room for creative ideas and innovations inthe marketing system.

Theuseri.s treed for a product may only be latent. The user may not be able to

even conceiveof the product much, express a desire for it. Even in the

case of latentneeds, hoWever beyond the initial stage of invention, "the R&D

process must, be guided bybserTonsideratiods. A product may origillate in

Completely basic research, but from initial idea onward it is developed with the

user in mind. , "Less original products are,expected.to developdirectly froth
E.

user needs. The guiding principle of marketing org nization is that all 'acti-

vities flow from the consumer. The system user driven.

It might be argued that a change agent system is also user driven. This
s

A

is true only in the sense that the user is making the final evaluation and

decision. Theroduct 47 Still being directed at the user. ,Perhap--the :

product is being'directed less
,

forqpfully tfihn with other mersions of the .

sale concept., but it ih heng directed nonetheless from the-koducerit

-po view. The marketing syste7 m is user driven in the sense tlat it, is
0.

the uiertst, needs, latent or maiveiest, that providC.the dire2tion.4*

It is not sufficient merelyoto advo atk change by making products,.

available and then expect the usert able tf effect change by

sifting ,through and evaluating the lakge variety of products made available.

There is no; evidence that users have this capability. It is not part of, .

their jobs; they t;ave;hot-been trained toreview,R&D products; they have

'

probbly grown skeptical,of the educational R&D establishment_ While the

change"agentadvocacy view of the user may make sense for a, miracleprochfct,

given. types of educational R&D proddctS which are fn factturned out, it
V

lit

'is quite doubtful that the typical user reacts -in anything ikesthe way he or she

12' "
A'
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is portrayed. The user almost certainly does not act in such a way as to

guide the entire R&D system by his evaluations.
"r

-On the other hand, there are strong signs that users do have definite,

needs that could be satkfied by the R&D system. Existing products do not

seem to be strbngly linked to these needs. A good example indicating the

existence of unfilled needs is the publicatidn'of "Zephyros," a non-profit

West Coast magazine that has perhaps reached almost 50,000 teachers at

$2.50 pet issue. The magazine is based on ideas that teachers
. ( 4

send in which they have developed for use in their classroom. The material

may be in the form of letters, drawings, or mimeographed sheets. It is pasted '

together and printed as a catalog. Apparently,many teachers find the material

useful. This is not surprising. If a need exists for one teacher, it is

likely that a similar need exists for another. That such a simple catalog

could be successful, however, in the face of the competing volume of_

profeisional R&D products,,stjongly suggests that the R&D prodtcts are not

as sensitive to the user's needs as they might be. -Although there appears

to be little research which would-allow us to be specific about what these

needs are, this is just one example of the anecdotal evidence that unmet

needs do exist.

The existence of unfilled needs does not imply that the user will be re-
,

sponsive to change agent,advocacy.. The user is oriented to the school system,

the school, and the classroom, not to the external environment. There is little

reason to expect the user to sift through and evaluate an assortment of products,

on4the possit;i4ity that Nip may be one that does fill a'need. This is just

not compatible with the user's orientation. The existence of unfilled needs

does imply that the user will be responsive to the marketing approach. The

13-



marketing approach. seeks to develop prOduqs out of unmet needs, thereby en-

suring responsiveness.

The general design of a marketing system for e0cational R&D is shown in

Exhibit 1, and follows directly from the points we have made. COntrasted with

the general 'marketing design in Exhibit 1 is the change agent design), Note that

the change agent design begins with the R&D process. A product is created,

undergoes change agent advocacy, and tIen is diffused through the user system.

This last process, however, is outside the control of the organization which

has developed the product. It is left, as has been indicated, to natural forces

within the, user system.

The general marketing design, however, does not begin with the R&D processes

reover, it carries the product far beyond the R&D process. The objective is

in fact to embed, the R&D process within the organization so that, it is

entirely responsive to user needs.1 All products, even those stemming from, .

basic research, are developed in the context of an analysisof the needs

pf,a Tarticular-group of users. These needs define the market. The market

shapes the product. The market analysis process attempts to ensure that the

R&D process fully' considers user needs. Once ,p product has been developed,
fr

it still must be subjected to the strategic marketing process which seeks to

tailor the product even further to user needs. All aspects of the product

(price, etc.) are considered in this process.

In understanding how this general design could be implemented, it is uteful

to indicate how the marketing tasks (des'cribedin Part II) fit into the market

analysis process and the strategit marketing process. Both of these processes

scan best be understood as the sequential implementation of the building block

tasks we have already discussed.

'A flow diagram of the market analysis process is shown in Exhibit 2. The

14
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.
building bloCk tasks have been described and related to education in art II.

0

yThe emphasis here ison the interconnection of the various ,sks to form an,
organizational structure.' As can be seen from Exhibit 2, the market nalysis

profess basically.fias a linear, step-by-step structure. EaCh task to es the

,'previous one as,an input.

The process begins with the identification of target users. Any number of

consIderaticins may Come into play here, such as long run objectives, urrent

crises which may be affecting the educational system, the desire, to
.

1p pre-

viously disadvantaged users, and breakthrough product ideas. The to is to draw
..

together these consideratipni, whatever they are and wherever they e from,

and to specify their implications, not for a product,hut for the up of users

to which the organization wishes to be responsive. The more limitf g the rele-
.

vant considerations are, the more narrowly defined will be the targ t group.

But the point'is that these considerations 'must be analyzed up fron and used

to define the group of people for whom the marketing approach is to be built.

The next two tasks are performed in parallel, as indicated in Exhibit 2.

Once target group has been identified, an attempt is wide, usua ly entailing

research, to determine the unmet needs of this group4 Since the expression
[..

of these needs will, be channeled through the decision-making strnctu a of

the user organization, thid structure must be analyzed siMultaneously with
0-

the needs analysis. It is necessary to understand how the individdal

needs interact with those of other people in the user system. It cannot be A.

assumed that the needs of the target group are Amply the-sum ofha needs,

of the individuals making up thigroup. Needs must be analyzed in the
_ .

context of the user decisionmaking process. ,,
.

,

Once an understanding of the target group's needs has been achieved, it<)(

is still necessary to determine how 'these needswill be reflected in actual

17 .
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opinions. -The existence of a need within,the targetrgroup does not necessarily

imply receptive opinions and behaviors. It is important to diagnose ITA4, these
..y

'
opinions and behaviors may block or facilitate satisfaetioh of the underlying

need.

The result of themarketing understanding phase is to achieve a thorough

,

understanding-of the target group. Based on this uudetstanding, the

Segmentation phase addresses the key question of whether the target group

Can be satisfied most effectivelysas a group,or as subgroups. From the

understanding achieved of the target group, segmentation variables are

selected which represent the major differences within the target group. As'

' this point the market analysis process mot begin'to focus on the set of needs
A

which may be satisfiable. Segmentation rabies are selected for each need.

Research is then necessaryto confirm thak4isers do in fact differ in terms

of the variables selected. Finally; the segments derived for each nded must

r ,be examined in terms of the organization's resources and objectives ih order

. to determine if it is worth treating each as a separate target-group.

This. then is the market 'analysis process: a step -by -step implementation of

\, . -

the building blink tasks.' What is important to reCognizg is that the output of

this process supplies strict gtgdance to the R&D procesg. R&D receives criteria

for what the product must do and the variations it must have to satisfy optimally

different segments of users. Various other characteristics of the user segments

in the form of opiniohs and behaviors that may affect usage of the product are
d

available toguide development.

There is no possibility after the market( Analysis process for R&D to

ID

make a product without fully considering the user. No product which does

pot. relate to a specific need of a user segment Will be developed. Unlike

the claw agent advocacy design, which begins with the R&D process

"1*
r

18
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(see Exhibit 1), products do not .come out of R&D to be directed at possible

users. They are directed by the user, via the market analysis process, through
0

the R&D process.

A,
-It is, mortant to note that the market analysis process, by design; will

function to limit the 'quantity of products coming out of R&D. Because each

product must receive more attention, educational R&D would tend to turn out sub-

stantially fewer products if redesigned following the marketing approach. But

these products should be of superior quality1rom the point of view f users.

A flow.diagram of the strategic marketing process is shown in hibit 3

inthe context of the general markets design which we are proposing. Unlike

the market analysis process, tasks within the strategic marketing process are

not in general arranged in a step-by-step task sequence. This organizational

structure follows from the fact that the goal of this process is to integrate all

aspects of the product in order to achieve truly optimal user satisfaction. Once

R&D has developed a product, all the decisiqu related to getting that product,

to the user are considered from the standpOint of ser.satisfaction.

The mostimportant.feature to notice in Exhibit 3 is that the R&D process
.

has itself becqme a part of-a larger strategic effort, termed new product de-
.

velopment. Even with the input from the market analysis process, the R&D process

ti

is not allowed to function without direct feedback from the consumer. The

various steps of concept development, screening, and test marketing (cf..Exhibit 6)

are All designed to relate the product back to the user while it is still in the

R&D process. If at any point the product does not measure up to ihe input cri-

teria of the market Analysis,process, the R&D proceps rut start overAgain.

If test marketing indicates that the developing product does not fulfill the

use need in the way prescribed by the market analysis process, or if the product

runs into some new obstacle not anticipated,p-the'earlierprocess, this user

18
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feedback must be taken into account before,aeVelopment work,. proceeds.
I a

)

Even when the product emerges from RP, havfng satisfied the requirements
;

'of the neiiproduct development strategy, it still must undergo the product,

pricing; distribution, and promotion strategy4tas16. It i& assumed that ihe.
0

\

user ultimately reacts to'all asrcts of the product and that these must be

adjusted to optimal satisfaction as well. Hence, it is necessary to examine

--7-- . .

the relationship of the product, from the-usePs point if view, to other related
.

. . .

- ,1 ....,

products'being produced by the organization: Again, the idea is to integrate.

.

all these strategic ?lements into the best product possible for
.

the target
4 . .. f

i
\ segment. .

N ,. ,.,-

.I,
Thelfinal provision in the marketing design

.

in Exhibit 3 is for a control
4

'

.

''' .', ,

1.

process which has been implicit in our diScussion'So fano, The marketing ap-

" proach_clearly dictates that the user's satiftfac on with the final product
. .

be monitored'over time for changes. If changes are detected, depending on
-1

,their degree, they are fed
:
back to reinitiate the strategy tasks or the market

., .

analysis. process itself.

*4

II. Educational Marketing Tasks

rtthe previous section, weildentified the taikikrequired to operationalize

the marketing concept. Now we shall focus our discussion on elaborating'What

is involved in performing the tasks identified in an educational context.

Specifically, three tasks are: (1) understanding the market, (2) segmenting

v or dividing the market in accord lith product users' needs, and (3) orchestratirlg

marketing instruments tosatisfy users' needs.
J.

. 111

Task 1: Understanding the Market N,Educational Innovations

' e, -..

fundamental to employing a marketing approach to the diffusion of educe-
,

-....,

tional innovations is a clear. understanding of the market for these, innovations.
,,

,,
. , . ' ' ' P

. This entails,performing the following subtaske:c,(1): identification'of the .

.

- '

21
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'target7market; (2) analysis-of target market needs;, (3,) asse ssment. of the
0 .

decision-m6g process employee by the target. Each of these tu btasks'is

discused An, the following sections.

. Target. Market Identification 0

p

,The initial step in target market identification is the spe'cificatIOn of
A

' C. .,,
all parties who are likely to, be influenced b5' the adoption and implementation

---- , ?
-,

,of the educational InnovatiOef interest. For example, when the University
4 ,

e...6

of Wisconsin war- attempting to gain adop on of a multiunit elementary, sehool,(MES)

.
.

focus centered not only on the Individual or organization with made the
,

adoption decision, such as the tocal scRbol board, but also with other parties
..,/

affected bythe addptiOn of . These' parties included state educayla
. .

agencies, elementary schoo
ad'iminis rators!teactlers!'studfrits'aropar"ts.,* .-"

. - ... .

The important point is that target4MIrket idintification must entail specifics;
s0

tion of all concerned parties since successful diffusion-of an innovation ie-, 'I'
, .4.

7 '4' , A,
- .

quires that the needs of all theSe patties be considered. Furthermore, the.

40relative Importance of the various pa ies in theadoptiop mcpss may vary

according to the nature of the innovation, and the greatest emphasis should

be given to'the needs of those parties most` directly affected'by the innovation.

Need Analysis

Once the target market has l*en identified
!
-a need analysis mu st be cdn-

.,;,

ducted for each of the parties
%

in the target. The first step in a need anasis -,

dA-'

, .

is specifyiSig the needs of the targets in ail. It' kften entails
- . .

)

'

.
= .

.

A 4 ,I
..,.

an examination-of 14hival data. These data inclOtie-C fttudeneyer-
,

formance ow tests meaguring specific- skills, records of successful and unsuc-
... , 44A 4411°.

cessful attempts to diffuse preVious educational iftovations, teachers' budgetary4 .40
..41 ''',

.

allocations designated for particular purpOse.4ata collected as part of pre-
,....

+4.. ,,

vious research, and records of requests f0P,Pariods Llucational.materials.

/

22'
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There, are specific reasons for collecting each of theie types of data.

J ir
'. a

:

Student performance on teats measuring reading, math and verbal skills dould be
.

examined to identify areas where performance is poor. This might indicate a
.

need-Zdemore effective teaching methods and tools In these areas. Records

of previous attempts to'diffuse educational innovations could also be examined

to generate insight regarding target needs. 'The needs'fulfilled by innovations
1,

which were successful might be contrasted with the needs served by ones which

failed to obtain some notion about the importance of these various needs:-

In addition, any systematic efferts to determine the reasons why a particular

r.

innovation failed to in acceptance may also provide insight into needs.

Teachers' budgetary allocations to particular area may provide an indication

of their needs for supplementary teaching materials. Existing literature and

data collected as part of pr,evious research projects might albo be examined

for clues regardingthe needs ot the target. This mi ght include the focal,

organization's own research as well as researci conducted by other organizations

such as universities, regional centers and labs, SEAs and IXAs. Finally,*

valuable information regarding target needs may be obtained by simply. examining

the requests for materials and information whirh, are made at all levels in the ,

educational system. For example, requests whichteachets make to their school

administrators,.LEAs and SEAs regarding desired information and materials pro--
,Or

vide an indication-of their needs.

After arChival data has been examined, t* organilition may have some,

general notion of targets' needs. However, since this information is derived

from data collected for some purpose other than need identificleion, it is
- 6

'likely to batincompiete. As a result, it may be necessary to collect addit'onal

ditato- help.de fine target needs. Two methods exist which Ad be employed
.

.

.0
to colleen this data: observation and direct'-- questioning of the targets.. In

-: .

.,

..

.
. . .

,,. )
)\LL
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some instances, it may be feasible for the organization to draw inferences

about target needs by simply observing the target in the eduNtional,system.

Codtlusions about teachers' and/or students' needs might be drawn on the basis

of obServing)teachers' and students' behaviors in the clasdEoom. Alternatively,
.,;

target groups might be asked to express their needs directly in,either formal
.10

personal or group interviews or through structured questionnaires.

Once the target's needs have been defined, the organization must assess, .

how well these needs are met by the offerings of other organizations in the

cechicational system. While many needs may b,e served by the products of these ,.

Other organfAtions, some needs will probably be unmet. The focal organization.
4

m4st then deter-Mine which of these unmet needs it can address most-effectively.

De- cision- Making Processes

In addition to identifying the target market and specifying the needl

to be served, theaorganizatiOn must understand how the target makes decisions

., to adopt or reject new prbducts. This decision making involves two processes:-

(1) the interaction between the various individuals invoilvedeeln the

decision and (2) the development orpoints ofview 'by the individuals

involved irpthedecision making. Knowledge of both of these pgocesses is

basic to facilitating the exchange process.

The Buying Center. The buying center refers to all of the parties

involved in the purchasing or adoption of innovations and the r9les played

by these parties. As we noted in our discussion of target market identi-

: fication, many individuals other than the actual purchaser of an educational

innovation participate in the purchase decisi-on. in fact, there are at

least five roles which an individual can play in a purchase deci.sion:,

(1) Initiator - The initiator is the person who first suggests.the

idea to purchase a pafticular educational innovation.

A
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(2) Influencer - An influencer is a person.who explicitly or

implicitly' carries some-inflUefice on the final decision.

(3) Decider -.Zile decider is atpersom (or persons) who ultimately

determines what action should be taken: whether to buy, what to

' buy, how to buy, when to buyind where to buy.

"(4)- Purchaser - The purchaser is the person who makes the actual

purchase,

,
.(5) User - The user is the'person who operates the product or

service.

Ima particular-situation the same individual or group of individuals may play

several roles, and several different individuals may play the same role. Fur-
-thermore, the individuals or groups who play the various Moles may differ across,

situations. Understanding the roles that different groups or individuals in

the target play in the decision to adopt is important because people in dif

ferent roles may require different types ,of inforMation about the innovation.

Opinion Formation

Regardless of the role that meTbers of tie target market play in

the purchase decision, they require information in order toform their

opinions. If an organization is to be ehective in,providing such

information, it must have an understanding of hiw individuals process and

, .utilize information. In this section,we will briefly summarize a model

of information processing and icentify its implications.

The information4grocessing model is depicted imExhtbit 4. The model
,)

interprets behavior as a function of information transmission through

several necessary, 1>dt not sufficient, stages. Thus, one, must be exposed to
0

information before it can be received. Yet, exposure is not-sufficient

.

for reception. n-Irn, given that an individual receives the-information,

there is some probability that he/she will choose to accept or reject it.

25
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4

Further, acceptance or rejection of the information is a clacessary, but

not sufficient, condition for retention. Finally, information which is

retained may influence intention and, ultimately,latual behavior. Let

us now examine the model'coMponentd' in more detail.

Exposure to information entails the physical presencetof an individual

at the time the information is being given. Exposure is a function of two

factors: the environment and the utility of the information. An individual's-

environment controls the information that he/she is aware of and, therefore,

exposed to.. For example, teachers are likely to read education journals,

attend teaching seminar's, and associate with other teachers. Thus, if an

organization wants to insure that teachers are exposed to information about

an educational innovation it must first make them aware of the information

by placing it in their environment (i.e., in educational journals, at

teaching seminars and conferences, etc.). However, 'careful placement

of the information in the target market's environment will not be sufficient

to guarantee exposure. Gi;ien awareness of infoiMation, an individual may.

decide to expose himself/herself on the basis of the perceived utility of

the information.

The utility of information is a function of two factors: (l(ertainty

about one's position and (2) decisional importance. Certainty about one's

position depends upon the quantity of informati g.; amount of past

information and experience the individual has w th respect to the issue),

quality of information (e.g.,, is the information current or out-of-date?),

andthaconsistency of the information (e.g.,Aoes all the information

support a particular approach, etc.?). When an individual is highly

certain about his/her position with respect to a particular issue, he/she may

see little utility in additional information and therefbre choose not to

27
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'expose himself /herself to it. The other factor which influences an individual's

evaluation of the utility of additional information
isthe.importance of a

decision.. This factor is related to the economic, social, and physical costs

associated with the decision. As thdse costs increase, the Utility ofadditional

111

information and consequently the probability of exposure to such information

increases.

Given that an individual is exposed to
information, there is some probability

that he will receive the information conveyed.
Reception involves the processing

and comprehension of information.
Individuals are most likelito jrocess in-

,

formation nhich is salient to them. For example, a teacher who is very con-

cerned about how to teach reading
effectively is likely to process information

on this topic. If the salience of a topic is low for a particular target it

may be increased* linking it to something which has high A1ience,

Reception is also related to comprehension. An individual's comprehension

of information may be enhanced by insuring that the information is communicated

simply and clearly. In addition, repetition of information will help insure

reception by increasing the probability that, the information
willKbe processed

and understood.

°Once information is received it may undergo further processing by the

individual and be either accepted or rejected. The acceptance or rejection

of the Information is a function of the individual's initial opinion and the

effectiveness of the arguments advanced in the communication. If people. have
.- .

a strongly negative predisposition to an innovation, it'is unlikely that infor-

mation will cause a dramatic change in their opinion. Consequently, the organi-

zation may wish to excldde such individuals from .the target market. In addition;

the arguments presented in the communication will influen e the acceptance/

)
rejection of the

informatiolinThe communication will gdi greeter acceptance

8
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if t e arguments advanced relate op factors that the target considers important;

0

and f they are substantiated by evidence unfamiliar to message recipients.

If Information is acceiAed or rejected there is some probability that it will

tbe etained or stored fold further use in forming intentions and behaviRr. The

probability that information will be retained can be enhanced by the use of
1

re
i metitio

T

H

We hav now summarized the process by which opinions are formed.

ever, organizations typically are not concerned about developing favorable

op nions toward their products or innovations per se. Rather, they are

n crested in developing favorable opinions because they believe that these

will lead to favorable behaviors adoption). While existing research

indicates that attitudes are consistently related'to behavior, it has1o

11.

been demonstrated that attitudes are only a partial explanation for peoprg's

behavior. 'Consequently, organizations must be sensitive to other. factors

which influence behavior. TWo factors other than attitudes -- reference
.

. groups and-unanticipated events -- have a significant impact on behavior:
0

Individuals are often influenced by what they believe that others, who are

J

important to them (e.g., family, friends, co-workers, etc.). expect them to

do in'a particular situation. Therefore, in communicating with the target

market the organization should be aware-of the importance of these reference,

groups and attempt to obtain and communicate theiesupport for the
6
product

or innovation.

It has, also been found that behavior is facilitated or inhibited by

unanticipated factors in the environment. For'example, a teacher who

intends to order materials necessary to employ a, particular method of

teaching'readind may be dissuaded from doing so if he/she discOvers that the

materials are out-of-stock and Will take three weeks to'llet. On the other

29
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hand, a teacherwho is uncertain aboUt which type-of reading materials to order

may be encouraged to order a particulay set if` he/she discovers that that set

. .

is available at a special, low introductory pricet The organization must be

sensitive to thefact that factors in the environment may either facilitate or
.

inhibit the behavior it desires and therefore it must take steps temaximize
1

the facilitators and eliminate the inhibitors.

In sum, effective marketing of educational products requires an utidex-
,.

standing Of user needs. In this section; we have'bVined a model of how

educational decision makers process and.use information to make product

decisions. This scenario provides a. framework for conducting research to

identify consumer needs. In turn, by employing this framework far conducting

research, it is possible to assess the extent to whidh a new edUcational

product is likely to meet consumer needs and the reasons for the acceptance '

of products that have been on the market for some time.

Although the performance of the comprehensive market analysis sJggested

above is likely to increase the utility of the products developed, it is

. -

employed only in isolated cases in educational product marketing. In part,

this is attributable to the production and sales orientation that has been

. .

adopted by eduCatignal-product marketers: In part too, it is due to the

fact that the cost of the comprehensive market analysis outlined is prohibitive

for a partibula developer to perform.. 7
;.

,

r-
If themarketing efficiency of educational products is to be increased,.

there must be:a econceptualization of the way market anaIydis is done. One
.

. . .

way to proceed is to assign specific research tasks to particular institutions.

Generic .research, which addresses what educational decision, makers perceive

IP ,

.1

to be major prob ems and describes how they cope wit( these problems, would

be catalogued,aOd disseminated via some centralized institution such'as NI

3
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Generic research data would also indicate the extent to which, existing producti

"lave been disseminated successfully, and their easons for the observed-level,

of. performance. 'Developers of educational products would be required to

justify proposals for R&D work by demonstrating that generic*research data

is"congedial with the 'product they plan to develop. It would also be

necesiary'for developers-to outline reasons for their belief that the

'ptoposed R&D work would yield a proddct that is not already,on the shelf, '

By requiring developers to use genericresearch the likelihood of

. developing high tility educational produCts is enhanced. However, a

'second type of market analysis is required. This type, termed nroduOt

research, should be.conducted by 'the developer, In contrast to generic

research, which identifies problems and the adequacy, of existing products

in-resolving these problems, product6research focuses on the efficacy of

Wdevelopersi product in dealiniwith a specific problem. As an integral

part of the R&D effort, developers would conduct research te.determine the

degree of acceptance of their product and the.reasons for the degree of

acceptance observed. This information would be Used.to modify the product

or discontinue development work prior to its mass dissianation.

To insure that a product research program is an in4gral part of the

L 154D effort, a tertoin portion of the research funds provided to a developerr

'would have to be allocated to product research. This approach is congenial

wi NIE's previous' practice, though It differs in.ad important respect.

Rath r than allocating funds to insure dissemination as was previously done,

would be alloacted for product research. This would insurethat t

products developed meet*consumer needs prior to their dissemination.

31
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The segregation of research into generic and product components

suggested above has several important implications.' It enhances the

likelihood that new educational products address user problems. It reduces

the chances that new products simply duplicate previous R&D efforts. And,

it makes market analysis economically feasible. In essence by following
.

a marketing approach the increased investment in market analysis in relation
.

to current expenditures will be more than offset by the decrease in dissemin-

ation expenditures. The over 11 result is likely to be greater marketing

efficiency. However, if t s outcome is to materialize, a cantralized

institution such as NIE is required that effectively gathers and disseminates

generic research data.

Task 2: Segmenting the Market

One assumption which could be made the market for educational

innovations is that it is homogeneousT-thaS, all potential adopters

(e., schools, teachers, etc.) are essentially the same. However, It is

readily apparent that potential ados differ in many, ways which are

relevant-to new product adoption .g., they differ in their needs, attitudes,

t ,

locations, etc.). Consequently, an organization way find it advantageous

to segment the target market into homogeneous subgroups on the basis of

characteristics related to product adoption or use, and then employ different

marketing prograMs to serve the needs of these different segments

Bases for Segmentation

The target for educational innovations may be segmented on the basis

of a variety of factors.. Of focal concern here are geographic, demographic,

vely.

,3
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(. .

and behavioral bases for segmentation. 0
. . .

_

Geographical segmentation entails segmenting the target market on the

basis of location -(e.6. sk area of a city, county, country). This type of

segmentation is useful when there are specific geographically induced

differences in'product use patterns and/or attitudes toward-the product.

Demographic segmentation entails.subdividing the market on the basis

of demographic variables such as age, sex, income, education, and social

class.. This is one of the most popular bases for segmenting the marketplace,

largely because consumer needs and usage rates are often-related to demographic

.variables. Also, demographic factors are easier to measure than, other types

of 'segmentation variables.
...,

J..

Behavioral segmLntation refers to subdividing the target market on the

basis of some relevant behavior. For example, firms often choose to concentrate

their efforts an the heavy users of a particular product (i.e., the individual.

who purchases the product in large quantities and/or frequently). This

strategy may be appr priate in educational stings when,an organization

has limited resource and desires to reach that segment of the market which

uses t4e innovation irst.

- Having examined bases for ,segmentation, we need to consider how an

organization determi es whether or not a segment is'attractive. Of Course,

as we noted in our discussion of target market needs,an organization should

focus on segments o the market whose needs are unmet or inadequately met,

and whose needs the organization has the expertise to meet. HOwever, simply

focusing On segment with unmet needs that the organization can address is

not sufficient. In addition, the organization must establish that the

. target is measurable, accessible, and substantia Let us consider each of

these criteria..

1' 33
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The measurability of a segment refers to the degree to which information

exists or is obtainable for a particular buyer characteristic Vnfortunately,

many suggestive characteristics are'not susceptible to easy measurement.

, Thus, even though ;teacher's classrob4 style is likely to influence his/her

adoption of innovations, this dimension may not be a useful basis for

segmentation because it is difficult to Measure:

The accessibility of a segment refers to the degree to which an

. .

organization can effectively focu. its marketing efforts on chosen segments.

This is not possible with all segmentation variables. It would be useful if

media (e.g., teachers journals) could be found/ which would only reach,,say, .

innovative teachers, but it is likely that these teachers are exposed to

the same media as non-innovative teachers. Consequently, even if

'innovativeness is related to adiption of new teaching tools it may have

little' practical value if there is no way of efficiently reaching

"innovators:"

Fina,,lly, to be meaningful a segment should be substantial or large

and/or profitable enough to be worth considering for separate marketing

cultivation. It may not be worthwhile for an organization to develop.a

separate product or program for serving the 'needs of, very small segments

Although organizations involved in the development a educational innovations

may not always be concerned with making a profit, they do have limited resources

to spend. Therefore, they must be concerned with whether a particular segment

is substantial enough to warrant the allocation of resources necessary to meet

its needs. This does not.imply that resources should not be spent against small

segments. Ra her, the point is that the number of people affected' should-be

considered in de. ping a segmentation strategy.

A Task 3: Developing a Marketing Program

In the previous sections, we have discussed the market for educational
%

'innovations. After an organization has identified its target market(s) it

34
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must then develop a marketing program which will meet the needs of these Market(s).

This invelves decisions about four major factors w ich are under the organiza-

tion's control: .4oduct, price, distribution or place, an promotion. These

'factors together are often referred to as the marketing mix (see Exhibit 5)..

Exhibit 5

The Marketing Mix

In the following sections. we will consider each of the elements of the marketing
o

mix. Although each element is discussed separately, it.4. important to note

that all the decisions regarding the marketing mix are int rrelated and are, -

ultimately a function of the target market that the organ nation is attempting

. to serve and the needs of that target.

Sub-Task: Product
.1

Two basic issues must addressed with respect to product: .(1) what

products or innovations should be offered to the market? .and (2) how can trial

of these products be encouraged? Each of these issues will be considered'in turn.

Establishing the Product line.' Determination-of what products should

offered to the market typically inVolvea the process summarized in Exhibit 6.

35
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Exhibit 6

New Ptoduct Deve/opi&

4,

1

Qualitative Research

NI
Screen on Basis of

OrganizationtGoals

s

Select Concepts for

Further Development

11 InGrodup to Entire-

j---
Target,Market

a

-

As the exhibit indicates, new product deAlopment should begin with an under-
.

,
-

standing of the needs of the,market. On the basis of this understanding, members

of the organization may engage in idea geneiation'regarphg products. These

ideas may then be screened by using quailtative research techniques with members

,

of the target (e.g., focus group interviews, ih-depth interviews, etc.) to assess

*Y.
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target (e.g., focus group.interviews, in-depth interviews, etc.) to assess,
how-Well the new product concepts meet the market's needs. Those concepts

which appear to haile the potential to meet the market needs may then be
. -

",evaluated-in terms oforganization goals and capabilities. Concepts, which
.

are mow ble with the goals and expertise of,the organization undergo

further deve opment. Prototypes of these products. may be developed and

tested. T is testing is used to refine the product so that it better meets

the needs of the target. Next, the product may be tested in a field setting

(test marketed) to check its performance and acceptance under actual usage

conditions. In addition, the field test maybe used to examine the adequacy

of strategies with respect to other elements of the marketing mix, such as

price, distribution, and promotion. Finally, if the product performs well

in the test market it may be introduced on a broad scale to all targe't

members.-

.NmProduct/InnoVation Trial. 'Product adoption is facilitated by gaining,

trial. In turn, trial is enhanced if the product possesses certaiwattributes.

Rogers (1962) has identified five attributes that influence the'rate at which

a new product/innovation becomes adopted:

(1) The relative advantage of the new product over exii;Ing products.

The greater the relative advantage, the more rapid the adoption.

(2) The compatibility of the new product with the lifestyle of members

of the,target: The more compatible with the target's lifestyle'

that the new product is, the more rapidly it will be adopted.

However,.compatibility should not entail developing a product

that is highly similar to those in existence.

(3)-- .The complexity of the new product. The more complex the new

'product, the slower the adoption.

%Iv
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(4) The communicability

and features can be

the new 'product.

P. 29

or extent to which the new product's function

described tq someoneipho has not seen or used

(5) The divisibility of the product, or the degree to which'the

product can be tried in small quantities on a limited basis. '1f

a product is divisible this will enhance the probability of

adoption.

On tWerbasis of this analysis, it can be seen: that products which have a

significant
,

relative advantage and are compatible, communicable, and divisible,

1 but not highly complex, will be most rapidly adopted. The effects of these

factors can be better understood in terms of the information processing model

developed in Task land Exhibit 4; High communicability and low complexity

increase adoption because they enhance the probability that information about

tile product will be received and understood,. A significant relative advaltage

and hfgh compatibility increase the probability of adoption because they enhance

the probability that information about the product( will be accepted. Finally,

divisibility, increases product adoption by increasing the probability that trial

(behavior) will occur.

Characteristics of the target also influence the rate of. product adoption.
. .

It has been observed that the adoption process pay involve,two steps. First,

the organization which has d veloped the product/innovation communicates about

it through mass media (e.g., urnals, publicity on'ff'V, etc.). The communications

reach opinion leaders who, in t rn, communicate through word-of-mouth about the

innovation to the masses (e.g.,, the rest of the target market). This process

is important because if organizations can identify and focus on these opinion,

leaders, the opinion leadersfWillfacilitate information dissemination about the
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innovation, increasing the efficiency of the communication process. While it is

often' difficult to identify opinion leaders for particular products, since they

tend'to be like non-opinion leaders only more experienced, it lie possiSle

to use records of past adoptions to obtain an idea of who the opinion leaders

are, For example, in educational situations, teachers or school 'systems which

have historically adopted educational innovations early in the adoptionprocess

might be Considered to be opinion leaders.

Sub Task: Price

In this section we shall address several issues related to the pricing of

products. First, a number of factors which must be considered when establishing

price'will be detailed. Then, two gene41 types of pricing strategies will be

outlined and the circumstances under which each of these strategies as appropriate

will be specified.

Considerations in Setting Price. Typically an organization prices a product

with the objective'of covering both fixed and variable costs and making a profit.

However, the situation may be somewhat different for educational organizations.

Many of these organizations develop and disseminate their products,under

grants from agencies such as HIE. Consequently, some or all of the fixed

costs associated with development and dissemination of these Products do

not represent ."real" costs to the organization and ft may not be necessaryfr
4 4

to price the product in a manner designed to reemler these costs. In

addition, some organizations which develop'tducational innovations are

nonprofit organizations and thus are no.t-ctre-erned with profits when pricing

their products. Therefore, organizations which develop educational innova-

tions may vary in their proccdure for pricing their innovation. Profit making

organizations pay set price to cover all fixed and variable costs and provide

a certain level of profit. In contrast, nonprofit organizations may set

39
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price in a manner which simply covers all fixed and variable costs. The'

- important thing for any organization to do when selling price is to determia
,..

. , what costs must be covered, what level of profit, is desired, and how price

will impact on demand (and thus influence costs'and profits) 'and then

establish.a price consistent with these factors.

.-7 . .
.

Pricing Strategics. In developing a pricing strategy-for a new Product,

..two stratkk immie,fare available: skimming and penetration. A sk .pricing
. . .0 A

strategy entails initially pricing a new product at'a relitlively 'high level

to take 'advantage of the act that some buyers willing-to pay a higher

)
.

.

4
-*

price than others, and then over.trthe reducing the price todattract additions L
.

- 1 -

customers. This strategy is most appropriate when:

(1) thereare a significant number of people o are willing tb-pay

the initialR_ high priCO

(2) there are barriers to competitive entry, such as patents"

(otherwise true high price would ,drake competitive entry likely

(3) there is a'desire to recoup the investment made

4

quickly; .

4? -

' Q4

(4) price is used as an index of quality, and 14116' quality is desirable.

An alternative to skimming pricing is a penetration pricing'strategy.

It entails setting the priCe of a new.product at arelatively low level in

ordei to capture a sutstantial proportion of the market quickly (i.e.,

k

uct

penvtr,ate the market). This strategy is best used whed:
/'

Ilk

(1) purchasers are price sensitive;

(2) unit costs of production and dittribmtiOn decline ai'output-,
_----

increases; and

low price is likely to discourage a tual or potential competition.

.0

-.0"
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elAlthough ther a skimming or a penetration strategy could be employed

by an organization introducing an educatiaeleinnovation, a penetration strategy

appears to be more. consistent with the goal of rapid diffusion of educational

innovations. Furthermore, since adopters of, educational innovations are likely.

to be'ilighly price sensitive in light of the fact many schools are experiencing

severe budgetary problems, a penetration strategy is appropriate.

Sub- Task:, Channels of Distribution

The Structure of a Distribution Chdtnel. The distribution of product inno-

vations entails the movement of innovations from the point where they are

d'eiigloped\tb the point(s) where they are adopted and implemented. Channels

of distributidir'qary on two basic dimensions: the number of different inter-

mediaries and the number of each type of intermediary. A channel of distribution

maybe direct or have no intermediaries, as shown in Exhibit 70 or may be in-

direct and have several intermediaries as shown in Exhibit Ai.

"Az

a. Direct Channel

Producer

Consumer/User

Exhibit 7

b. Indirect Channel

.Producer

Intermediary I

Intermediary 2

Consume /User

The decision regarding the 'number of different types of intermediaries and the-d
number of each type of intermediary should be made after a careful consideration

of,the'characteristics of the product, the market, and the producer. However,

before turning to a discussion of these factors, the functions performed by the

members of achafineijof distribution require examination.
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Functions Performed by Channel Members. Members of the channel of distribu-

tion must per form three basic types of functions: exchange, distribution, and

facilitation. The exchInge,function involves the actual buying and selling of .

the product or innovation. In the direct channel depicted in Exhibit 7, the

producer and consumer would perform the selling and buying functions, respectively.

In more complex channels of distribution, several channel members may perform

each of these roles.

The distribution function involves the actual transportation, and

sometimes storage, of the product. Sometimes the producer may perform this

function by sending the product to the .consumer through the mail or some
,

other mode of transportation, while in other instances either :roc rmediary

or the consumer may perform this function.

.Finally, there are a number of facilitative functions performed by

channel members which expedite the exchange process. These include providing

financing for purchases, informing potential'consumers about the product,

and assuming the risk associated with the introductfbn of a new product

(e.g., R&D costs). Different members of the channel of distributiorbmay

perform eachmof these facilitative functions. An intermediary may provide

financing for the pUichase of expensive educational innovations. A producer

may take charge of disseminating information about the product. And a

facilitative agency such as NIE may assume much of,the risk associated with .,

anew product introduction by providing funding for the project.

These three basic functions areinviolate, though they Way be performed

by different channel members in different situations: The decisions regarding

lobo shall per form these f unctions should be based on an assessment of whoan

-perform them most efficiently. This, like other channel decisions, is a

function of characteristics of the product:1the market, and the producer.

4 ()
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The Impact of Characteristics Of the Product on Channel Decisions. Four

major characteristics of the product impact on channel decisions:

(1) knowledge required to sell the product,

(2) service requifements of the produ

(3) perishability of the product, and

(4) unit value of the product.'
1

. If substantial knowledge is required to communicate effectively about the

product then a direct channel in which the producer performs the "selling"

function is usually most appropriate. This is because the intermediaries avail

able are unlikely to have or. be motivated to acquire the knowledge :necessary to

do an effective job of disseminating the product. SimilarlYsthe service reqUired

by the product also influences channel decisions. If the product requires

servicing by technically trained personnel, intermediaries are typically not

used beCause they are unlikely to be alto perform the service function

effectively. Products which are'highly perishable are also likely to be distri

buted through special intermediaries. Educational innovations may be perishable

in the sense that their value is diminished if they are not distributed rapidly-.

, Finally, the unit value of the product influences selection of a channel of

'distributioa. If the unit value of a product is low, direct distribution may be

impractical since it will probably, increase the cost of the product substantially

(direct distribution is typically more costly than going through intermediaries).

The Impact of Characteristics of the Market on Channel becisions. Two

characteristics of the market, the extent and" concentration of demand, and

consumers' buying patterns, influence the selection of a eh= of distribution.
0

If-demand is extensive and concentrated in a particular area, a producer may

find it worthwhile to use a direct channel-of distribution and gain the

benefits of having well- trained, specialized representatives. On the other

hand, when demand is less extensive and geographically dispersed, intermediaries

43,
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. are likely'to result in more efficient distribution. The buying patterns of the

targeemusi also be considered in making the ct/annel decision. When purchasei

are small and frequent, indirect channels of distribution are typically used.

,The Impact of Characteristics of the Producer on Channel. Decisions.

Finally, two attributes of the producer or developing organization affect

ellen 1 decisions, (1) size and resources of the producer and (2) breaCti

of pr uct line of the producer. If the pioducer is large-and has substantial

experience with the target market and the innovation, then direct distribution

. may be attractive. Thus, a large organization which specializes in

educational products may-find it worthwhile to maintain its own sales force.

On the other hand, a small organiza4kon)and/or one which has little expertise

with educational products may wish to use an indirect channel. Similarly,

if an organization has a broad product line across which the costs of direct

distribution can be spread, it'may be more practical to maintain a direct

channel of distribution than if it produces relatively few products.

'Managing the Channel of Distribution. A channel of distribution is a

loose coalition of organizations that through cooperation seek to move goods

to ultimate users. ,While these organizations share the common goal of moving

goods to users, they also have separate goals which may work against achieve-

ment of the common goal. Specifically, while organizatiods conaned with

the diffusion of educational innovations, such as laboiatoriea (e.g., Far

"West), REA's, and SEA's,mayshare the-common goal of moving educational

innovations to users, they also may have conflicting goals. In fact, thesq

organizations may be_competing for funds, power, and prestige in the educatio

arena. Wm, then, can these organizations be motivated to cooperaetp

insure the e

user?

cent movement of educational' innovations to the ultimate

4 4

s
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Several strategies may be employed to increase the efficiency of_the

channel of distribution. First, it may be appropriate to identify a "channel
de'

captain" of an.organization which will be the driving force:behind the

channel of distribution. In an education setting HIE might play the role of

the channel captain. It is impotynt that the channel captain's primary .

objective be the efficient movement of goods to the user. The channel captain

may then attempt to structure the channel of distribution and the rewards in

the channel of distribution so that other channel members focus on this common

objective, rather than their own organizational objectives.

T9 facilitate cooperatiOnin the channel nf distribution, the 'channel

captain may attempt to implement specific policies designed to reduce or

resolve differences between channel members. For example, an exchange of

persons strategy might be instituted'. Under such a strategy, senior personnel

from one organization' in the channel spend time working in an organization
. -

at another level in the channel. Thus,

spend six months working in a laboratory

This would enable the channel members to

an administrator from an REA might

such as Far West, and vice-versa.

better appreciate each other's

ptoblems and goals and thereby would reduce conflict to'a-more functional

level. Another strategy which might be employed is,estabIishment.of

ie mediation procedure to resolve differences which do arise between channel,

members. Mediation helps resolve'conflict since.channel,melbers make

concessions to a mediator rather than to each other.

Finally, effective management of the'channel of =distribution requires

that the channel captain institute feedback procedures. in' Channel.

Consumer needs are constantly changing and channel members, particularly

those who are in direct contact with the consumer, should be,trained to

monitor and feedback information about-such changee The channel captain
4
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regularly survey members of the channel to facilitate such feedback.

'Sub -' sk: Promotion

Promotion activities are generally formulate e product, price,

and distribution strategies have been established. The major functi.on.of

promotion is to provide potential users of educational products with the

inforMation needed to make informed choices. Three vehicles are available

'to perform this function: advertising, persk14.belling, and,publicity.

1

Advertising is any paid 'form of non-personal communication disseminated by

an ideritified sponsor. In the.educational context, advertising involves'
N,

the, use of trade journals and direct mailings. Personal selling entails

contacting parties to the adoption and implem,entatiri process directly and

informing them about the 'Product'sNattributes. Verbal presentations as

/'1
well as actual product. demonstrations may be used for this purpose. Publicity

_is a non-paiefor form of promotion which is disseminated by various media

because it is newsworthy and interesting to the'media's audiences.-

1,
A critical task in_developing a promotional strategy involves coordinating

.-
.

advertising, personal selling, and publicity. To thi'S end, it is u 1 to

develop promotional objectives before making deciiions pertaining to how

promotional tasks will be achieved. Indeed, the statement of a precise set

o

of promotional objectives is pivotal to developing effective promotional

approaches; it guides the selection of,promotional vehicles, the communication

content, and the indices for measu ing

Statement of Objectives. A first

articulate a precise set of objectives.

advertising effectiveness.

step in developing promotion is to

Promotional objectives typically.

consist of four components,.

1. Market Target. The various' publics and their relative importance

must/be specified. 'We.have discussed holeis task may bet performed
4*

0 when we examined segmentation strategies.
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2. Communicat on Task. Under t isrheadi a statement of the product

attributes you wish to convey\to each target is specified. .Identi-

)

lication o this aspect of the promotional objective emages from

the needs ssesbment discussed earlier.

3. Desired C ange. -What effect or result is desired in response to

the'promo ional activity should be stated; The desired change may

be stated in terms of communication indices, such as awareness of

11.

the product, attitude toward the products and intention to adopt

it, or in terms of actual.adoptionand implementation.

The selection of the appropriate change indexdepends'on two

factors. One isthe.product's stage in its life cycle. More

specifically, when the product is initially disseminated focus may

center on achieving product awareness and a favorable disposition

toward the product. In later stages of the product's life cycle,

the r

the d

be: of adoption is likely to be the main criterion in developing -

sired change objeCtive.

The other factor to consider in establishing the desired change

objective is the promOtional vehicle used. For most educational

:Products, the role of advertising (whether it entails placing

space in trade journals or direct mailings).and.publicity is to make

people aware of the product and provide information wh ch enables a

/

judgment of its appropriateness for them. In contrast, personal

selling is usually intended to stimulate trial.

It'should be noted that none of the promotional vehicles are

conceived as being sufficient to induce adoption: 'Indeed, this is

the task of the product. Rather, promotion is seen as stimulus which

facilitates the adoption and implementation of those products which

417
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match educators' needs. By the same token, promotiOn may serve to

speed the demise of unneeded products.

4. Time Period. The final component of a comprehensive promotional

objective is a statement of the planning horizon. Ay specifying the

length of time it will takesto actileve the desired change among
t

the various targets, the educationay planner indicates when the

promotional program should be evaluitted. Although the time periods

for promotional activities are freqdent14 revs wed/pn an annual

basis, such an arbitrary planning hO on is not a ays appropriate.

To this point, we have focused on the components of objective's and

.e,

the information.that constitutes the basis foi establishing promotionil

objectives. This discuision is summarized in the first 'two columns'in

Exhibit 8. As we noted earlier, a statement of objectives is pivotal in

developing promotional strategies. In effect, it entails coordinating

knowledge of the market land product and using this information to establish

a precise set of goals. In turn, objectives are the foundation on which

executions of promotional activities are developed.

Media Selection. Consider4the media selciion decision firs. As

Exhibit 3 shows, one important input to the media selection deCision is the

desired change. If th sired change is in awareness of the product or a

favorable disposition toward the product, then this suggests two promotional

instruments: advertising and publicity. The advertising options typically

most useful in disseminating educational products are educational journals

and direct mail. Publicity-is often an effective device, since unli e

advertising it is presented by a source who stands little to gain by h

presentation of information. Although publicity in -newspapers, magazines, and

professional journals requires no expenditure for the space, it does require

48
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' Promotional Objectives: Their Antecedents and Their.Execution.

)

Basis for Establishing
Promotional.

Objective
Objectives

1

Segmentation Analysis -------)1"Target

ki
Execution of
Objectives

Needs Assessment. Communication
Task

* .

flp Media Selection

Desired Change
-

'Stage of Product
. ;in Its Life Cycle

Time Period ......4._______....)Measurement of

Effectiveness

Content of

Communication-
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active solicitation of the various media by the educational marke is

'necessary to demonstrate to the media why a feature on an educatio uct

will be of interest to their readers.

In situations where focus=centers,on achieving intention to im lement and
4 .

actual trial of the educational product, peponal selling is the mos appropriate

promOtional vehicle.` This may entail having salespeople explain the se of the

product as well as having demonstration' sites to permit Iroduct, trial. The

latter vehicle is particuarly important when adoption and implgmentatio involve

a large financial expenditure in personnel and/or,equipmet. ,As noted ea her,

permitting trial with limited commitment enables those responsible for adopting A

and implementing a product to convince thimselves of its utility./

By specifying the change desired, deci5ions can be made regaiding the
/7

resources to be allocates to professional journals, direct maid publicity, per-
,

sonal selling, and demonstratiOn sites. It does not, however, p t a precise

determination of the vehicles to be used. For example, given,an objtctive of

creating awareness, itetoight*be decided to spend one -third of:ihe marketing

budget'against advertising. The question is: should tffis,be4chieyedby using

journal advertising'
'
direct mail , or bdth? And, if jo rna ls are appropriate,4,

o , '

t
which journalliThonld.bt,se4ected?

,,

.

.

w- - .
- ,,,:- ,.- :. . . ,

%.. .

TpPaddresst4Rsejasties'yequires a consideh4Rnof thetarged-objective.
.

If the target 'is comiiised,of A large number of people who ,are similar ice----

some respeCt (e.g., teachers)', 'ti -it is often most efficientg(in terms of
.

-
)

cost per reaching etch peqon) to use,journaLs. O the other hand, if the
,, o ,,,---., , ..

target. group is limitedln site a heterogeneous in nature, then direct
e ', ''',93

. "- .

mail is likely to be the mPo.q1Off4ignt means.of.disseminating informition.

It. permits taili)rinS4the aPeal to the specific target with-a.minimum of

wasted media covet:Ise of.thode'un kely to.influsnce the b-pying decision. A

o

P
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knowledge of the target is also u

vehicles. If, for example, superintendent

741-

seful in choosing between different advertising

s are to be reached, then those

journals that have a disproportionately high superintendent readership per dollar

spent in advereisitcg would be selected. In essence, the attempt is to match the

target to be reached with those vehicles which attract high target
b.

Communication Content. The seleceion of the appropriate communioatio

readership.

content is based,most directly on the communication task. turn the

communication task is determined by a knowledge of what consumers want,

what product feats you can deliver, and what alternatives are currently

available.

A second factor that contributes to the communication contt)nt decision

is the change desired. When an educational product is launched, the initial

objective is to achieve awareness. In this situation, it is appropriate

to providetlimited information about all major product attributes.

An important aspect of the communication content decisioris to insure

coordination in" arious media. This is not to say that the same information

should necessarily be caiiinunicated,in advertising; direct mailings, and

persopal selling. In fact, as we noted earlier, these media for information

dissemination may be suitable for presenting different types of information.

Rather, an attempt should be made to insure that the different media are

used in complementary_ways - advertising to make people-aware and favorably

disposed, and personal selling to convert favorable disposition into trial.

Measuring Promotional Effectiveness. This task should be performed on

4

a continuing basis starting before a product is launched. Pretesting

promAions involves a rather minor expenditure before ateavy investment is

made in product dissemination. Pretest may entail insuring that the attributesti

.discussed in promotional materials are important to information recipients,
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that the information conveyed
is understood, and that it motivates interest.

The-monitoring activity should continue after the product is launched.

This' involves tracking
demand for the product over time. Of equal concern

is the generation of data which provide insights as to the reasons for the

level of, demand obstred. Specifically, surveys of people's product awareness,

disposition toward the product, intention to try it, should be conducted and

the rate of inqUiries generated by various promotional devices should be measured.

These data not only indicate why a product has generated a certain level of

demand, they provide a 'starting point for developing strategies to rectify

that facilitate product dissemination. For example, if awareness is poor

this may suggest the need for adjustments in media used and/or the need to

increase sales-calls and advertising exposures. In contrast, if awareness

is substantial, but
people are not favorably disposed to the product, then

the attributes stressed in the communications are likely to require

adjustment. These-and other implications derived from measuring advertising

effectiveness are illustrated in Exhibit 9

Although we have focused on measuring the effectiveness of promotional

strategies, this analysis may be extended,to monitor the impact of product,

channel, and price strategies as well. For example, high product-awareness

and trial but an unfavorable attitude toward the product,and little adoption,.

suggest that product
molifications may be necessary, whereas high awareness.

awareness,
preferemceAand trial but littleoadoption suggest distribution

4

inadequacies.
(.\

Orchestrating Marketing Tasks

To this point, we ;have examined each marketing task separately. Effective

mar ng strategy requires a 'coordination of product; price, charinel-andi-c!"

promotion strategies. Orchestration of these marketing mix elements and the

dollar allocation to each is dependent on consumers' response to various

t,

oducts in the educational marketer's portfolio. We libel; identify several

5' -, ,
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of the most common situations facing the marketing-decision maker, and

suggest the appropriate strategic responses for each situation.

Product Introduction Phase. In the early stages of product dissemin-_

ation, investment spending is typically required against all marketing

. tasks. In relation to the revenue generated from product dissemination,

the expenditures incurred'in the product introduction phaie are high.

Indeed, financial losses 'are often incurred in this phase. Expenditures

required to identify the market, to engage in product development work,
I

-to promote an educational product and to distribute the product are

considerable, while demand for the product is low.

GroVthPhase. If market analysis has been accurate, the investment

expenditure during product introduction results in a rapid acceleration in

projact_dellatx1, To enhance this demand during the growth phase, investment

spending is typical? However, the investment spending undertaken in growth

differs from that employed during introduction. Whereas introductory .

investment' expenditures are heavily allocated against market analysis

\-product development, distribution and promotion, investment spending during

the growth phase are often more heavily allocated against price and distri-
,

.hution. Furthermore, the rapid increase in demand, characteristic of the

growth phase, results in a positive return-on the marketing investment.

Maturity Phase. Once'demand foraii product has stabilized, in the

maturity phase, several strategies are available tel the educational-marketer.'

One entails maintenance spending. Using this approach,. enough funds are

allocated to the marketing effort to sustain product demand at its present

' level. .41ternatiVely, a harvest strategy may be employed. This entails

'reducing the rnhrketing expenditure for a product in order to increase the
.

cash flow. Use of a hIplest strategy is preccated.on the assumption that

'

A
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. ....r ,

.

the decline in demand resulting from a reduction in the marketing budget

will` more than offset by the budget savings. The4ncrease lArcash

flow which results can then be invested in new product opportunities.
. ,

,.

A harvestinmtrategy`is particularly. appropriate wlten.the educational
A

product producer,has a substantial number o; f loyal re ,aukchasers. In-' '

r ...i. . ie
,

. r 116'' l - a. S. . .. ,

this situation, the reduction in Marketing effort iscunlikely to result.in

. ,. ......
.7.--'

'a compirabledecline in patronage.

ia the maturity phase of educational products, It-may be dseful.to

,focus'on thnse institutions that hive limited financial capability for

sieW product acquiiition. In marketing to this target; the price of the

product may be lowered to-AgAract e*gment. Alternatively,roduct

improvements may be instituted and price maintained if more financially-

able targets.are being considered.

Decline Phase. In the decline stage, when demand for a product is

declining, the educational marketer should consider an abandonment

__,.

strategy. This entails withdrawing marketing suppOrt fromi poduct;

advertising ds withdrawn and price may be increased. ,Abandonment is

appropriate when it is anticipated that the dollar allocation toward -

.

rketing activities will be greater than thirevenue generated from

product sales. If the product demand 819ntinuei to decline when marketing

suppor.t is retracted, it should become' ,candidate for dropping.

III. MATRIX ORGANIZATION AND. THE R&D PROCESS

-9/

o

1

So far the marketing
organization has been described in terms'Of its con-

4

stituent task flow processes. The major feature of the marketing design is the

-10

..**4-.011,
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,exhibit 9

Measure of Advertising. Effectiveness
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way in which the R&D process is embedded in the organization to make it maxi-

wally responsive to the user. This embedded structure takes two forms First,

the R &D, process is placed between the market analysis process and the strategic

marketing process. Products do not originate with the R&D process so much as

pass through it. Second, the R&D process i1s further embedded within the stra-
,

,.."
gic marketing process itself. It becomes a part of the new product develop-

, ment task in order to ensure feedback-from the target segment.

I
For a cpmplete description of a marketing asign, however, it is also

1
.

necessary to consider the relationship of personnel to these processes.

After a history of considerabld'experimentation in the private sector, it

is now widely accepted that the ,best form of personnel Structure fOr the

marketing approach is the matrix organization. In its most:general form
...-

. 6 _,

the matrix organization represents a trade off between centralized (tall)

4. ile

and decentralized (f t organizations. In the matrix organizatibn,'project

.

.coos nators functio ike the heads of decentralized departments: They
.

attempt to. make sure that all decisions take account of the particular

requirements of their project. But they also,draw upon the centralized '
. ,

resources of a group of experts in making their decisions.'

Exhibit 10 displays a matrix organizational structure which is very

common in marketing. This structure is generally termed a "product manager"

organization, While uldtmate responsibility rests with,a marketing exedutive,

the day\to day responsibility for products is decentrilized to individual

managers.' If there are a large number of products, not only is there a

Manager for each one, but related groups Oftproducts have managers, and there

.E

may be anoverall divisional product manager as well. In contrast to this

decentralization., there also exists a group of experts centralized at the

division level to perform key tasks. 'Usually these tasks are those relating
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to marketing research, promotion, and distribution The product manager has

J I

responsibility for the remaining tasks and, more importantly, for integrating

the work of the centraliied specialis5s to ensure the best product possible.-

Wwould be expected that a marketing approach to educational-products

z. would make use of such product manager design. But themost important

implication of the matrix structure is for connecting the R&D process to the '

marketing processes ill which it` is embedded.' The product- manager is the

natural vehicle for enslng that marketing tasks do flow into the R&D

process as prescribed. To do this the product manager must use not on

marketing personnel as centralized specialists but R&D personnel as well:

As portrayed in Exhibit 11 the product manager overlaps with both market

specialists and R&D specialists. his role is.to form a link through whi

, the marketing tasks we have described can'be related to R&D activities.

The marketing design proposed'here would employ product managers as

the linking pins With which to embed the. R&D process in the organization.

Resources, Not Boundaries

The proposed marketing degign has purposely been,. left ambiguOus in one

important respect. The design could apply to a specific organization, such

as an existing Regional Laboratory, or it could apply to the entire system

of R&D activities, or to some portion thereof. Consideration of these

possibilities is beyond the scope.of this paper. It should be pointed out,

however, that the general design proposed is in principle neutral to

organizatfOnal boundaries. The design has been presented in terms of tasks

and personnel relations. These may be placed within specifid organizational

boundaries in a wide variety of ways. But the overall design principles are

notCalttred by these boundaries. It does -not matter whether the market-
,

analysis process'and the marketing research specialists associated with it
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are hoUsed institutionally together with the R&D process. This is not to say

that problems may not be encountered with institutional iaeparation, as with,

for example, the authority of the product manager. It is just that the general
4

eaiketing'deaign still applies.

More relevant than,the questionoi organizational boundaries isthat 'of

resource allocation. It should be clear''that implementation of the marketing

design proposed here would require a massive restructuring of the resources

available for educational, products. Funds would have to be shifted away from

R&D pei se into..the marketing taski. It is this reallocation of resources

rather than the problem of organizational boundaries that would prove most

. ,

difficult, in implementing the marketing approach.,

SUMMARY

In this paper, we have outlined a'marketing approach to the development

and dissemination of educational products. The implementation of a marketing

approachenpils focusing on the needs of potential product users as a basis ,

for product development and dissemination. Thui, the marketing approach is

user-driven. On the basis of research pertaining to user behavior, homogeneous

markets can be identified, and product,'-price, channel and promotional strategies

can be developed to satisfy educators' needs. In order to implement the marketing

approach successfully, a matrix organization is suggested. This organizational

design ensures coordination between the R&D process and the marketing process

in which it is embedded.

4
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INTRODUCTION

The central theme of this paper is balance. Based both on % review

of -what modelsof knowledge production and utilization (KPU) have to tell

us, and on what operational elements we tee within the REA Exchange's

initial design, we will argue that maximum impact and utility of the RDX

effort can be achieved only if there is, a balance between the needs and

interests of potential clients on one hand, and the.services provided by

RDx on the other. Balance also means the sharing of power, inputs to the

effort (informational and procedural), and responsibility-for outcomes.

It is hard to disagree with so basic a statement of he issue, yet,

we will'see below that there are some important areas in which the RDx

design is already out of balance. This has. happened, chiefly because the

effort was designed more by infOrmation providers than by potential clients,

and because the conceptual approaches of the designers of any KPU effort

are important forces in shaping what the effort will become.

We will approach the issue of balance in two ways: first, we will

distuss the ,conceptual approaches to KPU, concentrating on the assumptioni'

behind them. An'expanded "linkage" model will be used to synthesize

earlier upolar"approaches, and to explore forces which underlie or pre

dict linkage..- Second, we will analyze RDx using the concepts and criteria.
A

elaborated, to arrive at a series of problems and recommendations.

CONCEPTUAL APPROACHES

- How an inaividual views the KPU process usually depends on where

that individual is in the process. Knowledge producers, linkers, and

ipotential or actual clients tend,to see it in different ways, emphasizing

parts of the process or using different analytical based resulting from'

(
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their ifferent backgrounds, positions, and most of alt, needs and in-

terests. When a field attempts tobuild a largel,and carefully'-planned
4 P.

KPU effort, there is' alwa the danger that the r effort Will*take on the

character of the conceptual approach. of its desigpers;-and it isalmost
)

always the case that KPU efforts are Seen as needed-andaxcaesigned b(

information producers or intermediaries. The reasons are simply that

producers and intermediaries are rewarded based on the extent to which

their products are disseminated, recognized, and (increasingly'in recent

years) put to use. One must always ask whose conceptual,approaches are

representede design of a KPU effort, and what assumptions these

-approache?contain. The aim should he to design a KPU effort fOm a con-

ceptual approach which is shared'by both the producer emit potential user,

Iv,
but this_is difficult in large-scale efforts where producers intermediaries,

and clients are separated by great disances-of space and time,. Most par-,

titularly, it is difficult to achieve a shared approach where there is no

.

direct, nteraction from the very beginnin among these threes groups.

Input from the pbtential client Is ,often lacking because: (1) clients'

concerns are most often with their own products and outputs, not with poten-

tial inputs (particularly if these inputs are abstract or need localizing);

(2) clients are usually scattered around the map, unoganiied, and are

large a group that even could they be brought into helping with the de-

thex.wbuld either overwhelm the procese'or be so diverse that they

could not come to a consensus among themselves. Hence; we have seen ''the

rise of "need-sensing" methods and. efforts, whoe goal is to survey the

problems, needs and capabilities,of potential clients. Phese approaches
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usually contain two flaws; however: (1) they rarely survey the basic con-

ceptual approaches clients hold about the KPU problem; and (2) they almost

always begin with needs for information and not,brpader needs (and only,by
, a

a comparison with informational Vs. other xeeds can we determine the

perceived imp4.tance of information, or of that subset based on R&D on

wilichnmst KPU efforts are based).

As we will see later when we take. a detailed look at the RDx design,

the designers-are not clients, nor are many clients represpted directly in

thevprocess. Further, the effort, by its very name and in the emphasis it
1/2.. .

puts on input and service functions; is geared primarily to the,R&D 'subset

I.. .
.

.

of information, and certainly to information as contrasted to other pos-
.

100/ble kind of "solutions."

The "Polar" Conceptual'Approaches: "R,_D&D" vs. "Pioblem-Solver"

Hov. KPU efforts attempt to balance two different views of the KPU

process: that of. the producer and that of the potential client. As Havelock

(1969) pategorized them, these-will be called the "Reaearch,-DevLopment,

and DiffuSion" (R,D&D) and "Problem-Stolvar" approaches; respectively. The

first isconcerned primarily (though not exclusively) with dgyeloping uses

forknowrge coming from the R &D process. The second is'eanceraed primarily

with getting help_for ctitioners in solying real probleks (note that

4

.

.we do not say 'users, "since this 'term is an already bladed view of the
-...

.% roe of this group,).
1W

i , . t
. The'R,D&D approach concentrates on describing the successive stages -

otactivity involved in the basically, "linear" 4hough often_recycling)
4.*

process through which knoyledge derived from research is taken through

developetierital testing%nd into marketing, or diffusion activities designed

to "sell" or achieve uses for that knowledge. The approach assumes
_

- '65
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that the process is and should be staged, rational and logical, and that

the users of outputs, are themselves "rational-logical." key assumption

here isilithat, howev r the ultimate ptoduct is derived (either flowing),

directly from res arch.discovery or as the result of applied research based

14 on need statements), empirical operations and research expertise are required

to come.up with a-product. The concentration is often on planned,. large-

,
scale efforts, and on "top-down" direction and flow of products and influ-

ence. This is a centralized notion of control amenable to program devel-

operS. For our purposes, however, the most fundamental assumption of the

.R,D&D approach which we question seriously in relation to RDx is that it

is possible to design a truly effective effort through systematic arrange-

spent of-organizational-level components, without the direct participation

of the potential client.in each step. !

On the opposite pole is the "Problem-Solver" approach, yhic begins

with.felt,need in some practioner (non-researcher) group, or with the

derivation of needs-as the result of some intervention or change-agent

activity. The focus is on finding the best solution to the need, regard-

less of its source or form. The process through which the client group

is pakedislas important as the substance of the particular solution,

. .

because of the problem-solving process learning assumed ake place.

One way.to contrast these'two approaches is to a tsider what is "fixed"

and what is "free to vary" in each. In the R,D&D approach, empirical knowl-
,

4

edge is the given orfixed component, -and potential applications are more

or less open. In the Problem-Solver approach the need is fixed, and the

potential solutions are open. The crucial issut.is the relevance of

66
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R&D for client needs KPU efforts often assume too uncritically that in-

-

formation is the best solution, while clients most often view information

as having less immediate benefit or payoff than other kinds of solutions

(e.g., manpower, funds, support, legislation, inno ative practices,, etc.).

Ultimately, neither Of these approaches ©s a complete model ofthe

KPU process. The i,D&D approach stresses the "KP" at the expense of what"

we know from organizational change and development regarding the "U" or

utilization process; the Problem-Solver approach looks for solutions with-
,

out too jn gard for developing capacities outside of the practitioner

4

.organization which can help that or other organizations in the future.

4

Linkage: A Synthesis

the concept of "linkage" deals with relationships between a resource

person or group and a practitioner or piactice,or tion which con-
.

lenuously facilitates and promotes mutual inform and helping,

activities with respect to significant practice ne.s. Each underlined term

is important. "Continuously" highlights the need for more than one-shot ot

fleeting phenomena; "mutual" stresses the dialog component and opportunity

foimpacts on both producers andnients, plus the notiontof openness and

active relationships; "helping" involves' a commitment and involvement, and

..

% the notion of evaluation of activities to see if they really do help; "needs"
*

stresses again that the focus of the linkage id on the resolution of needs

,(not on the delivery of some product).

,Linkages may take on the character of ideals the-KPU effort would like

-et
to achieve. To facilitate linkages we need-to know more than what they

are -- we need a sense of-what predicts or leads to their establishment.,

The model wd have developed organizes predictor forces by levels:



Societal: directeffecti of laws, supports, social climate
and the evolution of social issues, economic pressures etc '

Oraanizerional: leadership, goal definition and.decision--
making, processes, skills, opacities, partici,patibn, ?ward
systems.

,Indivi,dual: attitudes about'change,,risk, etc.,training, t

skills, knowledge, role clarity, and power., ,*

procedural: tit between situation and linkage media,..redun

I

,

dancr, capacity, and fidelity of channels.

*

Content: communicability of the messages (both needs and' .

/
';.-

solutions), innoyation-torganization fit for-clients; the

fit of needs with.R&D'and service progrem,plans and daps-'..
cities for solution providerss.,s,

6' ''-

9

o .

,_.

We need toNdo more 'than the current trea0 in KPU theory oflisting pre -

*

dicror factors, however. Theie forces act ih one of four ways: .) affect

,

ing both linkage partners equally; (2) affect ing either or both Ilnkage p rt
.. ir

,
.

.

ners, butoseparately; (3) affecting both through their similarity on the
'r.

factor; and (`4) affecting both throughtheir-CompatibiljtY on one or a set
.

. .

of factors. (A more detailed treatment and statistical model are given in

an appendix to our complete papei.), ,

.

- ,
:.

-..>

. ,
. .

.
-::,

In summary, KPU apttroaches:must be evaluated regarding their assump

. (

tions, aad.must be-related to RDx to dete&ine: (l)°the kinds of,apgroaches,

used in the planning of .RDx, (2) the suitability of a particular approach

to the effort, and (3) suggestions regarding directions RDx Might want to

p

explore coming from these approaches, particularly from the syntheses sug-

41gested by more recent writings on KPU models.
.

LOOKING AT RDx FROM THE KPU MODELS

(

In our complete paper weikescribe RDx through use of eight "opertiOnal

modes" (Havelock, 1974; Havelock and Lingwood. 1973). These movies are

more concrete elaborations of the perspectives represented in the k,D&D,

"T

Cie
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ProblemSolveeltrLinkage approaches. Below we provide brief descrip
.

tion of each mode, whereaDhe is in etlation to that mode (as taken from

our knowledge of RDx and-from the draft RDx solicitation;
/
NIE, 1977), and

a 0

our reaction based on knowledge of ath KPU theory and RDX planning. The

modes are presented in a sequences based on increasing levels'of client

)
involvement or 'clientorientation."

, 7

"NaturalNetwork Nurture"
5

Elements: KPU functions are added to information flows taking.place'in
existi4 networkg': professional interest groups, "invisible colleges,"
etc. peiial KPU activities acre funded in this context.

.

,

RDx "The R&D Exchange will concentrate on strengthening
these c11nnels and making sure thar highquality R&D outcomes and
exemplary practices are available."

Predictive Factors: There are likely to-be several different and
poorly interconnected networks (e.g., among producers-and among
practitioners). Group centered factors, rewards, skills, and values .

limit interconnections.

Comment: This mode is subject, to what is available in terms'of
existing networks, and these tend to be stratified-into practitioner
and R&D networks with little linkage between the two. This is a
very "laissez faire" apprOaal.to KPU. It is important to identify , ri"

practitiOner,and R&D informal networks, 'since ese are powerful
shaPers ofCOnsensus, and are information s es.highly trusted_
bytheir members., However, major,KPU pals .are not likely to be
achieved only by making inputs into these networks. If they are
seen as powerful linkage forces, We must ask why they have not
already donette job? It is important, however, to strengthen
practitioner networks, and state to -state information and resource
exchanges are helpful here. This can help rebalance power in RDx,
giving a centralized and coordinated voice for practitioners to
back up feedforward (need) information..

'Continuous Flow Dilsedination"

Elements:' This is a partial mode llovering dissemination of

printed materials of iwo types: popularized serial publications
which bridge, between, R&D journals and non- aresearcher audiences,
and selective dissemination of ihfOrmation, in which printed
materials are matched to 'reader interest and need profiles.

RDx Pla '..Operrations Support *ill be involved in publicity,
and special publications and newsletters are planned and may be
targetted based on user'needs,and interests. ,

. / 60 .
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Predictive Factors: Given the low chance for reciprocity in
this mode, factors affAting producers are not'likely to be
changed-by these activities, and thus, the knowledge base is not
likely to be altered much over time. This is, then, not truly a

linkage. 3

'Comment: RDx is not oiientedto mass audiences, and so this mode
is best used for general awareness, publicity, snd to cast a weak

but broad net which may catch a few new people. 'RDx doss,haVe a

role to play in serving as a broker for practitioners, Areeing-
and recommending the best of the many popularized and SDI publlca-

tions available.

"R &D Product Dissemination Service"

Elements: Here R&Dproducts are screened for quality by,a central
group,.transformedvaild dissemipated'(also with demonstrations and
consulting help on.lidaptation and uti &ization). The focus is oft

planned aftsemination and utilization efforts to 'sell R&D products;

and this depends on the availability of gsable`R&D. Limited need-.

"re-sensing" is done, to insure that needs still_equal those which
supposedly drove the creation of the R&D base initially.

RDx tians: Several RDx activities fit in this mode. Operations

Support will screen R&D for quality; R&D0Interpretations will
analyze. available products and transform them, especially iil high

priority areas. Exchanges and contractors will assist linkers in

disseminating products. Identification ,of information resources,

'the regional R&D resource exchanges, adaptation and distriFution
of materials, etc. all fit in hdrd. -

Predictive Factors: The most crucial lectors here affect the
need-sensing component, since RDx has been well designed on the
solution-delivery side. Organizational capacities to deal with
competing need's4tements willbe important (e.g., normative needs
determined by surveys, individualistic ones coining from the Ex-

changes). At the procedgral level, the need - sensing -paths in RDx

are long and indirect. -'

7

Comment: 'Me key to success in this mode is the combination of
R&D produbt screening for quality given the context of.current
needs of clients or targets. R&D Interpretations will do no

direct ne -sepsing,and may be somewhat isolated from the needs

and uses f the ultimate consumer of its products.' Thus, the:, '

ExcWnri s and Operations Suppopt-will have to be actiie need 1,

prot ors, and this maybe submerged in the press:of mther.act-

ivities ant priorities. The primary linkeroclients may limit ^ /

the ability of RDx to determine therieeds bf the ultimate clients,

educational practitioners. Mulqple need=s nsing'paths.are,beeded,
just as multiple deliver, paths are requi d in build in refundanCy

and error-checking.
.

a
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At
"Instant Response R&D Retrieval Service"

Element: User information needs are channeled through a "hotline.'

servicemto information nd human, resource data banks; output is

tailored somewhat to meet he user's situatidn and need , and is

. returned to the requestor ymail,or telephone. Answ s to ques
:tions,asked frequently may be prepackeged. Complicated or unusual

requests need separate processing and Liditional,clarificaiion of

the user's needs. This approach depends on having an'uP to date
and useful bank of R&D information; and adequate human resource banks.

RDx Plana: RDx does not wish to duplicate ERIC.operations, which
are similar to this mode, but will provide assistance for clients

in training and access to systems. 'The Regional ExclIsness will do

some of this, but in a more informal manner througH the small reg,

ional R&D resource centers they create. Many Labs Already have

data based seareh capabilities.

Isa

Predictive Factors: This mode depends on the skill and knowledge
of the initial point of contact, the ."hotline" Operator. Operators

must have good need sensing, and probing skills, knowledge of the

human and R&D resource bases, etc. Capacities of human resources

are also imliortant.p edictors; it is easy' to overwork those persona

who have' given good service inthe past.

Comment: This mode Is a compromise bf the notion of true client
orientation, since.the range ofpossible help is fixed to what now' ".

exists in information or resource banks, and the c/ienthas no ?eel,
ability to influence the contents ofgither. This approach works

where the scale can be kept small and on a persontoperson basis,
pr where R&D has useful answersto give. 'In the RDx case, scale s
can be controlled by doing this at the regional level, but'educat
ional R&D and human resource banks will'often fail to prpduce defini.

tive answers. In these'instances the service must be able to drop
'R&D information as its base and to switch to providing skills which
maybe applied directlyin helping solve clients' problems.

"RapidResponse R&D' Report Service"

Elements% This is similar to the mode above, but,With" much more

-depth and compOsition of_respons'es. State of [he art reptrts are

tailored for each Client by "writerexperes./.! This level.of detail
must, be reserved for important issues which do not demand immediate
responses in crisis situations, because of, the costs and'time're

sluired 6arespond., This mode works best in instances in'which_the
clients have the power to_demand custom services,, as in the case

*of.the Congiessional Research Service.
6

,

.410 RDx Plans: High priority axeasill be given this kind'of'atten
t n on the - review side, and (hopefully) almost as much on the

A'ta loring side, by R&D_ Intprpretations.
r

A
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Predictive Factors: Client power is the key issue here. In the
aRDx case practitioner clients do not have this level of power, and

,even .linker clients may not, sincAineither group mandates the RDx
effort itself. Policy-maker clients may be served in this mode by
RDx, however. If RDx tries to serve-be cy and practice it
may encounter capacity and role - conflict pro lems.

Comment: This mode provides` the mosj thoughtful and client - tailored
coverage of the R&D base, but it is an expensive process. The size
of the potential audience makes it h rd to,provide this leve/ of ser-
vice. It isal,..ost impossible t reak the cost -- helpfulness equation
which is at the.root of many KY problems and efforts. There is also
an issue.of.how priority areas will bd defined to require this in-
depth coverage.. What is needed is a,process which will give clients
the teeling that they have participated in defining, and hence have
greater probabilities of using, these priority analyses. Again, there

, is little in this Mode wItich will allow for impact-on the educational,
R&D data base itself. This mode may be seen as a linkage between
the Grriters and'the client, but not between clients and the original
R&D or.solution-providing' community. ThuS, special attention should

'be given in RDli to 1-inking unmet needs and recommendations which come
out of work in the priority areas back to the educational policy,
program, and R&D-funding communities.

"Coordinated Mission-Oriented R&D Programs"

Elements: In this mode the focu's is on large-scale highly-visible
R&D.projeets geared to affecting policy, rather than toward dissemi-
nation .fo practitioners. Management and monitoring are done at high
policy levels. Change results through administrative and legal en .

actment and/or enforcement. Great attention is given to quality and
relevance of the R&D product'sinde the stakes are usually high. Need
sensing is assumed to have been done at the societal or political
levels.

RDx Plans: "Not within the purvue of the'H&D Excha HoweVer,
feedforward activities are designed to.link with road need-sensing,
and the Regional. Exchanges will collect, and co tractors will process
and report', needs ddta to R&D ,policy- makers.

Predictive Factors: RDx's role in passing needs along to other pro
grams operating in this mode is important here, even if RDx does not
want to undeitake this work itself. CHere RDxrwill enter an arena
populated by powerful.ekistint groups with vested, interests in the
shape of large- 'scale.projects (e.g., funders, researchers, other NIE
programs such as plans for a need - sensing network, etc.): RDx will
thus need a well thoUght out and demonstrably accurate need-sensing
capacity, and the top-level capacity to makelinkages with,policy-
makers.

Comment: We agree that RDx should not attempt to operate in this
mode or become active in sweeping "social problem oriented" R&D.
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Yet, in,serving as a need-senser, there is no clear path or planned

linkage with those'whO do operate in this mode.
A,

"User-Centered R&D"

Ele5ots: One style in this mode is%"ad-hoc user research services,"

in which-Clients sponsor R&D to meet, their own needs. Marketing and

organizational research are examples of this., A second style, "user

collaborative R&D,", brings clients in_ as full, partners in the research

process. Action-research fits this second style, with clients active

through all stages of the R&D.

RDx Plans: "Ac hoc R&D in response, to particular practitioner's

requests cannot be part of the R&D Exchange." Ai the regional level

ehe Exchanges may serve as linkers between clients wishing to enter
this mode and resources who tight 'help them.

Predictive Factors: Reward systems of helpers or action-researchers

are crucial in this mode (see Lingwood and Morris, 1976). An inter-

disciplinary orientation, openness and personal linkage skills are
required of R&D personnel who attempt, to work in this mode.

Comment: Even if RDx does not work in this tode,-its broker role

will be important. RDx might become involved in disseminating the

results of such work, or with demonstration programs. Careful sel-

ection of demonstration sites will be needed, as4ill close RDx links

to R&D funderss.to'insure that researchers knoi4 they can use sites

linked to RDx in their action-research.

"Knowledge-Based Problem - Solving Consultation Service"
%

Elements: Here clients' needs control interaction with an outside

consultant, and there is no "unsolicited" communication._ R&D in-
formation is only one of many resources o the consultant, and the

most fitting resource will be used, depending on the client's needs.

The-consultant also helps with ehe problet-solving process the client

uses.

RDx Plans: Regional Exchanges will perform a few of these functions,

with support from national contractors. The extent'of involvement

will not be great, however.

-
Predictive Factors: Consultants must have a wide range of skills

0 and good linkages to knowledge and other resource in his mode.

The resource system muse be able to suppdit eft° t even if its

most favored type 'of- solution (e.g., that based on R ) is not deed.

Regional Exchanges will require high levtls of skill nd capabity
,

in operating in thie mode. Also, the Exchanges may h ve to contend

with. need filtering or gatekeeping which-may occur at the "linker

client" level, i.e., between the Exchanges and praCtitioners' real

,needs. tt

4
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Comment: While RDx will provide for identification of outside re-
sources and experts who can work in this mode with clients, and may
become involved here to a limited extent in such activities through
tasks the Regional exchanges undertake, the effort is still base

4 firmly in educational R&D, and this may limit the capacity, of
to work in, or even foster this mode. It will also be diffic t

to maintain the R&D emphasis and acquire process and helping ills
at the same time, particularly at the busy Regional Exchange 1 vel.
Skill and problem-solving prodiSs training are'optionalservices of
the:Exchanged, and we wonder how much of this will take place'given
the other demands on the Exchanges: there is a tendency to overload
the "ftont line" in KPU efforts. this mode is more difficult
to evaluate and monitor than are thosmodes which disseminate R&D
information.

These operational modes may be seen as a developmental sequence, in

the order we have presented them here, in many instances. KPU efforts

tend to become more. open to client inputs as early attempts (usually

based on th existing R&D base) fi0.l to meet needs. Even in education,

the ush for need-sensing grew more tharo..a dec de after the establish-
.

mend of major dfssemination activities such as IC. The-simple sequenc-

ing of these modes masks the fact that fewer cli t organizatio s are in-

Ivolved in the most-client-centered modes. Many cl t organizit drop

out somewhere around the mldle, particularly if they ardAnot innovative

enough, or lack imaginative leadership, in relation to the issue of change,
4

AS a whole. Thus, from the producer's side, watching clierit groups fall,

away ad-efforts move down the sequence, this ordering is probably not

de;relopmenfal. From the perspective of the client group,which can stay

with the sequence as it comes more Tyler its control, hlwevO, there
4

probably is a developmental proCesg here I" first becoming open td Inputs

from outside in the form of R&D information, next in seeing the gaps in

the R&D base, and finally bringing empirical approaches to change inside
. At

the organization for greater control and wider scope of the effort.

6-

Pl.= IP 444m I
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A SUMMARY OF ,RDx LINKAGE ACTIVITIES

he we look at all of the activities through which RDx will make con-

tact with practitioneh and linkers, and compare these with the mechanisms

through which these gr9ups can influence 120x and the'R1D community, we

see clearly that RDx is more of a delivery system than apcomplete linkage
t4

effort. There are multiple delivery paths, but very low redundancy in, and

certainly much less exposition? given to, the need- processing component.

Further,' most of the ties to linker and practitioner clients occur

through the Regional Exchanges. The Exchanges have many roles to fill in

the overall effort, bringing up the Issue of potential overload. "Overload
.

i

may also become an issue for the linker clients of RDx.

The level of client participation in planning and managing RDx seems,

too low; from the stffndpointof producing commitment to end feelings of

"ownership" over the effort. More abltention to-need-processing will

help overcome this, but RDx really should have begun with much greeter

input from the field, and this lacki,thay now be hard to overcome. RDx will

also need to do a better job of deciding just who its clients are. There

at probably too few "linker" clients to justify the level of the RDx

Jeffort, but there are definitely too many potential clients for the effort
4

to handle if RDx opens itself up to all educational practitionip directly.

Linkers may also-serve td'filter out need statements from the fiaid.
0-

.

, . .
.. .

.A SIANARY OF4RDx,
,
AS SEEWFROM THE "LINKAGE PREDICTIVE" MODEL

.

/

.

Here are some of the major forces we see.operating on RDx, organized
v..

according to the levels of linkage predictqrs discussed earlier;

Svietal: The key here is the sacietaltpush for KPH efforts in order -

to achieve some'payoff for the large s cial investment in R&P, Note
that there is sinOt as vocal a push for R&D-based solutions comfbg from

rst-.
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practitioners -- they are contending with
parents and voters,who ate asking difficul
eltchanges may be hard put to demonstrate t

solutions to harried educators or linkers

...4

nflationary
t questions,
e relevance
mho are more

pressures,

etc. Regional
of R&D-based

worried about
simple survival. The evaluation of RDx must also take this into
account.

Orzanizational: Reward systems in academic R&D, appear to limit the
pbtential contribution of many researchers in deriving useful solu-

0)

titns. onversely, practitioner reward systems stress operational*
success ,not information input -- thus;'RDx will have to demonstrate
to practitioners the direct benefits of iniprmation 'inputs on oper-
ational performance. Cost-benefit data will be needed.

Individual: Initial need - sensing steps are needed with each poten-
tial client with which RDx's linker 'cents work. This builds the
reciprodal interpersonal relationships needed in linkage. Thus, RDx
must be able'to train linkers in relatio,nal processes, and must be
able to change itself in response to what linkers say is needed.
RDX must avoid the tendency to overload individuals in its human
resource banks; Regional Exchanges, and linker client groups.

Procedural: Regional Exchange freedom in establishing linkages based
on previous experiences is crucial.. Supports are needed to alldw
the Exchanges to work through as many interpersonal channels as pbs-
sible. On another level, there are no clear statements as to how px
will link tb educational policy-makers, researchers, and other stake-
holders -- these need to be elaborated.,

,Content: Again, the key thing here is to keep RDx open to-content
other than that based on R&D: practice innovations, sources of sup=
port, referral services, etc., may prove-more useful to many clients
than R&D-based knowledge. Not only must this variety be provided
(or at least linked tosoutside of RDx), but monitoring and evaluation
must take cOntinual,account of the utility of various kinds of solu-
tions.

RECOMHENDATIONS

As a conclusion", we propose.thr,ee broad sets of recommendations de=

rived from the analyses above. The first set pertains to the operating

philosophy and image of RDx. The second relates to the operational modes

which mighebe emphasized. The third relates to the process of system
- .

monitoring and redesign.

ALOperating_ Philosophy and IOAgge

A.1 We believe thatRDx should strive for consensus among its members
and relevant stakeholders concerning-its operational philosophy and

76
o

A
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image. We believe that that philosophy should place most emphasi
on linkage, resource brokering and problem-solving assistance, ra'
ther than on research and development products per se. Component
elemen s of that operating philosophy might include: (a) client meed
orie ation, (b) responsiVisess to clients, (c) two-way dialog coJt-

,c .ing needs, solutions, and reactions to solutions, (d) the broWet-
age role (connecting clients to a universe of resource persons, plc.

'ducts And services), (e) providing a range of alternatives which
/ leave the client With meaningful choice and a' sense of control ovOt

the decision-making process, (f) follow-up capacity to indicate t&
'clients that RDx is concerned' only with dissemination but wit31
the full cycle of problem-solv and educational renewal, (g) cas-
acity building so that clients ultimately take unto themselvei
the resource linking and problem-solving functions That RDx init-
ially provides.

A.2 RDx should work to build the strongest possibye links to other
linkers, brokers and consulting services in the "&etural network"
to demonstrat exclusive and complementary functions, as
well as to en rmously expand its resource linking capadity.

A.14RDx shou strive in ' -ny ways to cultivate and broadcast,
an*plage of client- center :d resource linking, as suggested'
in recommendation A.1. Image building activities should serve to
allay fears of other stakeholders, and to develop a client constit-
uency which is aware of and interested in the types of services
which can be provided.

B. WhatDverational;Modes are Most Anprooriate for RDx?
-4Pc

We recommend that RDx planners and decisiod-makers review the des"

criptions of the eight operational modes we have presented, to determie

which apply most strongly to the type of effort they are trying to dev.Olop

XII making this determination they should consider the fact that it is eot

possible to °pa-Kate well in all modes simultaneously,' given present mud

projected vesoutce constraints of/RDx. Furthermore,'an attempt td inv.Ost

in too many operational modes /simultaneously may confuse the image and the

r. . .

operating philosophy, both to your clients and to,your members.' Thirdly,

the adoption of somewhat contradictory modes, for example "Knowledge-BJ%d

Problem-Solving Consultation," and "R&D Product Dissemination," may crJate

role conflicts for persons anT organizations within the RDx effort.
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Fourthly, members of RDx who are Labs and Centers have a history, capacityy

and image connected with some of these modes, e.g., R &D product dissemi

nation, but not with others; hence, if they extend too broadly they, may

not 'he building on existing strengths, and may be acting counter to the

4

I

expectatic:ts of important clients and stakeholders.

We would further make a few suggestions concerning the specific rele

vance of each of the eight modes as follows:

B.1 Nurturing the Natural Network: Lt is clearlybe 'the capacityof RDx to follow this mode completely, in fact, RDx represents only °a part of a federallyfunded effort to nurture disse'nination capacities in existing institutions and to fill gaps between them.' An
other problem in pursuing this strategy is the likelihood that results will have low visibility and exhibit little shortterm evidenceof payoff. RDx needs such evidence to survive through its formative.period. RDx should not assume that there are effective linkages amongthe many different natural networks which exist, howeverindead,the creation of these should be the'prime goal ofRDx in this mode.

B.2 Continuous -Flow Dissemination: RDxWIII-require some activitiesin this mode to'build a constituency and to build. an awareness of andinterest in its general objectives, and its values to that constituency. However, it seers, unlikely that this will be a prime .raode for.RDx.

B.3 R&D Product Dissemination: It shoUld be noted that planned proactive dissemination'is necessary tget the widest and fullest utilization of educational R&D.' It should also be,notedthat R&D Centers
and Regional Laboratories have traditionally and some'times very effectively engaged in marketing their own products. We therefore recommend thdt RDx give further

consideratiion to the place of and need forthis mode within atotal system configuration. In,particular, theyshould consider how new RDx initiatives in other modes will relate4to
or conflict with past and ongoing Lab andCenter actAities which arefOlearly.in this mode. For example; one might aSk how "alternatives"
can be posed fairly and effectively-by

an agent who hai devota4 onethird or more of his or her professional life to the development ofonly one of those alternatives.

--B.4 Instant Response R&D: The-major concern here isgduplication ofexisting effort. There has been more prOgress in'the last decade, inthis area than in anf other in information'services, and several nonmembers of Rix are proven and expert providers (e.g., SMERC, RISE,New Haven ERE, etc.).

1

78
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B.5 Rapid Response Reporting: RDx,needs to experiment with this
promising strategy, but to be fully aware of its cost implications
and the necessity of being extremely selective and strategic in the
questions and clients it wishes to cover in this way. After a "free"
start -tip period during which the service presumedly proves its value,,
a gradually escalating fee-for-service schedule might be implemented.

- Rapid reports shoul&Nalgo feed into continuous flow .channels as a
secondary market,, to multiply the number of users who might benefit
and Xo'improve the benefit/cost ratio.

B.6 Coordinated, Mission- Oriented R&D: This mode is clearly out-1 '
side the cost feasibility realm of RDx as currently conceived; how-
ever, through the feedforward function RDx should play a key role
in a larger problem-solving loop which involvesNIE, universities,
private organizations, states, and labs and centers. Feedforward
should serve to articulate rell and"pressing client needs and con-
cerns, and should activate the organizations responsible for knOwl-
edge building activities. The fact that Rilx does thip-4with cred-
ible examples) should'be broadcast to its constituencies so that they
can understand and appreciate the purpose and value of the feedfor-
wardlunction.

B.7 Ad Hoc User Research Services: Many people and organizations
in the "natural networks" have the capability of performing such ser-
vices, and many routinely do so already. Therefore, we would. urge

J ( RDx not to coalpete in this area, but rather, to serve as a broker,
especially to connect clients to unusual or remote helpers. __,

B.8 Knowledge-Based Problem-Solving Consultation: Although it i
,

clear from much of the early discussion among RDx members tha this
is the 'preferred mode, RDx should 54 cautioned to: consider th very
high costs of providing satisfactory and rewarding services .f this

/nature. RDx must be very selective, and perform very well, so that
it nay serve as 'a model for future educational caperative extension

,and problem-solving,programs faded by ,federel and state initiative.
RDx should operate as a bepker for outside resources who can

operas in this mdde. 4

C.MonitOring and Continuous Redesign of the RDx Effort
T.

The KPU linkage-predictive model proposed here represents a reason-

ably

.

comprehensive and systematid approach to defining and modeling ,

the.fUn'ctions and predictors of an effort such as RDx. We propose that

some such model be Adopted or adapted by 4RDx.45eAnderstand, monitok, and

evaluate itself. We further propose that such modeling efforts and

data collections be used in guiding the continual redesign and self-
'.

provement of the effort and.its many elements. This' means beginning'

4 .

'7
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with a conceptual approAch which is shared bye. RDx and its clients, then

basing evaluation and `change on that shared
r
ndersthnding.

.

2

)

v
4 \
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'PURPOSE. AND SCOPE OF THIS PAPER

Our'concern here it td arrive at a balance4onceptual approach

,

to Knowledge Production and UtilizatiOn fKpy4; one which gives adequate
-

cons, ideration to the needs and operationsoflboth knowledge producetsvand

4-
-.

.

potential knowledge users. Since efforts such as the,R&D Exckkinge,(RDx)

4 \ ..

are most often de igned by knowledge producers rather than knowledge con-
-.

,

s,,uTers,,,we Will be particularly concerned with 'representing interests of

"clients." The paper is presented in two parts. In the first we discuss
... . .

KPU models, concentrating pn
V
understanding hot: they are affeCted by who

(

. i
'Iv

creates thed and what assumptions' are made. In the second we will disc6sS
,

RDx from'the standpoint of the most comprehensive models, ',and-make recom

mendAtions based on this atalysiS. Re will look 'at the plhnned activities

of RDx using.a set of conceptual aids Which we call "operational modes.".
,

Intro duced by Havelock (Havelock and\Lingwcod, 19730Iavelock, 1974), and

also used by NTEin drafting the specifications for RDx ZIE, 1977Wthese
\

rocs provide alternativedestriptive outlines for analyzing actual KPU"

.Operationt,within the overall context of a general linkage model. We will

also go beyond descriptions toolook at RD/frorp the standpOin of a "linkage
.,

predictive" modeliat KPU which is'introdumed in Part
,

r. ,

-PART 1: DESCRIPTIattAND EVALUNTION OF' CONCEPTUAL APPROXCHES. TO KPU'

How an individual views the KPU prOceis'usually depends on whgre 'thot

individual is in the process.. Iknowledge producers, linkers anti users

7
///

tend to mphasize differen,elements, make different assumptionsor. use ''

.. ) ,.., //' -/ ,.,, -. .

drfferent l approaches or different "models.': Such 'conceptualanalytical
---

L ..

.
individualism may\make.litttedifference if KFUqs seen as nituta1, un

.
f . 's .

a

Ilanned and decentralized. When a field' atl'empts

/

to alter or improve .KPU
,

, '-, - I

,P
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through a planned and,organized effort, however, different approaches,o
4

)- .

become a diitinct liability. There are'dangers that the process` may take :

3

only/the perppecttive of the most dominant group, and/ thus "eurn off" others,'
. ,f

from ,.4g start,,or that the resulting effort may be so unrealistic that
/I° it may a umworkable (a 1, ignored) by same of the groups' ho are,

-
keys to.success. The most likely problem is? that system designers and,

knowledge proeucers will have more(voice in deciding the.conceptital

proach to be-used, and that this may not fit well with the experiences

and needs.Of potential "users" or."clientStcf the effort.

We cannot cl.aimtliat the 'development of a,shared, consistent and ac-'

curate conceptual approachit a sufficient condition for success in4mpr-
, .ing KPU activities; but we feet that such development is a nedessary.co -

ilitio-fom it. KPUefforts such as RDx are so complex, and the termitic) ogy ,.4
used to describe

and outomee'm0

them is=so loose, that-disagreements on,goalsirategies.

tot Come to light early enough to be-edrmounted.unless
Aft

a common framework exists. tor'tps reason, as well ss to provide a se-- .

.

.view helpful /in choosing the best model, we feel it is useful to begin by
'

providiagran-overvie4 of approaches commonly used, We will-point out the

. assumptions and viewpoints behind them, and develop an overall conceptual
d

framework through which pa-sons At different points in the 1rocess, with

different goals and,needi, an communicate with each other and orient,
,

;..

-,-

,

coward the common effort.
.

..

yLAR" APPROACdES TO icv
.

..

Discussiont4Pf KPU mOdelsfregtiently reflect a polarity of,thoughtf'
0 . 0 /

"between those4whb.are research or expert-oriented and those.who are
.

- 'practitioner or.bonsumer-otiented. Those at the research pole stress-
--

. 4

f-,

4

.
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..

Ihe need to be r gorous and scientific in the assesSment of new programs
. ,

..)

v e-p:' .- /...1 .

and practices, /using compatie and universaliftic Yardsticks. They are
s.

ralso pitted to the value 96 use cif scientific and informational prod-

ucts

- . .

and'ouEcomes, , r
Xhpse at the practice pole stress the uniqueness of

, : . .

/ehe particular user's Situation and 'needs and their capacity to.,judge for

themselves 414t id et-foT them and theirsitUation. In its,most extreme

-1
.7,

form, the i'ractIce pAle denies the validity or relevance of any research'

, '1/ .. ,

or developmeht work which is not explicitly focussed on the specific need

- and the'spectfic consumer group in question. Thus what works for thyd

grader's in Vermopl may,be seen as totally irrelevant and inapplicable .by .

k., . .
third grlde teachers in a rural New Hampshire county, dn4:so on.. At the

,

. , ,
. , i.1 .

, . /. ,

Other extreme there are may be some developer-advocates of educational

. :
t .

products who see-truth only iirtTeit,inVentions, and who strive mightily
.

.
.

to make
,

them 'teacher proof,P i.e.,' incapable of beihg usedAy practit-

ion9xS in 'any way deviant; fgom their original intentions. The re arch -

,

practice polarity perIes many of the more.acrimonious:debates(atrout*F2U,

-.and pack viewpoint can be conveYe4.in -either an extremely positive or
. ,

negative light. The section below ar:ticulated these extremes as "models"

which' have a certain consistency and rationality within themselves. The

"poles". form a useful starting point or anchor point's for much of our

-discussioh of more,integral-approaches to KPir,and as mean to evalu-

ate the RDx effort (in Part 2).

The Researdhc DeVeiopment ana Diffusion-Approach

The "R,D&D" approach views KPU as basically a li'near process. It

.
4starts'With the process of6bastc, and/or applied research, then moves

.4.

into developMent, in which the fundamental rese arch, knowledgq. iS"°applied

65 /*1*.
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A

to the solution of some real -life ptdblem. Inmany cases, development
t

activities actually begin. the "planned-for" work,' since basic 'research

knowledge is usually phoduced already', for reasons. inherent in the sci-
.

4.

entific desire siM:plY. to-know, and without any intent of applying

1.\a.noWledge to any real pro lei. Once a pote4tiakly "usable" product has

'been developed it moves into the diffusion process : .communication or

transmission aciivities -designed to inform a wide audience of the exist=
a-

-

ence of the "product;;" d to proV(de demonstrations of'it to the "field"
1 i

of potenti-'l "users." 4Finally, the produet is adopted by'sonm portion
,.., ,

..,

of the intended audience orAclientele (V-e Haveldnk, 1960, p. 10:40,
. .r 4

'for-a list of sole of the key early proponents of this approach,' the.-

1

elements it aiiis,Nand how they are equencej0
/

'Underl Asium tions: The approach is 'first-of-all, what

could call an "aCtivity description model..it, Note that* it concentrates
4

(
ot-Osccess;ve stages of activities, guying little attention to the roles

0.

. I
, 'V. ,involved,owno fills them, or micro-level process invored in each.

'
,t13 " -Second, the linearity asIpmption is important: linearity in terms, of

.
,

;

sequences 'o'f planned activities, based in rational, decision-making and

on empirical knowledge. The notion of linearity'ls nor.diminishiit by

a certain amount of re-cycling which may taketplace among,the'stages;

froM evaluation of ustr impact back to'reldesign,.for en e.. The key

point is that product development4nrecedes any extensive Interaction

with the specific "us r."
.

4.

Nrhird, and related to the above, there is a crucial aesutiPtion.that

. .

potential users are atienableato the xational and empliicaltapproath,.-of
,

at least that they can be "sole(er convinced by app'eals to Che'inherent-.

5

16,

1
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advantages of 'oting new,knowledge-based products for.change. 'Following
V'

from-this is the assumption that users kr6w how to convert dge into
, -

be:evict? -- that' they know hatit'o "he."

'ourth, the sequen ce often begins with existing knowledge or tech-

nolog

^

with the assumption that existing knowledge is'relevaA to the
4

solutioreof,some problem? Dr that the knowleAge is 110110a*le.enaughthat-

ito6ght to be applied somewhere. In.many cases the model isclearlran
4 t

-
. -- t °advocate for _use 'eifexisting science, -end,i6 often used as a.selling point

z .. JA
.

.

.s.

'40 for the con-duct af such research. A refaced assumption involves the value of ,

___.-

\ 1 ,It. .
I . ,

information as opposed to other kinds of products (services,-funding, r
k(

3, . .% . . _.-

..

skil/s, political power; etc.). ,'
..

r
, v.

..

.

, , ., ,

Fifth, this approach assumes.thit the effort isAbest planned' and " .

, 5 1
'

' directed frbm the to;5'dOWA,,where-"top" is de includingas the
I

.
. -, z

N./

I

producers and markeiers of information Dr, R&D products. .,

.
, :-.-..

, ,

,4111 Sixch, there is the crucial assaaption
,

that the !CPU:sequence of act-
. ,"- Olt. i

/ 4.1vities cad and Should be.planned fo, and .often organized
4

into large , .

,

\\
"systems." This.stieS t.his approach 9Aite eloselsy ta larger, formalized

.

J.

efforts,,particula?lywhere piducorgatkand potential users are not,parts '

4.4
of ,then same organization.

Commeil, The R,D,&12 ilO46ef.has been %Wry successful to...till:Ise situ-
,

. ,...

ations,,in,which the assumpticles are met, especially if all parts of the
. ...,

-\ V %

process-from'researChVt; application are within one or&lization%or true,
. .

'iy, 'm, -with well-meshed expectation's, roles, procedures mid rewards: i

- -- \ . t' : ,

. , _ /
,

)41:. ,,- . ,

% , .

This may account for the prevalence of, this approach
Li- -

i,. ...

,. ."'' trialt4and (some) governmintal agency applications. On chi'-other hand,
- . , . ..

r

f
the, very logical andisequentdd nature of this approa h gay be one' of

1 1

, N. .. ,401. ,...

C

k-, A
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the appeals in these instances. TIS the extantthat the leadership of

the effort is correct in the,assuaiption that there is a working sysitem

-in mhichcassumptions, perspectives, needs and valuep are s red, the
..

. . ,

R,Dp a?;:roach can fit in well. Tie question with this approach);
.

as .

. .

wiq: others, is (to draw a statistical analogy): how "robust" is the

appro4ea if its underlying assumptions Ilk Violated? r

Gebaand Clark (1974, 1975) performed a service for the KPU. community.-

P °

by Pointing out that the, current "ubified\systems" view, closery associ-

ated with.the R,D&D approaA, is not realistic in education, leading.to.

.

i series of failures which reduce political support fog both R&D and KPU.

Ehrit,effqrts at "engineering" \arge scale R&D/KPU effocts were unreal:-

istic, they contend, since the various'groups'and prganizatiohe involved
-t

4 did not ehire'common,Peiception bf 'theprOblem,were independent, had.
. .

.. s,,.-

other miss ;ons than either proddcing or utiba.R&D knowledge,. etc. They

.

. .
. y

.

. ,

suggest the use, of the telrm wnfiguratipnu 4 isor,e-accurate than ,the tee
r .. .. f

. .
1 arguirlenasi,,r ,

"'syStem."- We think4it-is best to vied the Pqpfigurati.
%

an,W eal_fqr wider-yanging yodels and apprirches,
1

nes which'Iit the
,

, ..
. 0elt . , ,

.. 1 1111littitoiy" better,' and which 'must 'beeValuated. for fii V all potential
.

4

AIP.
.

, 4, ,

( Aticinaute (prodOers, ititerpedAAries, .clients, WO before the
, s...

. , ..

ef4oit beginst
,

1 .
. I

'' , , '. _

. ' t .

If we loo at the
.
blstory and currant uses atthe R;DEJ6 approach,

- , . .

.

we se e that it it primarily a 3iStem-ciesignef's; manager's, or researchevCs
.44P' . .c/, . . . # .

g

apprbagh.-0T-n other words, it.dOes a good, seeing the world from - ,

,..
.4

'p I
.

,I.the pertictive'of the produCet,:or promoter of- aparticular field of ,

a

/ 't ,
':

-
,

-empirrcat knowledge.: N9t suspr,isingly, iieingly, t is akest inounderitt6ding
1 ..ate

. ,

the ne90;ofpote 1,4i users. 'Neod surveys'and'marketing information .

.

'
. . ',

,

\ (

t.

O

I

aim

4.'4

0
/ .

- .0
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. .
- -

cannot really overcothe this lack,' since these piss one 904cial element: .

,..
i.

,conmitment provided to potential cohsumers from 4yingrAlad direct
r .I

..... ._

input into the planning and development of, the effo'it ,(i.e..4"ownershii5"). )

1 % /

I ,

The R,,D&D approach too of-ton takes a unidimensional'vfew of the liuser,"
. .

e f . 4c.'

as ff users did little eleWthan attend to the arriving stream of new

information-based products.
. .

The criticisms above apply especially in instances (such as education)

. in which many of the products come from "soft" social science, rather

than:"hard" technology or physical science. This, distinction separates

'mual of "research utilization" from "technology transfer," and the dif-

ferences
A

1 ntic. tbe "harder" area of technalogy:are more Ehan
(

s

,(1) innovations exist independently-- they are "things"; (41roducts

and usei'may be observed easily,'with little measurement error (an

hypothetical conversation brings
,

this point home'-- Researdler/devel-
.0,

oper: "I,thihk,you mighebe able to use,X to good, advantage "; Pract7 .

ittsner; "Oh,but we already do that"); (3) productsdo-not change as
b.

,

-they are iebeminated or relayed (hybrid seed corn is'hybrid seed coin,

but iAeas "transmuie" as they flow from person to person).

'Ip conclusion,. the crucial elejents of the ZD&D eiSproach involve
. " ,t , , ,

$'.

"product" development and dissemination in relative isolatiqo Brothe
.

, , , le
inputs' of the particular "user." If the product is a technology, this

. ,

.
I

,...

separation thay be less important (and the approach may work better).

Resistances are likely to be greater in the case ofDinformational prod-,

ucts requiring behavioral changes of people, however, and it is precisely

here'that the 1416k of client involvement hurts most -- willingndIss to

change behavior is greater, when the product is seen as a ressons to

needs exp essed earlier in'a participative manner.

en5
4

I

A

.
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'Tbe-Problem-Solver Approach

41

This approach makes a good polar opposite for the R,D&D,perspective.
, e

'avelock, (4969) -provides a succinct description of it:

Included in this school are those authors who pOrtray he change'
process as one which is directed tpwad solving the problems'of a^:
speci-fic receiver, and in which the receiver himself is inVolVed
throughout. Though the rec6vet may be able to create or find suit-

>able solutions to his-lrobrem by himself, this sthool 1;6 primarily
concerned with those c ses jAl which the assistance'of outside re-
.sources is u"t41..imed; theseresources are likely to be individuals
or groups which can generally be referred to as "change agents."
The change proceSs may be initiated either by the receiver or by
the change agent, but in either case the receiverAmust desire to
change and must particlpate'fully in brinOng the chinge about.

.410 The'relationsh4,betWe4n sender and receiver is one of collabmir-
, ation, and whereas in the S-I ("social interaction" or diffuSibn

research. tradition and. the R,D0 models ithe receiVer was 'referred
to as the "oerget system", it is here called the "client system "..
(pp. 10:54-55) ,

I problem-Solvin%than, the focus is' clearly on a. specific client .

4

g
0

('

I -- ._n or group, and on finding help to meet needs and solve probiem i-
e \' 7 ** - .,

for thathat client, I

. .

Underlying Asiumptions: .The,most.erucial assumption. here is that . '1,\.

:
1

.
,

.

. .chafige activities begin with a felt (Or Adrivable)omeed,of tome. specific

. 1grOup. This draws heavily on a learning gory apprOach aneop need
.

* -

psychology: that evoking a need.is a necessary condition for change, and

4. °
brings about some sort of "drive ", to reduce that need* f

, .

..4
..'

. Setond, the role of the helper or chang agent is assumed to be-that ,r":,,,
,

o
,

of a facilitator, need-arouser, and solutiOn-finder; always operating'in
. -

tparticipative modes with.theclient, Indeed, inferaction'iti4f,is-.a.
...

keystone.
4

-'
..

Third, the nations of "forge field analysis," and,compaiision processes

for testing. alternative solutions point to an assumption diet there are ,

4.0

9'0
T..

;
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reasons for the current.state of need in terms of baeliers which oppose

change. In,some situabinns more attention 4Nbe giVen to neutralizing
' iti

barriers- :an to importing new knowledge or other& roducts.

Fourth, the assumed attention of the approa h is on procegs, rather

tha4 on kro-ledge or technology.° Giving skill raining,Lvroblem-managing °

capacity, etc., IS often more important than fding specific solutions.

The assu3tion here is that it is' "better to ,teach a man to fish than to

give him one fish" -- that, given skills, clients can solve more of their'

own problems in the future. Thus, the change-agent tries (inthe best

Peace Corps tradition) to "work himself out of a:joh."'

Comment: In comparison with the R,D&D approach, which we may,class-

-ify as "fixed" on the knowledge or potenti4olution end and "len"

in terms of who adopts or uses the innovation or product, the Problem-

° Solver apprnacll is "fixed" on 'the c.l.ient end and wide open in terms of
-

which solution will be chosen. Among some proponents,,eVen the process

by which-the change agen works is kept deliberately 'pen, so as to best
1

fit the particular` grcUp and needs.

Key in,this is thenotion that in,formaEdon is only one kind of sole

'uri ; and often a less-useful one. Information (particularly that based
.,

.; i A 1 ,

- on- &D) Is harder to use, since more steps are requIred,,than solutions
1 .

Al,

is__. .°
4 W fCh give capacity, power, or techniques. R&D information s also only

- .
, . .

J one:kind of Information, and is usually non-empirical

..

_.,

IP
,

1 ....
forms, Many of which are available, inside as opposed to outside of ,the'

* ----..

1;
, client organization (see Van de Vail:A.975). .

*

In a sense the Problem-Solver approach i not a complete modfl. fpr

KPU, since not particularly concerned with problems of knowl &dge

R.
'

.

1,
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or innova;ion production an d dissemination. The approach is v4tally

concerned with getting results and with helping, howvetl'And itLdoes an

ad=ireble(job or captUring the KPU problem as client groups,look at it.

Clie=ts often retrench more firmly into this position when,they encounter

'KPU "syste=e which cannot meet their needs.,

OVERVIEL: OF THE "POLAR" AivROsICHES

The general conclusion we reach in reviewing these, approaches is

that neither of m does a complete job of describing or predicting KPU

phenomena, and that Bach has its particular biases.vn set of blinders
k A

resulting from who f rmulated the 'approach tid for, what purpose. 1R,D&D

is a Producerts approach while ProblemSolvirk caters to actual or,

.

I

potential appliers. In part thes4 differences result from the selectivity

of attentign one must practice in order to understand even part of a com

plex pheSomehon.

Tate re not downplaying the power or utility of either paler approach,'

however, 4h en they are applied to.situations similar to those for which

they were originally created. The difficulty corned in trying to adapt them

to other areas where they may not fit. The'real,danger is,.however, that .

we maynot know if e modelstend to shape the situdtionto
)

<
which they are app led; or at least our perception Of that situation,

and give no outward signs that they are missing important elements,

- .

actio s and Outcomes until' it is t9o,iate unt1.1 the effort misses in

411,'

reachi its objectives, and until the 6:2c41Alaints begin to be heard. 'The
-

"importance of an accurate model or approach is more than an academic ex

ercise:,'models lead to activities and decisions which-focus attention,

effort, and dollars.\A synthesis thus seems to be required; one whioh is

.92
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comprehensive, provides a mechanisp for reality testing,. and yet is not ,-

.
complax-thit it cannot be dealt with and understood. The linkage ap

proach discussed below is, we fbiel, a good synthesis,f especially as we

will expand it later.

LINKAGE -- A SYNTHESIS

Have lock"(1969) presented and Havelock and Lingwood'(1973) elabor

ated a "linkage model" of dissemination and utilization in an attempt to
6 -0

bring, together the polar concerns of the R,D&D and ProblemSolVer ap

proactIts. Linkage as a concept has been widely used since then; but it

has never been predisely,defined, leading to the danger that every role

and KPU act might be called "linkage," to tip detr went of clear under-

2/
standingtof what_is meant.

Most simply, "linkage" is a "strong relationship between any two .

partiedt.ptrsons,
;

or elements." In the context of knowledge production

and use, a more satisfactory_definZlion might be "a relaponship between

a resource person.(or group) and.a.Rractitioner (or practice organization)

which continuously facilitates and promotes mutual information exchange

and:heloing activities with respect to significant practice needs.111.,Each

of the underlined terms deserves some special note: "Continuously", because

linkage cannot,be a onetime or fleeting phenomenon, but somethingwhich

:allows a continuing flow; '!facilitates" and "promotes" indicating that it

114114 ,

flectsopenness both in a passive and an active sense (e.g., listening -

, , T,
.

and talking, not just waiting around for exchange to happen, but actively

reaching out Ito make it,happeni_>utual" in that both parties must talk

,

ro'the other and listen to the other and'be willing and able to reciprocate

-14

talking (or writing or presenting).and lis

93

or reading or:viewing):

#

.1'
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. Furthermore, effective and meaningful linkage probably must go somewhat

0 beyond the mere passing of informqtion to some level of mutual commitment
4. &

and- involvement which could be called "helping;' this Might be in the feirm

\1C4F
of the -.3rovision of specific technical assistance or merely t offering

Q

of opinion, guidance or encouragement. -.Lastly, meaningful fesource-user
:67

linkage ought to be focUssed on real practitioner'or consumer "needs,`" not

/primarily/on what the resource person or group wants to provide. DefineA

in this more elaborate way, It is clear that "linkage" denotes more of an

ideal for resource-practice relationships than a typical description of

111present-day reality; thus, it is much a prescriptiveap a descriptive

term.

, .

There.is a cyclical nature to linkage. Havelock 1969).notes:4

The C6neept of -.linkage starts with a focus on thuser as a',
-1problem-solver. We must first con6ider the internal problem
solying, cycle within the user ... there is an initial "felt nee
whi earls intot*:,"diagnos14,a4"problem'statement" and works
thrOugh earch ti And "retrievagl:thOes to a-psolutioe-,,and the
pplica ion" bf that solut4:. Bere..the linkage model ;

st -s that the ,user must-.be mearipmfully related to Rutside
'.resources. T user.must make contact with the outs
source system and nteractwith,it,so that'he will get back, me-
thing relevant ... he user'must enter into a reciprocal relation-.
ship with the resource system [which].... goes beyond the point.,
of improving Andividual problem-solving processes toward the //j
creation of a stable and long lasting. social influence network.
(pP:'11:r7-18)

1,

s, the linkage between a potential innovation/knowledge consumerca
6

tstde resources (groups or individuals) is initialL by the o4

t consumer, it lasts, over time bAyond the particular problem-of-tn
\

moment, and it allows the consumer to .influencstbe provider in turn.

bfiile linkagi desbrib.eg the process, it does not signify..what goes

on.withicioi through 'the linkage. Havelock and Lingwoq4,(1973) suggest

that the dynamics within- a linkage may be summarized as transmission

94.-.
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yrs

and' transformation activities:,

.4
.s .

."Starting with the user's need, the first -task i5 to transform the .

need 5,/o an expression or articulated message-of need. Subsequently
N\,

this message must be-transmitted to resourcers ... Then the need must
be received.and.transformed' by,the resourcers into researchable dues-

.
tign. solvableproblems or di gnostic statements. The solution out- ,

. `"- t.? must bl, transmitted back to the user ... and finally, they must
'41,e/transformed again by'the user into. 4ctual solutions er need reduct- /

ions throggh his testing, consumption, or integration igforts..(p. 81) .:
T.w

Linkages, then, are complex exchange interactions. Havelock and:

LingWood
4

(1973), identified functions performed in six components of link-
-

ages.at the system level. The six are: user self-servicing, need proces-

. sing, solution building, solution processing, micro-system (interaction)
. .

building, andmacro-system (overview/monitoring/controlbuilding. We

will not specify each of the-functiens here, other than -to note,that tack

of the functions involve transmission, translation, definition, and be=
D..

.

havior components. -The analytical framework is shown in Figure 1.

(Insert Figure 1 about here)

Linkages may beJace-td-face or liaqicularly.in largei- dispersed
.,.

. efforts, indirect. In the iakFer the partners operate through "mental

- . . ..

images" of their linkage partner. To the extent that the mental images,

'
-

diverge from the reaiities, linkages will be less effective. In`-other

wdrds, linkages - maybe seen in terms of perso - or, organization-percep-
- ,.

. ' -
tion, and the act' aty of these perteptions, affects 'all components in

tht Figure: .

. s
.,.!

. .
.4.-.: .

-

Evaluating -the Linkage Approach ., 0o
:.

.r 1,_,
/

. .

The linkage model beneatted.from an integration of the perspectives

and research which,were available within the,earlier KPU modbls. .It has -°
o 1 . o o N

., ..

been used in,both researcWom R&D systems JLingwood end Morris, 107b),
.

. ,. ...

. . .' .

and user and change agent training (e.g., Havelock, 103111avelock and :0
.

. .

.0

e

95
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Havelock,,1973), and it has proved useful in both situations. Still,'

the utility,ofthe model appears to come frill: its very breadth, and per-

t '
, °

haps to some extent from earlier lack of explicitness o; the concepts,

/

ti 'which allowed each student of the app oach o read "into 'it what:he or

she wanted. The Very comprehensiveness

,

e

of 'the approach may'also hinder

its..dltlitY in siaecific instances., he approach also was

researchers who were also interested .in action and change,

dust be noted that the authors- are .researchers, Finally,

proposed by* 1

bit ,\`shill
this ap;;8.'tcfi-

. is more deicriptive thin predictive- Though there ha,.;e been several

. .

attempts to identify faCtors which prpmpte linkage (e.g.,'H
---,-- . ..

f--
.

pp. '11:20 -32; Havelock and Lingwopd, 1473, pp. ,294-,06),,'these factor

are not'a part of the model itself.' The approach concentrates OQ thee,
..

. tr ..

. e*

linkage-slated functions,ofrolas and'organizat slthout integratin

these into 2thet non-linkage ,sctivi ies.
'4

fa

4

atk. 1969

1

.1 4'

As with other models, linkage also suffers from the tendendy to

choose criteria of 'convenience: selecting those things we cap measure

. most easily in determiningieffects-and outcom9s.,,It'ls easier, fott-sX:-
°

' 0

.ample, to measure dissemination or transmission-ApiiVities than 'to

deermine actual use ortimpact of either innovatiOns,or'nedds.s,

We feel there is still,gre!:t potential In the llpfage approach,

.

particularly-for RDx. Elaborationp-ndeded, .howevee4particularlY in
. ,

4
the areas pf: (11,,,development of a causal /predictive riontext+for under-

J

' .
.,

..
.

standinp.Ud developing linkages, and (2)--atiecificatiOn of- exactly what , 1
. . -. .

--,
I-

.
. . ,

we mein by lipkageandits predietdrs , (1..e.; to insur that the predictor
---.-- ---. _-____

. .-.
4 concepts are not subsumed within the Iipkage detinitirhit,'serf). We will

, .. - - 1 . i
. , e

begin this Process with the "linkage predictive moder,intrpdbced below.
2

4

,.. ,

, ,

O

')Ss
'

.
4 ,0

1,
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A "LINKAGE- PREDICTIVE" MODEL

Our basic classification of predictors comes from: (a) the notion

(supported by the Work of Cuba and Clark) that a predictive scheme must

be sensitive to cross-system differences or inco patibi tes in basic

goals, independent or uncoordinated activities, lack of central authority,'

etc; (b) that linkage is affected by the characteristics of each.system

and the linkage ':partners" who come from these systems, in addition to

the effects ofthe linkage situ:M/O-n or medium itseaf; (c) that linkage

takes place between the partners, not inside the systems. There are '

several sources of information which we will combine in setting out the

mature of these arious predictive forces. First, we have available
4

theory and model discussions (e.g., work of Havelock, Guba and Clark,'

andothers). Second, we have reviewed sources such as NIMH (1971),

coding predictive forces.

We think it most instructive to classify types of linkage predictors

accordkng to the following rough levels; (1) societal; (2) systemic,

organizational and inter-organizational; (3) individual and interpersonal;

(4) procedural; and (5) content (type a_innomatinn-oz-infomaiontran-s-

mitted). Let's take each bf these-in turn, to identify the important pre-
:.

dictors we have found which relate to the probability that linkages will

form, the process of linkage, or the ultimate effects of linkage.

The Societal Level: Here we are concerned With dii.ect effects of

4cietal forces'such as regulation, law, support, etc., rather than tht

indirect effects societal factors may have as organizations and indi
%

viduals attempt to operate based on their perceptions of societal fac-

I.

tors. At one level we hear that the general "social climate" either
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favors or inhibits change, and this can be seen on the large scale if we

co=pare whole soc des (cf. concepts of traditional culture). The temper
dk

of the tires" as a actor also alerts us ti- the fact that innovationfimay

be eaA- or difficul- different periods of history: the broad sweep ofJ

which has, in wes ern society, been toward lower dogmatism and easier

change. Within short time periods we see differences based on more tran-

sient economic factors and the somewhat cyclical or even faddish shifts

in the focus of societal concern (e.g., civil,rights, environment, womens'

,rights, energy, etc.). In the present case of education, we seejdirect

governmental and'social intervention in bpth the level of support for this

most visible cultural "cutting poipt" and the Rush for those areas in

.

which the cutting should take'place. Ironically, societal concerns may
) p

.

e
well have changed about the time the educational system begins to turn

. out individuals skilled in the areas of social concern Which were pushed

for earlier.

The sector of society which provides R&D solutions is also subject to

societal/governmental/political factors, especially'now in the days of '

"big science," when mission and program Orientations coming from the

government iniquencelthe type of R&D which will be conducted (and demand

greater relevance as,a result). It is not the case that R&D truly looks

ahead to many alternative futures, having knowledge on tho shelf no mat-,

t what the direction of societal concern. R&D is subject to time
i , _

1

cies also, and the concerns may have shifted before the results come

in; and the R&D time, cycle is often longer than that in,educationhl prac-
,

f

tice.'
-1

p

98
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There are two kinds 'of predictorawe'need to identify at this and any

other level: those which affect both users and solution-providers equally,

and those which affect one potential linkage partner exclusively or pri-

'maiily. At the societal level might find that a "tight" economic
o

picture limits both the ability of R&D and action agencies to produce

solutions and the ability of educational practice to innovate. Alterna-

tively, funding might simply shift from R&D to delivery, thus affecting

only the solution-providing side.

In summary, the societal level provides a definition of, or setspri-'

orities for, .concerns at-the basis of KPU processes. Government provides

resources and serves either to mandate or facilitate linkages (or non-

,

linkages). Political and social processes at the local level affect the

educational user side primarily -- a particularly pressing issue at the

present time,' when many local fords are pushing fOr a return to'the

"basics," w}ien millage elections fail repeatedly, and while at the same

time-solution providers are pushing many potential innovations.

The Systemic or Organizational/Inter-organizational Level. The

'organizational characteristics andN.iprocesses which affect linkage and

Change look very'much like principles important in modern organizational

theory. This is no surprise, since organizations do not exist in a

steady state, and to be effective must be able to change,rapidly and

. .

efficiently when conditions watant. Few ties have. been made between'

organizational and KPU theorl, however. Perhaps few organizational

theorists have looked at KPU,since knowledge (particularly empirical

knowledge)) is only one stimulus'among many from the organizational

change perspective, )nd is often less sipowerful than leadership mandates,

,"

economics, etc.
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The following issues, 'again factors which look very much like elements

in theories of effective organization, are important in predicting linkage:

goal clarity and decisionmaking Processes to achieve it; sys
tematic, planned processes pf action

co=mmitted leadership, leadership openness, skill and support

participative proiesses for problem formulation, needsensing
and,:decisionmaking ,

f in ancial cape'city, size and'stability0 4
i /

organizational climate supportive of change, cohesiveness acid an
''---"errorembracing" (Michael, 1973) approach to planning

an organizational structure cbmpatple with change,

positive collective'attitUdes and motivations of system members

security, anti reward based on changeresponsive performance

perceived benefit of change.

Lingwood and Morris (1976) found that these factors_weie very

important in the ability of an R&D organization to help its members make

contributions to applications of knowle in addition to the cumulation'

of knowledge itself. Thus, these factors affect the ability of producers

ato produce useful information as well'as the ab ility of clients to make'

use of it.

Inter organizational' linkages will form add endure only to the

extentthat they are seen as beneficial to each oankation. In the-
)

case of R&D, if the researcher is rewarded only for journal publishing,

*and the goals.ofithe organization are seen as tiekidto producing new *tow.

ledge rather than helping others use it, then few apP,1tCation linkages
,or

are likely to form. On the other side, if the atteritipp,61 potential
*.,

client orgafilzations is set on simple survival,aand if litElelleadership

support and payoff is put on looking outsIde.for*.golutIont.and
expertise,

.
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sthen again linkages are ftv likely to form. Perceived benefit may be the

zost efficient shorthand term for this'peedictive force.

`=actors internal to organizations control interorganizational re
.

:eadicg to linkage, as well: openness to outside help, ability

to 1;e:a sr.:: :each lay/community power figures while being flexible in

re;,-'ard to de -:ands made on the organization; and a 4111 base among those

who will be :nvolved in linkage, or the ability to give those skills.

Xany of the most successful inter4organizationel linkages come during

problemsolving apprOachqs trl whah.the traditio al tactic of searching

for a higherrlevel or superordinate goal is used.

The Individual Level: In one sense, individual\predictors

mirror organizational ones:, receipt of what is provided (e.g., training,4
Ns,

'perceived influence, help, peersupport), response to initiatives of the

organization, reaction to climate factors, views of chanp, etc. Behind

this are personal.knowledee, .attitudes, and behavioral skills relating.

to linkage and change. Important, among the attitudes are innovativeness,

risktaking, tolerance of failure, openness to experimentation and empiri

cism, 1e:; anxiety, reality orientation, etc. Skills include interpersonal

relations, pro lemsolving, etC. Some personal characteristics relate,/
*

to the above: education and training level, experience (though the liter
..

ature is mixed on this), and so on.

IndiVidual charaoteristice also affect and are affected by the linkage

itself, as it forms and matures. One of the key ingredients here is the

type of kobIensolving process or general interaction style used by the

1inkagefpartners over time. It is difficult to specify these factors

bfiefllp since,w,e would be entering the fields of dyadic interaction,
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.interpersOnal attraction, and exCiiange theory. Furthermore, many of the

trO4ling..ap-proaches,used in changegentry stress the interaction skills

and te_ hniques, both from the perspective of that the'partners should

br.A-taift'e interaction, and what should eMerge within it. Over time,

the linkage perspective would stress reciprocity as the key eleme4,

.tieing in CloSely with the notion of linkage as exchanee. At some point

it becomes difficult to distinguish from the individual and the procedural

-factors below.,

.

The t'rocedural_Level: Here we are concerned with predictors which

come ftomthe nature of the communication or linkage media used, and rom
4:

_

the-ongoing linkage-experien-Cd-itself. 1u-one sense-"media" is indis-

'

tinguishable from the concept of "process" (as change agents use the term).

One ':e7 element is redundancy in the linkage media or processes.them-
;

seles. '011tiple, synergistic approaches have theadvapt4e, as steategies
A

,

&for overcoming information losses in each chandel,r- the'famous,
"failure to communicate." RepeVition is one,form of regundancy, and the,

interpersonal media allow repetition with clarifying modifications, based

on feedback ,(e.g.: the'qu6siioning look or shakesof the head), from the If

,

Iinkage4artner. t

The diffasion research tradition points to the need to fit media with

,messages. Interpersonal media seem
v
best for making "entry level" contacts,

-

\

establishing rapport and accurate percegions of the partner; they fit in
:

\

well to establishing needsand goals. The impersonal media seem most

efficiept later, in providing specific data once momentum an4 processes

.have been buia.
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The Contenr Level: Important here are factors ,inheren in 'he

particular innovation or informatibn,being transmitted in the linkage.

Mut.,,f the concern rests with the concept of "innovation-organization

."::van tape goes-to those innovations or Messages whith: are 16Wer-

cost cvert .?rocesses; are of high quality if an R&D product;, merge well
%

with existing progedures, organitational structures, theories and styles;

ha-:e an enduring influence, yet may be discarded easily; and are self-

suppoting in providing assistat,ce in adoption. The difficulty comes, in

keeping this list of characteristics of "linkable"content" from defining

_messages or products which are trivial in nature: the seacch-for "pain--

L.

less" innovations often pro uces ones which are,not worth the effort.
o

r
Putting the Model Together,

yigure 2 shbws' one way-to integAte the predictive factors, we

have beediscussing. Influences flow downward from the societal to the

individudl level, as well as to the linked systems and elements (persons,

groups) involved La Or linkage.) Though the model shows a formed linkage,

we needito remember the the predictors also relate to the probability that

a linkage will form in.the'first pla:i.

(Insert Figure 2 about here)

There 'are mutual effects between organizatient arid` individuals, allowing

the linkageloartner to'have an effect, and to be affected by,, the support-
,

ing organization. Procedural and content faetors are also interpreted by

linkage partners in the context of the organization from which they come:,

While t4is diagram identifies broad types of predictort, it does not

show the dynamics of 'how they operate. The dynamics are crucial: any ,

approach Which scmply lists classes of predictors or gives.a 'checklist"
.- , .

.

also misses this point. Such an approach
,,

also would fail.:*since it would
i
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contain no way to consider more than one or two factors at once -- it does

little good to represent a complex,, multivariate predictive relationship

or arge "system" using methods which blind us to that very complexity.

In AooencH.:: A we Present a statistical model which may be used as a

,rough starting point for further refinement of this approach.

We propose that the predictors may affect linkage in one of four

different ways:

(a) as external..forces which affect both linkage partners
and their organizations,enuafly, but which day vary from

linkage' to linkage ,

(b) as forces which affect one or both linkage partners, but are
----unrelated to each other

as forces on which. the similarity of the partners is crucial
("homophily"), and

(d) as forces4on which the partners must be coripatible, but
not `necessarily similar.

.

Points s and d are the most important and complicated, and qUite a bit

of attention is given to defining these in Appendix A.

Comments on the Predictive Model

This_model also has its assumptions, biases andweaknesses. .Perhaps

the most important assumption? are that the mutual perceptions and inter
,

relationships of linkage partners are crucial in KPU; and that. KPU is an

exchange relationship. "Exchange" assumes that both partners are

affected by (i.e., change as a result of) their experiences. Thus, the

--

e concepts of individual and group openness to change are important for both
4

1

linkag'b. partners. AAko, this approach assumes that it is possible to

capture the dynamics of KPU situations operationally using methods more

powerful than simple case-study descriptiOns. Related to this iS the

assumption that statistical methods are now powerful enough, and that we
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can specify observable quanti es accurately enough, to make this complex

vpdel or.4 Further, the approach assumes linear mult-ivariate, causality

and L'ne flow of predictor forces, rather than wholistic or gestalt inter-

c' forces.'

:re approach may prove difficult in situations in which linkage

activi:ies are handled by many different groups. This is basically a

me:hodological.;problen in observing and collecting needed data, however.

MoreoveY, the model requires us to _look behind the scene, behind the more

t
o 9

easily abserve_d descriptions, of linkage activities;_i.t also requires ms to

.

extend our analysis over timb. We need to remember, however, that the

analytical difficulties are not caused by the model itself, but by the

complex realities the model tries to capture.

In Par: 2 we will use this model to evaluate the different "oper-'

,ational -,odes" which have-been used tu'describe R.Dx plans and activitits. .

The model will become a testing point for the extent to which each oper-

ational node is helpful and fits withthe background realities of KPU in

general and educational KPU in particular.

a - t

tl

e#

4
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PART 2: EVALUATING RDx FROM THE: LINKAGE VIEW

Our discuss on of the polar KPU models and the linkage synthesis is

.a previous sec ion provided the definition of terms, overviews of p-

dictive factors, and the general conceptual approach we bring to the.tesk:

of evaluating t RDx effort. Before we can begin this evaluation, how-

ev,::r, we need a "interface" between the KPU models and the plans for RDx.
, .

KPU models are necessarily abstract, madeso by the scope and complexity

of the phenomen

ational terms t

they cover. We will translate the models into More oper-
-

rough dse of eight "oper.atideal modes!! for KPU, modes

which were themselves,derived from KPU models. Since, the modes/are pri-=
1 .---r---

. .

marily descriptive, however, they cannot provide the needed' perspective,.

of prdictors, o linkage; therefore, we will also explore the important

backgtound factors operating on that mode in the context of RDx.

, When we hive finished with, the individual operational modes, we will

go on to summaize from three perspectives: (1) frob the chaiacteristics of

all of the operational modes; (2) from the many linkages planned for'RDx.,'

- and (3) from the predictive perspective. .After these discussions we will

include a section covering the overlaps and 'disagreements we see between

Mit approach and thoSe of the other RDx iuthors. Finally,we will draw

all of this together into a_ series of recommendations for'the RDx effort.
ID

THE OPERATIONALMODES

A great deal of the confusion which enters discussions of linkage
'y

KN.: functions generally arises from the fact that different. discussants
.-

have very-different systems and functions in mind at the opeiationaklevel:

For example, a very specialized inforMation service for a very ,specific

,106
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I a,

and limitedfgroup cf clients, e.g.instructional materials an4 aids for

teac...?rs of deaf children, will be vastly different in operational terns

a general information ,and referral service, even though the same

lin,:ai..a,pr:nciples and terminology Apply to both., In an attemkt to clear

ewe. s=e of this confusion we have proposed ,(Havelock, 1973; Havelock

and 1.f.n;:ood,'1973) eight alternative'operational modes to'describe KPU

systems. Although each mode fits'the linkage paradigm, the specific

referents are different, sometimes radic4lly different. Consequently,

ariy attempt to make cbmparisons becomes an.absurd exercise. The arena

in which RDx will operate makes a good example of this: RD% is in part

an effort to bringtogether the dissetination activities of several dif-
.

.f4rent organizations, each of whIth has, been working in its own operatioaal

node or style for several yeaK.s, serving diffe ent clients- with different

conceptions of service, OfferOg differe.t lines Of products' and /or ser-
.

.

vices, within different time,framea7-6tc.

To anChor this discussion, we can first identify the two modes which

represent the extremes of specificity and globalitY for KPU systems: on

the specific end, we have the "Coordinated Missin-oriented R&D Prograd
4

(or' Project }," a highly-integrated linkipg-of sp-eti-fitresearchers-tftvrr-

opers and clients Over time. 09-the other dctrema is the "natural system
,

111,

.

or network," dealing with.those organi;ations and'interdctions which have

existed and now exist. Rllx plans activities at each of thesd extremes, as

we :will see below.

On one hpnd, regional laboratories and centers have,l'in the past, en-
)

gaged in programmatic R&D, some of it. following the 'complete closed loop

''approach represented in-le "Coordinated Mission-Oriented" mode (Mode No. 1);
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,../Wisconsin's Individually Guided Education (IGt) program might be el:tad as

one of the mnst,positive examples. On the 'other tiand, with the formatiOn

of 4Dx, theiesame labs and centerS'are now setting themselves'up as at

L 4 I'

generalized resource systemi dratfinguAmn the entire knowledge base of id-u
t-,

_

cational R&D'. The "natural networks" are important adjuncts in any,ofthe

efforts.

"'

The specific/global'dimension is not the only one.on which the

operational modes, and the KPU.efforts they describe, may be ranked. Per ,

haps more important Is the dimnsion of client orientation, the extent of

. input or control clients have over the'processes- and products of the effort.

'This it the dimension we will use below, arraying the operatiOnal miods

from the least to the most client oriented. In other words, we will,

wo :k from those with the most remote needsensing (disjoint in time and

normativd), to the mosInteractive ("synchronous with solution delivery

and individualized). On this dimension thee"netural network" offers the
1

lea lento4ented capabilfties,,and "problemsolving consultation" thb
1

'mos n Many ways thee parallel stages of KPUdevelopmeht; butlaw Modes

,

A !

ar-e alterg'ative ways of. accomplishing given objectives, noesequeniial

4.:.0s. .
.

- ..

steps all of which need be taken Aft presenting all of the modes we will.
-.7"-- Of

e x p -Of ite VET 6-ps

Ad' tie ,discuss each mode and the plans RDx has for. it, we will also bring
. .

in the linkagepredictive model, specifying those backgrouadiorces which
.

-appear crucial to thesuccessful operation of this mode, or which may form

1.substantial blockages to its functioning.

The "Natural Network" Mode

Description: This Mode uses interconnections and information ilMws
;

which exist among the various knowledge producers and among the, various
1
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practitioner and consumer groups. This "systeui". includes all the know-

ledge produced by researchers and developers over all the years chat R&D

. .

,has been performed. It includes government and private sector actors,
.

\._...
4..

privgte enterp.rise; R&D labs and centers, unive 'rsities, professional

associazions, libraries, resource centers, and sundry information seKices.

Oneyiew of appropriate gdvernment action and,intervention in the infor-

mation field is that of nodrishing, this natural network, building capaci-

ties, filling gap3, strengthening the weaker elements, and facilitating

interaction among the various elements. ThesA elements should not,,be

thought of as a "system," if we are tb follow the cautions of Guba and

Clark, since the very diversity and multiplicity of these elements almost

guatantaes that they will differ widely on goals, proCedures; approaches,

. needs, rewards, skills, etc.
.0

It is important to note how vastly different this " natural network"

is from any of the more coordinated modes we will discuss below. The
--N

users and the knowledge producers in this mode are many an e ; and

the channels used will also be diverse.

RDx Pla.nel Natural networkslare important background factors, and

RDx will, according to NIE (1977), ":..concentrate on strengthening

these channels and making sure that high-quality R&D outcomes and

exemplary practices an available." Given what we have said above, we-

doubt that this " strengthening" can be brought .about b providing infor-

mation alone, or eve# primarily. Strengthening will have to take the,

form of reduCing ort, neutralizing forces which now limit each two-way

linkgge. Of course, the assumption in the quote ttat...R&D outcomes
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and practices are the materials needed also requires testing. Many of

the two -way linkages probably are carried on with very small components

of R&D/practice information. Policy and practice groups, for eymple.

probably'spend much more time on political and regulatory matters. And

again, the nature of the natural netWork approach requires that analysis

not be limited only to the more visible linkage between R&D and practice.

Predictive Factors: In one sense, it is hard to apply the pre-
.,

dictive model here, since OW level of "linkage" is so'low across, most

01 the natural network boundaries that there is not much linkage behav-

ior to analyze. Natural networks"sUch as exist have certain advant

ages.in terms of the societal and organizational faCtors relating to
.

.

start-up and funding -- they are simply already there. Key elements in
. .

. ,

prediction are, however, the magnitude of differences ardS4 the m y

r
relevant organizations and groups, each of which will have much strong

internal lirikagerthan external ones.

The "natural network" mode certainly has cost and'timing'advantages:

( t
it is easier t2 chink the holes in the wall than to build a new structure;

further, the ogganizations and channels already exist, so they are rela-

tively familiar to their users, and start-up,and traini time is mini-

"mal. On the other hand, one to answer one simple t often painful

question: if the natural networks are so attractive,\why aren't they

di,o4r!Z the job in the first place -- why do we need to get involved?

There are probably very good reasons (organizational, political, finan-

interpecsonal, value-related, etc.) why there are "holes" in

the natural network., FAther, by assuming that there is a network

we nay blind ourseles,.. to its level of efficiency -- which is likely

1.1 0

go
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to be low where "linked" organizitions 'or sectors differ extensively

on goals, procedures, etc.° finally, those who are linked across the

most divergenz* sectors are likely to be atypical (such as the grade-
.

school teacher who attends the researchers' convention), and the net-

work .7.ay :7.ave little ability to expand further.

Lt is important to use the natural network as.a starting point for

analysis, If nothing ease. The type of analysiS must be more-than a

sirple description of the linkages which- now exist; it must probe into

the reasons and rationales - -oil short, it must use the predictive

approach to understand why things arees 'they are. This means that

- each of the possible two-way linkages between organizations or sec-

tors must be analyZed separately (e.g., R&D-practice; R&D-policy;
1.

policy-practice). These analyses will probably have to stop Short of

including the interpersonal and individual predictors, since this

would require an excessive level of probing and data collection, much

of which might be objectionable to those involved. It is certainly

not possible to do this analysis here. We would suggest, however, one

possible process for -it: representAives from each group-could be

brought together in separate sessions, each geared to.analyzing one

a .

.of the two-way linkages. The agenda would bp to describe the current
\

linkage, and to suggest reasons (classed by societal, organizational,

proceduxal and cAtent levels) for the current state of the linkage.

A high degree of group process skill would be required to conduct these

sessions. The literature will offer other suggestions, as well. Even

if the KPU effort is planned to be something entirely new, paying little

attention o the current networks, this analysis is required to get-an

111
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understanding of the current dynamiCs and environment within which the

effort will have to compete, serve,and makeimpmovements.

Co:-.7.ent: I& we May characteri/e the R,D&D approach as s ewhat.

J
"authoritarianin its stressing o pj.anned and orchestr effort and

on empiric1 al bases for solutiona ; and if the Problem-Solver approach is

thus-more "democraeic" or participative in the control it affords to

clients; then, the "natural network" mode might be classed as laissez

faire. If the. past, operations of the natural ,networks have still re-

sulted in enoughunmet needs so that extensive added activit es are con-
\\

templated, as in the case of RDx, then it is probably the c se that many-

I

changes would have to be attempted to make the natural networks responsive;

i.e., they would have to be made "unnatural." Thus, these vailable fac-

tors seem best suited as additional communication channels through which

to publicize the RDx effort, and which may pick up a few producers or

practitioners who might otherwisebe missed; but these networks cannot

do even a moderate part!of the effort themselves

It is importanCto work within the many existing networks formed

'among similati people and groups: producer, policy, practitioner communi-
. A

WM.

cation nets and "invisible cblleges." Within a given group these will

contain the most current thinking and ideas, linking the top people, and

will serve as A rapid access 'to group consensus-building about the work

of RDx. In this sense, theri, the natural networks are crucial, but

the underlined- "s" reminds us that there are many of these, and that

there are likely to.be few extensive inter-networklinkages.

One of the natural network's deserves special attention -- that

oaglinking practitioners in the field. The state'-to-state information

71.W'
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and resource.exchanges, to be coordinated5by the Regional Exchanges, will

be a helpful entre into these. The soli li support of this network will

, _ r
'.4p:3vide needed legitimizing of the RDx effort. It is also especially

importe"m: to use this network in need-sensing and evaluation and moni-

I'
.

Coring. 7o the extent that this component of the natural networks comes

1

to have an active voice in deciding policy and directions for RDx, then

the natural network mode world ultimately contribute Eb balance, and this

')de would-operate in a client-oriented manner.

Perhaps the most,useful posture for RDx in relation to these net-
- ti

works is not somuch nurturing them in. the inter-network sense, as ino
culturing*or'courtina each of the many existing networks separately:

ContinMS Flow Dissemination (Mode No. 6)

Description: The most minimal mode in terms of KPU effort beyond

A the natural network could be called "Continuous Flow Dissemination." This

_ includes dissemination in its most traditional and popular form through

production and distribution orinformation via one-way, essentially non-

interactive media (usually printed). Both wide-distribution mass period-

ical channels and selective dissemination of information (SDI) are used.

The "argetting" for the SDI component comes from the interest nd need

profiles of those contacted in the maps media phase. A good example of

this mode would be the tear-rout Card contained;in technical periodicals,

through which interested readers select things about which they would

like more information. The returned cards axe-filed forfutUre targetted

communications. Note-that the need - sensing' component so crucial, to -the

formation of strong link'ages.is included here'in a style we might term

4
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.asynch us and individUllistiel'" profiles are collected fro,a ipdiyie-

. .

uals, and are used to determine what is sent'theM-next (i.e., at a late

.0 fk

point in time). Individuals have no control over what is initially of- ,

o ,.

fered, 'no.:Tever.

RDx Paans: .Operations Support will be involved in publicity

functions. Newsletters and otherzbroad-circulation Publications are

planned, and may be targetted, based on user nee ds and interests.

Predictive Factors: the key' point here involves the pool of

potential linkers: only those Who receive the mass media)messages and
P

Who are interested enough tp respond with profiles enter the SDI phast:

Since the Ipowledge-producing component does not enter directly into,the

interchange, there is little opportunity for reciprocity in the sense,of

affecting the knowledge base itself, though the dissemination formats

are likely to be influencqd by client reactions'. Thus, those forces

' which affect producing systems are likely to.remaih unchanged by the

effort, while procedural "and content factors may clAnge -- but only at

the medium and format levels, not at the level of the knowledge being

transmitted.

Comment: It is importanttio consider the variousailtefs which

operate in this mode. First, the mass media must reach the right indi-

viduals making media selection and design very important activities. '

Second, the individual must be sufficiently "grabbed" by the content so

as to respond with a need or interest profile. Thus, this mode doss

r

little to stimulate concern and need if none,is perceived by,tfire indi-

vidual or group. Thi5d, the need responses must fall within the scope'

of the information available now add in the future. There is little or '

no provision here for handling needs or interests which.are, from the

11.4
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disseminator's viewpoint, out in left field. If a component could be

adled which would monitor the need profiles, and become an advocate for

the "left field" needs'through contacts with policy, program and R&D

,
oerscnne:, then this mode could be used to advantage; it could go beyond

N.the "cast.a broad net" approach to catching individuals and groups who

may Slot have learned about RDx through We more central activities.

R&D Product Dissemination Service (Made 2)

7
Descriotion: This mode_Sse-e Figure 3) assumes the existence

of a reasonable inventory of validated R&D products "on the shelf." The

problem thus becomes bne of getting them off this shelf and into the hands

of the specific educator best able to use them. The approach here is one

of advertising or marketing, seeking ple-best means of publicizing what

is available, displaying, demonstrating, adapting, packaging, and provid-

ing technical assistance upon adoption. Always, however, the focus is on

.,the_product; its validity and utility aretaken'as,givens. Reassessment

of the fit,between"currenb needs and products is done, before and during

screening for:quality. After transformation, both mass Media and targetted
,

channels are used, the latter leading to demonstrations and consultation

activities.

.

(Insert figure 3 about here)

RDx Plans: In the past, most-educational'labs id some,centers

lowed industry's practice of setting up a marketing an sales dilqsion, sep-

irate from professional R&D staffs, to handle disseminate of their products.

One might logically have assumed that the establis6;e t o.f the RDx-sig-

nailed a merger of these various efforts intolla single marketing operation.

It is clear, however, th t RDx now is envisioned in larger and more varied

-115
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,'. forms, covering/ several other operational modes in addition to this,one.

35

Several RDx activities fi here: "...searching for products, screening

an:!' reassessing them, iend tran forming them for communication or transfer

,4to users: 'They [the contractor ) will also assist other linkers 4dissemi r,-

sting lira products through aware ess activities, demonstration's, direct con-

. sultation, and thlritoring" (NIE, 1977). Dissemination is a major part of the

-work ofsExchanges; for exam le, finding information resources, build-
.

4
ing regional resource exchanges,,and adapting and distributingmaterials.

The important step of quality screening will be done by Operations Support,

while R&D Interpretations will analyzes available products and transform

them as needed. R&DI will work primarily in the "high-priority" topic.

areas, however.

Predictive Factors: The key issue here i'Avolves those factors

which affect acc ate need-sensing or become active if the available R&D'

base does not me the "current reassessment of need'.' included eafly.in

this mod*. First, RDx contains very long need-sensing "paths": practition--

ers to linkers to Regional Exchanges and/or contractors to Operations Sup-

port, and R&D Interprek4tions (where quality screening and packaging of

priority topic information will' take place)., a

These two latter groups will, need high organizational capacity levels

to cope with, we suspect, often competing need massages. Need surveys-

will provide general and normative statements and priorities; the REs will

report,specificneedsof,individual clients. The resplt may be competition

between the two goals of working on overall priorities and servicing the

REs,and their clients in the short run. The REs will probabljr find them-

selves handling many of the specific needs locally tp save time, perhaps

116
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,

paralleling the work of R&DI; and this may serve to desensitize ROI to

sar. i areas of need (since they won't hear mush about them anymore)`.

,Perhaps need processing-is too diffuse in'RDx to be able to garner the

necessary of expertise and commitment in anyene component..

If oLlrrent needs do 46t match What is'avaUable.in its- R&D base, then

RnDI,ill be sorLewhet pressured to move beyond the transformation role to
.

synthesize or even create its own relevant knowllefilgek

A related issue becomes, then how RDx'as a whole will influence R&D

funding Policy to'alter the knowledge base. This is beyond the scope of

this operational mode, however.

We see relatively fewer issues on the dissemination side of this mode,

primarily since RDx has been carefully' tai ored to include many different

delivery channels and procedures, and att tion appears to have been much

more on dissemination than on needprocessing. Effective coordination
1

of the Multiple activities is a.very important issue, however, as is the

intezretion (vs. competttion) with existing services. Most of the impor-
-

tant Background factors here appear to be organizational, relating to the
, co

dissemination goals and "territories" of both RPx component'organizations
Apr,

and outside proViders (e.g., ERIC). The two issues interact: a clear,
.

coordinated overview is needed to Affect integration of services.

I Comment: In'sumdary, if less attention is given to needproces
.

sing the!) to delivery, and if delivery functions are diffused among many

organizations, roles, and linkages, itmay be difficult to see this Meig in

operation, or to trace its effects 0.t times, even though it prob

ably will be carried outt. Current need reassessment i crucial here

and in many of the other modes; and plans of RDx doinot appear as well-
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.1. ...

.

' , -
'formed (a ts. area as on the delivery side. The multiple rolesof REs

a,
,

an4 others may interfere somewhat with this reassessment. The mass media

functions in this mode will serve as a broad,net,to bring in persons ntt

i
. 0

in the prirary, identifiable Client set, Finally, we ileed to remember

that SE s, linker's; etc. are not The ultimate client in the eduhtional
..,

change process,-and that RDx is heavily committed to and.dependent tn
Kr, . *

.,.-...

, .o

the "intermediate" client s in gathering need information, fallowing up
....

., , 0

on delivery and adaptation or products d for'evaluation of impacts
'. 1 ,

Ultimately, given the multiple channels in use in this and the other modes,

'it may not,be possible to establish clearly the impact of the effort, and-
,

9
,

th;is must_be considered in developing the criteria by which RDx is vete
.

... ,

, ..

Atidged.
. r

Instant Response R&D Retrieval Service (Mode 4)
. .

Description: The emphasis %ere is on'accessing the knoWledge
.,.

. .

base as quickly and as effioAently as possible for any and all requestors.

talSuch an approach makes maxidUm use of contempOrary tech E ogy such as on-

line computer searching, telephone access to,apecialists who negotiate
I ..1-

questions with requestars to define%n&tedgfine the request.,...etc. These.

' , .,,,

activities are indicated in,Figure 4. .Illlbsuclt- a mode an R&D service

0
. 0

would typically provide information only, not products or technical.

,.,

assistance, and the inforMation would be,deivered "as,ia,",i.e., .1,7f.thout.

,summarization or)i5terpretation. Special packaging qaAb :u-sed for

. 1
, .-.

. .

,, ,,

1,
frequentlyrrequested topics? areyer. Toa 149e-extent, the ERIC system

.-.4

and particularly the various clearinghouses have Ivolv4rover the years

.011

to provide this type of service, collecting anyth406.ng large quantities

[Insert Figure 4.`about-ihere]

O

I

.
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'of R&D information in print form with remote terminal access, either through

the clearinhouses or through commercial vendors.

RDx Piens: One RDx ambition is 'to provide this type of serviAe

A .
Wit:. regard to educational R&D products, merging the service with other

functions such as training, interpretation, and some limited types of

technicalessistence. n the other hand, RDx does not wish to duplicate

the operations of ERIC; but will provide clients with trainft and

access to ERIC..

In addition, the Regional/Exchanges will provide regional R&D

resource centers, ich operate in this mode irr a limited geographical

areal. Many Labs alrea have capabilities for searching the available

bibliographic data bases.

Predictive Factors: Since the emphasis in this mode is on timely.

(
. . . .

response through the "hotline" approach,=the crucial predictive elements

are tt:Ose which particularly affect rapid need-gathering (in the foratof

requests), routing, retrieval, and dblivery. Key elements thus include the

skills and empathetic ability of the operators, and their ability to send

ap7ropriately reworded requests to the best spot or data base. In RDx_

this mode will be used primarily in an infortial manner in the REs, so we

are talking here about the quality and number of interface staff the REs

will have ave,ilable. 1P.

Past success with' such operations is a victorpriCtor of fdture use.
5 %

This, implies that 'CO the effort will grow around those whose needs are :

wellocovered in existing data bases; (2) that special attentida must be

Ovenirto-doing a goodjob on requests from first-time requestors; and

(3) that familiarity with phe rocedures on the part of the tent and oper-

ator i4Pbeeded., Here operator training with simulated requests to test

110 4s
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0

the process and the limits of the mode would be useful, and clien't train-

ing end access aids are imperative. Also, the more direct experiences

o
\

operator) can have in the field, to learn 'Clients' perspectives, C

batter t17.ey ,:ill be able to interpret requests. Perhaps they migh visit

requestors later, to follow up the outcomes ohe request.

Human resource banks and expert pools are part of both this mod1e and ''
--, -,

,
of RDx plans. Past success. and familiarity with partichihrly good 1Frsons

r
ticould lead to their becoming over used and over extended,, however. lso,

good people tend to be busy on other .things, so there will likely ie some

necessary tradeoffs between- availability and quality. Client clo eness

WS

,

to the expert is helpful in establishing thede linkages, both in'terms of

ease and cost of access, Ad lochl knowledge on the part of the expert.

Skill/resource banks kept by tha'REs thus become very important. Also,

"experts" who are also practitioners will have a "homophily" edge; and

again, this points up a need for REs to widen their expert bank -to include

'elpful and innovative local practitioners: Some work will be needed in

strengthening the rewards and recognition such practitioners receive for
.

helping otherst however.

Comment: This mode is a colapromise of the notion of true client:-

orientation, since (1) the range of possible help is "fixed" to what now

exists in the fnformation or resource banks, and (2) the client has no

real ability to influence the contents of these" resources. As a re-.-

suit theie may be noitrue linkage here, in tterms- of'the definitions we

-introduced in Part 1. This approach works well where R&D has.useful

information to provide, and where the scale can be kept small and inter-

personal, at least betwben requestor and operator. The regional level of .

120
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RDx will help Control thescale problem, but we need to realize that there

will be any requests for'which availaW educational R&D will fall to

provide satisfactory answers. When this happens, special procedures will

ha..E- to be.brought into play, to link the requester to those persons orr
resou.ces which can help.

The Ruid Response R&D Report Service (Mode 5)

Description: This mode is similar to mode four, but with more

depth and composition of responses. State-of-the-art reports are tailored

for each client by "writer-experts;" as shown in Figure 5. -This mode

places information providers in a far more interpretive and integrative

role with respect to the knowledge base.N'User needs are carefullly

articulated in dialog with the, service representative, apdthen become

the"basis for analytical review papers which summarizexisting knowledge

-\ron the subject, provide interpretation and application suggestions for

the particular needand the particular user situation, and case the whole

in a brief, highly readable document. Such a mode places very high de-
1

nand on the skills of specialist-writer-dialogers, and assumes a reason-

abre backlog of good research knowledge on the topic. It has the unique

advantage of providing Users with concise, absorbable, and,carefully

thought-out information in a form which is reproducible and-widely

disseminable within the client system. Thus, this mode has special value

.410as a service to decision-makers in high positions'who not only have,a

nee' to understand, but a need to justify and explain toia much,larger
./

audience of staff; parents, students, and constituents. It is thus not

[Insert Figive 5 about here)

1 9
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surprising that this m&re has been most'''successfully realized in the

Congress:..oal Research Saprice, which provides on request rapid.(two

weeks maxi.77.4.70, substan/tive, interpretive,, balanced, and brief reports
k

to all se7latos and congresmbn on axy subject. In large part, this

made dons Ftarf work for its constituents, and it is not surprising

4110 thq, it is fostered' ih situations where the clients have high levels of-

V
power and resources, llowing them to tailor the information interpretive

ser'vic1to-their Special needs.

RDx Plant: High priority areas will be given the level of attentioil

. \to the to c typical to this mode, particularly in the. reviewing
c.

and
t

4

)
r

syinhesizi g functions. &D Interpretations will work'on the prioity
._' ..

. % a,-_. . .

areas. jailoring may be a bit less precise, since there is no small and
.

....

... .

* vocal client group, but father, a normative picture of Xhe needs of prger

i

.0. .

i . 1,

.groups of clients at a further distance. Certainly, when the products
e ., .

OC:1 of the integrative/interpreeive effo are Llayed by. RDx to top decisionl.
...40-0 i

makers, the effort will bey operating id t mode more closely (in terms

r

of relating to a small and powerful 'Iclient

-t
,Predic ve actors:4' This mode contains mechanisms for polity review

geared to a ecting future R&D. The issue 'is, then, who in RDx will

involved in this step? Possible role donflicts exist if the same indi-
:

.viduals or groups operate in th o in respect to policy-making clients,

whileCthe sametimeproohicing materials for practitioners: hIn general.,
, Alt

however, we.do not see that RDx wil operate.in this mode tolany great

extent, and certainly yet' little p- repect to practitioners'-- the

power relationships aieipot et,bup to give practitioners the kind of

.44

control and leverage over the'conduct of this work which this mode needs.

1w2,

%
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In the sense that the work of R &DI in producing interpretive and

integrative materials ;eared fox clients falls into this mode on the

pr:d-ction side, there are some additional prOictive issues which emerge.

Firs:, there is the factor of distance of the expert-writer from the

practitioner clients; this may introduce interpretive difficulties, un-
-.

clarity about media and presentation factors, etc. We suggest strong

prozed,...res to get writers into the field to increase their knowledge of

needs, uses, media preferences, language, etc.. The- ability to acquire

this knowledge of practitioner clients may be reduced if R&DI moves into

this mode in the sense of communicating for central policy-ma-kers.

Second, there is the issue of how to define priority areas to receive

thik detailed treatment. R&DI may hdve capacity problems in trying to

do to man7 topics, but this is countered by,potential client perceptions

of irrelevance if too small.or too broad a set of topics is chosen.

Need statements will have to be normative, rather than individualistic

(as is the'case with powerful clients). The only good way Co :get client

acceptance of normative needs or "committee" priorities is .to publicize

the whole priority-setting process early, so all can see the outcomes

late :, even if the particular product is not directly' relevant to needs

of some specific individuals. As long as clients know that the process

is an iterative one, with new priorities chosen far the next,sequence,

they will refilize that they have a chance to hav r needs served

later.

Conment: RDx, then, has some_ activities which can be identl-

fied as falling in this mode fro.:1 the standpoint of the interpretive

process; but it has no clear plans to operate in this mode in respect

1 9 o
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'to dehision-maker clients at top levels. It is unclear whether this

mole can truly function if the client group does not have,th type .of

control and power that, say, a Congress has over CRS. It is doubtful

that any practitioner clients will see the work of R&D' ascr"staff work"

for them, given thalhation'al scope and normative need approach RUDIk will

have to use in deciding on topics for work. Much of the attention of

R&DI should go, therefore, to field linkages and publi,c1iY Which will
1

increase perceptions of openness and service.

Because of the attention to d ail and interpretation, this mode

is an'expensive one to operate for specific clients. The expense is

partly relasied to the amount of client-tailoring, and partly to the

investigative nature of this mode which alloys wr.ters to move beyond

what is provided in the R &Q. data base. Th s introduces the isle w ich

is 'at the heart of-most KPU efforts: the cost/helpfulness ratio." The,

most helpful solutions are those which are specifically tailored, worked

out in close interaction with the client, interpred.ve.and procedural.

This is costly. Most KPU efforts put great energy into simulating this

kind of service, dn a larger scale. About all we know about this ratio

is that it is there, however. There -are no studies which lOok at the

KPU prOblem this way, or which compare and devaluate alternative methods

which hax;e been or might be used.

The Coordinated Mission - Oriented R&D Program (or Project) (Mode 1)

Descriotidn:. This mode represents a specific response by a par -

ticuLar R and /or D team to a specific practice or user need- (Figure 6). The

project might be large or small and might occupy a time frame as short as

[Insert Figure 6 about here)
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six mon":;.fis or as long as six years; the important point is that this repre-
% -- .

sents a closed system approach, typically specified in a contract with'a

go-.-ernment agency defining they terms of the contract, to include how the

.

results cf the project are to be communicated and implemehted, by who

and for wnom.

This mode can also be used in smaller efforts, when client, need,

and providers are weql identified and closely linked; In both instances,

hotever, the emphasis is on the quality of the R&D product (frequently

V
because the stakes are high), and on high rel-evance'of that product.

Examples of this mode would be the pilot experiments on the negative "din -

come tax, rent subsidies, and "Sesame Street."`.

Because of their national visibility, high news value, salience of

the need, cnd the specific'ityof the solution, utilization of findings

from these studies is often not deemed to bea major problem. Changes

resulting from these efforts often come more through .administrative or

'legal enactment and/or eAforcement than through voluntary'adoption amohg
es.

lvwer-level clients.

RDx Plans: The Regional Exchanges will collect and report needs

to R&D policy-makers, and so RDx may Lave inputs into tFiese efforts, but

this is (to quote NIE, 1977), "not within the Purvue of the R&D Exchange."

It is difficult to tell, however, whether this posture is reacting to

the scale or scope often implied in thiS
0

mode or to the'type of relation-

ship it creates between R&D and client. We would hope it is to the former.

Predictive Factors: Given that this mode is primarily beyond'

the scope or interest of RDx, the primary issues here relate to the role

of RDx in feeding forward the needs of practitioners and linkers to edy-

cational R&D policy-makers who are involved in the large, visible R&D
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efforts. This narrows down toan analysis.of those factor,s affectivs the

of the Regional Exchanges to collect need information, and of
4

Operations Support, contractors and RDx policy-makers to relay this to
4

broader ed.,cational R&D funders, producers and evaluators.

Ve head to begin our analysis by noting that there Aready is an

/
existing, though loosely.lconfedhitte d set of actors and rocedures through

which major R&D efforts are "created, ,carried out and diss urinated. RDx

will thus be entering a populated arena, one inAwhi the 'antennae"

scanning for need statements are already recel'ing a multitude of (often

competing) signals. Further, the existing R &D, fun. ng organizations have

important constituencies: (1) the R&D community-fund by them; and (2)

the policy and program community which develops and i leMents them.

Each group has a high stake,in the current policy/R&D mirk. RDx will'haZre
a

to work, Chen, in a low ,key, largely interpersonal mode at first, espec-

ially if need-sensing reveals important areas which past and current R&D-
,7

policy and findings have left untouched. Interpersonal contacts with

important R&D policy'and educational research groups are important in

gaining support, assistance and an active audience, and to avoid RDx be-

/ ins seen as a new and intruding force. There is always the chance of
0,

"data shock" in areas: where policy has been made in the past in the absence

of,empil:ical.need and effectiveness data.

There are also.cyrtain organizational s oothings needed at the national

level, since,RDx's role in need-sensing will overlap with the as yet un-

dperationa.1 intent of other portions of NIE to begin an educational need=

sensing and monitoring effort: This group and RDx will need to coordi-

nate they approaches toward R&D policy and funding sectors, so as to speak

,126 ,
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for clients' needs with as concerted and-organized,a.voice as possible.

The important organizational factors are, therefore,,cohes,iveness, open-
.

ness to other groups, effective participative goal-setting procedures,

'and coordination ability.

Operations Support and contractors will also have to link to the NIE

-corponent. This will require high sensitivity to and knowledge of the

.R&D policy-making sector, backed up by valid needs data from groups wider

than the direct clients of RDx (who are not really typical of, nor per-

.

haps even well linkedto, the less-innovative and much largetrojet of edu-

cational practitioners).

There are also strong content and procedural factors at work here,

since many of the.larger mission-oriented piojects and programs are not

so much geared to providing deliverables for practitioners, as to affect-
'

ing the conditions and resources with which practitioners work. Thus,

the effects may be indirect (and hence inthe,long term difficult to

identify), and Ihe user group for these projects may be indistinct as

well. For ex_ample, a large action/R&D effort in compensatory education
*t- -

may produce new funds and laws,'not new educational materials, and these

must then filter down to the practice level. Tri the meantime the needs 4

data would show liittle Change in the situation.

Need- sensing must alsb meld with evaluation. Ultimately, a good

test of program effectiveness might be reduction in need statements in

that area (though there is always the counter-explanation that needs

have bean changed rather than met). Evaluators, many of whom come from

academic/theoretical bases, may be more accustomed to designing their

120
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ill

criteria b sed on professional grounds, rather than on statements of client
it, - , . ,

. needs. Some careful work will be needed to overcome large perspective

gaps, or to at least educate evaluators in core Client-oriented directions.

The general mandate and procedural details for handling needs which

do not lead to.R&D programs appear unforced in RDx planning, and this

may block the pricessing of such information. On one hand, RDx has

neither the capacity not interest to become the ational equivalent of

the Statistical Reporting Service, covering the condition of the educat-

ional crop and its problems; hilt we still cannot assume that R&D is

needed toPrespond to all (or even most) of the crucial needs in edu-

cational practice. Powerful policy-makers may even request wider need

assessment once RDx demonstrates a capacity to deliver any valid and

timely need data at all. Policies need to be developed to_define the

limits of need information which RDx will collect, and procedures need

to be developed to begin forming linkages with those -who deliver solu-

tions not based on R&D (e.g., funds, regulations, etc.),. In setti g the

limits on RDx need-sensing, it is crucial to remember that, in aski

anyone about their needs, it is illusory to ask only about those thi

-

we are interested in providing.

for informational needs, for ex

need 'areas -.

np

is necessary to provide the contex

e, by contrasting them against other

Finally, the need-sensing capacity of RDx must be questioned. The

effort appears to be placing much more attention on delivery than on

sensing 'needs or "feedforward." Solution deVelopmentand delive y tea\

to follow Parkinson's law, expanding to fill all available time and

capacity; and this is especially true once providers get lidked to clients.

128
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ihe

Ez.erging strong and useful client linkages may then tend to eclipse col-
_

lecti:rg :reeds data and linking.these,.beyon.d RDx itself.

C: -= We bgree that RDx should not itself operate in this

modi directly, it the sense of large-scale R&D,efforts. There is some-
.

thing to be said about the value of operating in,this style in relation
0,

to clients on a smelter scale, however, and RDx shodld explore this

fur:ther. The whole need-sensing or "feedforward" function requires as

much thought as the solution delivery components; and this function is

particularly sensitive, given that the audience consists of R&D funders,

h1Z4-level policy makers, and the political arena.

Ad Hoc User Research Services (Mode 7)

Descriotion: This mode (shown`in Figure 7) is similar to mode".

one on a minute scale; and is similar toilode three with emphasis on

original research on the client's specific need rather than search

retrieval of information from other sources. In this mode, the outsi4

resource person is essentially selling his/her skills as a researcher,

or evaluator. Relevance and applicability, can be assessed if the client

collaborates with the resource perscT on defining the need, choosing

instruments and design, etc. Ideally, this mode can provide results in a

reasonably short period of time. Labs and Centers are well equipped to
)

provide such services if their staffs include individuals with good

linkage and hdlping s, in addition to research comp.ptence.

[Insert Figure 7 about here]

The two variations, "ad hoc user research," and "user-collaborative

R:0"diffir in the style of involvement of'the client in the process.

In the for:7er, the client sponsors the R.
, but, may truly become a

1
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" client" Only when the results begin.to come in. ftany marketing and
A

organizational studis fit this style. follaboretive R&D keeps the

client ir:olved throughout the process as as full a partner as the client's

(emerging) skills perrit. Action-research is the most collaborative form

of this style, with the client involved in all phases, from problem def-

-inition through trial change and ev uation. This requires a high degree

of openness and effort (see, for example, Lingwood and Morris, 1976).

One example of a variant of this mode is pfovided by the system in

)
4, use at the Naval Facility Engineering Command ., where researchers rotate in

handling questions and may do simple research requests (up to $500),

for each requestor. Of course, this 5s aehard science" area in which

there are actually many important questions which can be "researched"

for under $5)0. The contact person is a researcher, and this makes a crucial

difference, both for the quality c4 skill put into, solving the problem;- and

'9n for the training researchers get in handling clients' needs.

RDx Plans: "Ad hoc R&D in response to particular practitioner's

requests cannot be part of, the R&D Exchange" tylE, 1977).. Certain Act=

ivities of the Regidnal Exchanges may lead to this, especially as resource.

persons are'linked to practitioners, but the Exch'aqges will not themselves

be -active throughout the process.

Predictive Factors: Since we feel there are some aspectsvf,this

mode which could be impo;.taht even though RDx does not see this as a part

of its operations, ,re will explore the predictive factors to a moderate
ra

extent. It is als important to understand these factors if RDx is to

act as a broker inLinking practitioners to this kind of activity.
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Direct interaction between clients and researchers provides useful

training forboth sides: practitioners learn to be more analytical and

t
purposeful, and,to base decision-making on emprical knowledge; R&D person-

. ,

nel-'_ear:: how to be more relevant; and have theiriEonsceps, methods and'

analytical skills tested against the ultimate validity of real-life use.

Compatibility between researcher and clieRtpn societal, organizatiopa1,

and individual facto .makes this possible.* Societal .forces at the dis&-

pline revel prcdndition researchers' entry'into this'mode; generally,
0

interdisciplinary, researchers are more inclined (and perhaps, given .

the fact that real problems fit no clear disciplinary boundaries, more

able) to operate in this mode. organizational reward systems for the

researcher are key elements (again, see Lingwood and Morris,.1976): if'

researchers are not supported for "applied ,work," they will not do it

-- at least, not after they come up for `promotion or tenure. Since the

societal, and organizaal forces move more slowly than the researchers

themselves, it is of &en the case that private R&D oTganizations (both

profit and not-for-profit) will be mo e amenable to working in " "this Mode.

Some such researchers, however, trade off methodolog cal rigor for personal

,concern With helping people. A more fruitful approach ds thatlOolid

conceptualization and method are more important in real settings,,than in

4

artifically-contrived ones.

This mode requires a high lev1 el of interaction between researcher

and client, since both will' have many unclaraties to resolve and much to

M.
learn about the other. /n the case of RDx, this translates to provididg

practitioners with resource banks containing researchers in the lo.cal

area. ,TheREs may be drawn'into this mode more than they would like, con-

,

.10

sidering their other dutieS. Lssuesof capacity and internal Lab and .

,
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Center communicatpns become important here - the latter in fig:ding

others in,the organization who'dbLild help t e particular client if there

areno available or relevant` outside resources.

Coznent: If the Regiinal,Exc antes bedome active brokers, us ±ng

the regi.pnal resource files to link practitioners with researchers, the

,RDx effort will have to act to shape the predictive forces discussed

above. Beyond keeping tiles on researchers with sood applied track

records (not necessarily thsame as the theoretical or academictrack

record by the way),NRDx will need to bolster the reward systems and

recognition researchers receive for such work Recognition for prac it*

ioners who become involved is important, too, and these clients wi tie

.

powerful forces within practitioner networks in diffusing both the.out-
,

comes they achieved and the process used to ,dretate.them. ,Perhaps, RDx.

could sponsor a series of awards, through both practitioner and research

associations, gor.high quality and useful client-centered R&D as 'a means

A
of affecting the societal and professional predictive,forces. RDx,woulds.
also have to play a role 120wfry-level training fon practIticiners parl.

ticularly, and to some extent for researchers as well. .Practitioners

need to operate in new ways in this mode: high error tolerance, ability

to engage In honest organizational self - scrutiny, how to understand a

*

researcher and pull him down from the th'eoretical ceiling when needed,

etc.
44O,

The Knowledge-Based Problem-Solving ConsultatiOn'Ser ce (Mode 3).

Description: This mode (see Figure 8) ent vogue among

1
educators. The emphasis here is on prov40ing very personalized service

td specific clients, based qn the client's needs and concerns, .whatever

132
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these may be. This mode then does not limit'itself to"R&D processes

or piOducts. The mode requires the presenceof special knowledge or

chang Agents or linkers who can entdr into a dialog with cliehts about

needs a.d potential solutions. The linker needs to have easy and rapid

access to'outside R&D and ion-R&D solution (e.g., educational practice)

bases. Pilot experiments with this sort of system (e.g., Sieber, Louis

and Metzger, 1974) show this mode to be beneficial and appreciated by

1clients on one hand, but extremely costly to implement on the other.

(Insert Figure 8 about here)

Clients' needs are the controlling factor here, not what the linker

or intervener wishes to provide., Again, R&D information is onlyone of

many bases which may be searched for 'solutions; and R&D may be used last

of"all, since greater translation and adaptation is usually needed before

R&D can be applied to problem solution, compared withother solutions

such increasing capacities, getting political support, etc.

RDx Plans: Regional ExCEInges will perform some, but no't many, of

)
these functions, with support of the national contractors. Many involved

in the planning of RDx hhVe expressdd a distinct prefgrence forthis mode,

even with the high costs involved per client contact.

Predictive Factors: Thr factors appear to limit the ability of

REs to operate in thkmost c nt-centered mode: (1 )the limited level
-

of support for full client-orientation, such as moving outside of the

R &D or even informational realm (note that these activities are'"optiona "

. for the REs); (2) the skill and capacity base of the REs themselves; and

(3) the need-filtering system which may operate between REs and clients.
*
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RDx support for such work is likely to depend on tha extent'

to whic!; C*.e "solutions" derived relate to or come from educational R&D.

'Again, we need to note that this mode,assur..es that R&D may have limited

vrelcance ate best to many client need statements, 'and that in any cAe,

lin!..ages are not well-formed by forcing the client's interests into any

one mold. RDx's level of support might be higher were the system to

view this mode as an important intelligence-gathering activity -- to find

out where clients really are and the broad scope their needs may take;

with the added plus of some products which may be useful elsewhere'

REs may decide to opt out of this optional activity,-especially if

they are spread thin and kept busy with more central RDx activities.

One of the crucial facts of this mode is the labbr-intensive character

.

of work with clients. RE leadership also will have to exert guidance

over Close from t114 eir staffs who do become involved in this mode, sino.1N

there is a tendency for "action people",not to record their approaches,

4 skills and learnings for others to use. They tend not to write because

puSlication would make their successful approaches public, and hence

not exclusivel theirs intiii.he competitive action market; or because they

are simply so concerned with helping the next client that they cannot

find the time to reflect and write. 7

Finally, the fact that RDx's prime clients are.not praCtitioners,

but rathar linkers who serve practitioners, may set up some blocks or

filters between RDx and.true expression of'practitioners' needs. The
v-

"linker clients" are most often persons whose int rests and job des-

criptions relate to dissemination and use of:R&D. They may not be in

a position or have the interest,to collect needs which do not relate to

R&D solutl:ns. RE activity in this mode, or in setting up this mode

r
J. 1.'3 4
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through outside resources, me overcome any bias iii--Ehrg--irea-:

r .
Comment: The optional character off this Mode of operation, and

the realm of R&D,the strong possibility that it will move well outside

make the successful use of this approach very problematical in RDx.

We feel that RDx needS'ita be aware of what these kinds of projects are

lea5ning and saying, however. The support "and start-up role of the

REs is even more important here than in the previous mode, however,.

exactly because this mode is more "action" than "research." Again,

the costs are very'high per client reached in this mode, and this sug-

gests that RDx link to these activities indirectly, hopefully without

having to cover many, of the costs involved.

SL ISIARY OF THE OPERkTIONAL MODES

These eight nodes represent tremendous variety at all stages in sensing

needs, development of linkages, delivery and implementation. A graphic

summary of this variety is shown in Figure 9. Again, the modes are, listed

in, rder according to extent need-sensing and client-rorientation. It is

instructive to compare that happens in the other columns, particularly on

the producer side, as attention to clients' needs increases from very, low,

through normative, to individualistic.

(Insert Figure 9 about here)

4
Perhaps the most important are the planning and centralization

columns. These start out.very low, since the KPU "effore'itaelf is usu-

ally peripheral or tangential to knov104geliroduction in the first two

modes. Planning and, centralization reach their peak somewhere in the

middle, when large-scale efforts are planned to reach dissemination ob-

jectives; need-sensing is in the individualistic mode here, but, the clients

1 35_
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I e'
44

ere still in a position of low control over What they get froPthe effort.

When clients exert control over both form and syfistance prov ed by the

'effort, planning and centralization are,reduced; or, it may be that lower

.

planning centralization signal an opannesg which permits Clients to
-

exert more influence throughbut the linka'ge process. COst is not shown,

)

in Figure 9, but it generally, inereases per client linkage as we move '. .

--I..--..--100 4.---.

from tqpNto bot ow r, clients oetom:in the figure;, however, the clie becm m
.

,

.

active in covering their own costs in thebottom modes.
11:

Can this ordering modes be considate s a developmental sequence?

There is no simple answer. We believe there.is a general pndency to '

become increasingly open to clients' needs and particpftion if [here is

a central mandate ;that the effort helve ect on the client, but if the
'

r

clients resist the effort. Inilome eases, after years of unfruitful
'..._

,attemptS to geti"users" to actually make use'of,R&D, the KPU Staff'say,
,

in effect, "OK, we give up, what is it you people really want?" Wa,,t-ve
, .

"mat even in education the push for need=sensing grew more then( a

after establishment of major dissemination activities suci as .ERIC.

Figure 9 masks a relevant and impdrtant.consideration, however:

as we move toward the bottomof the figure, where the participation of

each client is greater, there are actually fewer client organizations

who ever enter that mode in the first place. A winnowing out takes place

k

between the deliveryoriented and the client oriented, modes,. with only

ehe most open p%d innovative clients moving into modes sew and thFsee:"--,

411k

Thus,, seen from the producer's side, this sequencing of modes usually

is not a developmental sequence, sincdtso manyof the potential clienti
.

Would drop out along the way. From the perspective of the innovative

,.136 0°-
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client, however, there probably is a developmental sequence, as the

organization becomes sensitized to the existence and then the limits of

Mrrelated resources, and finally brings the empirical approach in-
**x?'

house so as to get more out of it.

SU:DTARY. OF RD:c LINKAGE ACTIVITIES

In our presentation of the operational modes we identified many of

the'linkage activities of RDx. It is useful to pull all of these plans

together:however. Figure 10 lists thtse7tiviies mentioned in. the

NIE solicitation (NIE, 1977) by:which REx will make contact with its

linker clients. We have divided these into four levels: national and

regional exchange level, and in each, R&D- and client-oriented., This

coding is based on our judgmen*Lof course, and is open to discussion

-- preferably discussions between RDx planners and prospecti clients.

(Insert Figure 10 about here]

There are three kinds of flows relating RDx to its clients,

traterby the :directionality of the arrows in the Figure.. Some'llows are

deliveries of information, skills, help, etc.-from RDx to clients; other

arrows capture flows'from clients to RDx, with needs and requests for

help being the most important; finally, there are bi-directional arrows

which indicate partnerships or mutual influences (perhaps true inter-

personal'ilbkages).

First, we note that almost all of the connections exist at the Reg-
.

ionaiExchange level. This illuitrates the "front line with support

-)
troops" model built into RDx. The REs serve to buffer between`the clients

and the R&D- and client- oriented functions of the effort at the national

level (e.g., contractors), so there are many information flows between

137
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the RF0 and the support functions which we have not shown in the Figure.

This brings up the issue of potential overload, however. We say the same

thing in the early 4P7Os when (then) OE was developting tlie design for

the educational extension agent concept. There was general recognition

that the real powef of the effort was in the directelcontacts to be

developed between the agents and practitioners, and thus, all important

functions of the effort as a ole were channeled through these people:

need:-sensing, training, solution delivery, performance monitoring, etc.

There are severe dangers of overload in this style of operation which

may confront the REs, as well. Almost all of the national-level funct-

ionsschannel through the REs, an le this fs probably good from the

clients' perspective (having.only one source to deal with), the REs may

have so many things to do that direct services suffer.

The second thing we notice in the Figure, echoing what we saw in

the discussion of the modes above, is that thel'e are many more ,delivery

arrows than need and request arrows, even though.we cannot simply count

the number of either. The many different delivery arrows represent

alternative ways of reaching clients n ome cases; and given the number

of these, we hope they would be applied selectively in\ der to best

mate nee, content and media preferences, etc. The princ

redundancy is another reason there are so many delivery channel too:

any one means may miss the target. This brings up the question, hoever,

of why there is no redundancy built Into the need-sensing and help_

requesting channels? Since so many of the need - sensing' activities chan-

nel through the REs, there is special' danger thet,beinglost or bur -

\
ied if the REs become overloaded or busy with delivery and/or the need-

*
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6

sensing activities are seen as optional in any way. The R also need

the ability to serve as redirectors for needs which are outside the

scope of R&D; this implies that REs will need to know the most likely

sources of information and help in many other areas of education. The

REs will have to fight the tendency to interpret every 'need or request

in terms of R&D. The "law of the instrument" applies to service efforts

especially: it is very easy to see the thing youQdo best as the solution

6 every ill.

. Client participation in RDA planning and management is another

.issue, since there are no clear flows leading into this process. Clients

need to have an influence in order to keep the effort balanced and to

feel they have some real stake iq its 'success. Participation is also .

the key in helping clients see the overall operations of RDx, since

many'of the activities are, by themselves, only Parts of linkages, and

the total pattern of linkage is visible only at the large scale. Clients

need to see that the needs collected frOM them have been channeled into

national RDx activities such as priority area definitions., influences

on R&D and policy, etc., and that solutions will be forthcoming in the

future. This awareness will highlight the need to be concerned with

future Reeds, so that solutions will be ready-when the needs become

real (e.g., implications of scarcities of energy for school integration)..

Before any needs assessment or participation can be planned, how

ever, any KPH effort needs to have a firm definition of who its clients

are. Client definition is crucial in RDx, 'particularly as it affects

the relation of RDx to the ultimate client, the educational practitioner.

Capacity problems limit RDx's ability to move much beyond the "linker"

133
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client, yet we have mentioned several issues in which the li

ceptipn of needs and their delivery capacities are crucial. There is

the danger of the following vicious circ117: (1) linkers may see their

i-olp as helping on problems on which R&D has something to' say; (2) 16x

determines needs of these linkers in terms of needs for e.,-R&D; (3)
.

new R&D is made available
on these topics; and (4) the 'information is

delivered to linkers, thus narrowing the range of topics on which

they have the most recent information. To break this circle linkers

will need to be exposed to a wide range of
practitioner problems; thus

they will have to. be well integrated into the -total range of services

and perspectives within their own agencies. This win also help them

,filter off needs.which other components of their organization can deal

1with.more efficiently.

There is also a great need for validation data on the needs for

and impact of RDx. At one level there is a need to check on needs as

identified by REs, linkers,
need-sensing_ surveys, and the practitioners

themselves. All need-sensing should begin by asking about problems, .

not just needs for information, since this is the only way.6 keep the

importance of infOrmation-solutions in perspective.

Illustrating this latter point is an issue which is somewhat beyond

, the control of RDx, but which will affect the effort nevertheless. This

is the notion of R&D as the purveyOr of "more" rather than "less" (Caplan,

in press). R&D information concentrates on the newt curriculum, service

programs, teaching concepts, facilities, etc. Yet; American education

is in a period in which it must struggle simply to keep the old. A one

week scan of our local newspaper reve ed three school districts Which,

140
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were imposing budget cuts as the result

.

of millage vote failures; or

which were attempting to restore past cuts through second, third, or

even fourth tillage elections. Thecuts covered the usual frightening

range: tearing positions, vocational education, pre-school math and

reading, library clerks, programs for the gifted, athletics, transpor-

tation, codputer-assisted instruction, electives, etc. In other areas
-)

taxpayer "revolts" have closed schools completely during parts of the year

or have forced returns to the basic three Rs. The key. question *9: how

can R&D In education, and hence RDx, be helpful to educatorswho are

facing these crises? How can educators think about "self- actuaI4zation"

when they are struggling with "survival "? RDx cannot deal with these

problems directly, or lose sight of its original objectives; but it

cannot igpore these pressures at the practitioner level; and if deed --
°

.sensing efforts do not uncover the precedence of issues such as these,
. .

.
..

th n we would suspect that the need-sensing is not probing beyond-the

sometimes trivial questions of "what information do You need?"

These issues are not the only ones we have uncovered in our analy-

sis, but they are central ones from the linkage perspective. There are-

also some important comments to be made from the vantage point of the

'predictive model, and we will cover these next.

SUMMARY OF RDx AS SEEN FROM THE PREDICTIVE_ MODEL

Here we will look at,the crucial background issues affecting RDx

at each of the predictive levels in our model. We will have to violate

the model by talking about each of these separately, however. We will

begin at the broadest level and then work to the specific, as does the

model.

14
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Tha Societal Level

KM" tr.:ists, between competing-societal factors: the push (1.6 achieve

more brri- fer the, R &!) buck on one hand, .and pressure of a tight eronony

and cot.,:ar.ntism on the other. The presFmt situation into which PDx

will enter 7,ay be the result of tic'e cycles in R&D: the current prolif-

.

oration of R&D products is the,result of many studies. begun in the more

4

flush times of the late 1960s./On the othe3b%hand, educators are suffer-

ing the consequences of the, most recent recession, the declining birth

rate, and taxpayer unrest bhsed on continuing inflation. The time cvcii.s

are different with each of these issues, yet they reinforce eacl( other,

something 1 ke societal -level biorhythms, making the task of RDx mere

difficult in the compounding.

The cliang vs. economize issue may mean that RDx will/ love to work

hard to'deaon trate the practical, cost/benefit relevance of R&D; and

this iss also underlies our concern that RDx not limit itself only

D products. Practice innovations dealing'with how to cut costs,

get millages approved, etc. 14y be mtch more important to many Clients,

and can,serve as useful topics for,dellvery, .opening up the linkage

with that client for later messages based on R&D:

The Organizational Level

Leadership comTitment to KPU activities is crucial to their suc-

cess, at both the producer and consumer end: leadership encouragement of

applicat-relevant R&D on one hand, and ,leadership concern with be;

1ing innovat consumer ide. There is no one R&D organization

which will be involved with RDx, of course, since educationakR&D is

spread through the academic, public, and private sectors. About 41

102
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RDx ,a. do is to work a4iviey for recognition of qetul R &D products

ai:d the i ividuals aho, produce them. The reward system issues we

mentioned ea are thus important for work'by RDx: special awards,

publicity,fo ontributions, incentives to academic leadership, etc. .

practitioner side the issue is even more important, but is

More difficult to resolve. en, approach is simply to work with the

most innovative practitioner organizations, and then to use these as

demonstration sites for others -- fighting the "not invented here" syn-

drome as you go. Good cost/benefit data will be needed as part of

any demonstration effort, It may be, however, that it is the organ-

izational precondition which leads to use of RDx products, not any

appeal or persuasiveness inherent in the delivered product itself.

If this is the case, then the strategy for RDx is not 'so much to con-

centrate on proving the product, but in finding those organizations

which are ready for change, and in trying to make modest chariges in

this readiness.

440The Individual Level

Given conducive.orga zational climates and conditions among-pro-

ducer, disseminator, and consumer organizations, RDx must then form

active linkages with the best and most promising people. It is some-

times difficult to find the right person initially from outside that

person's organization. On tht practitioner side, the past exi:Clences
/

of the REs will be helpful-in identifying such persons. But these

.experiences are likely to be tied into that person's effectiveness as

a consumer, not as a need-senser. It may be more difficult to find

persons who have accurate assessments of needs. Much early attention

.1
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of RDx may.have to be placed on training and developing a group bf

field contacts as good need-sensers.

The linker client is the narrow point of contact between a large

set of prentitioner organizations on one hand and a large set of re-

sources (which RDx will tap) on the other. RDx must thus monitor the

capacities and burden 'on these fllters/gatekeepers. Overload will be

'a'problem for the linker clients.

Individual skills on the RDx side are also important, as we have seen:

. openness,to client input, linkage process skills, knowledge of resources

in education, attitudes and values favorable to service roles with clients,

t .

'etc. 'Top leadership in RDx should also check their behaviors against those

characteristics of effective leaders identified in Part 1.

,The Procedural Level a

A great deal of freedonAas been left to the individual REs in how

they link with linker clients and others, and this is healthy. We

feel the REs should work to m ntain the dialog character of linkages

at the individu'al level and t impersonal levels, too. There are no

clear answers, however, t e problem of how to build into phased im-

personal activities the participative, self-correcting, and reciprocal

characteristics ofterpersonal linkage.

Procedures need to be developed for linkages in the following areas:

- (1) for need-sensing at all levels; (2) between RDx and top-level policy

making clients;, and (3) with the R&D producing community. The NIE sol-

icitation indicates that each of these linkages will be formed, but we

have seen little elaboration of how.

114,
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The Content Level

have said many times that the q4lity,and perceived utility of

existing R&D-based informatibn may be barrier,.even given efforts

to screen for quality, package priority areas, etc. This is more of a

ptoblem at the national than at the RE /regional'level, since the latter'

L.

will contain more practitioner=initiated inforMatfon; and since the

0

closer source is likely to be Aerceil;ed as more relevant in any case.,

Relationships Among Predictive Factors

The predictive model asks us to'eValuate background forces from

the standpoint of how they interrelate to produce effects. At this

poll-it the best guidanct we,can provide is a set of questions which need

to be'asked about each predictor:
N

; /-

1,L) does it affec 4the whole RDx effort equally?

(2) if not, does'it apply to only one or a few of the linked ,

elements in RDx; or does it work in different ways for the

different groups of people involved?

(3) if not, is this a dimension qn which linkage partner? ')

should be as alike as possible?

(4) if not, does this predictor require different-yet-compatible
_conditions, actions, or opinions; or, are there different

predictors whiCh must be compatible?

(5) if not, is this a content or.linkage-pro'cedure factor? )

(6) if not, then we probably don't know enough about this pre-

dictor and need to discuss and research-it.

OUR'FIr WITH THE OTHER RDx AUTHORS

Most of the important areas of agreement or disagreement with thF other

4RDx authors fit within Ow predictive model headings, with additions dealing

1 with issues such as need-sensing. We will cover the more important areas

below.
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There is not too much to be said at the societal level, perhaps

since all of the papers, including this one, are suspicious about making

sweeping comments on the grand scale. Mojkowski's (19/7) poipts relat-
.

ing to the configurational approach, which interrelate factors somewhere.

above,the interotganizational, parallel our feelings nicely.

Most of the action starts at the organizational and interorganizat-

ional level. Beginning at the start with the issue of planning, we are

in agreement with those authors (e.g., Gross,- 1977; tkijkowski, 1977;

Zaltman and SikorSki, 1977) who recommend more.carifel or better plan-

ning activities. We would emphasize, hot ever, the necessity for par-
.-

ticinative planning, involv ing clients from the beginning. Aince the

'beginning is past, we echo Mojkowski's concern with what RDx must do to

overcome barriers which have grown as a result of RDx's.t (5;-centralized

and too - exclusive planning approach icy, the past.

Mojkowski ties perceived benefit into.the process of clarifying

goals. We ha;,e mentioned ,the benefit issue .several times, and it is

linked to need structures, perceptions of the word( and so/op.

Gross' (1977) cppments on pefceived threat a omporganizations...

'with yholieDx'llight,caelite is well taken; but we would note that RDx

cannot be blaaedifpr excessive'levels of or izational parano$4 it may
2 p

encounter elsewhgre. 1Stikl, this again ties into the need for partici-4%
'14

pative planning, and giVen E#ie Past.of the effort, there mey be a need
, .-s

for some fenceomendiAg,with'otlier important groups. Overload is also

an issue mentioned ly masly,aUho'is both at the inter- and intra- organ-
,

",?e
izational level. We have c&vdred this issue from severalopersPectives,

and are in agreectignt wittOwhie the others have said.

14 6-
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Gross' comments on leadership skills again remind us of modern

organizational:theory, and there are close affinities between our view

and those of the other authors who have a base in this field (e.g.,

Zalt=an and Sikorski). This bridges over into the individual level,

of course, but we made fewer marginal noes relating to this in reading

the other papers. Perhaps we are feeling some difficulty here since it

is diffliiilt to make too many comments at the individual level without

personal knowledge or research data on all of the individuals involved

in the RDKeffort.

At the procedural level, we resonate to the str5ess on multiple

channels mentioned by Mojkowski. His term "collaborativ affiliation"

is a central concept in our conception of the linkage process. The

'-educational matketing study (ERIC/TE, 1977) also is useful as background

information here, highlighting the importance of interpersonal, often

intra-organizational information sources.

Zaltman and Sikorski parallel the points we made in Part 1 con-

cerning content, dealing with characteristics of innovations. In

looking at innovation content, however, both Ve,and Mojkowski caution

that communication is not the main reason for non-use, while lack of

perceived value of R&D and inability to implement ere. The issue of

hard vs. soft innovations also comes up, especially.in the Bean and

Rogers (1977) paper, and the need to fit the conceptual approach to the

field (which Wes central -to our discussion in Part 1) is illustrated in

their cautions about the fit of the agricultural extension model in

education. Time lags and momentum for change also tie into the hard-

soft dimension, with education being in a position where softer inno-

vations talse longer and thus are, in more dangerof losing momentum.

14'7
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Need-sensing and feed- forward functions (oy their lack) are hit- g
0

hard by many authors, though we are perhaps most insistent in this

' area, based'in our concern for balance and client-participation. Bean

and Rogers 14vhlight the importance of early need - sensing or rather,

input a a con'tro of farmers inthe early stages of the agricultural

extension) system. s fits closely with the problem-solving and link-, ,

.

age approaches. They'note that RDx looks "top heavy" -- another way to

. say this is that RDx is "bottom-light." Their phases start in the

field, as would a'need-based approach, and we feel they are-correct in

setting up phases in which institutionalizatiOn follows linkage build-

ing and a consolidatesupport base. Rich and Goldhar (1977) also
g

pose 'bringing users in early in specifying the value of information,

goals, and priorities. We would agree if their definition of valuation

also includes comparisons of the value of AD information, other kin

of information, and non-information solutions to problems. This is

expansidh we would add to their first step 5f asking practitioners about

information requested -- we would start by asking about problems and

successes, then filterdown to'types of solutions for problems, the role

of information as one kind of solution, and finally the importance of R&D

as one kind of information. This approach provides what we feel is a

needed context around R&D solutions.

Kotler, et a .('s views of need-drivoLmarketing as exchange. seems

0

to miss an important point: what about the other side of exchange,, i.e.,

what happens to producers and R&D itself as a result of exchange with

practitioners? There seems to be no place in their model for allowing

practitioners access to R&D policy and goal-setting. 'Tieing evaluative

9"
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feedback into product redesign is not the same as giving clients the
a

ability to have a real influence on the broader issues of what policy.

. should--te, what R&D should do, and indeed, what the very interaction

process should be by which they make their inputs. We feel the market

ing approach needs an infusion of organiiational concepts to be really

fruitful, also.

We could go on with this synthesis, but we feel we have covered the

major areas. From our perspective, howevef, there ieems to be an author

or two missing in the set of papers: there is nothing here written by,

a practitioner, be he/she It4er, teacher, administrator, or whatever.

Again, the very process RDx and-all of us who have written these papers

have taken is very "topdown." While many of us have tried to add the

missing component, and serve as standins for the practitioner perspect

ive (since our collective experiences appear to point very strongly in

KPU as a dialog among equar ba'rtners), we ultimately cannot go very far

with the process. In the final analysis, there are two kinds of linkages

in PDx (or any KPU effort): those in or as a result of the effort, and

those about the effort. If we stress reciprocal, dialog and exchange

in the former, then it seems logical) that we should do the same in the

latter.

RECO:DENDATIONS

es

We have used-several different perspectives inthis paper, analyz-

ing RDx from the.standpoint of operational modes, predictors of link

age, and a general concern for balance in both the effort as a whole and

in the specific linkages which will take place within it. We have seen

that RDx may be too complicated to be summarized any One thehretical

I
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approach cr operational elude; nevertheless; we have argued that the

"linkage predictive" model can be used to summarize add inte grate most

of the -areas important in.the 'design and 5unctioning(of
,

,

A
bur discussion has Produced several recurrent

themes, Most of which

,

I

are echoed Sy the other RDx luthors, whit we will no cast in terms of

recommendations 4-cri the effort. We need to caution Mat these,recommend- 42
mr(,'

ations are not really the final word -- they just come at the end. We

feel it is necessary to read at least the sections which follow dur

.
presentation of the operersigenal

Aes.ko,get the flavof and fetvor of

our concerns. Much of the analysis and many of our -recommendations bete
1-

may be seenas stressing balance in linkages, reciprocity in effects

(i.e., both on R&D and policy, and on practite), and openness, and par-

ticipation as a management and opet'ational style for RDx.

Below Ue will propose three broad `sets of recommendi)ons de-
n

rived from 'the analyses above. The first se,t pertains to the operating
4fj

philosophy and image of RDx. The second relates to the operational modes ok

which might,be emphasized.
The.thircrrele4 to the process of system

monitoring and redesign.
AP

4;

A._Operating Philosophy and Image. \

A.1 We believe that RDX-should str4ve,for consenshg'among its members-

and relevant stakeholders concerning its operational philosophy and"

image. Ve believe that that philosophy should place most emphasis

on linkage, resource brokering and problem-solving assistance, re-_

ther than on research and development products.per se. ComPdnent

elements of chat operating philosophy might include: (a) tlient nes0

orientation, (b) responsiveness to clients, (c) two-way dialog con

cerning needs, solutions, and reactions to solutions, (d) the broker-,

age role (0Onnecting clients to'a universe of resdafcepersons,

dOcts and services)., (e) providing a range of alternatives whichd

leave the client with meaningful choice and a sense of.control over

4 the decision-making process, y) follow-up capacity to indicate to

clients that RDx is concerneenot only with'dissemination but with

0 .
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RDx should work to Wild the strongest possible links to other
broker's and consulting services in the "natural network"

to demonstrate its non-exclusive and *complementary functions, as -

weIl4s to enormously expand its resource linking capacity.

70

thlull cycle of problem-solving and educational renewal, (g) cap-
acity building po that clients can ultimately take unto themselves
:the resource linking and problem-solving functions that RDx-init-
Jelly provides. .

0
A.3 RDx should strive in many ways to cultivateand broadcast
an image of client-centered resource linking, as suggested
in recommendation A.k. Image building activities should serve to
allay fears of other stakeholders, and to develo ".clieqe constit-
uency which' is aware of and interested in the t of services

.which' can be provided.

B. What, Operational Modes are Most Appropri ate for RDx?

' We recommend that RDx planners end decision-makers review the des-

h-
'criptions the eight operational modes we have presented, to determinecit ..,

which apply most strongly to the type of effort they are trying to develop:

In making this determination they should consider the fact that it is not

possible to operate well in all modes simultaneously, given present and

projected resource constraints of RDx. Furthermore,' in attempt to invest

in too many operational modes simultaneously may,confuse the image and the

operating philosophy, bOth to your clients and to your members. Thirdly,'

the adoptioh of somewhat contradictory modes, for example "Knowledge-Based

Problem-Solving COnsultation," and "k&D Broduct Dissemination," may create

role conflitts for persons and organizations withim the RDx effort.

'Fourthly, members of RDx who are Labs and Centers have a history,'capacity,

and image connected with some of these modes, e.g., R&D product dissemi-

nation, but not with others; hence, if they extend too brolbly they may

not be building on existing strengths, sand may be acting counter to. the'.
.

....).. .

-
expectations of important clients and stakeholders.

. .

., We would furth.F make a few suggestions concerning the specific rele-
(

vance.of each of the eight modes as follow0 (

1 51
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.3.1,Nurturine the Natural Network: It is
of co follow this mode completely, in
a par: ofa federally-funded ,effort to nurt
cities in existing institutions and to fill
'other problem in pursuing this ,strategy is t
suits will have low visibility ant, exhibit li
of payoff. RDx needs such evidence to surviv

RDx should.not assume that there are
the nany,different 'natural networks which exist
the creation of these should be the prime goal

learly beyond the capacity
fact, RDx represents onl
ure dissemination cepa-
gaps between them.. An-
he likelihood that-re-
ttle short-term evidence

through its formative
effective linkages among
, however. Indeed,

f RDx in this mode.

B.2 Continuous Flow Dissemination: RDx will reqUi
in this modeto build a constituency and to build
interest in its general objectives, and its values
ency. Ho v it seems unlikely Chat this will be
RDx.

re some activities,
an awareness of and
to that constitu-
a prime mode for

R&D Product'bi semination: It should be noted tha
actiVe disseminatio is, necessary to get the widest a
zation of education 1-R&D. It should also be noted Eh
and Regional Laboratories Wave traditionally and seine t

. fectively engaged in. marketing their own products. 1 4 t
mend that,RDx give further consideratiion to the place .o
this mode within a total, system configuration. In partic
should cons how new RDx initiatives in other modes wi!
or conflict _41 past and ongoing Lab and Center activitie
clearly. in s mode. For example, one might ask how "alte
can be posed fairly and effectively by an agent who has devo
third or more of his or her professional life to the develop
only one of those alternatives.

t planned pro-
nd fullest utili-
at R&D Centers
Ales vqTy ef-
herefore recom-

and need for
ular, they
1 relate to
which are
rnatives"
ted one
ment of

B.4 Instant' Response R&D:Themajor concern here isduplicatio
existing effort. There has been more progress in the fast deca
this area than in any other in:information services, and several
metibersof.RDx are proven and expert providers (e.g.,-SMERC, RIS
New Haven ERC, etc.).'

B.5 Rapid Response Reporting: RDx needs to experiment with this
promising stralogy,,,but to be fully aware of its cost implications
and the necessity of being e4trethely selective and strategic in the

\\ questions and clients it wishes to cover in this way. After'a "free
start-Up period during which the service presumedly proVes its value,
a gradually escalating fee-for-service schedule might be implemented.
Rapid reports should also feed into continuous flow channeld as a
secondary market, to multiply the number of users who might benefit
and to improve the benefit/cost ratio.

B.5 Coordinated, Mission-Oriented R&D: This mode is clearly out-
side the cost' feasibility realm of RDx as currently conceived; how-
ever, through the feedforwaid function RDx should play a key role

.

of

de in
non -
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in a larger problem- solving loop.which involves NIE, universities,

private organizations, states and labs and centers. Feedforuiad

should serve to articulate real and pressing client.needs and non.,

terms, and should activate the organizations responsible for knowl-

edge building activities. The fact that RDx does this (with cred-

ible examples) should be broadcast' to its constituencies so that they

can unde;:stand and appreciate the purpose and value of the feedfOr- -

ward function.

B.7 Ad Hoc User Research Services: .Many people and organizations

in the "natural networks" have the capability of performing such ser-

vices: and many routinely do so already. Therefore, we would urge

RDx not to compete in this area, but rather, to serve asIrroker,

especially, to connect client 4o unusual or remote helpers.

B.8 Knowledge-Based Problem-Solving Consultation: Although it is

'clear from much of the early discussion among RDx members that this

is the preferred mode, RDx should be cautioned to consider the very

high costs of providing satisfactory and. rewarding services of this

nature. RDx must be very selective, and perform very well, so that

it may serve as a model for future educational cooperative extension

and problem-solving programs funded by federal and state initiative.

Again, RDx should operate'as a broker for outside resources who can .

operate in this mode.

C, Monitoring and Continuous Redesign of the RDx Effort

The KPU linkage-piedictive model proposed hsexe represd-his'a reason-

ably comprehensive and systematic approach to defining and modeling

the functions and predictbrs of an effort such as RDx. We propose that

some such model be adopted or adapted by RDx to understand, monitor, and

evaluate itself. We further....propose that such modeling efforts

__and data collections be used in guiding the continual redesig and self-

improvement of the effort and its many elements. This means beginning

with a conceptual approach which is shared by RDx'and its clients, then

basing evaluation and change on that shared understanding.
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APPENDIX A

A STRUCTURAL EQUATIONS APPROACH TO THE 4

KPU LINKAGEPREDICTIVE MODEL

It is insufficient simply.to say that some broad classes of predictors
relate to KPU criteria. Predictive models cannot deal with this level of
uncertainty some structure, restrictions and assumptions must be made. '

The issue is that'of getting a model sn6cified to the point, at which it
may be analyzed. In this section we will begih this process for the "new"
KPU linkagepredictive model we introduced in the body of this paper. In
beginning, we will be concerned with_developing the model to the point
which it: (1) allows for multiple "criteria" of linkage, Clissemin on,

and utilization;, (2) includes time as a dimension to attempt to et at the
dynamic charazier of linkages; and (3) handles the various types of pre
dictors and predictor interrelations mentioned in the text. We Zed to
elaborate each of these points before discussing the model itsel 1

Critefia: One danger to be avoided in model building, particula(rJ.y in
the area of KPU, is.that of choosing "criteria of convenience": tho
'things we can measure most easily, regardless of their importance. or
example, it is,easiest to measure dissemination or transmission ac i ities
such as whether some knowledge or innovation is or,is not deliver d, or
whether specific clients' needs have come to the attention of others. It

is much more difficult to determine actual use or impact of either inno
vations or needs, since (a), effects take, time to occur; (b) they are likely
to be diffuse and integrated into the ongoing operation of organizations)
and (c) the causal effects of innovation or need messages are difficult
to extract from effects which occur for other reasons. In this mode/;
then, we need to insure that criteria are not chosen because of their method
ological simplicity rather than because of their theoretical or practical
importance.

The ultimate criteria for linkage are hinted at in the definition we
provided in the body of the paper; potential need reduction through,
delivered innovation, knowledge, or need statements, and mutual under
standing between the linkage participants. "Potential" is an important
term here: we must be able to separate what takes place in a linkage from
the contextaffected outcomes of that linkage. Thus, the interchange of
needs and solutions which takes place in a linkage may be seen as a neces
sary condition for change in either the client or the solutionprovider,
bUt the interchange is not identical with this change. Linkage Is, at its
most elemental level, simply a type of interpersonal or intergroup,communi
cation ocess, with communication defined also very elementally as the

ofmeaning. Effects of- linkage begin to take place among the
linkage partners while the communication and sharing is going on. The
ultimate effectS may4occur a long time after, once the participants return
to their organizations, and plan and carry out activities which affect
behaviors of others into the future.
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Linkage effects may be informational, attitudinal or behavioral,

thouh we tend to support the view that the only effects which ultimately

tatter are the behavioral changes -- what actually happens to and as a ,

i'esult of human behavior in the realm of (in this case) improved educational

Practice. Practice implies behavior. Thus, the interests of the model

should parallel those of the policy-maker and the practitioner; extending

outwari to the final changes in practice,produeed by linkages. This does

not izply, however, that the intermediate criteria are unimportant.

There is a more immediate criterion to be included, however, and that is

the formation of linkagdS themselves. The model must be able to handle

both those fa .hich lead to or control the probability that linkages

will occur, nd (once formed) the chain of effects of the linkage.

Time: he chain described above, in which linkages form, endure,

apd eventually have effects implies that the model must be-able to deal

effectively with the time dimension. That, is, the model must be dynamic.

Figure A-shows the simplified time order in'which linkages form (Ti), endure

(Z2), are carried back to the parent organizations (T3), and have effects (T4).

[Insert Figure A-1 about here)

At Ti we may think of those factors affecting the compatibility of the

two systems or or anizations as the shorthand term for the general factor

which determines whether a linkage is likely to form. Perceived benefits

is another tant component. Given some minimal level of compatibility

and perceived benefit, the systems send components'(ysuelly persons) to

be involved in the linkage lasting throughout T2. Here those factors

predicting the participants' linkage abilities become.imortant,-as do

the procedural and content factors within the linkage itself. At T3

the participants return to their respective systems, attempting to trans-

form and rd-transmit what has been learned in'the.linkage, or to affect

some change in what that system does or how (at T4). Here organizational

predictive factors become important, in addition to the systed-manipulation

skills of the4ormer Participants.

The dynamic character of individuals and organizations becomes import-

ant, since it is clear that the situation is not static while the linkage ,

is taking place'. 0-ganizations may not b4 at the same "place" at T3 as

they were at rhaps stranding the linkage participants. The linkage

pa cipants ma hemselves be changed so greatly. that they lose their

abilities to Lunn ion within their organizations (e.g., cooptation of

practitioners, or resource persons "going native").

Predictor Levels: The predictor levels follow roughly from the dis-=

cussion above, and these have'been discussed in some detail tn-the_hody

pf out-paper. Here we will only elaborate on the methodology used-to

develop the predictors.

We combined several sources in this process. We began with the classes

Of factors which promote linkage or utilization, such as those from Have-

lock (1969), Havelock and Lingwood (1973), etc., and the conceptual scheme

of Ghba and Clark (1974). We checked these by coding factors found .to

promote or inhibit dissemination and utilization, as presented in the
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abstracts contained it the 1971 NIMH'review of principles of research
utilization.

'The Statistical Model

The statistical level of our approach runs far ahead of the current
conceptual level of our model. This is unavoidable, as the apprdach used
_here is tke best one available to handle the problems of multiple chtetia,
time orders, and complex interrelations of predictors. We will consider'
linkages, aOt.individuals or groUps% to be the units of analysis in our
model. We-will also'have to make" some rather grandiose simplifying assump-

, tionS about definitions, measurements; scalar, properties, and indeed, about
the very measurability bf the key concepts. We feeit is better to think
big and. to make these assumptions while ignoring many of the limitations
on the model; the alternative is to neglect the task of beginning to formu-
late-a more comprehensive model of KPU.

- The statistical model we ;441 adopt here is that of linear structural
equations. These equations may be seen roughly as a much more powerful
form of path analysis. The technique,allows: (1) multiple observed indi-
cators which are accounted for by underlying "true",concepqs; (?) recipro-
cal predictive linkages between criterion (endogenous) concepts; and (3)
correlated error termsatif desired. The method is covered by Goldberger
(1972), Goldberger and Duncan, (1973), and Joreskog and van 'hill° (1972).
We will not discuss the 'method in'any detail here, since at this forMative
level we will be using the logic of structural equations almost at.&,kym-
bolic or anological level. The approach makes us pay attention to details
and interrelationships even withouta detailed knowledge of the method;
and that is what is important at this stage.

The basic model with which we start is given in Figure A-2. Here we
see source and receiver systems or organizations (referred to'in capital

.letters)f and individuals (in lower case)'who emerge from these organi-
zations at Time 1 Co enter into a linkage enduring through Time 2. Effects.

of the linkage occur in both organizations, as a result of ttfe acts of
the' participants during Time 3, resulting in some utilization acts or
changes in the organizations at Time 4. These circles do not represent
the organizations or persons in the descriptive sense normally used in KPU
descriptive modelling; rather, each circle is a criterion concept -seas=
ured by one or more observed indicators. At Time 1 the organizational and
individual circles stand for the broad concept of linkage-readiness, and
afterward they may be seen roughly as linkage impact. The exact defini-
tions,depend on what measures are used to represent each concept, much as
one would label a factor in a factor analysis according to loadings on the
observed measures. Note that there are two predictive arrows between the
organizations and individuals in each time period. These account for behav-
iors and attitudes which are fotmed in reaction to (or by perCeption of)
the "other."

[Insert Figure A-2 about here]

There are five ways or "classe s" in which predicto rs operatesingthis

model. Not shown in the Figure is the fact that each'elass may be made up
of several separate but interrelated predictor concepts, and that each of
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these is a construct measured by one or more observed variables. Further,

these predictors (exogenous concepts) may change f om Time one to Time 3,

e, so there will be two sets of measurements for each construct.
,.. .

The five classes or styles of predictor operations are:

A. Forces which affect both source and receiver organizations or indi-4

viduaii in an equal manner --,e.g., social climate for change, laws and

regulations, etc. These may be different at the organizational and
individual level,so we have,both upper and lower case versions ("A"

and "a" predictors).

B. Forces which affect either source or recqiver organizations orindi-

. viduals.' Some elements, organizational size, would be included

as separate predictors applied to their appropriate organization.

C. These predictors are "homophily measures; instances where the -

absolute level of the predictor is not important, but similarity be-

tween the two organizations or partners' is. Appearance, background,

etc. on the individual level would fit here, as might organizational

type and so on.' Measures at this level would take the form ofTafer-
,

ence scores or ratios between S and R, or between s and r.

D. Thdse predictors are interactions or pattern variables in the

,
limitations imposed by the linear model used here. Examples might be

S's desire to ipvide help coupled with R'A desire to receive it; or ).

A's transmission skills coupled with r's listening skills, etc.

E These are elements which affect the linkage situation itself; 1

primarily the procedural and content factors elaborated in. the body

of the paper. One must be careful here, however, to distinguish be-

tween those'factors which predict the situation from those which stand

for the'criterion of linkage itself; the latter Would probably be meas-

ures of amount of information (needs and solutions) transferred.

We will not explore here the relation between theie predictor "oper-

ating styles" and the levels of predictors discussed in the paper. It

is obviously possible to enter,styles and levels as margins of a matrix;

and to enter predictors according to where they fit according to what we

know about KPU processes. We would probably find that more abstract

levels (e.g., the societal) have predictors which tend to operate in style

A, and that as the levels become more specific and individual, the

operating style moves down toward homophily and compatibility. This

only a guess, however, and we leave this exploration for a later trine.

Ignoring the fact that there are likely ).o be,several,,concepts in

each class, we can express the model in terms of a set of equations, one

for each criterion concept, as in Figure A-3. The matrix of "Betas",

with each row representing one criterion, shdws that there are hypothe-

sized relations among the criteria, relations whose sign and strength the

empirical analyses would determine. The matrix'of "Gammas" shows how.

each of the predictor concepts (the columns) is hypothesized to relate

4 (Insert Figire A-3 about here)
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to each criterion (row). The four time periods are also included in both

matrices. In addition, "time zero" is included to handle the effects of

Past utilization experiences on each system 'and persot% e.g.,,the momen-

tum generated by past success, or the resistance from past failure.

Let's look at theemodel elements before the linkage takes place, A
Time I (the first four rows in both matrices). The first four'criteria

here are configured to mean linkage-readiness, and could be measured by
attitudinal or projective behavior measures at the four levels (S,R,s,r),

or by ccmmitment of effort to impending linkage. Need is a major compon-

ent in R's readiness, and having solution materials available is central

to readiness in S. The Beta elements indicate that each organization's

and person's readiness is co itioned by perceptions of the other organ-

71izatiOn or person -- bringin in the key interpersonal perception elements
of the linkage concept --and each person's readiness is predicted.by the
readiness of his or her organization. The matrix of predictor paramenters

on the right.(Gammas) shows that past utilization in both organizations

predicts readiness in both,'as do the predictor concept sets A through D.
similar predictive relations exist for the individuals. Note that coef-

ficients for A, B, and C (and a, b, and c) elements are constrained to be
equal within each set (i.e., the subscripts are identical). Type B pre-

,
dictors are different for S and R,, and s and r, since these forces are
hypothesized to operate differeftly'in each organization or on each per-

son.

The extent or intensity of linkage is predicted by all four readiness
criteria (row 5), plus the external linkage predictors (E) as discussed

above. The Time 2 period is variable, of course, ranging from a singleAlr
counter to a protracted interaction, and durations itself is one of the proe-

xlictor.concepts dm set E. The methodological issue 'here is how to divide '

. up the time periods for analysis uprposesl but We won't even attempt to

solve this thorny issue here.

At Time 3 we encounter the first effedts'of the linkage, on both p ti-.

cipants and, their organizations (rows 6-9). Effects could be measured by
2 dissemination measures, and again, by pgrsonaLand groupteaetions. The

Beta predictor pat ern is similar to that of Time 1, but with one addition:

readiness at Time predicts effects at Time 3 for both organizations and

both participants. Also, the predictor concept matrix,df gammas is equiva-
,

lent to t at T e 1, with the same coefficient7palence constraints

imposed.

0:7
Finally, there is utilization

,

in bdth organizations: for R this would

be change in the form of implementation of "solutions" brought through the 41.

linkage; for S utilization would be integration of R's'needs into planning,

programs,.oryroducts. In the next cycle of analysis, of course, these
utilization constructs would become the first two external predictors in

the matrix of Gammas.

Summary

We have blithely ignored the complexity of, structural equations models,

eXact,definivion of indicators of each construct (which are npt even shown
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in ,Fimires A-2 and A-3), and problems of Measurement, to say nothing of

the feasibility of
collecting,enough data to be able to do an analysis.

We do not intend that this model be tested in its present form. For ex-

ample, each of the criteria and predictors in thekmodel is,likelyto be

expanded into several concepts in applicatidh.

Our purpose here was not to work out such details, even the major ones,

but rather, to show one way in which many eiemerms, interacting in compLex-

ways over time, could be presented in a form which allows us to (a) see

our assumptions on paper, and (b) include some of the dynamics of linkage.

This presentation also indicates what our linkage-predictive approach can

be moved beyond the level of a diagram used only to describe what happens

in one instance of linkage, and toward an analysis of what happens in many

linkages with varying levels of effectiveness. The trick, then, is to

change operations, behaviors and attitudes to maximize those indicators

which best predict the criteria of readiness, linkage, "first e fects"

of dissemination, and utilization. The ability to guide chang is the

final test of this or any other model.

/.
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FIGURE 1

*alytical Framework for the Linkage Approach
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FIGURE 2 The KPU Linkage-Predictive'Model
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attitudes: regarding change, risk,
need iddntification, training,
oRennets
skiils:,problem=solving, interpers-
onal relations, empathy, energy, .

knowledge: of system of innovation
of linkage pa,rtner
rote clarity & power,i4 owh orgaAlz
response-to organization

4

PROCEDURAL LEVEL
e.g.: medium-specific fit
to situation; match to
problem-solving processes
redundancy, capacity,
fidelity

CONTENT LEVEL
e.g., irpovation-organi-
zationat fit, cpmmunica-
bi ty, divisibility,
cost complexity

4
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FIGU 7 Ad Hbc User Research Services
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FIGURE A-1
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FIGURE A-2 Basic Structural Equation Model of KPU Linkage
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FIGURE A-3 Structure) Equations Mod I of KPU Linkage
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° OVERVIEW

. 9 .9

.The task of fesfgning the arrangements, processes, and strategies of

a major organizational 'mechanism such as-the RDx is a complex and

challenging assignment. Making operational and modifying drawing board

specifications so that they are congruent with and will fa litate the

achievement of organizational functions and specific objectives generally

are even more,complex and challenging activities.

The designers of new organizations typically give riMacyto their

internal operations and problems on.ho they bear o the achievement

of their goals. Designers generally dev to less time and effort to

consideration of the external affairs of Jhe organization and to the

,types of int *rorganizational arrangement and straegies that will

. facilitate the accomplishment of organizational goals and the reduction

of externally rooted impediments to their achievement.,

.

.

In the case of the Regional Exchanges, we b lieve that their'inter-

organizational relationships need to be plated on center stage for

several reasons; first, the accomplishment of their missions will require

them to...develop productive working relationships with other Organizations;

second, the performance of members of the disseminati5n networks in

which they will be involved will influence materially their own per

formance;'and third, the'success'or failure of ,the Regional Exchanges

will be a function of the behaviors of members of their organizational

role set.

IL

k k
v.,

44.
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This paper focuses on the interorganizatlonal relations of Regiona4

Exchanges with special reference to a set of important problems that

we believe deserve priority consideration in designidg them and in

attempting to implement their programmatic efforts. The specific

objectives of the paper-are as follows:

1) to alert officials who'design the Regional Exchanges and

4 those who will be responsible for their operation c4 a

number of serious impediments that have arisen when

largely autonomous organizations have been involved in

collaborative activities and that have served as harriers

to developing productive and harmonious interorganizational

Ndlaticinships - .

2) to examine the implications of these potential obstacles

to productive interorganizational relationships for the ,

_design and operation of the Regional Exchanged

3) to propose strategies and tactics that may serve-to

minimize their occurrence or dysfunctional consequences

Because we cannot deal with the entire RDx, and because we wish to

provide specific, useful informition, we focus our attention'on the

most important organizational entities involved in the RDx - the

Regional Exchanges. To dq a similar analysisfor the entire RDx is

beyond the present scope of effot. FOrthermore, in our judgment,

aani of the propositions and the implications we -'draw from them for

the Rxs are tele.Oant to other componehts of the RDx.

(.9

At present the Rxs are dealing primarily with SEAs. For this reason,

we focus our attention on these two organization types although we.

realize that the RXs wish to reach out latdk to ISAs and, large city

school districts,: Should such expansion take.place we believe_our

propositions and proposals will remain applicable.

'II

4

Prior to c sidering interorganizational problems and their relevance

for Rxs, it is pertinent to discuss several background and related

177
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issues. These issues relate to two broad contexts:" first, the role

o -the Res (and the RDx,itself) in the Knowledge Production and\

, Utilizazion (KIT) System; and second, the Rx as a part of an inter-

organ',A-4anal set.

4
Knowledze proe.ucticn end utilization has as functions the development

and use-:f new knowledge. During the past few years,-the dissemination .

function c_ ".".P: has been given an increasing amount of attention at all

levels and p.sr:i.cularly in the Education-Division.

%

A, corollary issue to the increasing attention being given to dissemination

is the notion of developing a nationwide dissemination system. The goal

is to design and implement a system in which all relevant groups and

organizations at all levels play a well-defined and appropriate role.

As a recent en:ry into this complex configuration of organizations

engaged in dissemination,-the RDx is attempting to define a.role for

itself that will avoid conflict with existing organizations and4on-

tribute to the development of a nationwide dissemination effort.

The general ^roblem to which the RDx is directed is the underUse or'

non -,use of RLD outcomes by those.practitioners at the School and school,

district le-als. This situation is viewed as resulting ffom a cotplex

series of fez:ors. The major reason
t
given for such,underutilftationbls

the faN;44..cannunication that exists between produce" and consumers of

R&D.

Posing the problem in this way' moves the RDx to "solve" it through

new tac:ics such as repackagingmessages in different media or in

creating new messages or communication channels between researchers

and -andpradtitioners.--While communications systems need

improvenenty-it is incorrect to assume that a failure to communicate

)1t

7A

,
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-.or a hack of awareness'is the major impediment to the optimal us. of

R&D outcomes'is schools. By fecusing_on communions as the problem,''

we are led away: from analyzing other reasonable hypotheses for non-Use.
/- \

Reasons `or non-use of R&D ou,pcodes are several .11,nd poor communication

channels any techniques are only a portion of the problem, 'RDx.map.agers

must recognize that this is so And that their ability to impact'o the'..

,
problem will be limited by the nature` and scope of the interventions

they propost.

That some form of nationwide dissemination system is possible Or,

reasonable is 91pstioned by Guba and Clark. Given thelarge.number

pf agencies and organizations, given the lack of consensus regarding,

means and. ends, and given the nature of the federal bureaucracy, they

argue that a true system does not exist and may be impossible to

creav,- In contrast to the Guba and Clark proposal, we find that some

form of systecizaSion is needed and is. possible r9 develop.

The role of the RX-i-%in IUD is defined by theitir position in the complexr.. ...

set of organizations workidg in this area. If the critical variable 'is\
,

, ..

implementation of R&D 'outcomes by..ak-actitioners, the RIES will likely

have'only an indirect and facilitating role in that outcome. .
,

. % .

The marginality of the Rxs to outcomes in the operating system is a
-.4...

criticalimriable. For one thing, the Rxs muit,assume that hgents

and'organizationscloserato..,the practilkoner and responsible fo'
,,,,

technical assistance in implementation are, in.fac, capable and willing .

. 0
, .

.

to take on 'that role' using R&D out ones. The Rxs must also assume that

the o.her agents are even willi* o participate in the communications.

system beingdeyelaped for dsemination and feed- forward regarding 0
, ) / . . .

1
R&D mit:comps.- , -

:..

., .4. .. ,
. ....

The.Rxs exist within a configuration of orgaat6tions that perform_
,

simtlar or interrelated-dissemination functiond: Several characteristics'

. 0
.,,

..

.

, .

, _

C,,
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of the organizations (both individually and as types) are

undars.anding of interorganizational relations issues.

Each of :he\member organizIkons'in the set has4 its own internal 1,

organi:a:ion problems. Also,Lince"each of the pajor organizations

are neu or expanded role's in the.area of dissemination,.

each cra=izazion tends to describe itaelf in tefma of a potential

or.exiaclei se: of capabilities and accomplishments.

Our selection of the Rxs as, the center of attention is based on xhe

fact that it'is the 'focal Organization in the set and can influence

mostLdirectly the success or filure of the RDx. Given this position,

the following relations are viewed as importantto the "realizat'ion of

the.goaIs of the RXs:

1 0'

. '1) establishing credibility, and trust ,

2) ,domm.u::ticring openly and, frequently

3) building,i culture of collaboration

A ,

. I

It is important.to recognizethal theorganizations.in the set vary on

anumber of i=piort.ant timensibns and that this variation can have major,

consequences
(
:or 'the perceptions and relations,of the Rxs. Some of the

-core importaa: dimensions along which members vary are:

"
.,

.

1) number .and type ofe-functious .

2) dissemination capabilities
3) orgenizational flexibility

,., .

4)' diipoSition tdwareinnovation'
5)- stabnity - instability' .

6) leadership capabilities, staff experience and -competencies..

7) Stage an3,4te.,,Of'develoiiment , ,

.

8; involvemint 5,n "the inner circle"

9) relationships to sdhool systems/a :'reality" orientation

10) perceptions ofRDx

There are many im ications resulting frOm these background considerations

for the interor nizational problems which the Rx must address:. Rxs will

4
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A

/_/-
f need ter tle into accaunt4"conrextual factors in developing relationships

with other organizations in the set. ,Generak guidelines may beTossible
.

to develop and
(

functional ihservitIg future modifications. It is not '

possible, tioweve
.

r, Co de'velop a set at rules for the future development ''
..

of the system. 6
.,

CE

,

III

1,. .
. i

Three
.

broad secs of inter'Orgenizational relations' problems are eminent:
.

,

1) those dealing with roles and relationships; 2) those dealing' with

linka4, particul arly interr organbeational ones; and 3) 'those dealing

with manigenentof the focal organization in this case, the RDx. The
.

- .

sets,. are inte..racV but. are discrete enough to support treating them

separately. , , /

,

i

.
For each probier..set, a small number of propositions are presented.

. . t
These propositiofis concern barriers thet'can inhibit the establishment

I

or smintenance of productive working relationships between two or more -'

2 .

organizations engaged in a collaborative effort,,
,,-;'

.-. Propositioni Relating to Roles and Relationship0

\,
.

.
,

PrOposition f: When a New 044ization (NO) enters .e territory to

provide services irliTlar'irr Stature. to those offered by .

Existing Organizations Elas.),,there is a strong likelihood

that some members of the EOs perceive the NO as a
.

threat to their own personal well,rbeing and. to the welfare

of thsir organizations, despite thetaiscraimers of the, NO..
---j

Proposition 2: The, greater the ambiguity or..vaguenesevf the NOs

functions and services as perceived by the EOs, the more

likely the EOs will 'perceive the NOas,a threit't.

,
, .4

S

1,81
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Proposition 3: A ebncittion that
has.frequently constituted a serious

i--,,editent to
programsdtvelbped'or sponsored, by a set of

6::,ganizafions is:the dole o4erlOad that develops for their

°members as a consequence of decigions to embark on'

o '\60:1,z!-,orati-:e programs.
A

. P.opas'-'". .- prganizattonal representatiVes that take the initiativt

t-- ----'sung #operative or collaborativt ventures with other

A. z:a--....:zzions"freOen
y overate what they aan accomplish,

'
,

=de:estimate the time- requirld to achieve objectives'or
1

undeemPKiaarze the constraints to which they will be ePosta.
, ..'.

,-1 ..
.

- \N ,

'They =lso often fend to be unrealistic'' about the contri5Utidfts

(
. - A

N
1

1

a

....4,
:'. ° their organization will be <9134'1 to make '10 the proposed under-

,

.,

takine. If the venture is launched,it dries not take long for

1
,

'the par is to'-realize that they have agreed to partici-,

f . 4-..

pate in a oIlabdraiiveedtivi t will draw upon their

slrest...::es boat will- not achieve' its stated 'objectives.
'. _

i

4,3

.' --' , . ' , I.

____,,,
I . A , ___../

/
_:----' ,

-- Promrsiftions Relating to InterorganfzetionalLinkagr
.

, .+
w

0

.
..

-1-1 ,. t 1 .

A
l, $'

;

' i.

.Proposf :.,tion : A circumstance Otat-frequently inhibits dye development
, ) ' t v

of :::-.....-..tive and harmonious
relatiodships among organizations_

entarefin cooperative-or
collaborative ventures is the lack

0 6

.
,

of 7efhanisms to
facilitaakopercand frank communicati Ons in

their relationships about
substantive issues and*prodedural.

4*
_ ..'"

.t..'
,.matters.

-,

.
. , , . , ,

,

Proposit_on 5: The absence of groundr ules in collaborative volittureS
4

, am:....r.E Organizati s or lack of clarity about them if they
.. .

,-

exist, can serve s a serious impediment to the develeim nf,

, -
.

4-effective'inteorganizational relationships. . _



Propositions

!it

Management

'1
,

Proposition 7: Major contributing factors to the failure qf ventures

involving interorganizattional relationships are frequently

their weak or inept Management and the lack of leadeiship

exhibited by individual who)manage one or more of the

participating organizations.

1 -

Proposition n B.... A circumstance, implicit in many of those earlier

. considered, that has been centra).ly involved in the wreckage

of interniganizational efforts, is poor planning. Organizations

involyed,in ICU* endeavors-hLve genetally dealt with their
A I

. collaboraIive activities in ea- essentially ad hoc manneF.
: : ,.

,, . A,
,

. , ,

Proposition 9: ,In'esEalikshing new okganizetionsconsiderable tunet
,-

. ,
- . -

. ilia effqreis usually expended op designin,tlieir structural .

,. . arrangements and prparing joi:descriptioW"Much les&
. .

.
.

\

, , . -f t
,. . ittention'is devoted to.engaging, in a careful search for-and

..° .
. ,

/
/.-,

selpting personnel who possess'the capabilities required to

fill these positions!in a competent manner. In cqnsequence,

' the role performance of members of the new organization is
.4 C.

,feb often deficient in one .or more impoktant iespects when they

I serve as its organizati.onar representative.

coposition 10: lack nS monitoring and feedback'pro.cedures can serve

as a serious obstacle'to,cqoplakfave or-cp11aborstive activities ,

iT
'of a set of organizations.

AlthOUghthe probleco. we, have identified Ireoquently serve as bbrriers
irel etg p,.

l ,

Agvr opqent qf intoranizational
\
relationshis they 10

'-
. 1 4. ° .,.,

,, . ,

. .

L..,-

.1/i

.--

.,.

-.

.,
, -

.

'4-," 14'

. ', I.
1 . N

s
. ? 1

1 &a40.

.
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invariably, _Rx managers may be able to avoid orMinimiz some

of these barriers. Followihg are observations on strategies-and

tactics which would appear to help reduce problems.

Prograt--."- e"^." -s designed to reduce otgeirminate obstacles to

effectie i:1:ercrgenizational relationships req416 systematic and.

continLir.t effortg.`directed-at the identifi9ption of serious

impediments.
NIL

,are likely to occur during different phases of the
'

development's= =he collaborative venture.,--One strategy that may be

high]; functional in, this respect is for an RDx staff to develop )

collectively ah obstaclecourse,flow chart that specifie's'the types

of se$IOu&problems that will. pro

its'collaborative activities ancesa

causes. .

bly arise at diffetentistages in

tempts to61entify their probable.

I. '3.

.. "This type.of,planning activfty, especially if as.onducte on' a Continuing
.:,

' Saiis, is functional for s4veriy
.

reasons. :Firtt,- it identifies potential
. , ,A 0

, .. 4 f
4

.
barriers. igecond, it,focuses-attentionon their probable caules.: I dhfr,' -.

:1:...

.., .

,

,

it leads to:delibaratiods'about courtes of-sctfon that an be pursued to
. .4." .' . .

,/.. . :prev'ent the:imergence.of obstacles.' FouFth, it aler staff members to
,

thetrtipact _ =tthe activities of the RDx and their perfOrmance can have
%0

I t 1 .4 ,1.
4.' Anlbeducing-or enhancing the likelihood that potential, obst'acles will

r -

. . turn into'seri'ods problems; "Fifth, viet4Ing potentialjobet'hcles alodt
,. . -- .,

thea "ifile.liine can' bring out'in bold, foces the connections' and-telation-'
" . .,

..

.,
Skhips a.7..orig,pg-tiitial barriers for produdtive interorganizational. ,

,. . 1 ..,

-

, ,, ,, -

t

0 relatiphshlps.
. , -

!'

' A,secorid ob-strVation has .reference to,theimpatt that,the kinds of
/ .

. 4 9

irheractlo-iiS that Occur'.in the'itiTtial phaies ofran 11Dxsrela ionships
i---.

. , with me:qbers of,its otganizitional set can. have-o We number and'types

o
i

.. .

f obstacles that wi I arise later oh. 'M spe ficelly, if officials

of an RDX do not or 4fincit clearly specify at the outset Of their
. ,

s'.
.. - .

1 8 4 .
""
/

I.
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ep

relationship wi,.h members of ita organizational set the functions it
. ,

proposes to perform, or if members of the organizational set view theit

jpiesentation as fuzzy, these conditions will probab ly tesult)in .serious
v
impedima:ts to their Iter collaboration,ef,forts.'

;-

I k

nth
ofOur, third observation about strategies and purses or actiorithat can

'

be eMkoyed to minimize the likelihood that serious interorganizational

problems will arise concerns the priority that an RDx assigns to this

function. If, we we have Maintained, the development of effective

warking relationships with members of its organizational set is a basic,

prerequ4site,for the success of an RDx, then a top priority status needs

to4bassigned t49this function. In operational terms, this means that

the'priMary duties of one or more staff members should focus on monitoring

'the relationships between Ehe RDxand.membes of it organizational set

'if

and alerting the organi tion to actual or potential
i

impediments to its 0
existing or planned programmatic efforts.

e, 4

A fourth observation'Pertains to the,utility of conceptual scheMes or

models for reducing impediments to collaborative efforts and to

strengthen interorganiiational relationships. One type of model rat

dbuld beheuristic for these purposes would be a formulation that
.

Specifies the objectimes'ol an RDx and then indicates-the stages through

. . which'
..

must move in its,relationships with members of its role set to
. \ .

.achieve them.

r 4 .

se ae
1 ;

`Our, fifth observation pertains to'the importince of.an RDx recognizing..

that the solirde of certain'impediments to effective.RDx-o?ganizatfOnal I

, V 1
)

set relationships may be needless_constraints and. outmoded regulations . '
,

of external agencies in Washington, D.C. and in their region. An

analysis of actual and potential interorganizatitinal barriers from this
o

perspective can result in efforts to remove these external conditions.

If successful, they can result an the reductienstif impediments to
.

iproductive n terorganizational relationships. ,

4qa
-,

1

4
r. 185
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INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS.PROBLEA IN

THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXCHANGE

INTRODUCTION

Designing the arrangements, processes, And strategies' for

organizational'innovation such as an RDx is a complex'and

assigament..:Implementing them in ways thatwill maximize

butioll to the achievement of organizational objeCtives is-
-.

complet and Challenging-task.

tl
''0 -

Designers of new organizations typically give primacy to their internal

operations and problems.' They f+us'their efforts on developing the
. .

division of labor, authority structure, And,systemHof roles and role
,

relationships that they-Believe willprovide.the quantity and quality

of pUtputa.desired of the organilation, whether:they be products or

1*
' Apervices. .*They generally devote less timp,and effort to'their external

p-, ,,,. ,,

affairs. They seldom examine the-types of imterorganizational arrange-
,

meats and strategies that will facilitate the alccomplishment of organi-

zationalzational objectives or tilatturill minimize externally blIsed impediments. .

to their achieveMent. iheir\deemphasis.of intercir'P anizational relations

Ais undoubtedly a function of many conditionsy inc uding pressures to

focus on internal operations and problems, uncertainties about the

external environment, an lick of awarenessof its impbrtance for,.
- ---

r.

a major new

challenging

their contri-

an even more

organizational 'functionipg.
.a.

In designing Regional Exchanges (Rxs however, it is essential,f4-

several reasons that their intercirganizational relationships be placed

. 7
186

o

p 3
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, )

cn canter stage from to outset. FirsA if ehv are to accomplish

their miss TMS they will need to develop and maintain pioductive

working r lationshir with a number of other organizations. Second,

the attitudes and performance of members of the dissemination networks

in wpich-they will be involved corbe anticipated, to influence,materially °

the Performance of an Rx. Third, the success or faililre of, a Regional

Exchange will be largely a function of its skilk in coping with problems

that ariseLin working with membera of its organizational set. 4'

. This chapter eX4mines the interorginizational relations of Regional

Exchangea'with special reference to a selected set of,problems'thar

we believe deserve priority consideration in designing them and in:

attempting to implement their programmatic efforts. More specifically,'.

its ( objeceives are:

. -11111110

O

.
.

. .
. .

1) to alert. officials who design Regional Ekchang4s and those Wili,

will be responsible for their *Operation to a number of serious
4 ..

. 4 %-, >,
. .

_impediments:to productive and harmonious intro anizational

.relationships ghat hive arisen when largely autono Us organi-

zations have been involved-in collaborative activitie
1

. ' , . 10100.

.

2- to exaMine the implications of these potential
i
obstacles for

....

the.4esigti and operation of Regional Exchanges; I-

. ,
' tb p,Xopoee strategies and tactics designed to minimize or

?preveili their occurrence or dysfunctional Conseitiencesp.
'

.

=1 , Our analysis focuses on the external relations of organizational units

. ,, , _

. 10 .
.-

1. that are .of strategic imptortan,de for the successful operation df the '
,....

.. ---___
RDx- the Regional Exchanges." Many of the propo i--- tioaa to be presented.

: and-the implications for Rx's that we shall draw rom them, however, may
---...

..../ alsO-have!ielevance for the-design and operation other components i ' *.

Or the RDx.
.

a

4

187
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The Rx's at present deal primarily with SEA's., However, it is our

understanding that they later plan to work With other organizations
..

L

Such as ISA's mid large city school districts. We therefore have'Viewed

the interorganizational relationships of an Rx as 'including.agencieT

it presa=t24. relates to and those with which it may..becomelinvolved ,

in the

v. .

To set the stage for our examination ofsbarrictrs- to productive inter-

\

organizatiphal relationships and their41mplicationsVor.RX's, we consider

initially.two contextual issues: first the role of the Rx's and the
.- k

x in the Knowledge ProductiOn and Utilization Systeth;. and_agpohd,

the interorganizaXtional network pr set in which Rx's ire involved.
)

II

BACKGROUND CONSIDER#TIONS

14

The Knowledge =roduction and Utilization System

Knowledge prod d utilization (KPU) in- education has been

,by,Guba and. Clark as "in enting, engineering, and testing solutions td

operating problems in Scho ls; disseminating knowledge throughout the '-

1.1

b

community; azd adapting, adopcing,,,indinstitutionalizing solutions fp

operating prcble=s in etational unite" (Gubaand *Clark, 1975). °

During the past few years, the dissemination aspect of KPU has received

inqreasing attention in- 'educational circles., Earlier, it received

less feder attention than the research and dev4opmeni components of

KPU. Sieber 975) views these shifts in emphaga_as.detrimental to .

theiheation;pf a high quality RD&D system since he views balance as

one of its essential requirements. Sieber's observations remind us,

.that they are attempting to improve their capacities to beCome

-, more effective disseminat, and that their efforts are supported in

large piiNsby federal funds. Efforts to develop a nationwide
. V'

system also reflect the increasih4 cons'ideration being giVen to0
,

'
11

(

1
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A

,

. dissemination. As in the case of R&D, the thrust has been directed
. -

.

. .

to the creatitm of a "unified-systems view" of'disseminatiOn (Guba

(
_and Clark, 1975). The Reports ofNhe interstate P'rojea on Di.semina-

, .

ion (19:76) amc ;eraeDissemination Analysis-Group (DAG) (1977) and

the RP? fer the kDx (1977) all stress the need for a nationwide

systeM andsthe importance of designing and implementing

one in which refeVant groups rganizations participate:

/ .

As a recent entry into this complex configuration of orga nizations

engageein dissemination, the Rxs have.attempted to define a constructive

role fortthemselves that avoids conflict with existing orgaftizations

,
and contributes to the development of.a nationwide dissemination effort.

They, have, been primarily concerned with hoia to increase the use of

Se

R&D outcompg by practitioners at the school and scho district levels.

The underust ur non-use of R&D-prod cts is attribut by_fede,ral officials___

to a cocpkex and interrelated 'set of factors. They view the most

important contributing circumstance as. faulty communication between
gy ' . ' . ,

producers and Consumers.uf R&D. This oint of view dominates the

---. planning proposal for the Data4anagement contract (August; 1976). .It

presents a detailed.analysis of 14akneases in present communisation
. . ,. -

channels between producers and consumers and identifies their following

deficiencies! 1) inadequate needg assessfrent and market research 1

1'

studies; 2) narrowly-conceived evanatio 'studies; 3) incomplete \-"--
. 'Y.,

linkage's; 4) consumer information not,re\hing target audiences;

poor quality of consumer information; and, 6) inadequate information

for building needed capacities. 'These impediments are attributed
. .

primarily to faulty communications., It i& expected that t' Regional :.t;s11.

Exchanges will constitute mechanisms that wml establish nee ed communi-

cation channels between producers and consumers and facilitate greater

u06munications between them. ."

(.

.
__...)

.

, . r

NIElar R=P for the RDx planning contracts stressed the same type of

obstaclel. Of the four objectives it specified for the EXChanges

three ealt.wiqh the need to improve communications. The fourth

189
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focused on "improving practitioners capability (sic) to eke rational

decisions to select and use high quality R&D and other,o omes."
.

Although other barriers to optimal use of R&D outcomes are enticined,

it gives primary attention to 'the need to solve Communication diffi-

culties. Since dissemination prohlems have been defined priberily
Ias c 7mication problers, it is not surprising that the efforts -of

the RDmi .7---79 focused on developing new communication tactict, for '

example, re74.ckasing messages .in differen t media or oncreating new

kinds of or communication ,channels among researcher8 and

developers practitioners.

.

Few would question the-importance of Rx activities designed to improve
--

, co=unl:cations,-.) However, it deserves emphasis thlt.the assumptions
. 4 p

that communication-obstacles and lack of awareness of innevetios are--------- .

'the major impedithents tethe.optimaL use of the outcomes of R&D in

schools may be tenuous (Deets, 1974)1 In addition, formulating the
I.;

-'7' dissemination ptoblem in this m r Rerlooks the possibility that
4' : Ir.

a number °VOL-her circumstances mity, onstitute important determinants
.

I
)

of non-use of R&D produtts. . ' j"
.- .,- c

The explanation that identifies the key variables as deficiencies in-
.

the communications system assumes that educational products wip. be
. .,.

used and Will solve school problems if educators are aware of them.

I ssumptfcms are similar to those posited by Ouba (1968) about

th4 l'near connections among research, , T
development, ensedissemination.

4
.

A basic ?reriseunderlying RDx activities is that lack of awareness

of R&D products, has been the basic cause of their non -use.,, Lack

of utilization, in turn, has been frequently cited as a primary reason !

for the.lack of ,pmpirical data to determine the value of R&D. However,

another possible explanation emerges if we view lackoVawareness as

a piece of important feedback: It may reflect the ineffectiveness of ltAr

the_overall.R&D strategy and the tactics that have been used in efforts

° 100
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.'- to create awareness. Other basic reasons for non-use orunder-use may

be that school personnel find little,of value in,RD products,or when

they do,'theyare unable to implement them (Gross 'and Herriott, 1976).

In short, in addiion to poor communication channels and techniques,

fectos undoubted; need to be invoked to account for non-useY\

of 114y outco=esk RDx managers need to regOgnize the complex nature
,

of the diss4Aation pro4lems of their organizations. If they define

them unrealistically, the scope and nature of their interventions 11

be off-target (Thayer, 1973).

fCuba and Clark (1975) have questioned wheth er anationwide dissemination

system is possible or,meaningful. In view of the large number of

agencies and organizations involved in disSemination, the lack of

consensus'about its, objectives, disagreements about the most -effitacious

procedures-to accomplish them, and persistent'problems,of th federal
,

bureaucracy concerned witMiffusion activities, they argue hat a

system does not in fact currently exist and it may be impossible to

create one. They suggest that a "configurational" model, one that

views edueatiOnal KPU as less coordinated and controlled than is

usually 'implied through the use of systems language, iould be tore

funttional. In COntrast,tothe,Views'of Cuba and Clark,.it,is Our

position .that greater systematization is needed. We contend that the

present state of affairs, is dysfunc4i9nal and tfint,scarce resources .*

arenot being used efficiently or effectively. Instead Of abandoning-
,

efforts to establish a nationwide dissemination system, we believe

that it,is possible to design and implement one thican be highly

functional.
e

:.

1.. The role of act4k 1.410/1/will be primarildeterpaned by the functio
.

.

.

'g,

it petforms-fo;,organizations iii its area.' If ft defines its essencial .,

-purpose 4.1Er the facilitation of school district implementation of. R&D

.ice
P 1

,owoducts (Pullen and Pomfret, 1977), then an Rx could bee:expected to
.

) 12 0

Serve as a catalyst in effftts disigned,toachieve that outcome. , 4

a.

1.
V

- ,-,,,t,tp:', . re

r 4: 4.."

t4., ', . .,-, ..,.. 4 'fr.,' 1; '"' ,t;;.'n y ''..z.... ...-1 .°

,

t t.
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The marginal sttat.us (:..'an Rx has Importa4.imiirlicationa for its ,.

.. *

performance and relationships. For one thing, it
4

implies that' an RxP. .
must assume that organizations in ,troser contadt.with the practitioner

'gra respdnsible for technical assistance in4impleme4ation are, in .
. .

fact, ca.7a1.-le and willing 'to use R&D outcomes. It, also implies that ',

RmAst assume that,memberskof its orgarfizational network are

illing'to partic:Ipa:J in the communications system being developed

r diisem:Lmation andfesd-fOrward of R&D outcomes. These asst^mpt ons,
..'

a ho ever, may, be .tenuoul in a number of. Rx networks. 'Rxs also operate
'

&

within a se: :: understanI. knowledgeabout the way mawledge is disseminated.

The shartcominas of present, practice are the problems to which th gxs
'

must addressthemselves. Their
Mana;N,

gers,wf
CS

ll need to be knowl dge-
ip

,

able about these problems'and awa;e of ti options-available to.fts

1
. ,

.
.

for dealing with them.
. P

Rxs and Their.Organizationaf Ssts

f

-All-tx is not onj a part of the KIT System. It 1.6 also 'embedded IA a
4

network pf regional organizations that ale enga4ed,ip dissemination 41

functions of a similar' or related nature. It id'essential to recognize,

however, that.althouih the,organizations with which,ap Rx wills relate'
,

' have imilarconcerns,,they also can be expected, to'vary in important

'respopts on a number of dimensions that will influence their perCeptions

I 'of, and relaticnships with, an Rx.' We now specify some of the more

important dine,p.sions on which members of an Rx'S organi ation set ,

may vary that cart have significant effects on how they* ill relate to it.

(.0

. l' , 4

1 40.°.'e

The first is' the number and intensity of ,their own infernal

o

problems.-
..

,,,,.._/

Among the organizations in a network, for example,, the , .. 1

.. .

StAs, m'ay be already centrally 4nvolve'd in numerous and complex problems
r

related to dissemination effOrts and otheir, functions and'
bUsily ,. '

o. 0 I 14 0 t

engagedin A Multiplicity of activities designed, to cape wfih -them. .

.,
.;

Other organizationmembers, ow6ver, bayhave reached only tge Plank4
.-

'rase of their dissemination efforts. 'Furthermore, the member organi-
,

11-

192
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,zations ineset have their own unique internal organizational

problems aN8r this circumstance can be.anticipated to influence the

way that they respond to interorganizational issues of primary concern

to an °s.. 'Since the number and types of pr6blems o'Which these

organizarioms are exposed vary greatly, their reaction and committment

',to and involvement in proposed
\
collaborativeArentures will also vary.

N'In addition, within!Rx regions the SEAs differ considerably with

respect to their dissemination capacities. Among regions, some Rxs

are more capable of providing technical assistance in dissemination

than others. rn consequence, the perceptionslhat different organi-

zations willhave of proposals about dissemination developed by gn

Rx can'be.anticipeted to be highly disparate.

A second re ect in which they can differ is in the scope and type

of functions they perforni. R&D Labs and Centers, for example, are

s, concerned primarily with the production and transformation of 'know-

ledge whereas SEAs and ISAs perform taaby functions in addition to

R&D, which usually is not perceived asane of their priority activities.,

A third way in which members of the organizational set can vary is in

their dissemination capacities. Although a few of the SEAs appear to

he developed 'Comprehensive and coordinated dissemination programs,

the capabilities of moat members of the organization set of an Rx.

appear to be relatively immattire. It also deserves note that the
4

dissemination cepabilitieC of some of the Rxs at .present are as under-

developed as those of the SEAs with which they are working. A fourth

basis on which they vary is organizational flexibility. The constraints

under which member organizations operate may vary greatly and they
-

can affect their ability to allocate resources to new efforts, establish

new organizational units, and to collaborate with other organizations

in the set.

A fifth basis on which they may, vary is in their predisposition to

become involved in a new set of interorganizational relationships..
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Some organizations may feel threatened by the new endeavor, whereas

other nay welcome it. A sixth basis on which they may'Vary is in
44

terms of their probeble organizational longevity. While SEAS, are

0

likely to be ?resent -`or a long time, the 16ngevity of an Rx is

uncertain. Furthermore,,the turnover in personnel working in Rxs and

other i=sec=e orgamizations, may inhibit the development of productive

working rilationships. The fact, that the'Rxs are dependent on NIE

for fun,iinz affeots their stability in view Qf its annual budgetary

difficulties. A seventh differentiation is in their leadership

capabilities, staff experielits..,and competencies.. The organizations

gen4be expected to vary in their capabilities to offer leadership to

dissemination efforts. They also Can be anticipated to vary in the
0

knowledge, technical skills and human relatiqns of their staffs.

An eighth respect in which they may vary is in their stage of develop- .

ment as a dissemination agency. For example, some SEAS within the

organizational set of an Rx may be in the early stages of developing

dissemination services whereas others may have already launched

substantial programs. A ninth basis on which they may differ is

in their involvement in "the inner circle". Because communication

does not flow uniformly and regularly through a configuration of

organizations, an "insiders-outsiders",situation can'readily occur.

Critical information tendsto be shared among a select subsetof

organizations in individuals. A tenth difference is in the degree

to which the- are in close contact with school systems. Organizations'

in the set that have'direct and on-going contacts with local school

districts will perceive theNelves as being more in'touch with reality

than those' that have limited contacts with educational practitioners..

1

An eleventh vay in which members of the organizational set.can differ

deserves special emphasis because it can markedly. influence their

perceptions of RDx. Vie Regional Exchanges and the support contr4ctors

are components of indiv±dual s or Centers and are thu controlled

4
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L
1 by them. This circumstance has resulted in the belief, that the Rxs

t '

were created to serve Labs and Centers by disseminating their products

to practitioners. Lingwood addresses this issue in his paper.in this

volume.

Sincbrgacizations in an Rxs network can vary it so many respects,.

this circumstance will exacerbate its interorganizational problems.

It will need to be constantly4taken into account in working with other

organizations of the set. The differences that exist among the

agencies involved in the organizational set of an Rx suggests that its

services to its clients be tailor-made. By maintaining flexible

arrangements with them, the Rxs should be able to address the individual

,needs of each SEA or ISA. Flexible arrangements will also be required

in the relationships between Rxs and Washington. What is needed'is

guidelines that are broad enough to permit customization of an Rx's

strategies and tactics. /

4

INTERARGANIZATIONAf RELATIONS PROBLEMS

Serious impediments to the development of productive working,relation-,

ships among organizatioqs engaged in collaborative ventures can readily

arise. We now consider obstacles of this kind' of special relevance

to the interorganizational relationships of the RDx.

Three types of issues willbe examined. The first focuses on organize -
.

tional role problyis and these involving staff overload. The secqnd

concerns deficiencies in in erorgani

The third deals with max4ement and

tional linkage arrangements. ,

adership prbblems. For each

issue to be considered, We alL present and briefly discuss, one or

1 . more propsitions and then inquire about theit implications for the,

design 6f an Rx With special reference to the development of productive.

working, relationOips among members of its organizational see.

.
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Organizational Role and,Staff Overload Problems

New.Orgamizations as'Parceivad Threats

Proposfticn 1: Whem.a New Qrganization (NO) enters a territory to
LL,

provide ser7f:Ces similar in nature to those offered by Existing,

Organizazi:71s t..ere is a strong- -likelihood that some members

)

of the ECs -"erceive t)he NO as a threat to their own personal

ell-being 1m4 the welfare of their organizations,_ despite the

diaclaimers :f he .NO.

Proposition 2: The greater the 'ambiguity or vagueness of the-N0i,

functions and services as perceived by the 'Os, the more likely. the

will perceive the NO as a threat.

As noted, the increased attention given to dissemination at all levels

of education iM recent years has resulted in a multiplicity of agencies
. ,.

being engaged in this function. In conseque ce, when an Rx.initiates

its activities,'"itwillfbe entering -an are- in which asvbstantial

number of organizations arc already involved; Organizations such as

SEAs and the ERIC Clearinghouses bight readily perceive that anRx

will engage in tasks that.duplitate those in which they are a1rea4

involved or Tian to undertake.
.

As a recent entry, into the configuration'of organizat nsengaged

4

in dissemination, Rxs have attempted to carve Out a role for themselves
t

that would min invite conflict with agencies in their! Oig51(4Slional,

network and that would contribute to the developnlent of a nationwide \..

. . ,
;, 4:

dissemination effort. llowever, this .definition of the,Ari of a
W e".1

lacks specificity. Agencied:such as an SEA Can be expefed be-
, .

,

reluctant to work with anRx.since they are unC ek aboOtn,specific'
81-,

tasks and whether it willtattempt to take. ver Omeof their functions.
,

Since the unique contributions of the R retch ri.uhstlecif .in
-.,

.,

existing government documents,,tflere appear:0
'7

their concerns.

be justificstioi for
.
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. The ro e definition problem also presents a dilemma for the Rxs. On

the on hand vague and broad statements of their purpose make it difficult

for th4= to justif their existence. From a marketing perspective

(Kot)ei at al., 1977), their specification of a distinct "product line"

or ser ice is essential. On the other hand, specific statements of

purpose leave the little room to negotiate and compromise with members
I

, ?

\of their orgamizational sets.

Angier aspect of the role definition problem is that some SEAs, ISAs,

and7LEAs do not perceive Labs and Centkrs as having a strong previous
1

track record in providing them with useful services. As Bean and Rogers

(1977) indicate, .research activities in education appear to be Conducted

largely in response to researcher's needs. 'Labs and Centers, therefore,

often find themselves in the position of attempting to find practical
Akr,

.

es for their research and development results.. The practice of

"mat ing" research outcomes to practitioner needs, however, is increa7

ingly b ing viewed as a dubious procedure since it often results in

a "change advodacy" role which increasingly. is being seen impedi-

ment to implemptatiod (Kotler et al., 1977; Rogers and Bean, 1977;
.10

Fullan and Pomfret, 1977). The statement that one of the objectives of

an Rx should be "improving practitioners capaility (sic) to make

rational decisions Eo select and use high quality R&D and, other outcomes"

implies that: (1) an Rx will work,frequently,with LEAS.; (2) LEAs

frequently do, not\.4oake rational decisions; and (3) many LEAs rack the
9

_capabilities for qtronal decision-making (underlining ours). T(e

first statement is incongruent with other pronouncements'of RDx And

could readily be viewed as threatening by SEAs and LEAs. The,other two

may litve some basis in fact. However, they could readily,be,misconstrued

and could have'serious negative pUblic relations coutequences for an Rx.

Implications

a

In view of the role definition problems confronting the Rxt,,Tropositions

1 and 2 hake important impl4atiOns for them. They imply that Rxs mut,\
....110

1 1

\ '
41.,lid
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deliver useful products or services which are perceived by SEAs., ISAs,

LEAs, and o;her clients as filling major unmet dissemination needs or

as having a'distinct advantage over other avtilable products and services.

The pr.:positions also -ply that Rxs will need to validate their pronoun-
.

cemenzs their in:entions as quickly as possible. If they do pot,

they .:.an anticipate exposure to increasing distrust. To achieve these

objectives, :ne or more of the following strategies or tactics may.

be high17 f:=1::icnal for an.Rx: (1) initiate relatively quickly

a .modest pr:'e:: or activity that serves to validate the Rxs public

definition :f i:s role; (2) provide constant reassu /ance to E0s Zo

reduce fears-or uncertainties they may have; (3) involve officials with

stature and power at the national level in Meetings with the EPs-to

corroborate Rxs statements about its functions and role;° (4) establish

a consortium-type arrangement in which the E0s and the Rx;joint19.

agree fo a division of labor with regard to their respective regional

tasics; develop. s written agreement acceptable to all partiesabout

their respective roles, rights and obligations in their collaborative
A

or conjunctive relationships and undertaki4s; (6)maximize "natural

processes",already in existence /hat facilitate trust and confidenCe,

(Zaltman and SikorSki, 1977) especially in the early stages of relation-

ship-building; and (7) make clear to E0s the rewards and benefits to,

be derived _:pm c011aborating with an Rx.

4

Role Over:cad for Organizational Members

Proposition 3: A condition that has frequently congtituted a serious

impediment to implementing programs deygloped or sponsored 'by a set of

orsanization's is the role over-load-to which its members are exposed as

a consetuence Of their participation in them.
. .

.
Organizations. that become involved in collaborative ventures generally

) fail to consider Whether their staffs will be ableto carry out in a

competent mAnner,duties negesSitated by their new,relpionships.

I

1' 190
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Their 13exso ael frequently cannot behave in'qis manner since their

ti .time is aiready fully committed or they lack'the required skills.

When organizational members are required to assume added responsibilities;

it often results in their being assigned time consuming tasks which they

have diffifulty An completing and that compete with their ongoing duties.''

Exposed zo 21:.compatible eXpectations; they find it difficult Or impossible

to carry out both their old and new responsibilities effectively. The

role overload and role:strain
thexpss,

ience results in personal feelings
7

of ambi#alence, frustration, and stress. These conditions can also have

organizational aad interor6anizational effects: their organizations

will find itddifficult o impossible to conform to the expectations of

Che tidier organizations w-th whom they are collaborating' and to meet ,

their commitments to them. In short, ipterorganizational programs can

suffer'as a

hard headed

will entaiL

its l.flpot in

result of the failUre of their members to examine in a'

manner the new role, demands that their collaborative endeavors

and their capabilities to fulfill them. In seeking to get

,the dissemination door-, an Rx mby be sorely tempted to

attempt to meet most or all of the dem.finds of.the SEAs and other agencies

r

in its organizational
vo

set.. If
4
it follows this approach an Rx will be

promising services which are beyond its capacity to deliver, either
%

because of time or personnel limifatia,5s. Unmet-expedtations in

situations of this kind generally have dsyfunctional effects on
1
sub-

*
/ .

1 sequent interorganizational relationships.

Implications

-

Proposition 3 implies that, in developtng"new prpgraMs of a cooperative

or collaborative nature with members of its organizational $et, an Rx
1

needs to determine their capabilities tp implement their proposed ret-

ponsibi1itie6'.. It also needs to'sxamine its own capabilities to carry

out its proposed commitments. If 'the Rx or other members of the organk;

zational set lack the pecsoriiiel and other resources required to'carry

out their assigned duties and if these deficiencies canhot be corrected,

then therei8 little point in embarking upon the collaborative effort

I

4.
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since there is little likelihood that it can be implemented. Further-

more, the proposition suggests that Rxs may need to giVe serious consider-

ation to the following idea subscribed to by some management consultants:

when an organization or a 'set of organizations decide.. to perform a new

they probably need to establish-a newset of structural

arrenzen;m:s and roles for its accomplishment. This strategy by-passes

the przhler.s of role overload and role strain and permits the develop-

ment Of a to il:I....nada-set of arrangements to accomplish a new function

or missi:r...

Unrealistic :rains

\
Proposition 4: Organizational representatives involved in cooperative

or collaborative ventures with other organizations frequently overstate

what they can accomplish, underestimate the time required to achieve

proposed objectives or underemphasize the constraints to.which they will

be exposed. They 0.so often tend be unrealistic 'about the contribu-

tions their organization will be able to make to the proposed unfler-
.

taking.. If the Venture is launcked1 it does not take long for the

participants to realize that they have become involved in a collaborative

activity the: will draw upon their limited resources but has little

probability of achieving its stated objectives.

Members of an organizational Ft can be expected to overstate their

past accomplishments and their` actual or potential capabilities for

many reasons, for example, unbridled enthusiasm, lack of experience,

or incom-pe:endy. Regardless of its 'cause, this lack of realism

generally results in distrust fort, and negative reutions to, some

organizations in the set. If an Rx engages in this type of behavior,
.

it will reduce the credibility of'its programmatic effoits and its

personnel.

Implications '

Ptoposition 4'alerts.Rxs to the negative consequences that can follow

got) overcommiting or over-extending themselves, especially during the

200
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early phases of their development. It implies that their efforts need

to be directed,,at doing a ew things well rather than engaging into,

large variety of acti ies. It also.suggests that serious consideration

may need to be given to staging or sequencing their, several. tasks and ,

to engaging initially in a few activities in which the likelihood. of

success is relatively high. In short, the proposition implies that-Rxs

need to assess realistically their own capabilities and priorities and
, . ,

be aware of tne importance of strategy and taming considerations in

planning them progiammatic efforts.

Deficiencies in Interorganized Linkage Arraements
6

Proposition 5: A circumstance that frequently inhibits the development

of productive ird harmonious relationships among organizations engaged

in cooperative or collaborative ventures is the lack of mechanisms

to monitor their activities and to facilitate open and frank communi-

cations about substantive issues and procedural matters. 4

The individuals wh develOped the initial design of the Rxs did not

include their poten 5.l clients on the basis of the, information

to them, many of th had the strong impression that much of the system

was not open to thidification. In addition, the infrequent'official

messages received byagencies engaged in dissemination acts ties

were at ti4es ambiguous, The lack of frequent and open.comm ications

has created a serious "insider-outsider" problem. It undoubtedly

accounts in part for the antagonistic feelings that have develciped .

'among some organizations, particularly the SEAS, toward theRms. When

Rxs later opened channels of communication, SEAS were frequentlyI',

unwilling or reluctant to use them.

Impedir,aents to open communications exacerbate the insiders-outsiders ,

. problem. Just as the sophisticated linker searches for gate. keepers,

so also till an Rx attempt to identify gate keer organizations and

(

2J
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--individuals to work on important issues of central concern to an Rx.

An lx needs to be alert to ways of minimizing the insider-routsider,

problem. It Ads to give special' attention to states not presently,

inv4;ed im tfie RDx-and to agencies not presently involved in the Rx

service structure.

Implicatirms

An Rx needs co establish as quickly as possible mechanisms that. will

permkt the crzamizations they cooperate or collaborate with to obtain

the types of information they need to perform their Rx-related respon-

aibilities. Competent individuals need to be placed in_charge'of

these mechanisms so,that the messages sent will be-clear, candid and.

unequivocal and so that the receivers develop a positive Image of Rx

and a feeling That it'is "on the ball." It also jieeds to conduct its

relationships with members of its organizational set in as candid and

open manner. Such a posture will encourage them to respond-in a

similar way. Ofganizations with whom an Rx will-work may feel it

. necessary to hide or cover up "embarrassing facts" thaemay have an

,important bearing on their later relationships with it. Stressing

the idea that all organizations, including Rxs, are imperfect and

rewarding camlor generally facilitate open and frank communication.

The Absence or Inadequady cif Groundrules

Proposition 61 The absence of groundrules in collaborative ventures

among ovzanizations or lack of clarity about them, if they exist, can

serve as a serious impediment to the development of productive inter-.

organizational relationships.

When initial discussions are held about possible collaboratiVe activities

between a new organization and existingorganizations,,the'deliberations

,among their representatives tend to focus on broad issues of genefal

concern to the several parties, for example, the gOalsof the proposed

cooperative venture, its costs and benefits, the.overall division of

2r)
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labor among participating organizations, and related matters. Little

attentio4, however, is usually given to establishing the groundrules

needei to make a collaborative venture successful or to clarifying ,

those establiahed.by funding agenCies. Furthermore, when groundrules

are established, a number of them may be ambiguous and theymay fail

to specify -.cw the following kiqds of important matters will be resolved.

Settling disagreements among organizational members, allocating alienable

resouzces,,-dete?minin4 who has the right to make what decisions, and

the obligations andrighti of the participating organization. Since

groundrules are unavailable or ambiguous, procedures are 'unavailable to

deal with pressing and important interorganizational isques that will

probably arise; hence, the absence of groundrules or their ambiguity

can serve-ag-Ampediments to efficient and effective inEerorgenizational:

relationships.

.
i V

i Implications
. .....

,
# ...

. . ... . .

It is essential that groundrules be established between'an Rx and

members of its organizational'set prior to their engaging in cooperative'
k../- ..-

, . or collaborative relationships. If an Rx enters into a sustained relation-

shlp with one -or more members of its set, groundrules also.need to be

developed-with respect to their working relationships. They should

-
specify theme obligations and duties Of the participating organi--

7

zatiOns, and indicate the procedurei to,be f?llowed inlealing disputes

Sand conflicts. 4

Premature Agreements

4

Proposition 7: Organizations that'are new to a territory frequently

enter into agreements with existing organizations before, they obtain

reliable knowledge about'their,strengths, weaknesses and capabilities.

If it turns out that one or'more of these orkanizations lack the

capabilities /needed to fulfill its obligations to the new ,organization

then it will be exposed to serious difficulties'in accomplishing_ its

objectives.

I.
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The views that an Rx initially holds:abaut a member of its organiia:-

tional'sat Majr.be inaccurate beZausethe information ayaildbkeco it

may'he into, fete or erroneous. In addition, its 'perceptions may

t eflect limited-pcsitive,or'negative
4
experiences of its staff

,

members .:b_at type of orgariization, for example, R&D labs or SEAS.

If agre:-.=e=ts era ecte.led into by an Rx with members of its organize-
.

tional se: are based On inaccurate assessments of their capabilities

then they probabiy be Unable,to'fulfill them. Hence, the likelihood

is great tha:: ..z posed collabotatidisseMination efforts will fail.

Implications
.

This pifoposition
implies-that Rxs need to be eipeCially cautious about

entering into long-term agreements'wiihisting organizations and

supporting their long-term proposals when they initiate their regional

-

.

activities'. In addition,' it implies that Rxs need to keep constantly

'in mind teat; as.noted'
el7rlier,.egericies such as state departments of

educat ionfar intermediate units,arenot
interchangeable units.. They

vary.vikedly. in their organizational capabilities, in their ability

to 114e:thef:r own resources
foridissemination purposes; in he

,pers r el available to them for t is task, and in their quality. Ind ,

,
/ ,

short an *x 7.f.e, ds to engage id
assystematicefforc-to identify iirdir

,victual differen6es'among
members OE, lis orgeizational set and this o

information eels to be used in miakng ecisiods about allocating'tts

resources and in developing its prog tIc act4 ivit1eS: Since members

of an RN's organization set can be expected to vary in their capabilities

and esources, '.t Will also have to make a fundamental policy decision:

should.it priaarily collaborate witfi.and support existing orgapizations

with a proven record jf puccess or those with no or poor track records

in the past but that appear to have real potentialities for providing.

neededdissemination,services
for the gegion.

-

Tanagethent and Leadershi0 Problets .0'

ao.

Inept ManageMent and Weak Leadership

1 2 41
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Proposition 8: Major contri uting fa tors to the failure of ventures 'r

involving' interorganizational relationships are frequently their weak

or inebt nanagement andLthe'laCk of leadership eXhibited,by individuals

who ma=aie one or more of'the participating organizations.

The activities of the Rim will involve collaborative relationships :

with members of its organizational set designed:totdisseminate high

quality R&D services and prodUcts, upgrade consumer information about
_

.R&D activities, make R&D activities more responsive to school system

needs, and in general to upgrad'e the perforbance of schools. Each

of these tasks is complex and will require planning and programmatic'

effori,that will encounter numerous barriers when attempts are made

- to operationalize thems Skillful management and the exercise of

considerable-leadership will therefore be requited if the objectives

of Rxs. are to be achieved, Furthermore, it can be anticipated that

the way those who hold subordinate positions in the Rxs define and

perform their roles and relate to the members of its organizational

set will be Influenced greatly by the'attitudes and role perarmance

of their superbrdinates. Personnel selected to -mamage new governmental

units have on many occasions lacked the requisite Commitment, technical

competencies, administrative talents, and human relations skills

needed.to meet the requirements of their demanding roles.

I Si

Implications

Prdposition 8 impliesothat a critical factor that will influence the

success or failure of programs of the-Rxs will be the quality of leader-

-ship exhibited by those vim manage them. This in turn indicates that

a priority task of those responsible for the overall management of the

RDx will be to find top-flight personnel with leadership capabilities

to fill key management ppsitions in the Rxs.

205
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Proposition .9: A circumstance associated with many of the impediments

'earlier considered, and one that has, been centrally involved in the

wreckaze of manv collaborative efforts, is poor planning.

The goals :f :heir ao:ivities were frequently fuzzy or difficult to

operations:ite. :heir administrators did not specify short-run, inter-
.

mediate, or Long-run targets to be achieved and hehce the were unable

to design st :a:gies and operational plans to implement;them. Their.

caplanning efforos typically failed to take into account'that the way

4a' proposed program is initially presented to'prganization membere will'

have a critical bearing on their initial reactions to them and their

motivation to implement them. They gave little thought to the imple-
.

.

mentation obstacles that could be anticipated to arise during-different

phases of their programmatic efforts and to mechanisms that could be

established to Idenfify and overcome them. They showed little awareness

that instituting new arrangements or programs of an interorganiz ional

nature is a dynamic and complex process that requires skillful management.

°Implications

Proposition 9 Lmplies that Rxs need to make members of their organizational
r

set aware ta: systematic and careful planning is essential for the

development of successful interorganizational, programs and they need

to demons"trate its utility for theri joint activities. It also implies

that the Rxs may,needto take a hard look at their own banning efforts:
4-1*

and if necessary, -design more efficacious strategies and procedures

to achieve their targets. Furthermore, it suggests that if Rxs find

that the planning practices of the SEAs or ISAs with respect to their

1 dissemination programs are inefficient or dysfunctional, they may,find

it efficacio4s to support,in-service training programs that focus, on

strategies, and procedurgs of planning. The importance of systematic

2 0, 3
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Th

and- careful planning for their collaborative endeavors needs to be

constantly emphasized.' Joint planning activities need to be given

a high priority on the agenda of meetings between Rxs and members of

their organizational sets.
. Naveme

Deficieh2ies in Personnel Performance

PropoOtion 10: In establishing new organizions considerable time

and effort is usually expended on designing their structural arrange-

ments and preparing job descriptions. Much less attention is devoted

to engaging in a 'careful search for and selecting personnel who possess

the capabilities required to fill their roles in a competent manner.

In consequence, the role performance of members of the new organization

is often deficient when they serve as organizational representative.

When this condition exists, it will serve as a major impediment to

developing harMonious and effective relationships between a new organi-

zation and members of'its organizational set.

If seri2ts reservations about the capabilities of the representatives

of a new organization are held by members of other organizations

as a result of their initial contacts with them, this circumstance can

serve as a serious barrier to the development of effective collaborative

relationships. In the rush of activities that marks the start of a

new organizational venture, staff selection and development usually

',takes a back seat to the political problems of nurturing and protecting

the organization and its nuts and bolts problems. In dr case of Rxs,

many of their personnel can be expected to be recruited without adequate

preparation for their new roles.

Implications

In view of the varied and complex responsibilities of the Rxs, the

distrust with which their activities may be perceived by officials of

some SEAs and other agencies, and the importance of other organizations

to its dissemination and related objectives, a concerted effort needs

2.07
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to be made to procure staff members of top-flight quality who possess

excellext technical end human relations skills., In,addition to iossess ng

a firm gresp,of available knowledg\about dissemination, educational

change strategies, ;implementation obstacles, and related areas in both

the = sciences and education, they will need to pokseas skills.inN

interperscral rale:ions. They will alSo need to obtain an undettanding

of the f:r=a1, and .4:5Lormal social structures of their regions and'the

organize:i:ms they will work. If resistance to or distrust

pf an Rx in 'its region, its staff members will find training

in strategiE:s :f attitude change.of special value.

f

Absence of Feedback and Monitoring Mechanisms

Proposition 11: Lack of monitoring and feedback procedures will serve

as serious obstacles to organizations engaged in cooperative or collaborative

activities.

.
.

The absence of these mechanisms largely precludes early identification

of impediments to productive intevrganizational relationships and

hence, the ability to determine their causes and to deal with,thou-

promptly. :Their establishment is essential*if a..program is to proceed

in an orderly manner and with a sense of directionto its objectives.

They also serve the important functions of covpring the stresses,

strains, amd frustrations of personnel invo ved in new programs and

t

needof undeworing the neea for staff sessions to examine ways to cope

with its external relations problems. If major impediments to:an inter-

organizational activity are notdpentified and eliminated, they.can
,

readily snowball, get out of hand and lead to its abandonment.

Implications

Proposition 11 implies that Rxs should strongly encourage members of

their organizational set, to establish monitoring and feedback mechanisms

2 Q
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in their cooperative or collaborative ventures since they constitute
, li 4, ,

Aedidetzta for developing effeclive interorgenizational relationships

;qnd..for the implAmentation of their plans. Furthermore, in stressing

the in:portampe of these mechanisms, the Rx needs to emphasize that

corz,-"---e facilitative, not evaluative, procedures. This suggests

that the serm, formative evaluationbe dropped and that it be replaced

by "feedback" ar.d,"monitorimg"

IV

STRATEGIES AND kROCEDURES TO gEDUCE_IMPEDDIENTS

TO PRODUCTIVE INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

4We have consider0 a number of conditions that could serve as major

impediments to the development of productive working rela ionships'

among members of an organizational set and have suggeste options

available'to an Rx exposed to them. The obstacles we id tified

constitute potential karriers4hat occur with considerable frequency

in collaborative ventures among organizations; however, they do not

invariably arise. Whether any one of these impediments will arise

in a collaborative endeavor of an. Ric is problematic. Their occurence

will be a function in part of whether the Officials who manage, an RDx

pursue courses of action and institute procedures designed to minim ze

the likelihobd that they will arise. What types of strategies and

procedures could'an Rx follow that would decrease its chances of

encountering serious problems in its intetorganitational

,ship'? What conceptual schemes could guide its efforts? We now

offer six observations that bear on these questions.

The first is that' an Rx can make a systematic effort to identify

the kinds of serious obstacles that are likely to arise during the

several phases, of its collaboratiVe ventu
k
es. One Ric strategy that .

ek.

2 0, 9.
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could ba highly functional in this respect

collettivaly to develop an obstacle course

its perce?::lons of tba =ajor difficulties t

its cc.11abcrative effcrts and its views of

This ty7.* :f plar.ni=g activity, especially

would be for its staff

flma,charr that specified

tat would arise during
P

their'prObable causes.

if conducted on a contin-

uing basis, c..ld be taluable for several reasons: First, It identifies .

potential barriers. Second,

conditions tr.a: create them.

courses of a:7.i= that might

it focuses attention on the types of

Third, it leads to deliberations about:

be pursued'to prevent them. Fourth; it

alerts staff members to the impact that their WU performances have on

redUcing or increasing the likelihood that potentiaAbsracles will

develop into serious impediments. Fifth, viewing potential obstacles '

along a time line brings out in boldjocus how barriers to productive

inrerorganizational relationships maye'be intertwined. For example,

an Rx may anticipate that several key members of its' organization'set

WIll refute -, become involved in a collaborative activity of`-special

'importance to 1 LeCause.of their fears that the Rx wiItattempt to

.intezferawith_their,present progrtms. Ancan45fais of the obstacle

course chart may indicate, however, that if these members of the

organizational set perceive at earlier stages in their collaborative

efforts that Rx officials have no'intention of becoming involved in

their current/activities, their oppobition to the new proposal may

disappear.

The second observation is based on the idea that the performance of

an Rx during the, initial phases of its relationships With, members of

its organizational set will probably have an especially significant .

impact on the number and types of obstacles that it will encounter , .

later. More specifically, if officials of an Rx do not or cannot clearly

mapecify,at the outset of their relationships with Members of their

organizational set the functions the:r,propose to perform, or if members

of the organizational set view their Rresentation as fuzzy, then these

210
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coqitio a will probably result in serious impediments during subsequent

phases 64 their relationships. Furthermore, if Rx officials in their

.eetings with members of thei organizational set equivocate

in respomding to legitimate questions about fiscal matters and issues

related 4D their division of labor or autonomy, then the seeds will be

%sown for mumerOus impediments that can be expected to inhibit the later

developm nc of productive interorganizational relationships. If initial

meetings called by RDx officials are poorly organiZed and reflect a

cavalier at-tit:1de toward planning, tyen many problems that could have

been d t with effectively and expeditiously at these gatherings can

be expected to disrupt later stages of their relationships.

To minimize the likelihood that such dysfunctional developments will

'occur, Ibis need to devote considerable time and eftgort to engaging in

the homework and planning needed to put their best foot forward in

their initial contacts with members of their organizational set. They

need to lay the groundwork for reducing of eliminating the noise and

other obstacles that can arise in their subsequent relationships.

They need to be prepared to answer in a candid and straightforward

manner the questions that members of their organizational set have a

right t , and can be expected to, raise. They need to prOpose ground-

rules t at will facilitate the development of effective working relations.

Since t e quality ol,the performance of RDx officials during their

initial contacts with members of their organizational set will probably

constit to a-major determinant of the number and severity of problems

that the will encounter during s equent phases of their relationships,

they nee to be certain that thei oisn house is in order before they

engage i transactions with them. In short, administrators of an RDx

need to be acutely aware of the impact that their performance in. the

initial Phase of interorganizational activities can have on its later,

,.- phases and viektheir performance during thts period as a majv-deter-

minant of the number and type of obstacles they will encounter later.

vjf
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The third pbservation about strategies and courses of action that an

,Etkcart er.ploy-o.oininize the likelihood that.seriousifterorganizational

problensswill arise deals with the priority that an Rx assigns to this.

task. have to retained that the, development of effective working

reratiCnshi?s with Setiers of its organizational set is an essential

preretsite -5.cr the success of an Rx. In operational terms, is

oieapithe: the = =ties of one or More staff members should focus on

morlitt.zinz the external relationships of an Rx, alerting it to actual

or pptential :1.7:edit:ants tp its existing or planned programmatic

efforts, az:: 7rcpcsingitrategies to deal with them. An adhoc

approach to these tasks is generally of little value. They ne44 to

be approached in a systematic and continuing manner and with dynamic

and holistic perspectives. If organizational interrelations'hips'are

to be monitored,effectively, ifcareful analyses are to be undertaken

of the state of existing and potential impediments, and ft strategies

are to be developed to remive potential barriers, then these important

tasks need to be assigned to'high level Rx personnel and they should

be given the budgetary support required to perform their important

responsibilities. 4

The fourth observation pertains to the value of conceptual schemes in

effOrrts to-reZet impediments to collaborative efforts and to strengthen

interorganizaticnal relationships. What,an Rx requires is a formulation.

..thatspecifies its objectives and then ihdicates the stages through

which it must :cove with members of its role set to achieve them. The

'model daveist,ped by GroSs and Herriott for the analysis of the dynamics

of planned zducational change is suggestive in this connection. It

assumes a successful organizational change effort goes through

five sequential stages: exploration, strategic planning,,initiation

of the innc'ation, implementation and incorporation. It could be

argued that successful collaborative efforts 'between an Rx and its
.

organizational set also 'requires traversing a similar set of stages.

If critical, issues that will have a major impact (we Collaborative

2.1
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venture are not examined in a hard-headed manner during the exploratory

stage, for example, the capabilities of organizational set membdrs.

to 'carry out their proposed task.g,thediri the tenure to consider this'

issue aOuld.result in a 'major impediment to achieNting inter-organizational

,objectives. Similarly;'11.the;strategicplanning stage is by-passed, -

no effort wi21 have been made to identify Implementatlion obStaUes and

strategies could,besinvoyed to overcome; -them. Models of this kihd

not only aaditate the stages of a ancdeasful interorganization4effort;

of impeaiments that'arejiketSc to

how-the,' may beAlited. They, also
0

pitfalls that they can easily ignore

overcome impediments to their targets.

in adritioa, they specify the kinds

arise during each of the staged and

Can alert the managemft of Rxs to

and suggest strategies to avoid or

)1`it

The fifth observation pertains to the importance of an Rx recogni zing

that the source of certain serious problems it mayencounter may be

the Outmoded or dysfunctional regulatiOns,or other types'of external

constraints to which it is exposed from asenci s in Washington, D.C.

' and in its.region. An awareness thApthe cau es of some.interorgani-

zational barriers are externally rooted can lead to efforts to 'remove

these external.conditions. If successful, they will reduce impediments

to productive ,interorganiiational.relationships.

. .4

The sixth and final observation concerns the posture that an Rx can

adopt in dealing with potential or existing barriers to the develop-

ment of productive relationships with members of ikorganizational

set. On the one hand, it can take a passive or reactive stance to

obstacles And attempt to cope with them on an ad hiic basis. On the
.

other, it can adopt a.proactive posturO to potential sources of stress

and conflict in interorganizatiOnal relationphips. Many obstacles
,

that arise in these retionships are a conSequenceof misperceptions.,

misunderstandings, or "noise" in the communications'system Through

'taking the initiative in identifyingtential or actual barriers

andexercising leadership in devising ways to avoid them, r to minimize

their negative effects, an Rx can materially reduce the number and

kinds of impediments to which it wilt be exposed.

L
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS'

'y

t

In precadi=3 secti:as of this chapter we,hblve consiaerdd a number,pf
' proble=s'whizh an nay encounter in its inreroiganizational relation- .

ships.' zast prop.csed courses of action, to cope.With these .impediments

and augges:=L. ====tegies-lht at might employ to pre;enethem or redUce

their dysfzzi=a1 effects. In this concluainsectin, identify

several strategic ways 4:n. which4o ials 4ho will administer Rxs'cat

exhibit leadership-of high quality in managing their complex inter-

organizational 'relationships.

One important way that Rx managers can offer leadership r5 the,dliern'al

hffairs_is to take the initiative in identifying and-,dealing with

potential or actual interorganiazationak problems. By adopting a pro- ,

active, posture., they can prevent some potential obstacles from occuring
'41

and minimize the dysfunctional effectd_of those tfiai de..arise. The t '
managers of a new organization are generally so preoccupied wit'hIlpternal

-start-up issues than they deVote little time to anticipatkAng and6,
devising solutions for'probleis which will prebablyarise in their

relationships with other organizations. ,In viewlf their functions

RxS also need to be centrally concerned with their, external problems.

The skillful =anagement ofan Rx requires designing and implementing
11A.,

organizatiollal artangements that assu that the Importance of its

external relations is fey recognized. In thort, a proalgt.lve posture

toward the interotganizational problems of an Rx is.essential fdr the I).

exercise of l) eadership.,

A -corollary to this obis

ft4
r

tion is that to offer leadership to their

organizations, Rx managerg.need.to adopt a preventigp orientation toI-
-44
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their, potential externA1 problems. To Implement it' effectively will

gecessditate the formation of both foriial and informal sensing and

information systems to identify'existing or emergent problems, to,gain

early rations tq Rx proposals, or ideas, and to provide information and, .

ideas a5au alternate courses oCaCtion. It also will. require the

. establishment Of an Rx mechanism to monitor the "state of.effairs"

among the orgaaizations in theset. Meetings of formal advisory groups.

can be of considerable vue but theyfrequently'do not yield _complete

and accurate iaformation.1 The re ctions of a formal Atisory group'

and those of informal groppings o of key individuals in the organiza-

tions-to important potential prob ems may be disparate. By the time a

problem is raised in a formgl ad sory group meeting, it may be too late

to prevent its ccurrence

A second waythat Rx managers can exhibit leadership in Managing the
,7 9

external affairs of their' organizations is through viewing some of its

major problems as opportunitieS for strengthening its interorganizational
(

relationships. If a managet of an'Rx discovers that organizations in

the set lack knowledge abdut conditions that facilitate and block the

implementation-cif R&D products, he could.establish a.shortrterm insti-

tute'that focused on this problem. For example, another opportunity'for

those who manage Rxs to exereise leadership is to demonstrate that- they

can offer creative solutions .to RDx interface problems. Rx is in a:

double-interface position between'the National Institute oft Education'

on the one hand and SEAs and other organizations in the operating system ,00

on the oCher. Rxs must balance federal requirements and constraints

against the service demands of its Clients. Serving two "masters" can

lead to many "role conflict problems, but 'conflict resolution techniques

may ;be ayailable to resolve some of them

A third manner'in which those who manage Rxs can demonstrate. leadership
I./

is through utilizing available conceptual schemes that would permit them

as exaalipe their organizational problems in a holistic and dynamic way.

A

4 2.15 4
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The notions that interorganizational relationships can be viewed ins

davelopzent:!terms and that internal operations can materially affect

an ortaniret'ion's external relations can be-extremely heuristic in

plann!.nt azi'imp"..ementetion and program development.
- f

A fourt:-. :hat am :tanagers can exercise leadership is through

concept.:aLiti.nz am Rx, its relationships, its services, its problems

and thdse :f trlLaborating organizations, in system terms. Ttid.8

orientation f7:-._ses attention on interrelationships and interdependencies

and on the varied impact that RxActionS may have on other organizations

in its set. The systemic characteristits of most organizational sets

"14are presently immature, The form they will take in the future will be

dependent in large part on the extent to which their interorganizational

relationships evolve in acoherent and organized manner or in an un-

4planned way, . Because Of lbs "global" perspective an its focus on dis-

semination, an.'Rx has a unicilA opportunity to contribute to -its organi-

zational set. Whereas SBAsOSAs, and other organizations must devote

their efforts to a,variety of, educational activities, an gx can

concentrate its resources.on.system building efforts that maximize the

resent and potential capabilities of its organizational.associates, on

roving.theircodceptual and analytical skills, on claftOlt-;g roles,

deflnitions responsibilities and on identilyinggaps and weaknesses

in programmezi: efforts.

'A fifth canner in Which Rx managers can exhibit leadership is through

both undertakf.ng courses of action that reflect their recognition that

they must engage in both organizational and interorganizational develop-

ment. Since-Rxs are parrs of labs and centers and thus constitute

new units withia existing organizations, the extent to which those who

manage an Rx engage in activities that are compatible and 'supportive

of other labs and center activities will impact on -the organizational

development of the Rx itself. The degree to which the Rxs will influence

the,operations of the labs and centers, or their programs will be

influenced by their host organizations, will be dependent in part on the

*0
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quality of leadership exhibited by thg.managers of the. Rxs. Rxs can

also facilitate the organizational devk/opment of its clients' organi-

zations. Since dissemination is a relatively new function for many of

the 'clients of an Rx, it can offer them-sorely needed technical-assist-
.

ance. '.;hatIler it provides training, dissemination personnel or means .
.

to develop resources on a regional basis, the manager's of Rxs can or'

cannot treat mliese activities as part of systematic efforts to enge

in organizational and interorganizational development. If they do, they

will be maximizing-the resources at their disposal and reaping the

cumulative benefits of prograkmatic and linked activities.

The voluntary nature of thefelationships among the organizations in

the set will undoubtedly,constitute a majdr impediment to interorganiza-

tional development. To the extent tha6SEAs.or other client organizations

or gtoups can refuse to participate in Rx activities, those who manage

them will.need to exhibit leadership by providing incentives and by

finding out basic needs of their potential clients, and by providing

services that fulfill them.

Another leadership challenge emerge when anik. is viewedinshort-run

and long-term perspective. It normally will have several short-term

objectives and is expected to produce services and producti in response

t-O-Identified, needs.' However, it also is attempting to maximize

the dissemination potentialities of its region and this is a long -range

process.. To integrate the two types of objectives is a critical task .

confronting .t-he managers of.Rxsind will require the exercise of

-considerable leadership.

4.00

If an Rx is to serve as a linking and bridging mechanism among the i

feddral, state and regional levels, it must establish its credibility

and trust and the creation of trust and cbniidence should be a 14imary

_leadership task of the R,Cmsnager. He and his staff will need to

\

demonstrate competency, openness, empathy, and the.ability to work in

a dem62ratic manner with others.

217
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Finally, the exercise of leadership will require that Rx managers

posSess.t'7.e ability to design tailor-made Rx services and products
e ''

for t!leir alien. ,organizations. :Given the diversity wbiCh characterizes
c , . .

'the orzanizations _:'.the set, it is important that each improvement
.

effott Atttc=1.zed to reflect-the different needs of-o/ nts ana
1.

.

he varyt.r.g-c.f..n.tax:s in wIttlb their needsoccur. Such tailoring will

4^-place Rx personnel and undoubtedly require them to

concentra:e s=all number of their critical needs or problems.

Making an 7.= ::erationalrand offering it leadership are challenging

undertakings. The organizational and interorganizatIonal problems -that

will arise as a result of this organizational innovation will likely
1

be ve7xing and omplex. We hope that the propositions, servay.onst.

and suggestions presented in this paper will, alert Rx ma ers to

potential problem's they may encounter, provide them with some gengral

* guidelines that they may find useful'im coping with them, and stimulate

f-thea to exercise leadership in the' development of more effective I

dissemination sy;tems.

-t

r
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'OVERVIEW.

1. Background

1

The central notion., in the Research and Development Ekchange (RDx)

is interaction; that is, the voluntary interaction of loosely

affiliated organizations with each other, with the educational

R&D system, and with the context, or environment within which this

system operates. For pragmatic'purposes, these participants will

be referre'd to as the:

contractors - comprised of the four National Service Centers'OISCO.

and the Regional ExChangqs (Rxs)

core stakeholders - which includes NIE, which is the funding

agency and thereby a major interest holder, and the State 1

Educational Agencies (SEAS) affiliated with the Rx in each
-

region

,

peripheral stakeholders,- these are organizations such as

the Intertediate Servi encies (ISAs), Local Educational

Agencies (LEAs), ERIC learinghouses and commercial produceril

of educational mate als

Each participant associated with RDx performs a wide range of

specific activities. The outputs fromione activity are often

needed as inputs to other activities. These activities are inter-

' dependent in that participants could or must interact to p
4

form their own activities. In, order to facilitate the pe -

formance of activities and the necessary interactions, so e

form of orchestration is needed.

The goal of orchestration is to provide mechanisms which 'allow

each central RDx participant to integrate its own activities with

,
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4
each ,other,

1

with.thosiof peripheral participants and with the

/reeds of the educational system at the local level. The National

Service Centers and Regional Exchanges will provide a mechanism

for,such orchestration. NIE's role is primarily'in orchestrating

the Overall interaction within and development of'RDx,and other

seneral programs within the educational R&D system.

Information about activities is needed as an input to both orches-

tration and decision-making activities within RDx. Information

is also vital to t4e evaluation of RDx effectiveness and satisfaction

of all RDx participants. This suggests the_need for including

within Rft'a monitoring process by which such information can

be collected and made available to all participants. In this way.

RDx can effectively fulfill its dissemination and feedforward

-functions.

2. The'Monitoring Concept and RDx

In general, monitoring is a deliberate, aggressive

"information capturing -process concerned with the

internal processes and the external environment of

organization. Monitoring is purpose-based. Info

and ongoing

state of

a system or

rmation on

the state of internal activities provides a basis for establishing

plans and for coordination, while information about the external

environment provides awareness of critical events, factors and

changing conditions which may affect the organization.

Monitoring can identify the communication channels which exist

or are needed,' maintain contacts within the educational'R&D system

and its context and provide information about RDx to_other

organizations as a basis for establishing contact.' Since RDx

is a system characterized by volunta interactions among loosely

affiliated organizations, monitoring bec an essential process

225 .2
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l)
as it facilitates sqgh interaction. In addition to facili tion

of interaction, mionitorineitl'irovide inputs to individual

interaction with the1RDx context;,inputs for orches-.

tration, evaluation research, organizational learning; and tech-

nical information about various educational innovations. /":

Monitoring is comprised of three basic fpnctions: collection,

-transmission-and linkage. A single organization may collect all

of the information needed' for its own activities. However,

given the complexity of most activities,i an organization may

lack ability to collect adequate inforrion for its activities

(and at times even for a single activity). Therefore, collection

in.itself becomes a system activity. Once information is collected,

it is necessary to transfer the collected information to thOse

who will use it. This requires a link both to feed forward the in-

formation needs of the decision maker and to disseminate collected

.information to the decision maker. Thus, RDx monitoring will con-

tain the collection, linkage and transmission functions, thereby

providing a wider.range of information to each participant than

each could collect on its awn.*

Monitoring is analogous to the periodic reading of gauges on

dials (i.e., "indicators") which provide descriptive information

'about some critical aspect or cOhditipn of a system or its environ-

ment. An individual indicator reflects the state or condition of

some aspect of a more complex system or prodess. Similarly, a

set of indicators reflects the overall state or condition of

*Naturally, in designing and operating the monitoring process it
is critical to take into account thd utilization of Monitoring
information. This utilization is not, however, a monitoring fun-

ction per se.

26
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some complex system or procesb. In order to increase the use-,

fulness of information throughout RDx, consideration must be

given developing comparable indicators and data bases for all

participents.,

In addition to the collection, linkage and transmission of infor-

mation, it may be necessary to stop both information thatlast,LL,

been collected for future use and for futurereference inforMAtion

being used inljirrent A; organizational memory,,'

which may:sxist independent pf monitoring, includes records. of

activities, states and conditions of the system at different points

in time, as.well as qualitative informatiOsuch as experiences

of individuals and analyses based on raw data.,'The kinds of

information required for monitoring and organizational memory,

then, may be seen to overlap. Thus, monitoring strongly links

into (and 4an even provide a basis for the establishment and

operation of) an organizationnl'memory.

Memory becomes "organizational" only when it can be shared by

system( member4; therefore, memory dust be accessible. Accessing

involves knowledge of the loca ion of information; hus a "map"

of memory is required; The s cefic storage mode and accessing

procedures for the memory should reflect the types of information,

the range of membersa and the cost/effectiveness. , or example,

large amounts of future needs data may be stored in compqars,

microfiche or hard files. Consideration should be given to the

number of participants involved and to the cost and effectiVeness'

of each mode considered. .4
(".

0

Memory also provides ah historical-perspective which is essential

in determining bow to improve or.change an organization and in

V.

2? 7
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identifying te constraints and conditions to be considered in

decisionmaking. By monitoring memory, AtcTical trendscan'be

discerned which may act as a trigger for:other'Monitorng and

operational activities. For example, monitored information may

indicate the need to miodify cIrtain relationships With the environ-

ment, or to enter a new stageof development. In turn,his,may

trigger a search for new indictors to provide'a,wi4r variety.

of Information or more detailed information. the basis

upon which organizional memory becomes an essential input to

organizational learning.

Organizationalilearning denotes the aotPre'senrch for and recog,

nitionof factors both internal and external'which may'affe

the system. As RDx is a new system operating in a complexconfext,

organizational learning is critical to RDx. Participants must. .

develop an awareness of how the whole system.operafes, their roles
,

within RDx and hot/ RDx both affects and is affected by-its context.

RDx caa 1-grn why some ,activities were or werenot.successfUi

and thereby which activities to avoidor repeat in the futur,.

Participants can dnalyqe relevant 'experiences anclshare_them so

that others may learn from their experiences.,'Since memory will

contain descriptive information on the activities'ofpArticipants,

memory information must be made available to participants and

participants should filace'eurient data,interketations, and

analyses into memory aq input for an ongoing organizational.

leaxning,process. Thus, organizational learning can be an input

to RDx decision making; thereby facilitate adaptation within Rine

as well as adaptation by RDx to its context. f°

ter

Further, by identifying the tate bf RDx development and RDx,

participants, monitoring will provide a basis for the prcractivenesA

29C).N,,{)
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f

of the National Service Centers. For instance, National Service

Centers can know where communication linkages or integration

of participant activities are needed. In this manner, monitoring

contributes to the orchestration of activities by providing for

a consistent level of skill development and awareness among

participants.

Monitoring provides input to evaluation of RDx for all participants.

For N1E, in'this long term orchestration role, monitoring would A

provide information useful in identifying areas of RDx which require

additional support. Foil an SEA, monitoring would provide infor-

mation to evaluate the degree to which, its affIliation with RDx

provides useful information for its own activities. In nddition,

each participant can use info7kation provided by monitoring to

evaluate factors which have contributed to its own' successes and -

failures, and therefore, as a basis for establishing future inter-

actions within RDx to maintain or improve its own performance.

Since RDx itself is an innovation whi.Ch is in the process of

emerging, lt_is advantageous to evaluate it in the spirit of a
"111.

natural quasi - experiment The monitoring proces can provide

valuable information on the different activities and approac4es

used by participants in performing their RDx roles. By comparing

these differences and the differential results obtained,RDx can

develop valuable insights about.wbat to fine time and how to

direct its, internal processes. As the context of RDx changes,.

and members gain a better understanding of the context, the .

monitoring process must adapt too. It jauel be flexible enough

to experiment with new indicators and procedures and to modify or

discontinue others., Hence, monitoring and other RDx processes nd

activities should be approached from such an emergent, experime tal

perspective.

N.

?,2
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3. General Themes of Monitoring

Some general concerns of monitoring are:- hierarchy, control, need

for flexibility and need for consistency. We have just noted

the need for flexibility.'

Consistency is another major concern in monitoring. The RDx

monitoring process will provide a wide range of information abolit

'a wide,range of activities to a wide range of participant* In

order for this information to be useful system-wide, partici-

'pants must be able to understand it. This is to say that the

indicators and the information ensuing must be comparable or con-
,

sistent across all partidipants.

It should be emphasized that while in -one sense there is a natural

hierarchy in RDx (i.e., national, regional and state.organizations),

monitoring in RDx is riot hierarchical but multi-directional in

nature. An iopsue related to hierarchy is control. Participants

will have some control in monitoring to, the extent that-their

activities are associated with monitoring. As its funding agency,

NIE will have a control functran over RDx. ,However, there will be

no single, "formal" control over the participants in monitoring.

Therefore, the nature of RDx an'd the orchestration 'function require

different types of Ifformation and a different approach to monitoring

than would a control system.

4e Two, Perspectives on Monitoring

In keeping with the emergent, experimental nature of RDx, two

perstettives will be discussed as a.base for designing the RDx

monitoring process. The ad hoc and forma;?approaches are pre -

seneed as polar design perspectives, with a whole range of

possibilities in between.

r - 230
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Briefly, an ad hoc approac rovidea for'or the use of monitoring

only as informationbecomes eeded and would be done only by

the participant who needed it. In this dense,'each participant,

would have its Own monitoring process, tied loosely if at all

to the similarly-specialized monitoring processes of other

participants. A formally_ designed process would cal for highly

integrated and systematic activities with,prespecified and pre-
y-

assiined indicators. The information collected would be viewed

as part of an'inteirated RDx wide data base.
f

0
kt,

In tontrait, it becomes clear that each perspective has distinct

advantages and disadvantages which must be considered. For instance, .

the set rules and integrated nature of the formal approach would

render the monitoring process slow to grasp changes and even then

would require'systematic changes in other monitoring attivities,

whereas the ad hoc approach may provide the flexibility for

rapid adaptation. On the other hand, the "every participant for

himself" notion of the ad hoc approach may limit interaction --

which is a major purpose of RDx --while a formal approach does

provide for such interaction. Considerations such as the various

monitoring purposes, time, RDx participant functions and RDx

philosophy mdst also be recognized. In practice, the Conflicting

needs for flexibility and division of labor'will differ across

purposes and shift to some degree during each staid of RDx ctevel-

opment.! It is likely, then, that some "middle ground" betw&en

ad hoc and formal'approaches will be needed. J,
4 ,

5: The Monitoring Framework

The many aspects and purpostEr-15f the RDx mottoring processmill

make it difficult to design and operate without some prior notion:
0

of a structure or frameWork. Rather than approach monitoring in

terms of specific activities a framework can aggregate .the

231
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activities ,by category as well as suggest the range of.inOutS

.

required in the design decision. A frameworkis necessary regard-A

less of the design perspe'ctive (i.e., ad hoc or"formg1). In an

ad hoc process participants can
use.the framework as a general

guide or starting point. In a formal rocess, desighers may use

it to specify how, what and by,whog monitoring activities are to

be performed The framework serves to identify major issues

144
-and considerations which should be taken into account in gaki

'decisions about-and withit'the monitoring process. Specif cally, '

three dimensions are diScussed: T9pes of Information, Time

Orientations, aleocation of Activii

In Types of Information, :typology is presented which enables a

description of themonitoring process in terms of its principal

output (informati* and the vari_Qu components of RDx and its

context. 4

The first class considered is internal unit activities information.
_

The identification and description of each participant's current

activities is-the focus, By proOiding information on what

activities are being carried out and howl RDx partici ants

determ4ne4how these activities may' affect their ow This infor-

mation els.° contributes to RDx orchestration by describing the

ggate of RDx development -- in terms of tha-:eetiNatiera performed'

;by and state of development of participants. Other classes of
,

information discussed are Enamel Unit Activities,)

Unit Results, External Unit Results, and RDx Process tnfdrmatidn,

respectively-. Information fn any given class is. related to that

of other` classes. These class relationships provide h major

basis fpr locating and relating the diverse activitAis

comprise RDx monitoring. 4k

TWo basic Time Orientations are
#
established. Current Needs-Ihfok-

.

mation.provides inputs to current activities and is hence generally.

cP
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transmitted directly to those participants who need it. Future

Needs Information_ ill be relevant only in future RDx activities,

including evaluation, policymakeffe and organizational learning.

Unlike Current Needs Information, it would be placed in memory

to be accessed and transmitted to users when needed.

Location of Activities is concerned with identifying which'parti-

cipants will be involved in a'given monitoring activity. It is

crucial to design location- of these a ivities by specification

of where information is to be co ected: and where that inforthation

is needed. This should be based on a determination a the classes

of information needed for current and future activities by parti-

cipants, and the types of information readily available to each.

The final section devoted to the RDx monitoring framework concerns

the importan.,t'and use of the monitoring "map", presented in Table 1.

The map is a blueprint of the system and can be used to direct devel-

opment of the monitoring process. RDx Can be thought of as having

four major groups of participants: National Contractors, Regional

ExChanges, State Educational Agencies and-NIRr The division is

based upon the notion,that there is far more homogeneity within these

groups than across the four groups. This suggests that the neer

information within each group is more homogeneous than across the

groups. Thus, this grouping provides a useful way to consider the.

relationships of participants to RDx monitoring in developing a

framework.

Any given -class of information may include indicators'to provide

infofmation both for current and future needs. These indicators

may be used by organizations in any of the four groups. Each

cell of the map represents a set of indicators which are identified

in terms of: the class of information, the information needed and

the time frame in which the information is to be used. The frame-

work does not describe what each cell will actually contain. Rather,

itNs eci ies where.specific kinds of information be collected

and where they sex be needed.

233



6. Major' Considerations

C

the above discussion on the monitoring framework provides ways in

which to differentiate monitoring activities but does not address
,

how conduct monitoring and other issues concerning the overall'

monitoring process. By considering such issues as memory, timing,

incentives and metamonitoring, a more dynamic approach to monitoring

is unveiled.

Memory

The importance of memory to the monitoring process has.b

Theresuggested in the overlapping Of information needs.

need information of monitoring is stored in memory. Thus memory

must be both available for such use and accessible to participants.

Memory will also store historical information and Will be monitored

for historical trends. Therefore, organizational memory must be

developed to facilitate related monitoring needs.

The basic structure of organizational memory is composed of three

elements. Storage location ip based upon the memory needs of

and indicators used by participants. This sugi;ests that memory
.

does not have to reside in one location. It may, in fact,-be

decentralized. Knowledge of contents in the various locati.n&of

RDx memory can be achieved through the establishment of uniform

indicators and a "map" of memory. This "map" of memory wil/ be

necessary even if it is not decentralized. Accessing procedures

and codes should be specified to provide participants with the

ability to access memory across locations and to prevent inappro-

priate use of memory. These three basic structural elements of

memory will help to provide*an effective RDx monitoring process.

234
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Ttlere are threJ basic types of memory: actiye, private and secondary.'

Active memory is open to access by all participants and consists of

Aggregate data needed for participants actiyities. Private memory

is located in each participant organization and consists of raw data

and sensitive information, accessible only by special procedures to

guarantee confidentiality. Secondary memory includes outdated data

and raw data which has been interpreted or transferred before being

stored in active memory. This information is accessible by special

permission or procedures at each participant's location. Use of

these three "types", in addition to usage of consistent indicators

as noted previously, will aid in the input, mapping, and retrieval

of information from memory. The emphasis on consistency across

participants has been addressed in reference to the monitorifng.pro-

ess nd is thus being'extended to organizational memory.

Timing: When and When not to Monitor

Timing is a major issue in monitoring. Thus, questions of when

specific information is needed and under what conditions it'should

be considered as these affect monitoring. Such ,factors as cost,

overinterpretation, overloads, resentment and inappropriate infor-

mation will affect timing. Collection of information requires

the use of resources such as time and money. If information is
wM

, collected too often, resources may be wasted and a greater cost

-is implied,. If information is collected too frequently there may

be a tendency to overinterpret information by placing inappropriate

emphasis on minor changes w may be due to irrelevant events

or random errors in the collection i elf. Generation of informa-

tion too often may result ih more dnfo tion than can be processed,

analyzed or used by participants and can alsboverload the communi-:

cation network. Thus, RDx participants may resent the time and

235
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resources devoted to. monitoring if it is done more often than

necessary.

The issues raised above can be used to suggest several design

issues in the timing of monitoring: the frequency or monitor-

ing in terms of how often to monitor, a given indicator; the re-
)

levance of information, referring to the collection of more kinds

of information than required; inefficient or inappropriate use(

of memory, which can cause some of the problems mentioned; and

the staging and phasing of RDx which may require different kinds

of information and indicators at different stages. Indicators

developed for a specific stage may have to be replaced as the

stages change and information relevant' only to previous stages

may be purged from memory. These five issues should thus be

included in the design of nnitoring.

Incentives

Since RDx is a voluntary affiliation, strategies should be devised

and implemented to help-overcome any barriers to and'to provide

incentives for participation. Disincentives to participation may

include: structural and personnel changes which may be-required,

cost, evaluation apprehension, and vulnerability of sensitive

information. For instance, a participant may notave an established

organizational memory prior to its association with RDx. The new

roles and changes in structure,which development of a memory may

entail, can result in resistance to participation-in RDx..)

Therefore,' some specific design issues may be cqnsidered. The

complexity of RDx monitoring (reflected by the number of indicators

and amount of shared information for example) will effect cost,

changes and thereby use of,the system. Thus, there is a.need to

236
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balance_ complexity and utility iu designiiig the system. RDx May

want to support monitoring activities of participants through

funds or othy resources both to offset resistance due to cost,

factors and to provide an incentive for participation. Safeguards

and specific procedures for confidential information, such as

:aggregation of data and use of outside consultants. Designers

of RDx should be aware that monitoring can affect power balances

and participants influence. Participants should be assured of

equity both in the exchange of information and distributio9,of

resources. Finally, the issues which have been raised in this'

Section are necessaryThut not sufficient. This is to say that

provision of direct incentives should be considered in thedesign.
t

A proactive approach to creating such incentives may entail the

marketing of monitoring within RDx and, the establishment of

norms, culture and commitment.

. Meta-Monitoring

Implicit in the foregoing discussions is the suggestion that
.

monitoring be monitored. The complexity of the monitoring process

and its importance to many RDx purposes provision of infor-

mation'to help develop, support and orchestrate RDx) call for a

"check" on the monitoring process. The purpose of metamonitoring

is to provide this check.

Some criteria by which to evaluate monitoring are thus needed. '

The four classes of criteria noted below are based on die monitoring

framework and, the major considerations.

1. Information

Is information collected when it's appropriate as opposed to
- '

just'for the sake of collecting information? Is information

consistent and then, is it being used? Is there redundancy

in information, possibly reflecting that linking of participants
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occuring or that this may be a fault of trans-

getting information to those who need it).

informAion provided is not being used because

between ate request for and receipt of in

too great. ,

2.' States of Development

.

What progress, if any, halbeen made in participants' cap-

abilities?abilities? Are commuqication channels open RDx-wide? Are

indicators being added, refined or dropped when appropriate?

The answers to these questions should provide a good view

of the state of participation in RDx monitoring.

3. Design Perspective

Is the design perspectiVe which was chosen interfering With

the monitoring process? For instance, is an ad hoc system

fulfilling Participants needs for information or is it pro-

ducing barriers to the exchange ofAilfamation? Is a for....

mal system monitoring by its inflexibility?

Is a formal sy responsive enough to needs? Hence, there

willsbe different criteria necessary depending upon the de-

sign perspective chosen. However, regardless of the design

perspective, criteria are needed for meta-monitoring.

4. Memory

Is memory being filled with future needs information and

)7

histOrccal records of monit ing? Is memory,being used by

participants? If not or i underutilizea, why -, e.g., access

problems; linkage problems?

238
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st as monitoring need framework, so too does meta-moni-
- )

oring. Three Milo dimensionsof meta-monitoring and then

an overall framework are addressed.

t
OK.

A major dimension in' meta-monitoring involves: collection,

transmission/linkage and memory. Collection is evaluated as to

what information is input(and, if it is input at the correct

time. Both.the linkage and transmission aspects are reviewed

in terms of the volume of information in channels, the state of

channel development across RDx and the extent to which informa-

tion is being received by participants who need it. Memory will

also be scrutinized is meta-monitoring. Specifically, the focus

will be on: whether or not storage of information frolvthe

monitoring process is taking place; to what extent, "oit- dated"

data is being purged from memory (i.e., data which won't be'needed

in the future); whether or not participants have easy access to

stored information.

Another dimension concerns which RDx participants are actually

in0q1yed in meta - monitoring. Meta - monitoring can be done by any

of the four participant groups (that is, NIE, NSC9, Rxs; SEAeI,

Meta- monitoring activities can be differentiated both in terms of

which of these groups participate in meta-monitoring and those

aspects of monitoring which they monitor.

A final dimension concerns the differentiation of meta-monitoring

activities in terms of which of these groups require meta-moni-

toring information.

These three dimensions can be'used to construct a framerk similar

to the monitoring framework. Several categories of meta-monitoring

activity are provided. Based On these categories, one can ester

blish-indicators for meta-monitoring. Tht four classes of criteria

(discussed above) together with the overall framework for moni-

toring provide an important input to this blueprint'aq well. By
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identifying which groups will participate in meta-monitoring

and who needs the resultant information, a design for the

meta-monitoring 'process is provided.

'ft

7. 'Operationalization

The. discussion so far has focused on broad conceptual issues.,

While these are important in providing a basis for addressing,

designing and operating RDx'nfonitoring, they must be opera-

tionalized into specific indicatoee;'activities, etc.

The operationalization of RDx monitoring is a broad process

comprising four major elements.

1. First is the design of the RDx monitoring process. As

we have discussed above, this involves the specification

and assignment of activities to particular participants,

in accordance with some overall approach to monitoring.

I

2.' Another major aspect, is the building of the capabilities

and mechanisms required ee.g., interorganization mechan-

isms).

3. TIC, nitoLng process must then operate. That is, the

actua collection and transmission of information will be

conducted.

4. As the process begins to operate, it must be refined,

corrected and improved. It must also adapt to changes

or increases in Its purposes and to changes in the RDx

and context themselves. This is-referred to as re esi
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The process for designing RDx monitoring is an ongoing process.

Afer an initial dedign, building and operational period, the

changes in the develOpment phase beEome inputs,to design. The

process repeats cyclically with new designs requiring (perhaps) '

new building and then new activiti&I in ,the operation of monitor:.

Ling, as represented in, Figure 2.

,

Initial Design
4

Design

. Activities Build

Changes in:

Operate Conditions,

purposes

in_RD2e

)Redesign,(____

In discussing blis,we will point out decision points and inputs to

each step.

Design _t

The design process is essentially a series ofsdecisions abbut the

configuration of activities and processes in RDx monitoring. This

provides a blue, print of the monitoring process which specifies;

where activities-are to be conchicted and to where informa,n must

be transmitted.

-The starting point fbr the design process is:the determination of the

purposes which Will be served by RDx monitoring. We have discussed

several of,suth purposes, and no doubt others exist. RDx must choose

from among all possible. purposes the ones which monitoring will

serve. Initially, this list maybe limited. Ai monitoring emerges

others can be added or some deleted on the basis of changing needs

and experience.

.241 .
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'The_ x m establish the general approach to be taken to

monitoring -7; ie, where monitoring will lie Along,the continuum

from ad hoc to formal. Based on this one can make decisions about

Which participants will,, in general terms,,be involved'in monitoring, .

where memory is to be located (e.g,; the extent to which it will be

decentralized "or centralized) and so on. '

We assume that these decisions will be made based on inputs from,
>c,

and.with the participation of, the various participants in RDt;--

The choice of purpose and approach must reflect the needsand

interests of RDx as a whole. This is import.ant toringure that

monitoring will be as useful as possible.

This provides a basis for beginning the initial design of RDx

monitoring, and is a critical decision point. Only whenopurposes

and approach have been specifically established and agr e.a upon

can the actual design be attempted. It must be treMembere at in

a first attempt to establish these things,!ane'need not' be oiNO.y. .

concerned with final or optimal decisions., One shOuld be as concerned

with providing 6A basis for a minimal monitoring prcebilihich, once
z

eptablished and operating, can then be added to,orgined, and f4lly

emerge over time. . , ..

; .,..1- .'

The pilese,OLmoVIALbeyond this to an initia design for monitoring .
.%'-

...

, . ,,
_is a,matteloo .making'=specific decisions out indicatop will

be used; what. roceddres will be followed, n collection, linking'lia , . .'

,------),

s and transmission organizatioris in ROx will peform these.

Who participatesin4these decisibhs and the level of RDi in-which they

are made is 41 funcppri of the approach taken. In an ad hoc process,

they will tend 40 be,mede=hyindividuals in ,each organization, with-
.

z '

out a great deal of input am
cb

other organizations.' In'a more formal

approach, these decisions lould be made by individuals from several

organizatiams:. 1:A'-:
0

%.
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/- A set of indicators must be establ hed at this poillas well. The

number and nature of these must be de ided on the basis of the pur-.

pose's served by .monitoring.

4

In the more formal process, one will necessarily have to address

the issue of the division of monitoring activities and assignment

of'indicators adross those organi#ations participating in monitor-

ing, and to identify where the gliannels over which monitoring

information is to be transmitted will be needed.

The next decision point here is whether the design is sufficiently

,coherent and specific for work to begin on building the monitoring

kocess. Criteria for this decision would include:

1. sufficient detail to allow building

2.' simple enough to make initial building comparatively

easy,

3. flexibility and a sufficient range ofjrocedures

to facilitate experimentation and en4rgence

4.-disincentives such as cost, support', and related issues

have been considered.

Building

The design provides a blueprint: the identification of which organi,

zations will perform what activities and where information must be

1, 243
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transmitted. Based ou this blueprint the participants in the RDx

monitoring process can develop the capabilities to perform those

monitoring activities assigned them. RDx, as a whole, can use this

to build the interOrganizational capabilities needed, for monitoring

such as information channels, memory and procedures for exchange

of information.

A. Staffing/Training

A major element in building these capabilities is to establish

the personnel needs, establish monitoring roles and staff these

roles. This, must be based on the range of specific skills

Involved in or related to monitoring. We have idedtifie Three

basic functions in monitoring .(collection, linking,, and

transmission) and two in memory (storage and access). Thes

provide a basis for establishing the specific skills associated

with the monitoring process. By identifying the-skills ne ed

in any given organization in RDx, that organization can s

the Positions with.people rho have needed skills and provid

' training to improve or provide stlh skills;

The combination of skills needed by any given, organization,,

the way in which these skills are combined to establish formal

organizational roles will be a function of the RDx monitoring

design.

B. Channlls

0.

Anothek capability which -needs to be built'is the ability to

effectively transmit information and to-identify where it is

needed. This requires that communication chanhels and procedures

for their use be established. Linking mechanisms will be

needed to.direct'the flow of information.

244
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c. Incentives

We have pointed out abocre that incentives are needecito

insure that information is collected and transmitted., In

building the monitoring process, one must also construct the

incentives needed to insure its effective operation. We

argue above that several design factors should be considered

in the design process. However, one must go beyond this to

provide more direct incentives.

These direct incentives involve building a high level of

commitment to RDx and a recognition of the need to cooperate

(with respect to monitoring) in order to adhieve als*-

as well as the-6-als of individual organizations. This

be achieved essentially by marketing the monitoring process

to RDx members.

In order,, for monitoring to b- effective, there must be a

culture established within x which facilitates monitoring.

This'is partially, relate. to incentives. A climate of trust

and Cooperation must be established. Individuals Must inter-'

realize norms of exch- ge of information.

This culture Must also include norms of experimentation and

"uncertainty seeking." Members of RDx organizations involved-
,

in monitoring must feel9free to ekperiment and, more important,

recognize the importanceof seeking alternative ways of

approaching monitoring.

D. Support Services I
ISO

RDx must also build the support services required to facilitite

monitoring. Training facilities can teirovided. Resources
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should be developed to support monitoring (e.g.,dmortiwy,

temporary personnel4 eta.). -

The.critical decision point here concerns how far- the capabilities

5

have been built. Before the system can be operated one must have

established a minimum level of capability. Criteria for this

decision would, nvolve the fit
between-capabilities and activities

to be performed in each RDx organization.

Operation

When the capabilities have been established the monitoring process

can begin to operate. Information can be collected and Pransmi4ed.

Several issues are'relevant to'the operation of RDx-monitoring.

4111.

A critical set of issues concerns timing of collection. Several

of the considerations raised above arelelevant'to the operatiop

phase. One should address issues of when and when not to collect

information about a given indicator ( y .: the frequency of

collection and relevance of a given indicator at different points

in time). One shOuld also address issues concerning the use of

communication channels such as the\ frequency of transmission and

form,in which information is sent.

Redesign

As the system operates, it will itself.be monitored by the meta

monitoring process. This meta-monitoring provides information

4

'

on which organizational learning regarding monitoring can occur.

This learning will concern the effectiveneEl Of monitoring process,

246 :
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-.e.g.: how various approaches, activities, etc.'have worked. It will

be based on a comparison of the experiments by various participants,

-and the "results".of these expetiments. This requires that some

set ciferiteria exist, such as those we discussed.above (in meta-

Monitoring section) for evaluating both monitoring as a whole and

for individual activities.

Learning based on regular monitoring information as well as the

non-monitoring experiences of participants will also occur. Parti-

cipants wifl develop an awareness of factors, eveng, and activities

in RDk or its context which should be considered in RDx activities.

they will become aware of new purposes in addition to those identified

inthe,initial design process, which Could be served by the infor7tion

collected in the monitoring process.

Orn addition, participants will become aware of changes'in RDx

purposes, in the context and in the role of RDx in. the educational

R&D system.

All three of these provide crucial inputs to redirecting, extending

and refining the mo toring process over time. These inputs provide

the basis for the deve meat of m toring: emergence as a fully

articulated and understood process over time.

This learning must be organizational (which here means RDx-wide)

to be useful. It is only as the sharing of information,ana.exper-

ience and of interpretations that the awareness and understanding

of RDx can be translated` into systematic changes in RDx 'monitoring.

Learning based on monitoring information as well as the non-monitoring

experiences of participants should also occur.

well

will
't

(
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develop an awareness of factors in RDx or its context which should

be -considered in RDx activitiep. They will become aware of new

purposes which could make use of monitoring information (in addition

to those identified in the initiaftdesign process).

Emergence of RDx Monitoring Over Time

The process we have described here should take place as an ongoing *%.,

ti cyclical process in which the monitoring process emerges and becomes

mature. By developing and redesigainithe monitoring process it

becomes more sophisticated.

The maturation of the RDx monitoring process should parallel the

emergence of RDx itself. Bean and Rogers (1977) belie pointed cTt that

the RDx itself will likely go thrpu several stages maturation.

EVen in the earliest stage of-t maturation there Wilt be a heed

for the kind nformation ollected.in the monitoring process.

Thus, monito eshould be erat±ng (although, perhaps at,a rudi-il

mentaty level) in the earliest stage of RDx. As the RDx matures

over time, the monitoring process must mature as well. It must

develOp according to the changihg needs for information within

RDx at different' tages of maturation as well as in response to the

factor's discussed in the last section. '

4
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II. BACKGROUND

1. Research and Development Exchange

The Research and Development Exchange (RDx) has been conceived Qg

,as a means to facilitate the dissemination of educational R&D and

to feed forward to the producers of educational R&D Vie needs and

experiences of the users of educational products. In this context,

RDx provides a linking function (Bean and Rogers 1977), linking

'together users and producers (as well as other interested parties)

by exchanges of information among-several organizations. Thus,

the central notion in RDx is interaction.

;-

In the case of RDx, the interaction is the voluntary interaction

of loosely affiliated organizationsmith each other, with the educe-
.

tional R/D&I system, and with the context, or environment, within

which this system operates (Mojkowski 1977). 'The interactions of

these organizations involve, primarily, the exchange of information

About the state of the art,in educational R/D&I, the needs of -users,

the conditions in the context grid so on.

The RDx serves as the major linking role in these interactions. ,

The RDx is essentially comprised of the Regional Exchanges ebec

and the four National Service Centers. These organizations will be
,

xeferred toas'Contractors.

r,
In addition, the RDx has aset of what can be referred to as core

stakeholders; i.e., organifatiolis_which-are actively involved with

RDx, which have a major interest in the ROx,Jand which (it is

anticipated) would be represented on Rx advisory or governing boards.

This group is made up primarily of (1) those State Educational,

Agencies (SEA s) which have become affiliied with the Rx in their

249
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region and t2) NIEYthoUgh there could at times be other organiza-

tions included. These organizations and the contractors

compri se the central parties is the RDx.

The RDx, operatiAgthrough these central parties, provides a basis

for extending commuq;cation linkages to what,may be called peripheral

stakeholders -- organizations which have an interest in or are of

interest for the activities of RDx -- though less directly so than
.

.

in the case of the central parties. These would include commercia

producers of educational materials, educational associations, educe-
.

tional R&D laboratories or centers, universities; the ERIC clear
,

-houses, Intermediate Service Agencies and Local Educational Agenc es

(ISAs and LEAs), and other programs for dissemination or feedforward

such as the National Diffusion Network or the State Diffusion Grants

-Program.

2. SpecialAsnects of RDx Operation

A. Operation of 'RDx

The organizations which are associated with RDx each perform

a range of specific activities which compriseRDX processes.

There is adivision of labor among these organizations which

results in different organizations, or groups of organizations

performing different activities.

These activities are highly interdependent. That is, the outputs

from one activity are ofteeneeded as an input to other activities.

These interdependencies within RDx are often quite complex.

The outputs from several activities may be required before

certain other activities can be performed. In some cases, outputs

from one activity may become inputs to another, which in turn pro-
,

duce outcomes needed as inputs to the original activity.
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The complexity is increased by the fact that

interdependent activities may be Imiformed in,different,organi-

zations. Thus, interdependencies will exist among organize-

tions,-as well as among activities. This requires that the

organizatiads associated with RDx(whether they are core parti-

cipants, core stakeholders or peripheral stakehgders). must

interact to perform their own activities.

B. Orchestration

In order to facilitate the performance of activities and the

necessary interactions among organizations associated with RDx,

some form of orchestration is needed. By orchestration is.

meant supporting activities where heeded, identifying potential

problems or weakneises in the RDx, and providing'a means to

strengthen such weaknesses that occur.
V

The gok of orchestration is to integrate the activities of the

central parties to RDx with each other, with those of more

peripheral organizations and with the needs of the educational

system at the local level. More accurately, it is to provide

mechaniamsto allow each central RDx organization to integrate

.
its own activities with those of other organizations. .In this

,

way, RDx can effectively fulfill its dissemination and feed

forward functions:

These orchestration roles are to be formally provided by NIB
.

. and Ne National Service Centers. NIB's role' is primarily in,

orchestrating the overall relationship betweeh RDx and other

general programs within the educational R/D&I system.
A

National Service Centers will be involved in the ordnestration

of the more specific relationships among organizations associated

with RDx, and other organizations in the R/D&l system.

251
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4.

C. Mediation

RDx 1s in a vulnerable position with respect to the relationships

with the core stakeholders. NIE will eventually decide the

degree to which RDx will Continua to operate. The SEA s will :

eventually decide the degree to which theiwill become or remain

associated with RDx.

.

These organizations each have the ability to reduce the effective-

ness of the RDx. The contractors must mediate the tensions

which can pullthe RDx apart. Such tensions can result from the

different gals of the *. ionizations associated with.the RDx and

from different evaluations of the usefulness of RDx for their

own specific activities.

, _..41k--

D. Need for Information ,

iS

Each of these aspects of the operation of RDx requires that

information be'provided which can-be usedoin orchestrating RDx

activities, and in evaluating the effectiveness of RDx. It also

. sequires that the contractors have information concerning

stakeholder satisfaction with RDx in order to identify where there

is a danger of stakeholders disassociating themselves from RDx.

3. GQnceptual Overview of Monitoring

In additionto information about the specific characteristics of

innovations or user needs, the effective operation of any system

requires that information begenerated and exchanged concerning'

the system itself, the activities performed in the system, and its'

environment. This suggests thb need for including within the system

amonitoring process by which,such infdtmation can be collected and

made available to decision makers in different locations withi&the

system.

252
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A. Monitoring Defined

In general, monitoring can be understo d as the systematic and

ongoing collection and transmission of information, useful for

operational or policy decision making, which provides a des-

cription or overview of conditions, states or activities in Ithe

.system or its environment. . ...

'Monitoring is a general process, chatecteristic of organizations

or systems which must maintain and integrate internal processes

and which interact with their environments. Aguilar (1367). has

pointed out that effective organizations regularly colle4 infor-

mation about their environments in order to provide information

about critical events or factors which may affect the organization

and to be aware of changing conditions in the environment. _Emery

(1969) has suggested that a similar process is'needed concerning

the state of internal activities to provide a basis for establishing

plans and for coordination.
s

Mbnitoring, then, is a deliberate, agressive and ongoi4 process

for collecting and transmitting information about the'state of

,internal processes and the external environment of some system

or Organliation --:informatiOn whch is critical foe maintenance

of the system's (or organization's) operations (Ashby 1960).°

Hatcher (1976) has characterized this collection of information

as "information capturing".

B. Basic Roles in Monitoring.-

In addressing the monitoring process it is important to be a

that, in general, information twat not be collected by the de-
,

gision makers who use it. The conduct of monitoring by specific

individuals or units in an organization or system makes it

possible to specialize the skills needed.and to free decision

makers from a time consuming activity. In other words, the

253
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division of labor between monitoring roles and decisiOn making .

roles is advantagious. This division of labor suggests that

two basic activities must be included in the monitoring process.

First, information must be collected. Then it must be trans-.

mitted to those decision makers who require it for their own

activities. -

Since monitoring will produce a wide range of information that

serves many different, needs, not all information will be useful

or relevant to all decision makers. -Thus, any given,piece of

information must be linked with those decision makers who need

'it. This linking can be thought of as a switch board which

identifies where a given piece of information is to be trans-

mitted.

,...../

Another consideration here is that information collected through

monitoring is not necessarily used immediately. Some infor-

mation may be needed only in the future for subsequent evalua-

tions or historical overviews of the'system Or organization. /
,

Other information may be needel, both in the future and at the

time it is collected. This future need for collected informa-

tion requires that the information be stored in some manner.
,

Thode pieces of information, to be stored must/be identified,
.i"--

linked with and transmitted to someone whiiwill store the infer-,

mation. This storage may be done directly by those people

conducting. -the monitoring process or in some other-part of

the organization or system (in which 'case it becomes only a

special case of -linking and Transmission are involved. Natu-

rally, if monitoring information is stor d for future uses, it

must also be accessed'at some time. The access of stored moni-
.

toring,information is also a basic monitoring activity.

25
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c,,' Indicators

Monitoring is analogous to the periodic reading of guages or

dials (e.g.: a thermometer; at automobile gas guage or an airplane'

*
altimeter; a. humidity guage) which provide descriptive infor-

mation about some critical aspect Or condition Of a systen'or

its environment. The "readingelare indicators -- indicators

'which indirectly reflect some state or condition. An individual

indicator reflects the state or.,00ndition of an aspect of a more

complex system or process. Taken together, a set of indicators

reflects the overall state or condition of some co plex system

or process.

Indicators, then, are specific, identifiable and m asurable

factors which reflec/t critical aspects of some process. '

It is neither necessary nor efficient to have or use all

possible indicators. A wide range of possible information

can be provided by indicators which could describe such

complex processes or-systems. However, not all information
1/4

of this type is relevant. In some cases, different indicators

would provide redundant information (which is notnezessafily a

"bad" thing). In other cases, it may not be possible (for,

whatever reason) to establish an indicator.

The indicators actually used in monitoring are only a limited

set of all possible indicators. *Thus, it is critical to

recognize that'the choice of those indicators used in any

monitoring process must be-based man understanding, or

estimate, of the specific aspects of the phenomena being

monitored which are most relevant. This relevance is deter-

mined by the decisions to which monitored information will be

an input. Other factOrs such'as cost/effectiveness, aaila-

bility and accessibility will also affect the choice of

IndiCitors.
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4. me General Purposes of Monitoring

Monitoring a purposefu -activity.. At a level, we'

have already noted that the verall purpose of mo itoring'is

to provide decision makeis (and analysts) with a-background

overview of a system or sector. There areAsome other purposes

of monitoring which are worth noting here.

. A. Trigering

One major purpose of monitoring'is the "triggering"' of

specific operational activities. For exatipla,'the in-

formation provided by monitoring can indicate, at the
,

system should now initiate a new production proceds,

change the level of,itaoutput, modify the nature of-its

irelationships with its environment, modify some internal

system activity, enter a new stage of development, and

so on.

This, triggering may be the result of pre-established ihreshblds

which specify that under a given set of conditions'or at a

given point.in a process certain spdbified operational activities

are performed or new activities are initiated. It may also be'

the case that a decision, maker may find a significant pattern or

trehd.in the information provided by several indicators which

indicates that new activities are needed, even thodgh no,specgic

threshold has been established.

4his triggering can result in the,iditiation of addit$onal

monitoring activities as well. These may be pre-established.

Under a given set of conditions the monitoring process is

directed to use other-/AdiCators which pro'Jide more detailed

information about some specific aspect of the eYstem or its

environment. On the other hand, the information available may

lead to a perception of-the neeefor new monitoring activities.

That is, that given the set of conditions which now exist,

256 4
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information is.needed for which indicators have not been

,established, or are not readily available. This will trigger

a search for indicators to pro;iide difltrent or moredetailed

information which can be used as input to a current problem, or

to be'establahed as part of.an ongoing monitoring process.

B. Memory

A second major purpose of monitoring is to provide a basis for the

establishment and operation of an organizational memory,* An organi-

zationS1 memory includes informati8n which has been stored in some

form which records past and current activities and the states and

conditions of the system at different points in time.. In addition

organizational memory includes a great deal of qualitative
4

information:

the interpretations and analyses of raw data or of past or current ex-.

periences or activities which have been prepared by organizational

members, or by individuals from outside of the organiiation.
L

A fundamental aspect of,memory is the storage of such information.

It
.

is.important to recognize Ehat a wide range,of storage modes are

possible. While some information can be stored in the form of

computerized records, the more qualitive kinds of information may

be more appropriately stored in repoits or other documents. Duch

of this qualitive information will exist in_the"individual

memories of otlanizational members.
.

4 -

Memory isnot simply a matter of the storage of information.

There must exist a set of procedures by which information caa

be accgssed.- Memory becomes organizat o
%
nal only when it can be

shared by organizational members. 'Thi requires two basic

. course, monitoring is not the only basis for the establishment+
and operation Of organizational'memories.

-4.
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activities: the locating of where information exists and the-
,

transfer of information from that location to another. Different

*storage modes will require different accessing prOcedures.

Accessing also requires that there exists a "map" of memory; a

summary, statement of where specific kinds of information is

stored, and the procedures by which thatjnformation can be

'accessed. The range of types.of information stored in memory

and the range'of RDx-central and, peripheral participants require

consideration of a wide range of storage modes and accessing.

procedures, No single storage mode or accessing procedure is

likely to be effective and/or cost/effective in all instances.

While it is important to note that memory to a large'extent involves

the storage of information produced by monitoring, and that such

information is a critical input to other types, of information in

memory, the more qualitive information cannot be produced by

monitoring alone. Analyses and interpretations, as well

as the specific experienCes of individuals are critical to the

development and use of organizational memory. prganizational'

memory provides an input to decision making and problem solving

within the organization. It makes available information about

courses of action which have been taken, the conditions that

existed at the time, outcomes of these actions as well as some

. aftplyses of why specific results were-or were not obtained.'

As March and Simon (1958) have pointed out information of this

type is a major input to human problem solving Memory also provides

a basis for the development of an understand4.ng of the underlying

historical processes which have, over time, contributed to th4

. current state of the system. Mquzelis'(1967) has argued that such

-processes are critical imudderstanding how an organization (or

system) Currently operates. This historical perspective is

essential in determining how to improve or change an organization, .

and in identifying the constraints and conditions which should be

'considered in decisiod making. Thus memory is an essential input

-2 548
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to organizational learhing which we will discuss below. Finally,

it should be poinled out that memory itself is monitored. By
, .

monitoringmdkery, historical trends or pat erns.can be discerned

which can act as a trigger for other monitoring activities.

'

. C. Organizational Learning"

,Closely related,to memow is the process of organizational

learning. Duncan and Weida (in prese ) have described organize-

d earning as the process by which members of the organi-

zation develop an awareness or understandineof the organization

and its environment, including previous organizational activities

which have or 4ave not lead to desired results under a given 'set

al of conditions. Organizational.learning thus limits the "reinvention

of the wheel", and by pToviding an unders of the nature of

. the organization'sactivrtiee, helps decis rs choose

those activities or policies which are m ly to lead .

to success.

A critical factor in Organizational le-arning is that individuals

within the system must have access to a broad range of information

(both-current monitored information and informationifioM memory)

w hich they did not collect and which may well extend beyo nd

their own domain.

5. Purposes of Monitoring In RP/

As discussed above, monitoring is not specific to RDx.: it is a

,process that characteiizes organizations and systems fh general.

In developing a set of ideas about monitoring for the RD*
.

spe ifically, however, it is important to consider how the general

issue. concerning monitoring relate to monitoring within RDx
.

and to monitoring issues that arse because of the nature of

RD; itself.
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A central purpose of,monttoring is to facilitate th, interaction
.

of participating organizations.and the'exchange of information

among these organizat ions: ...For example, monitorinikcah provide

information. to participants aboute activities of other

organizations which may be relevpnt to their own activities .

f-\
This infogmation can be usEful in directing a participant to.

otberorganizations With which interaction may be beneficial.

Monitoring can also identify the communication channels which /

exist; or are needed, and'whfCh ca lib used by &ember organiza-.

tions. Such facilitation is espbcially important in sysSsms

such as RDx which are characterized by voluntary,inierAtions

among loosely affiliated organizations.

B. Inputs to Individual. Activities .

411,

In this section, several specific RDx - related purposes of.
./

monito4ng are suggested, and the relationship of monitoring to

'other RDx functions is discussed.

1.

. A. Facilitation of Interaction

P

A

Monitori4,is also important for the individual activities of

a participating organization of RDx. It can provide information

which triggers specific activities, indicates fhat darain
40

activities are now appropriate to engage in, thattthore information

about some aspect of RDx or its own organization is nee4ocl, etc.

r

C. Interaction with RDx Context

m

RDx monitoring provides an important input intoyAintaining-
.

contacts with other organizations in the educational R/D&I

sys em and in the laOier educational context: By provi g

i formation About the conditions or activities outside of RDx,

monitoring helps RDx particights to Identify organizations with

which more direct interaction will be'useful. Such organization
. )

2 Co
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can b eiimportant sources of more detailed informat on'itb. educa-

tional innovations or user needs, information which should be in-
)

cludea as inputs to the RDx dissemination and feed forward functions.

In this way RDx can begin to extend its contacts with_its context

and expand the-range of sources of inputs to'12Dx activities.'

In addition, the process can be reversed. Monitoring -can provide

information about the RDx to other organizations in the educatiOnal

R/D&I system and in the larger educational context who have_an

interest in the RDx. This can provide a basis for such organizations

to. initiate contact with RDx and to begin to'eptablish linkages .

between their activities and those of RDx.

D. Orchestration

RDx monitoring provld s an imperttnt input to the orchestration

of the RDx. By-prov ing information to the National Service

' Centers about the conditions and states of development of RDx,'

monitoring will be useful inindicating those aspects of the

RDx which require additiOnal support. It will also be useful

in helping the National Service Centers provide-direction to .

RX-and SEAs for building communication linkages among themselves

, and in integrating,their activities.
.

By providing information

of member organizationt,

NatlonarService Centers

'1

on the states, condaions and activities

the monitoring'process will also provide the

with'a basis foridentifying those

.participants who Might have use for information known to be held

by,anOther participant. Thus, the National Service"Centers cart

be more.proactive in their service roles, searching out where

their services can be useful OA/where participantsObtay not be

aware that the ir-Setvices .are available.0 By doing this, they

can contribute to the orchestration of the activities within'''.

1

RDx by

4
rovicpg a more consistent level of the deve lopment of

,q,

skill within the participant,organitations and of the awareness

by participating organizations of the services available.

26.j
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/ 4 ..
105x monitoring will be a useful input to NIE in its mordjeneral,

long' term orchestration role. Monitoring can serve as a basis

for evaluating the effectiveness of RDx and in identifying

those areas of RDx which require modification or additional

s.ipport. Such information will also be useful in making decisions

about extending the scope-of RDx, and in creating other similar

systems for related purposes. The information generated by

monitoring can be an input into the-design of such systems.

Monitoring provides an important input to orchestration on a.

more informal level. SEAs, as well a-s peripheral stakeholders,

must make deciylons about the degree to whichtheywill interact
6

With RDX organizations, the nature of theirinteraction and the
to,

overall level of their involvement with RDx. Infotmation

provided by the monitoring process allows such organizations to

establish which otheF. organizations can provide useful inputs

to its own activities. Such information also allows each

organization to evaluate (over:time) the degree to which inter-
.

actions with specific organizations and the association: with

RDx in general provide useful inputs to its on activities.

.

Monitoring also can provide an input to each organization
..

-,

associated with RDx for fts evaluations of itself. The

organization can use this inforMation to establish the

factors which have contributed to4its own successes or

. failures and to prov,i.de a basis for establishing future ,

'intgrastions within RDX to maintain or improve 'its own

performance. t
,

RDX opitoting provides a wider:range of-infofmation to each

anization'than it oullr011ect on iEs own. Inforbation,

11
ecoali4 available about t 1 activities of the RDx as awhol9,

about other specifec organizations, and about conditfOns.in'
_

the educational context. *is, the creased range of. factors
. . ,

. about Which information ieavailabl .10.lows each organization..

6,
to make more realistic evaluations a d decisions.

t . r; I r

.
..

t

,
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A ,related function of RDX monitoring concerns its use in

evaluation research, both on RDX itself and on educational

innovations carried out by.educational institutions directly

or indirectly associated with RDX.

Radnor, Hofler;'& Rich (1477) have

innovation which is in the process

advantageous to appioach it in the

pointed out-1'0st 11.15,x is itself an

of emerging and that it is

spirit 'of a natural

quasi-experiment. The diffefent parties Within RDx are likely

to engage in different activities and use different approaches

in performing the RDx roles. By Couparing these differences

and.thedifferent al results obtained,' RDxvan develop"

valuable insights in how to direct and fine ne its internal

processes. The monitoring procesg oan,provide luable in-
.

formation about the nature of such activities and the c di-

tions underwhich they lead to different results. S ilgrly,

monitoring as well as other lox processes and acti ifles should

be approached from such an emergent experimental perspective.

Similarly, RDic monitoting*Can provide information important in the

evaluation of specific educational innovations;,i.e., information

'about 1) the/conditions under which they have been implemented;

2) the results of their use; and 3)'the effects of RDx activities

need identification) on the successdaf such innovations.

1 8

Organizational Leaning

Oiganizational learning is ciitical'for RDx. 'RDx is a new progagt

operating in a complex context and performing-ill-understood

activitieg. ;bus, RDX partiCipants must begin to learn bdw.best to

perate withih the-RDx fnd how RDx operates as a whole.

his requires'ah uhderstanding df the effects of the complex

interaction patterns among the parties in RDx and between RDx and
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peripheral stakeholders. RDx members must learn bow RDx is affected

and c nstrained by-its context and how.RDx affects the context.

Th must begin to develop an awareness of e ways in which RDx

can aid their bwn activities. I b

This learning requires that inforAtion about a wide range ,of

RDx activities, contextual conditi ns and the state of RDx be

available td members of the or nizations comprising or asso-

ciated with RDx. This includes botb"current information, and

historical information from organizational memory. Of-course,

ierely providingsuch-informlation does not insure that organi-

zational learning takes place, but this is a necessary condition.

Monitoririg is'a major source of such infOrmatiOn.

Organizational memory will play a crucial role in organizational

learning within the RDx. By providing a record of past activities,.

the conditions under which they were carried out (both internal

and external to RDx) and the results of these activities, indi-

viduals participant organizations can learn from the past

experience of others. This is facilitated bX including in ik

memory previous interpretations of these data and explanations of

outcomes. This process requires that information already

in memory be made available to those individuala who.need it

and that they, in turn, place current data, interp tions-

and analyses into memory, as inputs for an ong ng organization-
,

al learning process.

G. Organizational Memory

,

Memory serveskother functions in the RDx as well. It provides

a source of technical information about various educational

vations, which can bc searched,in response to a request

for information by an RDx participant or other educational
,

institution. Memory can be used to store inforMatiofi about

2'64
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the activities of RDn participants which is useful in esta-
i

contacts and linkages within the RDx. Finally,

memory will provide an historical record of RDx which will be

essential in evaluating RDx and making pone}, decisions re-

. gardingts development.

p

H. Relationship of Monitoring to Other RDx Funcions

It is possible that the purposes of monitoring in RDx dis-

cussed here will overlap with other RDx functions at cer-

tain times. However, it is important to remember that mon-

itoring is concerned only with providing information'that

provides an overview description of activities, conditions

or outcomes, and not with the collection of detailed infor-

mation about specific cases.

/55

For example, RDx monitoring should lie concerned Tth the need

identification process (a central RDx function). Monitoring

is not the process by which need identification is dong and

would not specify how need identification information is to be N,
.

collected. Rather, the monitoring process would be concerned

with certain indicators about need idearification; e.g.: when

or if need identification was performed, who did it, and

certain aspects of.the results.

The same holds for other-RDx functions, such as information

synthesis (cf. Rich, 1977) or information transfer 'across

communicaion channels (cf. Mojkowski, 1977). Monitoring is

concerned with the-collection and storage of information to

describe such processes and with providing such tsc ptivt

information to those who need it -- not with on-line rocessing .

of information about specific 'RDx actiVities.

255
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6. General Themes and Issues

In approaching monitoring within the context of the RDx, we hav

focused on several general themes and issues which form the. as

for our discussion. These are specifically related to RDx, and

extend the discussion of RDx monitoring beyond the purposes of

monitoring in RDx discussed above.-...x

A. Monitoilng and Control

Many discussions of monitoring are based on the assumption

that the information collected will be used for the formal
. .

control of those being monitored (cf. Rappoport, 1970).

vet, since RDx itself has no such direct control func:

tion, the nature of RDx and the orchestration function

withinit require a different approach to monitoring and

different types of information than wou d a control system.

(We may note, however, that as the fundi agency; NIE does

)(have a control function in relation to RD . Also, th core

stakeholders have a control function via th voluntary
A

nature of their pgr;icipation).

B. Multi- directional, Non-hierarchical Monitoring

Monitoring processes are geherally considered hierarchical

in that each level of some system monitors the.level below'it.

(cf. Emery 1969). While there is a natural hierayhy in RDx
1

(made up of 'ITIE and national, regional and state' organizations),
4 .

monitoring in RDx is, essentially multi-directional rathet
1

than hierarchical in nature. The informatioulneeds

of RDx require that each. participant monitor organizations
. -

at dach.leve. It `is from sucha multi-directional/perspec-

tive that we will latex discuss such questions as which RDx'

participants monitor different aspects of the RDx and its context.

2%
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Need or Flexibility

RDx operates in a complex, dynamic environment (or context).

Since the range of possible impacts of the context on RDx

is so large, it is difficult to specify (wipout a great deal,

of uncertaitity) wbat activities will lead to desired results.

' Burns and Stalker (1961) have atgued that organizations

operating in such environments require a high degree of

flexibility in thei(i internal operations.,

This applies to RD* monitoring. As the context of the RDx

changes, and as RDx members gain a better understanding of the

context, the monitoring process must adapt. Already-establibhed

4indicators and procedurWmay have to be modified or even
. ,

'discontinued. New indicators may have to be identified and new

procedures for collecting information instituted., Furthermore,

the monitoring process itself must e*periment with possibre

new indicators and procedures toprovide a basis for learning.

All of this requires thAlOtDx monitoring be flexible.

D. Need for Consistency
I

Monitoring provides a wide range of information about a wide

range of activities to a wide range of RDx participants.

If this information is to be useful, it must be comparable.

That, is% the information at a given point in time on a given

indicator must be comparable to the information collected'

on that indicator at different times. Similarly, when'

spreraf'different RDx participants (e.g.; several Regional

Exchghges) are separgtely monitoring the same phenomenon, *

the information they collect must be comparable. This will

be an especially important practical issue if the different

participants use different indic tors. Furthermore, the

information must be collected an presented in a way wtich.

is understandable to RDx participants in orgahizations other

thsp the one that Collected it.

. 41111
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7.''Approaches to a 'Monitoring Framework

In'discussing a conceptual framework for monitoring within the RDx,

, it is important to consider the range of Perspectives,that might be

J
used in t e design of RDx monitoring and to identify the role of a,

framewo .within those perspectives. This section discusses two

'perspectives and suggests. how \a conceptual framework for-RDx

monitoring is related to both. 1 These two perspectives may be seen
.

_)

as two ends of a design continuum, with various combinations of the
#

two perspectives representing a wide range of options _available for

different purposes and conditions over time. Thus, the conceptual

framework suggested here allows experimentation and "emergence"

while providing a conceptual design "anchor" or reference point.

A. Two Approaches to Monitoring

The rangenf approaches to monitoring in the RDx can be seen

as A continuum ranging from monitoring as a group of (gener-

ally unconnected) ad hoc activities to a formalized, system-

atic, integrated process. For purposes of analysis, we will

here compare these two'polar approaches, ad hoc and formal.

. Through an ad hoc approach, RDx monitoring would be carried

out as information becomes needed and would be done by that

participant who needed. the. information. Each RDx participant

would use those indicators'Which are relevant to that parti-

cipant's particular needs. Thus, each participant would have

its own monitoring process; .4edonly loosely (if at all) to

the similarly-specialized monitoring processes of other or-

ganizations. Each organization would have a great deal of

discretion in establishing the indicators and the procedures .

used to collect, store'and tra mit information in its own ,

monitoring process.

S.*
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out in terms of a highly integrated, systemtic set of activi-

n a formally designed process, RDx monitoring would be carried

671 4

ties. Indicators Mould be used which are prespecified and

specifically assigned to participants.' Formal procedures would

be established to determi how information is to be collected,

'stored and transmitted. formally designed monitoring could

be either centralized or ecentralized. In ther case, re-
4
levant linkages would be specified. The inf tion colleCted

would be viewed as becoming part of an inte ated RDx-wide -

data base.

B. Co parison of he Approaches

_In considering these two polar approaches, it becomes clear

that each .has distinct advantages anddisadvantages. The ad hoc

_ approach provides for flexibility and adaptation. Monitoring

activities can be quickly changed to meet changing needs and

,conditions. Given the instability and complexity of -RDx

and the context within which it operates, this could be advan-.

tageous, By contrast, the formal approach, with its formal

rules and integrated design, would not be capable of rapid

change since any change made in monitoring activities would

require systematic changes in other monitoringkactivities.

The,ad hoc approach mows for experimenting with nevs monitoring

proceduresy-thereby facilitating organizational learning with

regard to monitoring. An id .hoc monitoring process allows

participants to-be-what-Miehdels-M71)--refers-to azi-uirror

embracing' -.,that \is, to identify whereproblems exist and to

take action to correct these problems. By providing a

.formalized set of rocedures, the formal approach poses

serious constraints to such organizational learnink (Duncan

gond Weiss, in press). However, the formal approach Would

provide more systematic information about RDx as a whole t-
,

2 6 D
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information which can thus provide a basis for more general,

RDx-wide organizational learning. While under an ad hoc

approach, learning is likely to be more rapid, It would

tend to be "parochial" both in content (i.e., limited to

local issues and by the-capabilities of local personnel)

and in-scope of use (i.e., by a,particular participant

except as mechanisms exist for participants to "talk with

. each other").

The ad hoc approach can also lead to a more efficient use.of

resources, since time and effort is expended only why information

is needed, andonly to collect. such information as is needed.

Under thefOrMal approach, there is a greater likelihood that

information will be collected which is not specifically relevant .

to, any given participant or 'to the RDx at a given point in time.

The formal approach provides for more conhidtent informa-

tion over time.and across the organizations associated- with

RDx. Thus with a more systematic monitoring process,. a
,

givenorganization in RDx would be better able to take ad-

vantage of information collected by other parties. The ad'

hoc approach can result.in idiosyncratic information which

limits the overall usefulness of monitoring. Furthermore,

an ad hoc approach may limit the usefulness, of organization-

al memory: infotmation at one point -in time may not be cop-.

parable to information at another; information collected by

one organization may not be comparable with, nformation col-
t

011ected on the same subfect by other organizations; Indica-

tors and procedures for collection of information will likely

vary---in-addition,it-wpulcLbe_difficult to even be aware")

of at information is avanable in. an RDx organizational

'memory since theeptorage of infoimation would notabe sys-

tematic.

The ad hoc approach would tend to provide less information

which is useful for the orchestratia of RDx. For orches-

tration putposes, m? ?hitoiing informatiOn must be comparable

so as to allow compArisonsrutatates og
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development; about different participants and their 'acti-

vities; about the need'for linkages among participants.' An

-integrated base. information is necessary for the eval-

uation of the states of developmentof RDx as a whole, as

Lwell, and to determine the overall effectiveness of.RDx.

Thus, the more formal approach provides a more useful in-

.put to the orchestration, activities of both the National

Service Centers°and NIE.

It should also be pointed %ut that it may not, be possible for

any given organization involved in RDx to collect, on its own,
(7-

the information it needs. It is likely that one organization

will be required to collect information needed by another.

This becomes difficult under a more ad' hoc approach. The

potential.incompar bility of information collected across

organizations wilt Iimit the degree to which this can be-done.

Furthermore, under =n-pd hoc approach, it would be difficult

to insure that a gi en organization would have collected infor-

mition that is neede' by or could be used'by another organization,

especially if they pe orm difftDent activities. Under a formal

approach, this can'be p ovided for by assigning indicators to

atganizations on the bas,: of RDx-wide needs, and by establishilg

for sharing suc information.

0

(

C. Conclusion

In designing the RDx monitoring process, it will probably be'

necessary to find' a "middle ground" betweerithese two approaches.

The designers must make tradeoffs between the advantages and

disadvantages of both. The degree to which one approach is

given more weight than the other mugenke into account the

0 conditions which exist in RDx at any given time,, the relative

importance of the several,purpOses of RDx monitoring which

have been discussed, and the overall philosophy which will

direct the design of RDx.

2 7.1
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In general, the-ad hoc approach should be favored if rapid.

learning, 16aptiatiton, efficiency (in relation to the speci-

fic needs of separate organizations) and the deasiOn-making

needs of individual participants se more important.' It is

also preferable if consensus on the inf ation which should

fie collected by monitoring is difficult to' hieve. The ad
4

hoc approach is somewhat more consistent with a view of RDx

as an extremely loose, decentralized and voluntary association

of organizationb; will tend to be consistent with a shorter-
4

term view of RDx (i.e., where RDx is viewed as performing

roles to support the immediate needs of its clients);' and

would probably be easier to develop (and perhaps therefore

more viable) in early stages ol RDx development.

If soch,purposes as RDx-wide organizational memory, aware-

ss by participants of RDx as a whole, and provision of con-

sistent RDx-wide information to participants pare considered

ore important, the perspecti e taken should tend to be more
. -

rmal. Such an approach would be consistent x4th A longer-

ange view of RDx system develop ent and RDx activities, in

' which RDx provides ongoing suppo t to member organizations

and in which the orchestration and integration of RDx -acti-

vities is of central importantce. Thisapproach is more ap-

propriate when consensus about the role of RD)C and the im-

portance of RDx monitoring emerges.

It is important to recognize that these conditi ns and the

relative importance of various,purposes of monitoring will

change over time. As will be discussed below, a major source

of such changes will be the stage of development of the RDx

and of the RDx-monitoring process. Another consideration is

that the importance of the various purposes of monitoring

for a particular RDx activity will'vary over time,and situa-

tion, resulting, to some degree, in a,natural fluctuation

between the two approaches.

2 72
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III. A FRAMEWORK FOR RDx MONITORING

In this section we develop a conceptual framework for RDx moni-

toring. The purposeof this-discussion is to provide an under-
.

standing of one way to structure the RDx-monitoring process. This

structure is, of course, only one aspect of monitoring. As a pro-
.

cess, monitoring must also be considered in a dynamic'manner.

WThisdynamic aspect is addressed in Section III:. Major Consida.

erations.

The framework provides a set of categories, conceptual boxes, which

serve as a way to differentiate different aspects of Rdx Monitor-

ing. The framework provides a structure for making decisions of

thii type by suggesting the range of inputs required for the deg

cisions; by identifying the kinds of design and operating deci-

sions which,must be made; by suggesting possible ways to approach

the identification of alternatives-frOm among which to choose in

the-decision process; and by identifying and distinguidhing among

the.various activities and processesC.ihich)comprise the overall
A .

monitoring process in terms of categories into whidh they can be

sorted. The framework also
1,
provides a way to consider the inter-

relationships among specific activities and processes by identi-

fying the relationship among the categories in which they are found.

r

In this way, the frameworkserves to identify major issues and

siderations which should be taken into account in making decisons,

about' and within the monitoring process. The framework can be used

regardless of the approach taken to monitoring: that is, whether

it will be more an ad hod or a formal process. While the location

'of, and constraints on, decision making concerning monitoring will

vary depending pn the, approach.taken, the kinds of decisions will

remain essentially the same.
. .

11.
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4.

The frameworiediscRssed here is relevant regardless of the
ih

perspective,taken in:designing RDx monitoring. It is our. .

position that a framework is needed for an ad hoc monitoring ,

process as well as for a,formal one. The framework provides

a mechanism to establish monitoring activities. Under an ad hor

approach, this framework serves as a general guide which' provide

any given participant with alstarting point from which to '

develop its own monitoring processes, and raises issues which Ji

could be critical n conducting monitoring activities.

The framework provides, a way.of thinking about these issues,

and considering the interrelationships among them , in

terms of how they might have an impact on monitoring-activities. ',d

In addition,'It provides the individual organization with

set of suggestions concerning how to conduct monitoring activities
.s

in such a way that Information is.pollected which will be

useful to both,of them and to RDx. 0-

1111 degree to which a more forthal approach is taken towards

RDx monitoring muld,be reflected in. the degree to- which

1

various aspects of the framework are used to formally specify

what monitoring activities a given participant will pergrm

and how they will be conducted. In a highly formal approach,'the

full framework can be used to provide the basis for a formal

set of forMal procedures for RDx-wide monitoring and'a map of thoqe
mi

, .

procedures to facilitate the operation' of the monitoring ;process.
.

hus, the relationship of the monitoring apprjach taken by RDx

-Nikiklto fie frillOork is one of the degree to which the.fremework
0

,

is used to.provide a formal monitoring process. The. decision
0

on what approach is taken is'a design.issue which cannot

be made within the context of this report.

1: Classes of Information

The range of purposes served by RDx monitoring requite that sev- -

e7ca1 types of information he collected by the Monitoring peoced s. .

ft,

"

14-11 27
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.4 typology of the information with'which qpnitoring is concerned

provides a useful starting point in developillia conceptual framieWork
3

f or monitoring...

\ ;.'

1

'N.., A

Stich a typology is also useful in designing a monitoring process -since
.

it provides a way fo classify monitoring activities by the type.of

Information co lt nitoring
.-"

eced. lus, one can begin to see hai the' . ,,,
process.is stru tured in terms, of the und4rlyinglielationtihips among

the classes of information produed by monitoring. phis will make it
. ----

visAible to describe the overall monitoring pracese and how it
.

is conducted in terms of 0e-principle output:, informa &on.
.

,I.
.

, /
, 1,

. ,

,A1 4
The.typoIbgy discussed here is based on the different sects

)

1
process in a way which miakes it.possible tb specify and under-

rstard where Monitoring activities\should be directed. It thus

pfovides a first step in developing'an overall concept al map
_v.

. of the monitorihg p;ocess. , N.

Of RDx, and its context which are monitored. This liana.the '3

classes of information collected to-the specific, fOci of mon-

itoring. This-allows one to approach the overall monitoring

Other approaches to a are, of course, possible,. For

exaplb, one could classify information In terms of the spe-

cific purposes to Which fs put. HOmever; other approicges

do .nOt.provide/a mechanism which, is as - useful in de-scilibing

and understanding the.overall moggoring process.

. z .

1

The lionitoring,procese provides information about the states,

conditions And activities.within RDx and in the educational
___;

* . /
.s./DEsI context which is/heeded by RDx participants and stake-

-holders a'en input to their own .activities. This informa7
1

,. , i
. I

tion can1)1 di,ii'ded into five - classes of informatioh about
s :

'activities internal.. and-external to RDx.- 4

3
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A: Internal Unit Ac ivities Information

.1 .

Itis class df *information concerns Soecifit-RDx
rm.

,- performed by

lmembers:

It is unit-Specific inthat the

if\focus of such orthation is the identtfication and AeStripXion

of the activities. that each participant is currently engaged in.

Such activities would include need identifications, Preparation

of information synthesis, for various service functions.

a

A

9

This class of information focuses:len Whatactivities are-being

carried out by 1-articular participant's, how they are being done,

the time taken by the activity and the inputs used for it. .

Such information ifi; often needed-by other organizations as,,n

.input to their own'aqivities.

This classOf'information is an importintinput to 'the orchestration

of RDx. It can dbscribe some aspects of the state of development

of RDx0a6 a whole in terms of the range of Activities. being per-

- formed, aewell as the state of deyelopment of the individual
A .

participants. abut, it Provides a basis for-allocating and

ichanneling,xesourCea Ito those participants. Such informatiOn
.

. cis aD, lwimportant input to organizational learning, as well. By

providing information bn what activities are being carried out,

and how., RDx patticipantscan determine how theie various

activities AffeCi their'own.

B,. .External' Unit Activities .Information

A second focus'bf RDx monitoring concerns the specific activities

being.performedby organizations ii the educational R/D&I context,

such as universities, educational labs, and local educational!

'agancies.The concern here iste same as-with Internal unit.

activi es: identifying'and.describing the activities these .

organ zatiOns,are performing.
, .

276
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I This class of information is important to establishing linkages
*
with the RDx context. ;' it provi4ed an input for determining how RDi

44,),

i" . affeats,and .is'affected by activitiesfperforMed in its context.
._

Suchpintormation.is als6 an important' input to decision making

within the RDx (and to specific RDx activities) in that it

identifies sources.of'education R&D 'output which can be added
, ,

4, to the material disseminated by the RDxe It also identifies

.orga9izations to whom User'needs can be fed forward, and ith

, whom/users can establish linkages. Other potentially relevent

t ,

- 5.4

ii

-a.

Context information would include: other dissemination/feedforward

)f°

r

proframs or institutions; political dynamics which impact RDx or

educational -MD; etc. a,
.

'Ay

d. "Internal Unit Results Information
6 -1(

Tas class of information concerns the identification and

description of the results or outcomes of the specific activities

9f RDx participants..- It is important to bear in,ind that thistib

doei:not include thefell range of information produced y such d

actiVities7;as need identification or knowledge syntheslip Rather,

it is a
summary

deScription'of sda'results and is basedbn '

particular indicators such as the types of need identified in

a'particular case; tOe use to which a need identification was

put or the numbira soutces used in a'syntfiesis. this class

of information would include, as well; such things as the '

results of n- training programtun by the National Service ,Centers,

the action taken, on a specific' request fbt assistance by an

SEA or'Lik, and so on.

Ak
t,

This information is,importantfor the eValuation and orchestration.

of D* in that it provide's an input to determining the impact-of-

RDx outputs. It can also be important in'proyiding input to the 0

decisions and activities ofother:ROx participants which have-a

need to ktiOW"the-statud ,of. certain aspects of tge RDz. ,

\

06

-
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D. External Unit Results Information

1

This class.of infOriation concerns the outcomes from activities

or-processes talang place in organizations outside RDx, but

relevant to it. It would include the results of particukat R&D

,projects, the effects of a particular innovation in a, specific

,school,'the results of policy studiescarried out on the

eduEational system and the like.

1° As in the other $asses of-information, Monitoring is only concernedf

'T . . ,

with specific indicatorsito'dascribe such results. Monitoring

0

, ,,)
S \

does not provide the; means by which the detailed information.
, \

f' \,
about such results it brought into the RDx.) Monitorinilwill only

,identify the facrtldt sue0 .information is available. Obtaining

MOT detailed information can be done as needed by decision
,

makers.

4"

v.

1
.

, , .c,-

.

Thi- .class, of information particular importance in

establiShing targets Eor linkiPi RDxwith the educational
...I

R/D&I system:and with the'largereducatipinal context. It

id4ntifies where information;eichanges will bemost:fruit7 °

..

ful,,and which particular RDx Articipants sli9uld be involved

in linking with,peticulsr organizationkfxt460. to RDx.' It . ,

also provides information on conditions ip the educational R&D
-,, , ;

system and the contexts which-Mx operates whichmay-

constrain Or help RDx activities. Thus it is an: important in-

put to RDx decision making. -

°

.

-Such information provided a basis for developing understandings

about how RDx activities tave affected results °iI its contexts

and how resu s in the context affect Rbx,results andactiVitiei.

Thus, itis important both'to the evaluatipn of RDx,i)i NIB,'

.
and for organizational...learning withirrthe,RDx.

278-
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E. RDx Process Information
, .

.

The final class of thformstion concerns the description of the

interorganizatiorial relationships whieh,comprise RDx system

processes. This information would include the state of the

development of commanication_phannels among participants and

stakehtlders (cf. Bean and Rogers 1977), the levels and typis of)

communication within, those channels that exist, and 'such things as

Interorganizational conflidt and consensus (cf. Mojkowski 1977)..

Thl,s class?o6 informatioli would also include the channels of
2 .

commun'catidnand natureAotthe'relationships between Rpx
4 . I . i

/ organizations and organizati in the educational R&D system.
.

'4
'

t e % 1
.

.

.:. .

- .
-This .iniormaiion is useful as. an input to evaluating. the

. (- r
.. \

development of tte RDx. Indicators con944ing the'cuvent levels
i

,
.

r- . --

ofanteraction among'participants and whee this interactioll is . -

c
. .

caking place can be psed to determine 'where4further
.

develop ment
.

0

-of RDx is needed.,. Suih infOrmation can also be used to determine

the effects of different kinds and levelsof,organizational
\ 0

, .

,JOI .
interaction on the resulte'of specific RDx-activities. Thus, it

ak
,becomes an'important inpu t to organizational learningt

, .*

F. Relationships Among the'Cfaises at Information

\
i ly S , 4' a*

The five classes of information presentedhere represent' a
/

-

conceptual break -flown of the different foci of the monitoring

.. process. Sudh aIrdak-dorn ieuseful in locattifg where specific

.monitoring activitips'should be directed. In other words,given

. '' some spezi4is purpose -,of monitor*ng(e.i: orohestratidp)the n'

....0.ogar propidag a,framework in which to consider what. types of f
..

. .information are necessary inputs to that purpose. Having:idlnt
. A .

.

) fis4 the required types of'knformation, one ctr,t,theAst'ablish'.

s. specific mdhitoring activities to collect it.
.,

#

4*.
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It ts clear in the discussions oft each clads that informIti n from

i

.

. different classes may be needed for any given purpose. Eac

0

class

;,.

of informatiOn, while It.provides a distinct input te4some ur-

pose must be considered as part ak an, information "package" which

ispitought for any given purpose._,

2. Time Orientations .9

A.malor'distinction cad be made in, monitoring on the t'aais oethe

time orientations which underly the intended use of the information '

.

4

collected. As we pointed out above, at,any point in rime monitalcing

,ma p

.rovide information which is to be used ap inputito current

activities or decisi g, or to be placed in Organizational

memorylor use in futyre,acti' ties or deadionmaking: This,dis7

unction allows one'to identi :two types of informatio, ididsin

.

, s 41 4 .,

turn, differentiate tAe,mon oring.activities which produce -this

,..

information.
. . )

,A. Types bfanformatian
,

,-- s
4 , -:

a. Current Needs Information .
1. '

,
)

4

/ :;,. .

1 .\ .
% A

RrIn the/monitoring ocgss one can identify tboie .. .

which providefilformationat.inputs to cu/rrent operational

-activities., 'These indicators may be from any of the five
I.

clfsses of lgormation discussed above.,.The current-needs

. .

information would generally be transmitted direOtIy to. those.

.r..o,' g
1-=.

individuals or orgatizatians which'
.

.

require it. ' ' A..

4 '
'4 r

b. Future Needs'Intormation
..* / r -7( ',

./,' ' # . .
, ,

-Ts S bset of the indicators in each of the'five clidses

-26 0"
6

.4

4
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... 6.

t t. k
_,,

, a...

of inform Will be relevant only future RDx activities;
!

Information not needed in current` activities maili-Ccritical s
- .

\1('-..

in establis trends' or patterns over time,,eor idlorTide

Is
= background d to for such activities as evaillation,.golicy7

V
' making or organizational learning. .)

I ii
.......,

' nformation of thiarkind would not be directly transmitted

decision makers. Rather'it would be plaCed in organizational,
, .

memory to be accessed and transmitted to users when needed.
,

A

r.

B. 'Relationship between Current and Future Needs Information,
-

The critical distinction between these two types of information

lies in the purpose for Collecting a given piece

information. This distinction provides a way to r cognize tLt

indicators of both kinds are needed. 'Thus, it can be useful

in ideneifying the specific indicators needed, and of1;;Aer

aorting the indicatbrs used in molktoring in terms of their
. i

purpose. .,

''

.0,

"The distinctioU made does not directly affect the actual collehon
-

,

-.4
.

-' of information., It is impoitant,'however, inproviding an input:
. ° v

.

:
.,

'to't!44 linking function'-in monitoring. Under those conditions
,

\, - .
a

4 wkin-informatiOn must b4 transmitted to decision makers or to
.

.1- organizational memory for storage that isvcruciV..to know.

e

Iii making this distiUctionone should bear in mind thatscile;

indicators may be inclUded in both categories.- Boni current

needs information may also be relevant for future needs. 'This

overlap between the categories makes the di7stinction more

important. It allows one to,recognize that one may have to

transmit a given piece of information to a number of different
'

locations so that it can be used in a number Of ways.

11 to
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3. Location of Monitoring Activities

ther aspect of describing the structure of monitoring activi-
.

ies concerns who in RDx is to collect information oit a given in-
.

dicator. Lbcating respinsibility for monitoring activities with-
.

in the RDx is a major desiin.is44e. The discussion'here extends.

the framework ina mannerAtich provides a basis forscqnsiaring

this design issUisAD
4

A. Location by Groups of Participants

RDx can bethought of as having four major groups of parti-

cipants; national Contractors, Regionhf'Exchanges, State

Edhcational,Ageneies andYNIE. While these, are not purely '

-'homogeneous groups, there is far more homogeneity ofrole

within thesegroups with respect to RDx than across these

groups.

This suggests that the need for information within aids group

is MprehomogeAeous'than across'groups. Therefore, these

four groups can'be used as categories for describing ilielover-,

all monitoring process and for approaching dedtgn.decitions

about where. to locate specific monitoring activities.

3

B. Linkage and Transmission among Groups
.

It is crucial to approach locating of the monitdring activities,

in terms of ppebtfying where infOrMation is to be collected.

and, where that,information is*needed. This must bebSsed otl ,

a determinatien of the aaSses of information needed for cur -'

rent and future activities by organizations in each group...

ee'
gew

J

ed

0/

c
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As wt have. argUedtit is important\to re ize that

monit ng involves not only the collection of infOrmation, but

als its tranefission to those decisiontmakers who need the in-

formation, and the linkages, which direct the transmission. _

and which serve- to feed fdtward the needs of decision makers

for specific,kinds of information. Thus,, it is essential that,

the monitorinitOrocess be understood in tePrms of the linkage add

transmissionirelationships among the four groups of parti6ipants.

. The Monitoring framework, by including these groups, can be used

to/identl*general needs'fotinformation and to identify where

that Information is collected. The /inking function, in both

A'
directions, can thus be. based on the framework.

O

A

( -This provides eight categories of information. Ttfe specific

indicanorA' collected by the organizafict in each of the four

groups, and'the indicators about wh they"need'tnformation.

It peed not be the case, we have ar above, that a given

organizatiOn will collect all of the information iineeds. 'it.

should also be pOSRed out that, there is no reason to assume

that a 'iven organlization will itself use or need all of the

.information it collectaliphe complexity'of,RDx,isi such that an
r

organization in orb -group may have-access 65 information (i.e.,
.

be able to monitor a given indicator) which is needed by another

organtzatios whichiannot monitor it itself.. In a purely ad hoc
: A

- approach trimonitoring, it would be'the case that each group

collects the information it needs. *.This mayvesuit,in some'

problems if a-given group cannot-get-access to indicators

which it_needs.. However, Vida may be traded off against the lower

costs, no need for transmission,'and ease of acceptance'of an Ad,
.

hoc approach in the,design of RDx.

4

At ;e other extreme, the purely formed ap oach WOuld view these ,

two "dimensions as, independent. The decisiO of 'who is to . f

283
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collect information would be. based on what is needed'by all

RDx participants.' Each group would be formally assigned a

set of indicators on the basis of what it could collect most

easily and inexpensively. The problem of linking' and trans-
,

mitting this information to where.it is needed would be

considered separately.

In trading off between these polar perspectives one can limit

the degree to which organitations collect information needed

by ,otherg. This limits the amount of transmission required and.

u begins to supply the overall monitoringiDrocess.
4

7

Thus, the information coll cted by each Rk gioup must be understood

as being interrelated across roups. Any given indicator used ,

by onelkof these groups may be part of an information package

needed for a given purpose which includes information collected

organizations olkan4her grdup.
tir

. Dyers 1 Frainework

We have noted three dimensions for differentiating among moni-

toring activities: classes of information; current and future

_ needs for information; and four basic RDx groups. Th e three

; dimensions can be c inedto provide an overall framew r15 fort 0. ,.

1
.:4

RDx monitoring. Th,2allows one to identify specific categories

of monitoring' activities in terms of the combinations of the three
. .,

.

dimensions. This mikes it possible to fully,, desctibe the struc-

ture o .monitoring within RDx and to identify the relationships
. ..

._.

/

amo hese more specific categories.' \

-,'
. . -,......-... ,

. .

' A. Categories of Monitoring

As we suggested i in the discussion of each aspect of the frame-,
,,, . .
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work, the three dimensions defined overlap each other. Any

.giver class of information may include indicators .to provide

information both for currint and future needs.i These indi-

catorsolay be collected by organizations in'any of the four

groups: These three dimensions are fully matrixed -- any

coabination of the cateOries in each dimension is pdssible.

This is-represented in matrixiform in Table 1,

Each4cell of tfiis
.
matrix represents'a set of indicators.' The

vindicators would be identified in terms of the class of in-

pimation'they,represent,'who collects thisinformatio4, And

the time.#frame in Which the.informationrisr.toemvused. Ad-

ditionally, the specific information needed *mild, of course,

be specified. ..

.

This framework helps to idenpify,thepossibilities'of itionitor. '

.

.

ing. It does not identify, o cOUrse,-1ha5 will be monitored,

been, or by whom - these are design issues to be. decided by RDx.

. 1 .

B. Interrelationship Among the Framework Dimensions

.

The full utility of the framework tan pnly be realized whep

the categories it provides are unfletstood to ge related. In
,

the discussions above we have poillited outthat the more gen-.

!yid categories in,each dimension are related. It is also

the case that there exists a relationship _tam the dimen-

sions which can be used to specify the relationships amdng-,-

the more specific categories'in the,full frameworklkiny

particular monitoring.purpose may require information from

a.number'of categories.in or scrims the three, basic dimen-

sions.o( the full,fraaie.

ent
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The cate ories are also related by the tieabetween.where infor-

mation s needed and where that information-is collected. The
e

complexity of this relationship will vary.wiih regard. o the. de=
:'

'sigllirthe monitoring process.4On'the one hand, each organ'-
';

'iapiti-would collect,onlythat informatio'n which it needs. On

the other hdnd, the relationship between need and collec
,

- 64 -

becomes complex to the extent that organizations collent4nfor-

motion of a specifi 'Ns typewhich is needed bytottier organizations

(and vice versa), ,
,

Theicategonies are also related in terms'of the relationships,
,.

. ..

among the specific indicators in'each category: igiven indicator
-.-

pay be included-in more than one category: ay'identifxing the''
.

categories in which an Indicator is included,,on can establish a

- ,

basic relationship- among them. Several other relationships of this ,_
, -,_

.

tyie%. exist. Indicators are related when they provide the'same-

class of information. Indicators are, also related if they provided
. r a

information forthasame purpose or for related,purpoees. The
_ .

,
relationships am6Pgindieairrs,then, reflect the relationship

among classes of information./ Such relationships provide-trway '

.

to limit the number of indicators needed for the monitoring .

process, Any given. -Indicator can be examined in the light of `
it, ,

..-,

7' 0

$ its relationship-6 diother indicators; to termine if it is

necessary or if itouly prOvides information available from other
. ,

indicators.

st,

.

Soleredundancy, of course, 'is useful

'checking, the accuraCy.orinforeation:

related indicators one can determine

same information: If not; there may

.287

in providing a means of

:11) coMpiringhighiy

If,they2are Providing the,

be serious accuracy problems.

e

i

it
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.

This is pore fully discussed,below_under Meta-Monitoring.

0

t ,
.

' It is' also important-sto understand the relations:hips among .

; , ,
ndicatoreWhen the Information theypprovide is formore than

none purpose. In'suchcases.inaccuracies in the information
. ,

will undevoine several actlItities. While any inaccuracy 1" to

be avoided,
t
in such cases.the ?roblems aremore serious.

,*

, , , . ,
.

,. .

, A final point about the relationships apong indieators is that
. . -

"itprovtdes e beats for thinking about,thwindiCatori e,t4rin .

*;-'",- . ''', , the overall monitotineprocess. ify understanding thirelation.,-
_ -

. ./ ships among indicators one cat,determine tfie utility-of infor-

. : : r maftion coLlected,by other parties tn RDx for one's own actiVities,'

if rime other prarty' has information on a';sef-cf indicatqcs related,
. %

.
.,

'to thc.cne is . . .collecting, the information collected on

e_. :these indicators can bee useful additional input to one's own -4

information.' .

.. AO ,

C. - Applications of the Framework'

.

thatWe-have said that the basic framework provided here is a useful,

, 1

"input tO open the design. and operation of the monitoring proceas.".

This section discbsses both
,,
of-these applications of the framework.

-

,

Design of Monitoring'

...The process of designing the kOk,ponitoring process can be

thainght of asessentially apecifyiille. the indicators which

-are included in each'category, This requires thatttfiere be ,

"some initial speciftetionof,the purposes,of monitoring

such as those we have suggested ,above: Tlyis proVides,the.

basis r establishing the full.rang of'information

a

c, am

A
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needed by the monitoring process.

4a-1
The framework provides a way to characterize t e information

needs in terms of the classes of information, an ts. use'

in current and/or future decisions. The framework'can

aid in directing attention to the possible kinds of

information'which might be useful for any given purpose.

In other words, it asks if information of a given class

is needed for a given purpose, and if a givr purposek-

quires that information be placed in memory for futute use.

The framework also provides a basis for identifying

whom a given indicator is to be monitored. There are

several possible ways to do this: All monitoring may be

done by organizations in a single group., It may be the

case that each group collects information only in terms

of its own needs. Finally, it is possible to design mon-

.itoring in such a way that each group of organizations

collects information (on a given set of indicators) which

is needed by organizations in other groups.

These decisions can'be facilitated in terms of identifying

by whom information is needed. This must be based on the RDx

activities performed by organizations in each group, and the /

purposesof monitoring associated with these activities. The

framework provides a way to break these down and identify the

extent to which there is overlap in information needs, and '

the indicators associated with overlapping needs. This can

be used to determine which strategy for designing monitoring

is most appropriate.

28j
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.

Ultimately, the framework can be used to provide a de-

tailed,blueprint or map of the design of the monitoring
\is

process from which the monitoring process can actually

be constructed. It can specify the locations in RDx

Where the capability to monitor must be developed, the

-actual indicators which must be established and so on.

We discuss this in more detail below.

Operation of Mosktoring

The overall framework is art important input to the ef-

fective operation of the monitoring process. We have sug-

gested above that, monitoring involves ,three basic fund

tions: collection, linkipg and transmission. The frame- .

work is directly related to each of these. As we have

already described in the previous discussion, the design

will specify who in RDx will-collect information. .The

Latter two functions require this information as well as

as the full monitoring framework.
I

By specifying where information is collected and where

it is needed, the map of monitoring provides a basis for

establishing to whom the information collected in a

given organization must be transmitted. Thus it provtdes °

a crucial inpueto participating organizations in dev-

'Loping communication channels with other organizations.

The map of monitoring identifies where such channels are

needed for transmitting monitoring information and for

feeding forward to those organizationsCollecting tie S'

information needs for information of those organizations
\ -

who need it. 4-

The map also provides an input to the linkin function.

4
.
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/
When a given piece of information is collected,4 an

organization, the mop can be used to determine the or-

ganizations to which that particular piece of information.

is to. be sent. It need not tie "the case that, all infoi-
,

Tation collected by a given organiAafion is transmitted

to/iither organizations. Further, information that is

sent to some is different than that sent to others.

Thus, the map can be used to prevent overloading channels

with, unneeded information.

t

4

291
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IV, MAJOR,CONSIDERATIONS

The framwork discussed In the previous section has treated the structure

of the monitoring process. This treatment has been static -- focusing

on the basic, elements which comprise monitoring in RDk. However,

monitoring is a dynamic process which must be understood as taking place

over time and as being comprisedkf the interactions among many indivi-

duals and organizations. In this section we will address several issues

which arise from the dynamic character of'RDx monitoring..

1. Inter- and Intra-Organizational Relations in RDx Monitoring
O

No matter how,ib is designed, the RDx monitoring process will-entail

interorganiiational and interunit interaction. Monitoring .activities

may be distributed across several organizations in the RDx,-and across

several units in any given organization. Even if a'single central

monitoring unit is established, the use of monitoring information will

require'that information be transmitted to/hrious decision makers in

RDx.
.

I

The inter- and intvArganizational interactions raise a number of

coordination and conflict issues. In general, these issues 'apply at

both the inter- and intra-organizational levels: 0

A. Differing Information Needs

One issue is that different decision makers will We differing

information needs. Thus, the design of monitoring:anoVsubsequent

monitoring activities must be coordinated with dlegeeidifferential

information needs. Further, since we can assthne &at; resources
.*,

.are limitid, not,all of the information need4by 'ail deelsiori

makers can be colledted in the monitoring,proc'ess: This poses

a potential source of conflict lirithin,RDx. If 'FiDx.monitoring

. 294,0-
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is conducted by each organization foi its own needs on an ad hoc

or decentralized basis, these problems will tend to exist on an

intra-organizational basis. The prOblems are compounded at the

inter-organizational level. 'The problem becomes greater when these

different information needs are to be considered on an RDx wide

basis.

B. Information Flows

A second major interorganizational issue for RDx monitoring arises

out of information flow processed -- both to those who monitorL

and those who use monitoring infOrmation. These flows of infor-

mation must also be coordinated to insure that information reaches

the appropriate people .when needed in.useful forms.

The failure of smooth information flows can cause conflicts over

the operation and value of RDx monitoring. For example, the failure

of information to reach the decision makers. when needed and in

useful form can result in poor decisions and, therefore,'in resent-

ment towfrd the.monitoring process. he inability of decision

makers to influence the sorts of indicators being monitored and

monitoring personnel can cause low levels of supgdrt fore monitoring

information.
#

While inter41 communications mightappeariq be -less problematic,

1 .
.. , .

Gnetzkow (1963) has discussed several threats to the intrarorgani-

zational flow and understanding of informatiOn..

C. Unequal Development

The'various organizations that compr.se px may, at any given

point in time, be at different stages of development and thus

tend to have different monitoring needs and capabilities. This

can be true even among
organizations of the same type (e.g.: among

RKs; among SEAs). Thus,'theoperation of monitoring =vat be
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coordinated with these different stages of development in order

to provide the maximal usefulness to different Organiza9.ons.

Otherwide, RDx monitoring can end up serving the needs of only

a few organizations. This can result in resentment and eventual

failure'to use the monitoring process by the decision makers in

these organizations- It can also lead tointerorganizational
s

conflicts.

' D. Need for Orchestration

The above issues suggest that. as the RDx monitoring process

operates, there will be a need to orchestrate the various monitoring

activities with respect to each other and with respectto other

RDx activities. In formal organizations, such orchestration is

often achieved through a hierarchrof authority and organizational

structure (Emery, 1969). While such organizational techniques

may be used within the organizations related to RDx, the natdre

of RDx is such that such direct attempts to orchestrate gay be

. viewed as attemtps to control the participant organizations. This

would be intonsistant withChe voluntary nature of RDx and could

- easily lead to low participation in RDx and lowdeveis of support

for the RDx system.

2. 'When and When Not to Monitor

In viewing monitoring as an ongoingtproc s one begins tsee thht it is

----hazed-on the collection of information speCific indicators over tlime.

It is important to recognize that in monitoring one does not continually

collect and transmit information on all indicators sialultarioously. In'

this section we address some general issues concerning the timing of

monitoringtactivities and 'suggest,' some basic dimensions which can be

\.
used to design the monitoring' process with respect to timing. By timing,

we mean simply when.a particular indicator is or is not collected or

-transmitted.'
.>

4.

p
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a

General.Issues of Timing
15

_The question of when and when not to conduct monitoring.activities

can be discussed in terms of several basic issues which are related

to.brhe timing of monitoring activities. These issues must be taken

into accounr.in any design of the monitoring process.

0

0

a. Cost

The collection and transmission, of a given, piece of informs-
.

tion requires the expenditure of resources such as. time;
, =

money and personnel. Clearly the more information thht is

,collected and/or transmitted, the greater the amount of

resources that will be required to conduct monitoring. Thus,

decisions about"how often to collect or.transmit information

may at times be at least partly determined by cost cOnsidera
A

4ions.. .

b. Need andlUse

.)
t.

,The issue here is simply that it is wasteful of resources

'to collect and transmit infIkationthat is.nOt needed or

(for whatever reason) cannot be used. Here, however, consider-
ik

s

aribn must be given to infprmation needs and usef ess in the

long term' as well as in the short,rerm. a.

c., Overloads

The people who collect, traasmitand use monitoring ingoriation,

can become overloaded if attempts are made to collect and

'. transmit more information than the "system can bear". .The

, sheer volume oflaformation can become so, great as to exceed

the ability of people to store, process, analyze and inter-

pret it,thus rendering it useless and leading tq.confusion.

295
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A. Overinterpretations..

f

When faced with greLt volumes of. information, individuals

may have a tendendy to place inappropriate emphasis on

. minor or random changes that occur inthis information.
k

Indeed, by providing more information-than necessary

.people'maY !discover' misleading patterns, and come to

'.erroneous conclusions about what is going on..

Inappropriate Information

At any\point inme, information on a given.indicator may

be irrelevant or misleading. Some indiaators will be useful
:

or meaningful onl' at certain stages of a given RDx process.

Indeed, some will be ul only at certaimstages of the

emergence and development of RDx. itself. Furthermore,

different information will be collected for difterent
. !

purposes, such as formative vs. summative evaltiation.

Providing inappropriate information not only wstes resources,

but can lead to making decisions based on misieading factors.

B. Dimensions-of Timing'
f.

e 9

In .designing

into account

ti

the monitoring process, the above i$sues can be taken

. Fre uenc

The mor

indicat

.-

qlequentlymonftoring inforation for any given

r is collet ed and transmi4ed, the greater the

likelih cid-of problems of tike, kids discussed above. ,Thus

indicat rs should be monitored yinlf with sufficient frequency

to, ins re that chan es in conditions, etc. are picked up.
/
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This will req re some learning, of course, and tradeoffs

may at times h Ire to be skate when the needed frequency of

collection (a d transmission) could lead to the problems

noted-earlier. Naturally,some indicators will require

more frequent monitoring than others, andsome information

will'neet to be transmitted more frequently than other

information.

b. Relevance

.

These problems can be lessened by collecting only infor-

mation that is needed either curent19nr for future

activities. Here, two observations are in order. First,

relevahce will Vary over time.--Sote information Wili-be

relevant only at- specific points in time and- if collected

at other times can be inappropriate, misleading and a waste

of resources. Secondover time some indicators, will

cease to be relevant at all. For example, some 14ndicators

will only be useful in the, early stage of the emergence

of RDx. When these indicators are no longer needed,,they

should'be dropped from the monitoring process.

3. Monitoring and Memory

The operation of monitoring has within it aoaarge component which involves

the interaction ofthemsmator,ing_pr_or-Pgs Ta-fth-ozganizational-memories.---
,

We can nit here discuss in detail the structure or operation of organi-

zational memory within ROx itself, or in its constituent organizations,

However, wecan raise some issues about the nature of organizational

memory and the ways in which monitoring and organizational memory, interact.

A. Nature of Organizational Memory.'

Organizational memory refers to. that inforgtion, knowledge and

experience that an, organization stores in some form for future
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reference and use. Organizational memory can use various storage

modes. .Perhaps the most familiar is some formlof computerized data

bank and iniirmation retrieval system. ,However,_it is important td

bear in mind that organizational memory"has existed for far longer.

than computers. Fili4 systems in.which records, reports, pepers

and other documents are stored, are a major form.of organizational

memory. In fact, the memories of individual members of an orgahi-

zation may be part of an organizational memory.

ton ganizational memory is the ability,of members

of the organization to access what is stored. Thus, members

of the organization must know of the existence of organizational

memory and have some idea of what kinds.ofinformatiOn exist

in it. There must be some mechanism by which infOrmation,
\ /

knowledge or experiences can be stored. There must also...4e-

some which permits members to access this information in some

form. .

Within RDx, one must recognize that each associ red organization

will have some form of organizational memory, al hough.it'may be

' informal and not well defined. These memories wi' I exist in-

dependently of any RDx wide memory. We refer toy these as private. '

memories: those organizational memories which re\accessable only

by members of the specific organization and in o which information- ------

can be steredonly by these members. Thus, these private memories

may include sensitive information or information that is not for

exchange with other organizations associated with RDx.,

On the other hand, it,will be crucial that RDx itself have .

0

an RDx -wide memory that is accessable by members of the

organization associated with RDx. As Rich (1977).points out, there

is a need for e various organizations associated withRDx 09

have acCess, 'to the experiences of other such organizations, and to

'44
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knots what they dirliOne in various :situations in' the pant, and

what the oresults Jave been. An RDx-wide memory Would also have,
< .

information about the educational Rfp&I context.,

This EDx-wide mempry could be constructed centrally in one of the

rional Contractor organizations.- This would then require a.set

of omMunication channels between the other organizations and the

central memory. These channelsowould permit each organizatibn to

access memory and to stare information in memory (e.g.,,future

needs information).

On the other hand, the RDx-wide memory could be constructed so
4

as to be distributed over all organizations associated with RDx.

Each organization would store in its own memory such things as

may be,needed by other RDx organizations. In this case, each

organization would have a part of its memory which is private

and'part which is RDx. ThiS RTheptit would be accessabl4 to

"other organizations aSsociatedyithRDx.

,

.

In constructing RDrnemory.either strategy could be used each has

advantages and, disadvantages.- T'-is beyond.the scope of this dis-.

cussionsto address these. .For our purposes it is only important

to note that an RDx-wide memory should existand that it may exist

in same mix of these two forms. .

.P4.,......f44K......,M !-

B. Interaction of Memory and,the Monitoring Process

For.RDx monitoring a. operate fully and effectively, the monitoring

process must.be conducted in. concert with RDx organizational memory.

As we pointed out in the conceptual discussion of monitoring in

general, there-are several basic interrelationships: These can now

be discussed in terms of RDx monitoring in particular.
.
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a. Storage of MonitorIng.InfOrmation

As we discussed 'above, some iliormation collected in the moni-

toridg prOcess will be'specifically collected for use in

decisions made some time after the information is collected.'
, .

In addition-,recorde about the operation of, monitoring itself

'should be kept to faCilitate organizational.learning Wout

monitoring. The design of monitoring must therefore provide

for mechanisms to allow sitch.informatian.to be stored in memory.

'1

This_activity_ofstpring_information_is.identirAl to the_link/

transmission activity we have alreadydiscussed. In t his case,
. \\

the collectors-of:information must have a way to,know,what

information is to be stored, and where to send it to have it'

stored.

tare must be taken to ,prevent the storage of excessive amounts

of information in- memory. 'All of tAe issues discussed above

in the section bn 'when and when not to monitor apply 'Here. The

identification of indl:catore of the "future needs" type must

therefore be carefully cyndubied -- a liM.led number stioull
.

choSen.''t rading off the potential'uSefulness of a getten pieCe

of ;information- against to poten iAl problems of storing it in'

RDx-:memory, whether this is-c alized
4
or located in the .organi-

zations themselves. The.,sam gers will be encountered in

private as in RDx memory, so care must be taken not to store

excessively in private memory as well:-

'4

Another issue9hexe is that the sttrage of RDx monitoring infor-

mation in memory requires that the personnel performing-the'
.

. linkage/transmission activity have some mechanism which identifies.

where memory is located which Oill enable them to link infor-

mation to the place or places to Which to be sent to be

%
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stored. This is needed to insure that information is stared

in the appropriate place. If it is not it will become

difficult,if not impossible, to locate and:access that

inforlation in the future.

b. Accessing Monitoring Information From Memory
4.

Givdn that monitoring information has been stored in memory,

the problem becomes how to handle the process by which this

information is accessed from memory by those decision makers

Who need 4t. This interaction between memory. and monitoring

requires that use of information have knowledge of what has

been stored in memory, where it is stored and what steps are

to be taken to actually, get the information.

This requires, first of all, a mechanism like that just discussed,

Which identifies where information is stored. It is,possible

that a list of all information stored, and the storage locationp

could be constructed, and used by each decisionmaker when a

piece of information is needed. Given a computer .capacity this

list could be.computerized and made available relatively in- .

expensively. However, given the complexity of monitoring and

the potential for a wide range of information, even this seems

'inefficient and very likely to be so complicated that memory

would not be used by a large number of decision makers. Even if

the caplexity could be overcome, it is unlikely that any -

given decision maker will be able to master the rAnge of

available information; and be able to understand the complex

and often subtle interrelationships-amongaVailable informaT

tion. Thus, information potentially-spseful to the decision

maker could Je missed. Peveloping such a mechanism will, then,

be difficult, but it is necessary.

There is then' a need for the establishment of procedures by

which memory can be accessed. Such procedures would specify
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the steps to be taken to actually receive a given piece of

information.. This might include specifications of who to

contact for a given piece of information, the forms in which

accessed information could be delivered; the conditions under

which a given participant may access memory, and ways to pre-
,

vent directly accessing sensitive information without some device

to safeguard confidentiality!

An alternative approach to accessing memory would be to provide

a service within RDx consisting of individuals who are highly

familiEir with the memory and can link a given decision maker

directly with a range of potentially useful informaton through

a synthesis process like that identified by Rich (1977), in h

discussion of Information Synthesis. By providing syntheses f

existing information to decision makers, the utility of monitoring

information stored in memory can be increased, and the use of

memory by decision makers made more efficient and effectiv.

iii.'*Purging,and Updating Memory:

An. issue that is highly 'related to the when and when not to

monitor'discussion concerns the occurrence of the problems

discusspd in that section as a result of the use of memory in

the monitoring process. We have already-Mentioned the problem M.

oeoverutilizing memory -- storing more information than the

memory or monitoring process needs or can handle. The same

set of problems can occur if the information stored in memory

is not periodically updated. The continued' storage of-outdated

information can result in the use of- mi,leading infor4tion and

the use of information that is no.longer valid. Since moni-

toring. is concerned with conditions that ate changing the

information can hecome.outdated'and must be corrected or up-
.

dated to stdy valid.,

°
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Closely relaied_to updating is the purging of outdated informa-

tion. Storing data that is no longer needed can lead to ex-

cessive storage costs and the danger that an outdated'piece of--

information is wrongly identified as, current and valid. Thus,

misleading conclusions may be drawn from it, and inappropriate

decisions made.

We do not mean to...imply that all previously collected data

should be eliminated. Indeed, 4 purpose of'memery is io Provide

an historical perspective and to prevent losing the benefit of

past experience. However, care must be taken to identify the

information that will be useful in the future. Any Infor-
.

mation of this type should be clearly identified as to its

date of collection and its timeliness. Other information

should not be kept in memory simply to have it available

,,."just in case."

Neither does purging imply tha an./ information should be

destroyed. It means that info ation is tobe mdyed"to in-

expensive, perhaps less easily accessible locations and taken

out of what might be called Active Memory -- that memory which

is directly accessible at a given time. By purging it from °

active memory, the danger of its misuse or misinterpretation

is reduced. BY-retaining it, it can still be used when needed

for forecasting or for ah'historical evaluation of RDx or .RDx

monitoring.

ks.

C. Need for Orchestrating Memory and Monitoring

The close connection between memory and monitoring and the high

level of interaction between them, requires that these be orches-

trated. In addressing the orchestration issues raised idthe

discussion above, this should be considered as well. The success

of monitoring requires that the interactions between memory and

monitoring be smooth and not a source of conflict and confusion.

dr



. Incentives

As loosely defined association of organizations, RDx becomes a

dif:i ult setting in which to orchestrate the interactions required%,x

by mon toring and to insuretthat any guidelines with xeSpect to timing

are more or less followed. As we pointed out, at the interorganizational

leyil, sol tioncto soch problems become difficult without establishing

what may be erc4ved as an inappropriate and threatening control

system.
I '

In addition, monitoring itself (and the exchange of information within

and across organizations'it entails) may be considered by members of

the participating organitions as threatening or too costly. Thus,

some may grefer not to participate (or if participating, doing so

at a low level of effort). participation we mean several things: a

direct garticipation inmonito ing as a collector or transmitter of

information; indirect participation as a user of monitoring information;

and/or having organizational activities being monitored. This last

sense of participation may include\simply alleing one's activities to

be monitored by.geople in another unit or organization, or monitoring

such activities Onesalf'W then providing this information to others.

Thesesproblps suggest that a major issue in the consideration and

design of monitoking is Ole nature of incentives for active garti

cipation in monitoring and for respring or leg timatizing the

required orchestration activities. In one sense, his does not pose

a major problem internally in most organizations.. Formal reward

systems tdo exist alongside formal authority structures. While these

are not always effective, such Mechanisms generally do work or can

be designed to work towards creating motivation and coordinating the

behavior of organizational members. The issue here, however, is the

willingness of the organizations to apply their reward systems to

the needs of RDx-related monitoring.

30
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At the RDx level, few such mechanisms exist. While it is true that

NIE,:and the .National Contractors may have some power vis -a -vis the

,-.other organizations,involved (based on contractual or funding relation-

"shipS),'it is not clear that this power is appropriate or even suf- r

ficient to be used to insure participation or to orchestrate monitoring

activities in away that will be accepted as legitimate by members

of 'other organizations.

.

Thus; the problem becomes one of how to establish interorgatizational

incentives for active participation in RDx-monitoring with coopekation

and a willingness to exchange information and to orchestrate one's

activitied (or have one's activities be orchestrated) with respect ""

to other activities. Incentives, then are defined as specific stra-

tegies to mediate the .problems mentioned.

A. -Disincentives

, Before one can address how to create incentives for RDx- monitoring,

it is necessary to more specifically identify the fictors which .

will work to undermine participation, cooperation and arches0

tion within the RDx-monitoring process. These are referred to as

disincentives, Several possible disincentives cip be, identified

within RDx.

a. Cost

Participation in-monitorinkrequires a commitment of organi-

zational resources. Such resources may includemoney, stae?t,

and time to be used in the collection and transmission of

Organizational medbers may resist committing

such resources to the nitdring process.,

7. ;.' i.

C r,

b. Organizational Changes 1.

Participation may,require making changes in the organi-
.

'I,
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zation. New positions or organizational Uritta may be required

to conduct monitoring activities.
°

Newstasksorcreiponsillilities
,' , :.- .

may be added to existing position's or units. Organizational .

members may resist making such thanes in the organization.

N
,

Exchange Apprehension

Organizational members may fear the collection and exchange

of in tion on their own'activities, even if this infor=

mation is ortant,asan input into decision making in other

organizatio . Thus, they may resist having these activities

monitored by ther organizatiohs in RDx or making such infor-

mation available if they monitor it themielves. This is

particularly iant If such information is sensitive -- if

it concerns such t'hings as the success or failure of various

projects/programseor states of development of RDx related

activities.

d. Control Apprehension

' As we pdinted out, orchestration of RDx-monitoring is necessary

but the potential exieft for this to become, qr be perceived,

as outright attempts to control RDx=related organizations.

This applies to the use of monitoring information in the

orchestration of RDx itself ad well as the orchestration of

RDx monitoring activitiess., This apprehension may lead to

RDx-related organization refusals to allow their monitoring

,__ activities to be ordheitrated, of to even orchestrate them

themselves. It may also lead to'a refusal to allow their

activities to be monitored, refusals to exchange such infor-.,,

oration with other organizations, and, in general, refusals

to participate in monitoring in any way.

3 0 6
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e. Other Disincentives

The*se.four disincentives are by no means a detailed or

complete list. Others can be identified at a conceptual

level by thinking through-the nature of the RDx-monitoring

process and of RDx as a whole. As the RDx-monitoring process

A operates it is probable that Others will be encountered. Thus,

a more extensive and detailed list of potential disincentives

should be developed before the monitoring process is &4tigned.

Such a list would be quite valuahle in determining the degree

an kind of incentives neede4 for. the monitoring process.

B. Strategies to Create Incentives

Three general strategies can be identified to create incentives

to deal with these problems.

a. Direct Incentives

By direct incentives we mean those incentives created by

NN specifically establishing the legitimacy of authority relation-

ships. Most internal organizational reward systems are of
*

this type.

The basic principle here is to overcome disincentives by .

providing alternative-rewards to compensate for the disincentive

for doing a given behavior or activity, or by making the cost

of not doing a given behavior or- activity greater than the

disincentive associated with it. Thus; for example, pay is

an alternative compensation for the disincentives involved in

a given job such as time spent away frdm other activities.

. *
.The creation of legitimate authority relationship, refers to the
relationships between levels in an organization, or between any'socially
defined roles or positions. This specifically entalls.a situation in
which a person who is given a directive by another recognizes this as
something which is to be foll wed based on the right of the other

person to issue that directiv . 307
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While such incentives can be created internally within the .

organisations associated with RDx, they are difficult, if

not impossple,, to establish for RDx as a whole. The cost

of rewards and punishments would be high. Providing sufficient

,rewards for'Orticipation require the commitment of large

"amounts of resources. Further, negative sanctions may 1

- ' to resistance to RDx monitoring oreven-RDx as a whOle. Some
AN.J.

forms of direct, positive rewards may be appropriate for
%.,

certain a&pects of the monitoring process,,but the use of

even positive rew ds involves evaluation and the potential

for feelings of inequality or unfairness in their administra-

tion. Any pee of such incentives should be limited and used.

only in conjunction with other strategies.

Indirect Incentives

An alternative strategy for creating incentives involves dealing

with disincentives thembelves. Given that such disincen-

tives can be specifiaally identified, an incentive can be

indirectly created by removing disincentives. This can be

accomplished by using one, or preferably bdth, of two approaches.

5

1) Design Criteria

First, the monitori process can be designed,to minimize

the occurrance of'dis ntives. This requires that

specific design criteria be established to'evaluate the

design or operation of the monitoring process with respect

to the disincentives. Such criteria can be established

only by creating an extensive list ef potential dis-
,

incentives.

Such criteria would include such things as keeping the

monitoring process simple In its early stages to reduce

confusion about how it operates and tb keep the costs of
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oe

MonitoringClower. :A-deiagn in'which monitoring activities '

ea

are spread out over several organizations would remove,

disincentives stemming from imposing a large number of new

. activities on any particular Organizaiiion. Disincentives

stemming from cOncerns offer theuse &r exchange.of confi-

dential information could be removed by either limiting

the amount of confidential information collected 'or trans-

mitted, or by masking the-specific orgAization to which
. _ 0

such confidential information .refers.
,

At a more genwl 'level, the disincentives which may be

inherent in the monitoring process can be minimized by

designing monitoring activities as natural extensions of
. -

other activities performed wit the organizations associa-

ted With RDx.' The costs c$ and esistanceto monitoring

can be reduced by locating the monitoring of specific

indicators in organizations or units which are, or should

be, already collecting such information for'Other reasons.
. 4

When information that is not already being collected by a

giiren unit or organizatign is. needed by the monitoring

process, resistance to increased costs an'be reduced by'

having those un s which have a need or use for the infor-

mation collect it. Sithilarly, the ltkinetransmission

activities could be carried. out by those units which

alreadengage in such information handling activities.

4,-
21 Establishing Mechanisms to Reduce, Disincentives

Nek

Some disincentives may stem, not from the monitoring design bill

from the interaction of organizations or units in the opera-

tion of monitoring. Such disincentives canebe reduced by

providing' various mechanisms to tediate between'organizations

to solveproblems they perceive or experience by virtue of
engaging in the monitoring.prdeess.

.

ao9
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For example, conflicts between an grganization monitoring and

one being monitored may' occur oveewbat information is matte
0

available to the unit or organization ear ingout'the
.

monitoring of a given indicator. 'Resistance to monitoring'

may result on both sideth as a result bf such conflict, or

eveiiin anticipation of.conflict.- Tear of conflict may
eG

become a critical disinetnpve. This dlqin8etvecan.be

reduced by establishing spme ind of conflict management
1

mechanism within RDx, such as arbitration by the RDx Manage-
.

memt National Contractor or-by creating especial group

within the inCmonitoring process to clarity any confusions

about the design. ,

Another disincentive of this kind,would.involve fear on
-/(

the part of members of'bne Rrganization that information
o

generated in the monitoring process ig beiff$ used by members

of another organization to eate a power base within RDx.
;!.+`

The fear of ifievpropriate uses of-information can provide

a major disinentivewithinRDx-Monitoring.6,Thikcannot

be dealt with in the design of.)the monitoring~ process, but

can be reduced by creating aiproCess by which the,,uses of

monitoring info

that information

strategy here mig

boon tre -theMselves monitored.to check

not being used inapprOpriately. Another

be.to'create a-Orocess in which complaint's

se

about the uses bf monitoring information can be investigated. ..c,.
. 4. ,

.

By reducing the 1k elihood ofAnappropriate.mses of i or-

maticln, this shoji become less of a.digpcentive.
9 0.

,

A major disincent e that.,tin arise out of the operati n of

\
nitoring is ccimusi ,0 n-about how a9tivitie are

....

o be performed a

aced with somet

members of organi

capating because

d haw a given aeftaiii fits 'in, with, of ers.
. - .. .4,4k- .

g ge comple*4 the mo4foring:proceds

gtions or-inits maywek tc avoid parti-

hey don't understand Aed.irre afraid'of
e
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the unknown consequences or responsibilities involved.

This could be offset by establishing a program

to educate members of the organizations associated with

RDx about the nature of'the RDx-monitoring process; how it

operates as a whole, what,ie done with the information and

'how the various rotes in the pVbcess are Carried out.- Such

an'educational program.-"can reduce the apprehensions about

What is expected of participants in.the monitoring process,

about the uses of pformation'to control or influonce the

organ3,ions involved and abodt the. relationship of

RDx moni ring to other RDx functions or processes.

.
41

c. Proactive ktvivachea to Incentives

'Another strategy for creating idcdntives for-participation in

the monitoring process 11.0 to,to. take a proactive stance with

respect to incentives -- undertaking pcisitive actions to

create a situation favorable to particiiation rather thin

merely reacting to existing conditions. Thus, in a proactive

Strategy, natural, incentives. would be created by having RDx-

related or izations recognize.the importance of monitoring

for ving hOth their own objectives and those of RDx.

O

The first approach, theft, Wbuld bto demonstrate the importance

and.value of the monitoring process to the'succeas of,RDx

at a whole. If we assume that there 4ready exit s some level
I_

of commitment to RDx (and why else would various rganizations

be involved ?), it follows that demonstrating the ea for.

monitoring for the success of.RDx should lead tozome level ,

of cOmmitment to monitoring. Such a demonstration must go

beyond' information about the internal operatioVeof thilgonitoring
.

'Process., It must focus on the rationale for the exiatance

sand use of monitoring within RDx, its importance to RDx, and.
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the kinds of cooperative exchange of information and openness

required for Os,success.

The second approach would be to build the monitoring/

information needs, of the RDx-related "organizations directly

into the design ()Monitoring. By more directly supporting

the particular needs of these organizations, monitoring

should become more obviously valuable to them.

In this approach it becomes critical to monitor the infor-

mation needs of the constituent organizations to :be aware

of changes their needs. Here, then, we are really

talking about -process similar (but not letical) to nd
assessments ca ied out:by RDx=in its other activities.

Many of the same echniques can be applied to the design

and operation of R -monitoring.

Since not all needs be served,at once, a potential

problem in both the the e approaches JCs.that tradeoffs

must be mide: Since dif rent organizations willVave

different needs for their activities and different

perspectives on how to best complish RDx objectives,

somebody is likely to be dissa isfied at anygiven time.

This problem can li.., e defused to.s me extent by having members
,

of the various organizations parti ipate in the decision'

making with res ect to the needs se ed and kinds of infor-

'mation provide y the monitoring process.' By participating,

members will have an understanding of wh' certain things are

included and others 'excluded and have a de ee of commit,:

ment to the decisions reached.

The implementation of monitoring itself can be used to help

build these natural incentives. By developing monitoring

first with those organizations where initial interest is

both positive and high, one can take advantage of what amounts

312
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town already existing incentive for participation. By

segmenting the development of monitoring in this way, One

can give monitoring-a chance to be demonstrated as useful
;

by-its own operation. The use of organizations for which

the incentive already exists can help insure that monitoring

will be successful enough to be demonstrated to other organi-

szattons.

These methods canall.be enhanced by identifying the locations

and causes of resistance to monitoring. This information can

thei be used to reduce this yesistance by working directly

with these people through specific consultations and explana-

tions of the nature and utility of monitoring and even hx,
\,

building into monitoring specific values for the organizations

these people represent.

This overall strategy can be considered as marketIng.in its

best sense. The basic idea in marketing is this kind of
v.

demonitration of value and utility of a product or service.

A proactive approach to incentives (for partieipation in

monitoringen benefit from taking advantage of the skills and

techniques of marketing.

e. The Need to Mix Approaches

No single approach to building, incentives or removing

disincentives Is likely to be sufficient in and of itself

to insure effectiVelkDx monitoring and commitment to RDx,

-Nponitoring. Disincentives can be reduced to some extent,

but ft is not like)& that all'ditincentives can be removed.

By itself, a proactive approach would not be sufficient if

the disincentives are strong. The very newness and complexity

of monitoring may themselves create a threshold of resist-

3/3 .
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once which must its overcome before members of these organi-

zations are willing to participate. This threshold'may
4 /

require the use of,prqactive strateir to overcome 4sist-

/ince, '47,

This issuelis compounded by recognizing that the removal'

of disinceAtiv s is difficult and expensive. Even if there,'

existed eno .resources, it is.not likely, that there-Gill

r,
be understanding of all disincentives to permit theft

ideritification and removal, especially in early stages of

development. These must be learned as RDx monitoring

ope ates. Igdeed,'the complexity Of monitoring is such that 4

it may not be poshible to ever design a monitoring pro ess 1

*idh has-nO-disincentives. By the Emile taken, the- cry on

of incentives througti-proactive,strategies is, expensiye arid

is not a well understodd process.

However, these varidus'strat ies g4a interact.' By redticing

disincen tives

nitioh of the

without total
. .

can be tot rated. Thus, a -mix of:approaches would'
0 r I

seer to be the most powerful and efficient mechanism for

-providing incentives for monitoring.

and increasing und standing and Acog7

value of monitoring incentives can be created

commiement and the e idtence ofsome disincen-

5. Monitoring the, Monitoring Process

-, 1,
''\

As the monitoring process operates, t will be necessary to collect

. ,

information about its operation. 1 other words, the monitoring proces

itself must be monitored. In icators concerning monitoring itself must

:
. ,a'

be identified and procedures e tablished for the collection and trans-

' mission of iaformation-about th'em. We refer to.this process of moni- ''''

toring the monitoring RroceSS-as geta- monitoring.
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A. Purposes of Meta Monitoring

4Z-
Aimajor purpose of meta monitoring is to providrinformation

for the orchestration of the monitoring process. If orches-

tration is handled centrally (or by mutual,adjustment by the members

of orgadizations involved in monitoring themselves), informatiOn is

.needed about.the Activities being conducted by other people involved

in monitoring. If monitoring is being. conducted on an ad hoc

basis,-such information would be useful fog` direCtpg monitoring

e activities in a given organization, and for providing4§x-itself

with a picture of the overall nature and level of activity and

the state of development of monitoring in the various organizations.

Meta-monitoring can provide a basis ,for determining when support

by Rtx would help develop and strengthe; the monitoring process.

Information about monitoring will be a crucial input to the

organizational learning process in RDx with respect to monitoring.

The complexity of monitoring makes it unlikely that:a full under-

--standing of how monitoring functions:and how it should be conducted

can be obtained without a good deal of information about its

actual operation. The experiences encountered in monitoring are

an essential in learning how to monitor.

Finally, meta monitoring is essential in evaluating the overall

effectiveness of the monitoring proceAs. aluation involves,

three thing's.' First, As monitoring in gene a tually useful

' 7
to RDx: is the information collected cqatributing to the success

of RDx? Second, is ionitorin&as it is designed and conducted

Working effectively: does the design require modification?

Third,. is monitoring (as designed at any point in, time) sufficient

0

to RDx needs or does it need to be extended?
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It is important to bear in mind that these issues are relevant

even in a pure ad hoc approach to monitoring. Even if there is

no central RDx role in monitoring, there is a need for this kind

of information about monitoring activities across organizations.'

Furthermore, any given organization must be concerned with

evaluating its own internal monitoring process for these same

reasons: monitoring must be orchestrated internally,.t must

be supported, learning about it remains critical and its over-

all effectiveness and utility must be assessed.

B. Criteria for Monitoring: What is to be Meta-Monitored?

The indicators used in meta monitoring must be based on the

purposes it serves, and these purposes all relate

to some kind of evaluation of monitoring. Thus the indicators

must be tied to specific criteria about monitoring. The

criteria and the indi %ators to be used in meta monitoring can be,

derived from the discussions about the framewOrk for-monitoring

and the previous major considerations. These can be organized

around four central issues that reflect aspects of an answer to

the question "Is monitoring working?"

a. Collection and Transmission of Information /

A major issue in evaluating monitoring is a concern with whether

informition on the indicators specified for e in the monitoring

process is being collected and transmitted,/and'whether this

is being done appropriately... Criteria here/could include

the following.

- Information from indicators specified the design of

monitoring is being collected.

4
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- 'Information on a given indicator is beingtransmitted to

the relevant decision makers and to the appropriate

memory.

- 'Information is transmitted while it is still timely.,

Information is being collected and transmitted only when

it is relevant.

- Individuals collecting information and 'those using it

are not overloaded.

- Memory is being purged and/or updated wh!en appropriate

and is not overloaded with irrelevant information.

- Channels for the transmission of monitoring information.

are available, known and being used..

Information Of this type can be useful in determining where

the interactions among organizations '(or their subunits), are

hindering the process. It can be used to determine the.

extent to which the operation of the monitoring process

conforms with the design. It will also aid in determining

specifically where monitoring is breaking down, if anywhere,

and where effort is needed to "repair" it. ,

b. Utility of Information

Another issue in evaluating monitoring concerns the usefulness

of the information collected. This specifically centers on .

the users of information and their reactions to and uses of

this information. Criteria about the utility of the infor-

mation should reflect the impact of monitoring on these decision

makers and their activities. As such'this class of criteria

gets to the.very general issue of whether monitoring is indeed

317



serving ,the purpose for which it was designed. Some criteria

concerning this could include some of the following.

formation provided by the monitoring process is actually

being used by decision makers.

(\

IndiCators being monitored reflect the needs expressed by

the users and potential users of monitoring information.

Decisions made within RDx are improved y ehe input of

monitoring information.'

N

Decision makers request existing monitoring information'

when conducting specific activities.

Decision makeft.request that, additional indicators be

monitored.

- Users

provided.,

of monitoring report satisfaction with the information

These criteria should be applied to each indicator used in the

Monitoring process as well as to monitoring informatic n in

general.q Information of this kind can'thua be used to help

determind those indicators which are not useful and'should be

dropped as well as to evaluate the verall utility of monitoring.

,
-

Apart from issues abut the collection/transmission and use of

information, a class of relevant criteria concerns the design

IP' of monitoring itself.- In this class the issues center on the

question-of whether the design itself is interfering with the

monitoring process, and undermining its utility. Criteria. in

.1

c.
Information on Design,, Oper tion and Development

°, 31
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this class could include the following:

Is the approach ad hoc or formal -- appropriate to the

needs for information on monitoring?

Can decision makers get all the information they need given

the approach?

- Is the design flexible: are indicators being adapted, or

replaced with respect to changing conditions?

- Does the design'have ffatures which are creating cicentives

for participation? .

- Are the incentives provided working.-- are people providing

information to monitoring personnel?

/ONO.

- Is there sufficient flexibility in the design to allow

experimentation to facilitate learning about monitoring?

- Are issues regarding when to monitored considered?

- Are channels overloaded?

Are capabilities developing?

These criteria provide a basis for evaluating the delign'of

monitoring. This will facilitate learning and making changes

in specific aspects of the design and modifying the approach

'taken based on the actual experiences with monitoring. These,

will also aid In identifying conflicts or ineonsistancies in

the design which may. require specific efforts of orchestrattbn.

ti
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4- The Development of Monitoring

The creation of the RDx-monitoring process cannot be accomplished

in a single effort, nor may all organizations be able to develop

the capabilities needed to participate in monitojng at the

same time. Furthermore,. the monitoring procesi must adapt over

time to changing needs within RDx and to new conditions in the

RDx context. Thus the monitoring process must emerge and

change over time, and this.process of change must be monitored

asvell. Some criteria here would include the following:

- 'The design of monitoring is flexible: new indicators are
).

added, and old ones dropped.

- Different organizations are at approximately the same level

of development.

- Among articipating, capabilities for

monitoring are developing rapidly enough to provide

needed monitoring information.

- New channels for tra smission are being added as more

information is col ected and as additional organization or.

subunits request it.

- User needs for information are being identified to provide

a basis for extending the monitoring process.

- The overall devettopment of monitoring is consistent with

the intended directions for development.

These criteria will permit the orchestration of the development

of monitoring over time to insure a sufficient level of ,

/".
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1.4 0
consistency in the development of monitoring for its operation-

They will'helppinpoint where support is needed by a given

organization to speed.up,its own development of capability.

They will also provide a basis for determining where the develop-

mentof the monitoring process requires redirection to insure

that'at any given time it is operating as intended.

C.' Design of Meta Monitoring

The meta monitoring process can be designed in the same manner as

monitoring itself. The starting point must be the purposes to be

served by meta monitoring and the criteria used in the evaluation

of monitoring such as .those we have discussed. Given these, the

design of the meta monitoring process must consider the same

issues as have been discussed for the monitoring process itself.fk-

These issues include:

1) Indicators

As with monitoring, meta monitoring indicators must be

established based on the types of information needed both

for currentuand for future needs. The criteria for the

conduct of monitoring activities, the utility of informa-

tion provided by monitoring and the effect of the design

on these thus provide a basis for identifying and picking

indicators to be used.

2) Who Collects Meta MonitOringinformation
,

As in RDx monitoring itself, the'issue must be addressed as

to who should monitor monitoring.

32f
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concerning access to informatioi,

collects this information, and so

' here. As before, it is important

organizations or groups oforghnizatiohs may be able to

collect information on different indicators more effectively

or with less- resistance than others. The question must be

whether to have each group of organizations collect different

information on different indicators, collect information of

the. same indicators, or to have a sing* organization or

group of organizations collect infoimation on all indicators.

cost differences in who

on are-equally important '

to recognize that different

3) Who Needs Meta Monitoring. Information

The other side of the "who" question is where.meta monitoring

information is needed. It is important to note that each

group of organizations associated with RDx monitoring will

have an interest in evaluating monitoring in terms of their

own activities, short term orchestratioh of their own

activities with other activities in RDx, and more long term

evaluations of the usefulness of their participation in the'

.RDx monitoring process. This implies the need to identify

the indicators on which each organization or group of

organizations needmeta-monitoring information.

These issues can be represented in an overall framework for the

design of meta monitoring. This is shown in Table II. Its

parallels that framework provided for RDx monitoring itself.

Its use is te same. By locating indicators in the cells it

is possible to design and describe the structure of meta

monitoring. As with monitoring, mete monitoring must be approaChed

as a dynamic process. The considerations discussed earlier

concerning interorganizational relations, orchestration, timing,

memory and incentives all apply in the'same way to meta monitoring

as,they doto monitoring itself.
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V. DE#ELOPMENT

The discussion up

range of concepts

'`

to this point as seen concerned with providiug,a

and de relating tovarious aspegta of-
t;*

monitoring processes in general add the RDx monitoring process in.

particular. These concepts can be used as a basia(for organizing

one's thinking about monitoring and are ieportanticonsidarations

in the actual design and operation of monitoring within RDx. In.

this section we will make use of these concepts to address two

issues related to the design and,operation of monitoring: the

establishment of !Mx monitoring as a viable,trOce;s and, the trans-

lation of these concepts into concrete', specific-aaPects-af an

actual monitoring process.,

1. Overview Rf the Development Piocess- f

0 Pragmatically, the establishment of RDx monitoring must be seen.

Zip' an ,inbremeifial process., Developing a full-blown RDx monitoring,
.

system in one fell swoop is not a viable option becguse:
I

monitoring is a complex process;

I

experience with RDx and with RDx monitoring will be

needed in order to develop our understanding of them;

acceptance of and support for RDx (and thus, even more so

for RDx monitoring} is not yet a "given";

as RDx matures, changes in its urposes, context, parti-

cipants and activities will occur -1- Changes 44116h will.

require changes in the monitorigg process(cf. _Rein and

Rogers, 1977);

. similarly, as RDx monitoring itself tatu;es over time,

Changes will be needed.
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...4r. 4

We therefore conclude that RDx monitoring should emerge incrementally

over time -- a prbcdss we refef to as the development of RDx

monito . This process will thus involve many "cycles" of delel-'.

opmen In each cycle of the development process, the concepts

that, we have discussed in the paper,So.far must be translated (i.e.,

"operationalized ") into the various' aspects of the design of moni-
-

toring: activities, indicators,.processes,,structuresi responsi-

bilities, etc.

While we recognize that a developLent proCess is not always a

"clean-cut"; linear process, it will be helpful.(especially in

initial stages),,,to consider the development of RDx monitoring as a

consisting of four basic steps -1- plus a ',redesign step"

which starts the development process again in a new "cycle" (see.

Figure 2):

1) Design

Translating concepts into specific facets of a design;.'

translating needs for information about various aspects
t --6

of RDx and its-context and operation into indicators;

translating collection, storage and transmission of

monitoring information.intoxesponsibilities of-personnel

and organizations; translating the need to ;glare infor-

mation among the participants in RDx into interorganiza-

tional charmels ,for information transmission and exchange.

2) Build

Translating the RDx monitoring design into Actual caps-.

bilities.

3) Operate

Translating the RDx monitoring design and capabilities

into actual, specific activities for collection of infor-
.-_
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oration by monitoring indicato s, transmission of this

information and use of this formation by decision

makers.

4) Evaluate and Learn
A

Assessing the appropriateness and eAfectiveness of RDx

monitoring design and operation in terms of the effects.

'of monitoringcon RDx; the usefulness of monitoring infor-

mation;, the constraints within RDx'or ies context which

interfere with the operation of monitoring; costa, imam-

sistancies and. other design problems concerning,monitoring;

changes in the stage of development of RDx; changes in

the educational R&D, system; changes-in the)purposesaud

participants in RDx; forecasts made by RDx participants

about future changes; or changes in the understanding

of RDx and its context that result from organizational

learning.

WS may note here two pointi about evaluation and organi-

zational learning: First, it is impOifant that meta-

monitoring processes and ciitaiis (i.e., monitoring of

RDx monitoring) be included as part of the initial design'

process in order to insure that information atlevant to

later evaluation and'learning will be obtained. Second,

:the4evalmation of RDx monitoring isl'in general, based

on the expetiences of RDx pprticipaAts actually involved

in. onitoring.- As the monitoring process .operates,
. ,

organiz oral learning. sh9uld--occur as problems are

encoun-'9I1tered axed solutions are tried, and as information

shared across organizations about different experiences

with monitoring. Such sharing of inforiaationabout the

outcomes of actions-taken is crucial for organizational
,

learning .to, occur' - -4earning which increases our

327,
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r
unTerstanding of how the nonitoring.proces's works.

-
,A.

5) "'Redesign

Beginning the next "cycle" of development.

Redesign may focus either on modification (including

termination) of design aspects which are judged made- ,

.quate or inappropriate, and /or extension of the scope "40
RDx monitoring.

Redesign maAbe based onincreersed derstandings abOut

,Dx monitoring (how it.works, what impacts its ef fectiveneis);

the modification or extension of-the purposes, or activities ,

of RDx as it emerges and matures over time; the emergence

(IL new factors in the context of such as new types,of
4

producers of educational innovation) and changing condi-,

tions in the context (such as new sources of funding).

Under the above conditiofis, new indicators may be neected,

new procedures developed or other changes in.monitoring

"Naag
made.'

4 .

.

Two further points may be ollihere. First it should bS pointed V
.

out that a range of ways of,organizing and -carrying odt monitoring . . A
....-.."

activities is needed, at least in early stages of the development .

,

of the monitoring process, to provide a basis for establishing ..
,

what works and what does not work. Second,,becaube the development

prOcess involves the adaptation of monitoring to changes in the
N

RDx and its context; development will continue after the monitoring

%process has become operational and is established within RDx.

411
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2. Step No.1: Designing RDx Monitoring

a

t

A. Initial "Base Decisions" JOAO'

While the total; long term development process for RDx moni-

toring may be Seen as a series of developmental cycles, there

must be an initial "starting point" from which to start the

development process. That is, there are some initial "base

decisions" which, must be made as RDx policy before the first

idesign/build/operate/evaluat Cyck6;begins. These concern:

the-approach to be taken (ad`heaformal); centra]ization/

,decentralization; purposes; organizations to participate

(at least initially) in monitoring.

The "pre-design" issues are discussed below. First, however,

several observations need to be made.

1) These issues are, ia effect, RDx system issues: Decisions

made on these issues will be determinative of many of

the specific RDx,monitoring design features. It is for

this reason that we "separate them'aieis "pre-design",

base decisions.

2) Initial decisions on these issues must be sensitive to

the morecid and fOng term dirdction that RDx monitoring'.

might take. For example, if the ultimate goal is a

systematic RDx-wide monitoring process, but an ad hoc

approach is taken in early stages of development, care

must be taken to insure that the result is not a number

of fragmented monitoring processes across different

organizations which'cannot be integrated later. s

3) 'Precisely because these are'RDx syttem issues, the

decision process must,include the full range of RDx

perticipants -- even if not all will participate in

the initial. RDx monitoring process -- in order to:

32 9
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a) the RDx monitoring process will realistically reflect

both the monitoring needs of the RDx as a whole and

r the differing needs and perspectives of the different

RDx participants;

b) that all participants will have a stake in the initial

efforts and the long term development of.RDx monitoring..

4) Some mechanism must be provided for RDw-wide discussion

and decision on these base issues.

5) While we will'discuss each "base decision" iss separa-

tely, their interaction on each other must be r a. zed.

(For example, decisions about purposes will affect decisions

about the Approach to be taken; decisions about approach

will affect what purposes can be achieved.)

6) As RDx system issues, these issues are, in effect, "pre -

,design" issuea for each cycle in the development of RDx

monitoring. However, the discussion below will be

oriented to the-initial development cycle.

Anlitoach: Ad Hoc or Formal?

One of the first base 'decisions that must be made by RDx is

the extent towhich RDx monitoring will be done on an ad hoc

and/or formal basis. We have already noted that, at least in

the initial stages of development, an ad hoc approach has some,

distinct advantages:

. flexibility and experimentation, which contributes to

experience and organizational learning

. 'less risk and cost

'
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Consideration must also be, given to the disadvantages of an

ad hoc approach:

potential lack of consistency Across organizations in type of

data collected, methods and indicators used, rate of develop-
,

ment-

. lack of opportunity for experience and learning regarding

the interorganizational aspects of monitoring.

If an ad hoc approach is used in the early stages of RDx

monitoring, we would suggest the following as a minimum but

necessary set of integrative activities:

. Provide a mechanism to orchestrate the development of

monitoring across RDx- related organizations; as desired,

to provide individual organizations with information,not so

easily obtainable $y the separate organizations; and to .

facilitate experience and learning regarding the inter-
.

organizational aspects of RDx monitoring.

This could be a unit within one of the Natrona' Contractors

which can orchestrate RDx monitoring by providingziguyande

to individual organizations in the design and operation-of

monitoring, servidg as a clearinghouse -c for solutions. found

by. the organizations' to problems, monitoring the development

processes in individual organizations, and providing. help

when needed.

. Establish a minimum core of common or interrelatedmonitoring

activities which are built into the monitoring, processes of

each organization.
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I

Makea tentative decision about'the more long term

approach to RDx monitoring r) that initial RDx monitoring

designs, policies and strategies can facilitate the more

'long term development of RDx monitoring.

,

If a more formal approach is taken, the above three areas

of concern would become the primary foci for design purposes.

Purposes of RDx Monitoring

Monitoring is a "purposeful" activity. Thus, to provide a

,basis for designing RDx monitoring, some initial decisions must

be made concerning which monitoring purposes are most critical

to RDx in its early stages of development. One or more of the

purposes must be chosen as a basis for designing RDx monitoring --

depending in part on decisions whether the initial RDx monitoring

is to-be relatively limited and experimental or more extensive.

While our. primary concern here is for the initial stages of

development for RDx monitoring, consideration should be given

to purposes which can /should be "incrementally added" over time.

Participation of RDx-Related Organizations

A third base decision which must be made concernsthe issue of

which RDx-related organizations will/should beinvolved in any

aspect of monitoring (collection, storage, transmission, etc.)

in the early, stages of the development of.RDx monitoring.

For examplef

. Should all Rxs be involved, or should the first "cycle" of

the RDx monitoring design involve only two or three Rxs in

order to provide some initial experimentation and learning,

to reduce the initial level of risk and cost, and to keep:

he.initial RDx monitoring process relatively simple? Are

all Rxs sufficiently committed to be involved initially?

332
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. Should SEAs be involved in the first cycle of the RDx monitoring

design -- or is the risk too great or the commitment too low?

Which SEAs: all', a few or only'those SEAs related to one, or

two (but not all) Rxi?

410

. What should be the roles of. NIE and the National contractors

in the early stages of.RDx monitoring?

Limited participation provides one type of "incremental" strategy

which reduces risk and cost, allows experimentation and keeps the

initial design relatively simple. At the same time, it also

tends to limit the range of experience and insights gained and

poses a danger of losing the momentum of initial interest and

commitment.

Centralization/Decentralization of Data.Collection

".

An ad hoc approach implies a basically decentralized design 4

(each organization does iits amadata collection) -- with, of

course, some mechanism for orchestration, as discussed above,-

A formalapproach does not per se imply centrplization. None-
/

theless, to the extent that specialization of roles and functions

is built into a more formal approach, some degree Of central-.

ization is implied. The discussion of the overall development

process suggests that in this early stage of'development a

decentralized design process is advantageous. This is not,

however, a foregoie conclusion.

B. The Design Group

Obviously, some design group must be established. Here, three,

,Issues are relevant.

Location.

If a centralized process of RDx monitoring is used, there would

be a single RDx"design group. If, on the other hand, an ad hoc

333
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or decentralized RDx monitoring process is used, then each

participating organization would establish its own design group.

Form

4

If several RDx-related organizations are separately designing

- their own monitoring processes, theirde:,kgn stoup could be a

formal unit (which would then also be resp 'Bible for building,

operating and evaluating the monitoring process), a standing

committee, a project task force -- or even an individual. These

groups can be established either as formal units within RDx or'

the organizations, or as standing committees or project, teams

cutting across several. units. It is preferable to create formal

units from the perspective of having a single mission in design,

and to establish a working unit whose'members are committed to

the design. There are some problems with this, however.///

Creating a new unit'may meet resistance from the organization,

especially if Particular department heads feel that their depart-

-ment should be responsible for monitoring. SUch a unit would

also require creating new administrative roles such as the

clerical and managerial positions required. In general, each

organization will have to determine the appropriate "form"

, of its design group.

Members a

If a single, centralized RDx design group is used, its members

should include representatives from each of the RDx participant.

groups (NIE, National Contracto s, Rxs, SEAs). If there are to

be separate design groups in i dividual RDx-related organizations,

each organization will need to determine which of its personnel/

groups should be represented.
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V.

C. The Design 'Process

4.

)

Before discussing the design features, we can suggest some.

design process guidelines

K
1) Inputs should be sought both from relevant administrators

and from the potential users of monitoring information in

order that monitoring may, be accepted and'yield useful

information.

2) Milestones and deadlines should be established for each
.

step of the design process. Without some targets,'the'

design procesMnight take a great deal of time to develop.

3) If monitoring is being designed in separate organizations,

these milestones should be coordinated across organizations

to orchestrate design activities and the development of

RDx monitoring across organizations.

0

4) When problems are encountered by.the design groups in

different organizations, the designers should seek advice

fromd other organizations involved in the design of monitoring.

This serves two purposes. First, if a problem is encountered

by one organization, it is likely that another hai (or will)

encounter it. Second, it will help maintain a level of cousis-

tanCy across designs.

r
5) The design of monitoring should be compatible with othe

processes and systems that provide information to policy

and decision makers.
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IN Design Issues and Features

From the earlier conceptual discussion of RDx monitoring, we

can identify a number of design issues and features which

should be considered by the design group -- regardless of

whether there is a single, centralized RDx design group. or

there'is a design grodp within each indiyidual RDx-related

organization. These design issue's and features (discussed

below) are:
4

. Determination of needs

. Indicators

. Who monitors

. Timing of information collection

. Incentives

. Fail-safes

. Meta-monitoring

Evaluation criteria

Determination of Needa

A major design issue of RDx monitoring revolves around two:

information need questions:

, .

1) What are the infofmation needs for RDx monitoring?

2) Which will be included in the RDx monitoring design

'(especially in early gages of.development)?
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Translation of PRrposes into Needs,

The above questions shoUld be answered by translating purposes

into the specific information needed about and foi specific

activities of RDriand/or RDx- related organizations. However,

L it must be recognized that in an immature system such as

RDx, this is a partidularlY, difficult activity. Trans-

:, lating purposed into epecific.inforation needs can at best
*

be only a matter of estimation. Therefore, any determination

must be treated as tentative,'and a design based on such

information needs must be carefullly examined and evaluated

over time to determine if'in fact the informed& needs"

identified dd realistically apply to specific monitoring

purposes.
e.-

444
Analysis.

The analysis of information needs should initially cover

all the functioRe or activities of RDx and/or RDx- relatedi,

organizations. However, decisions will have to be made

as to which information needs shbuld be inclUded as a basis

for designing RDx monitoring. These choice decisione would

be based on such considerations as relative importance,

cost, availability and acussibility of indicators, and th0

earlier base decisions aboutpurposes, approach, etc.

Guidelines

While the'actual decidims about informatin needs will be

specific to sny'particular situation, Some guidelines can

be suggested to help,in the decision process.

. Involve potentipl users of,monitoring information

Potential.users of monitoring information shoUia be

involved in identifying monitoring information needs
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both in order to develop their commitment to theprocess

and because.the design group is not likely to have a

sufficient understanding of the Rigx or RDx-related

organization to conduct the information needs, enalysig

on its own. At the same time, however, ,the final

decisions must be free oft the specific interests of
s

particular users and reflect an overview of the design

which only the members of the design group.will have.

Thus, final decisions should be made by the design

group.

. Limit the range otinformation needs

ti

To,do othercise would be expensive and (Opeciially in

the initial:design) risky. Thus, the various infor-

mation needs must, in some meaner, be ranked in

importance relative to purposes.

Information needs may be' wrongly'specifiqd

The
e%actual utility of any need can,only be determined

by the operation and use of monitorin. 4T6s certain

"guesses" may be needed and these shodld'be made.

,..COrrecriic4na occur which will al air a better sfeci-

°ftWion Of-needs in the future.

Identifylthe,:nser of information

. 0 0

r

Thib ignssential for establishing linking mectianisma
* ,

c'to faA*111 e the,transmission of monitoring, information

to Aobe;deals on" makers who need it. (In.an ad hoc

approach tmolk!oring thii involves only the decision

makers in'theparticular organization.)

ix-

*.

,

.
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Create an information need/decision maker index

This will facilitate the, transmission of information

when it is collected. In a centrally designed, more

formal monitoring approach, this requires linking the

information collected witHa the participating organiza-

tions and with decision makers in those organizations

who need the information.

Indicators

Ohce a set of information needs is established the npit step

it) to identify and select indicators which, when monitored,

can provide the needed information.

L
The design group should first establish a list of possible

indicators for each of the information needs. While the identi-

fication of indicators, will essentially be a proc, of brain-

storming by the design group, possible indicators may be

suggested by

. the types of indicators used by other it-formation systems,

in education and in other kinds of organizations

. the ideas of other Ellimonitoring design groups (if a

decentralized approach to designing isAised).

. relevant RDx-related decision-makers

Once a, list,of possible indicators has been established the

design group ,can choose those which are to be used in the

monitoring design. The number of indicators selected will

depend primarily on. the "size" of the increment to monitoring

being designed.

339
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'Co
The result of this process would provide a documentation

Of the process for translating (1) functions and objectiVes

(of'Mvand/or RDx-related organizations) and the tasks or

activities to be performed into needs for information, and

(2) these heeds into the specific indicators chosen for the

use in.the design. The choice of indicators must be done before

the rest of the design can be worked out. However, after otherv.

aspects of the design are created, it may become necessary to

modify the choice.of indicators. Therefore, the list of indi-'

cators chosen should be considered only as tentative until the

initial design is established.

From our earlier conceptual discussion, we may suggest some

guidelines for the process of identifying and, selecting

indicators.

Guidelines for identifying indicators .

. The initial list of possible indicators should be

.
fairly broad.%Ii is better to "cull the list down"

later than to overlook pbtentially useful indicators.

. Indicatorsshould reflect a specific aspect-of the

needed information. If indicators are general'

refler a wide range of information, they are dif cull
_,.

to ttrepret and_so. are leas useful,.

. Indicators must be accessible. That is, it must be
. _

possible to actually collect information about a given

indicator. It is possible to identify, indicators which

would.be useful in theory but about which insuffidient

information can be colcted.



r

. Indicators shoulkhe identified in terns of the method-

ology and feasibility of their measurement and colleCtion.

, P

. Several indicators should be identified for each infor-

mation need. Since any given information need will

have several facets, each of these facets should be

represented by at least one indicator. If possible,

several indicators be identified for each facet so that

the monitoring process isn't dependent on a single

indicator and/or that a choice among indicators can be

made. 4

I

,Guidelines for Selecting Indicators to beVsed

Unobtrusiveness

In selecting the indicators to be used, preference

ald be given to those which can be monitorediwith-%

out diregtly interferring in the activities of RDx

and its organizatiOns. In cators are also preferable

if they_ can be protected gainst distortion.

. Information already beag collected

This will help reduce the costs of monitoring, and will

facilitate the orchestration of monitoring with other

RDx or organizational activities.

. Multiple Indicators

This Will reduce the sensitivity of monitoring to

error and increase the reliability of the information

collected. Different indicators will also provide
-

,different perspectives fors -given piece of needed

information, and so willvrovide fuller, more realistic

'information..,

1
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. As simple aadynsible

fY

O

While complex indicators (i.e:, those which involve

complicated combinations ofcinformatio )_°

/
y be necessary

for souse ;information needs; they. are b -h more expensive
A - .1

/ .

and more difficult to interpret.

a

Timing of Information Collection

Collecting too much informati (or collecing informatiOn to

.often) in the monitoring pr ess can result in a waste of
-wawa

resources, overloading4pth those people 'collecting; analyzing

or using information and the channels used to transmit infor:-.

mation, misintrepretation, inappropriate.infOrmation. and resent:-

went.

d Thus,ethe design of the monitoring process must inclople for

each indicator a rule or guideline which specified,trow often and

when it is to be collected. In creating thelverulesthe

following suggestions can be useful starting pOints.

An indicator should be monitgied only as frequently

as needed to identify alphange in the process, activity

or condition it reflects. This is difficult 63 esta-

blish, of course, but ari \estimate should,be made

based on information about that process, etc.

. Indicators should generally be collecied'on a regular

basis, at specified times. However; It is important

that mechanisms be established to trigger monitoring

of an indicator whenever other informatiokuindicates

that it will be useful to do so.

342 I°
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. Disincentives

In designing the monitoring process, care must be taken to

remove or geutralize'disincentives to cooperation and sharing

of information. Some basic design strategies could include

the following:

. Minimize costs to participants

'This Can:be aacomplished by keeping the prodess simple

in early stage's of development, and by adding to.its

complexity only slowly.. Also, the design should spread

costs over several participants rather than concentrating

costs in a few organizations or organizational units.

. Insure confidentiality 1-

A major disincentive identified above was a fear of

private or sensitive information becoming public.

This fear can be diffused by Insuring that sensitive

information cannon,be directly linked to particular

organizations or units. This requires that the design

group establish criteria for sensitivity, since*some

monitoring information may be less useful if not

ipecifically'tied eo a given organization or unit.

. Do nor require major organizational changes of parti-

cipants

Major organizational changes can be avoidpd by assigning

monitoring activities as a natural extenJlefn of ;heir
19

other RDx activittes.



. Provide participants with equal access to informatiom

Unequal access to information can be used to increase

the pdwer or influence of a given organization or unit

over others. Organization members may fear providing

information in the monitoring process onthese grounds.

Therefore, the design of monitoring should insure that

any organization can access information.

Incentives

Avoiding or minimizing disincentives is a necessary but not a

sufficient condition for monitoring. Additionally, there must

be proactive incentives fOr cooperation and exthangs.of informa-
,

tion.

Incentives in some cases be provided through the formal

reward systems of participating orgariizations. However, where,

no'formal reward systems exist (as would be essentially the

case, for a centralized format for RDx monitoring) or where

existing organizational reward systems are not deemed adequate

/(as may well be the case for a decentralized'format for RDx

monitoring), specific incentives must be built into the monitoring

design.

Fail Safe 4

RDx monitoring involves a number of interdependent activities,

Organizations and/or organizational units. RDx monitoring

is a new and relatively uncertain process as is the RDx

system itself. Under conditions such as these, the potential

for'failure in monitoring is rather large. It is thus important

344
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to ,design-RDx monitoring in a "fail safe" form i.e., in

such a way that a failureoin one .aspect of monita-ing does

not cause the total monitoring process to break down and became

"suspect"-. Indeed, such a "total" breakdown .in Rax.monitoring

amald not only result in. loss of information needed'by declaim:

makers,--%it could undermine. support for RDx itself.

. Flexibility

The flexibility to fine tune is an important fail safe'

mechanism of this kind. This-allows problems tahe_corrected

locally` before their effects are profoundly felt,in-other

parte of the process or by users of information.
'

. Documentation

Records of what changes are made in the Monitoring process

also provide.a fail safe device. By documenting changes

made to solve particular problems, these "solutions" can

be used when the same or similar problems appear. again --

thus cutting down on the chances that such problems will

persist and affect other aspects of monitoringar other

organizations/organizational units.

Redundancy

A traditional fail safe device is to build redundancy into

a systemat critical points;' that is, at places where

failuies are highly probable or where a failure will have

important affects on the rest-of the system. In the_case

of the'RDx monitoring process,-this redundancy could entail

having particular indicators monitored hy multiplelparticipant

organizations or by more than one person in a given-organi-
.

zation. It could also incluae using'multiple communication
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channels between organizations; using multiple media for

transmitting information among organizations; having infer-

.nationstored in memorOin more than a Tingle organizatiOn.

Thus, if Etfailure occurs in a particular aspect of monitoring,

the information Or communication is not lost.

Such redundancy entailsa real cost of course and should

be limited to the Most critical' aspects of the monitoring

process. These can only be determined by a careful ex

tion of any particular monitoring design.

Criteria for Evaluation of Monitoring ,

(5
q

Criteria for the evaluation of monitoring should-be established

in the design step in order to:

. avoid disagreement about evaluation criteria during the

actual process of evaluation

avoid having criteria biased by or limited to operational

perspectives (though operational experience may later suggest

new or modified criteria)

provide a basis for the selection of appropriate meta-

monitoring indicators (i.e., for information needed to

evaluate RDx monitoring) .

In,the early development cycles of RDx monitoring, evaluation

Criteria shoUld'be concerned-with such issues as how well

the monitoring process is workingi identification of problems;

major RDx-related changes which require redesign of monitoring

(e.g., Changes in RDx purposes, goals, activities, context).

These criteria should be established by the design group (which

is most familiar with the design).

346
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In later development cycles of RDx monitoring evaluation

criteria will be needed concerning such issues as monitoring

outcomes and costs; he value of.monitoring,informatiofi to-
,

users. Since these issues,involve broader issues than just

monitoring design issues (e.g.: decisions about the continuation

of-and comitment of resources to monitoring), these evaluation
.

criteria should be established by the design group in collaboration

with relevant administrators.

The following brief guidelines will be helpful in eatabllshing

evaluation criteria.

. Evaluation criteria should realistically reflect thet which

is to be evaluated.

. Evaluation criteria should be relevant both to the design

.and to the developmental stage of RDx monitoring.

1

. Evaluation criter should be measurable, and in establishing
--Ii.

: a given criterion the procedure fOr measuring it should be
,

specified.

Information. releNiant to each evaluation criterion must be

.obtainable.

Meta-Monitoring

Meta-monitoring provides a basis for short term coordinat on

of short term monitoring activities and of the more long term

development of monitoring.

It is essential, then, that meta- monitoring be-Incorporated in

the design of monitoring ih the initial monitoring design. The

process of designing meta - monitoring is the same as the design

of the *monitoring process itself. The same decision points,

issues and guidelineeare applicable.
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One additional point, however, should be raised. In deigning

monitoring in a decentralized, ad hoc approach, meta-monitoring

is'needed not only by each organization, but alsd by the central,

group or "translator" unit which is serving to orchestrate the

separate design and development processes in each organizatioh..

Thisgroup will require infOrmatian on the states of development

In each organization, the problems encountered in each stage Of

development, and the overall effectiveness of the approach

taken. Naturally, these same things are needed by the unit

responsible for PDx wide monitoring.

E. Criteria for Evaluation ofthe Mbnitoring_aliAl

In the process ofIesigning monitoring, several criteria should

bekept is mind for evaluating and apprOwing the design before'

it is used to build and operate the monitoring process.

The design should include sufficient detail to allow it to

be used to build and operate monitoring

The design should be simple in early stages to reduce the
4C

cost of and risks in building and operating monitoring.

. The4design should be feasible-in the sense that the capabilities,

required can be built in a reasonable period of time, and at

a reasonable cost.

The design should provide sufficient flexibility to allow

for experimentation with and fine tuning of the monitoring

process so that organizational learning can occur, and the

risks of failure can be reduced.

. The design must be ,internally consistent: theeprocedures and

guidelines specified in the design for the operation of

monitoring should not conflict with each%other.

348
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3. Step No, 2: Building RDx Monitoring Mechanisms and Capabilities

The design of the monitoring, process (whether it be RDx-wide or 4

specific to differing RDx-related organizations) serves as 'a blue-

print fcx actually building the mechanisms and capabilities needed

for moni toring. In this section, then,.wediscuss some basic aspects

of and provide some'guidelines for this building process.

A. A Monitoring Unit

As specified in the monitoring design, some organizational unit

will be needed to supervise monitoring and to provide a trans-.

mission link between decision makers and information collected'

by monitoring. , In a centralized design this unit would conduct

monitoring activities:V:7.n a decentralized design it would be

. more involved in coordination.

Depending uifon the design, the activilns of this unit could

include:, the collection, collating/Synthesis oinformatio4;

its temporary storage until it can be transmitted; the actual

transmission of information to decision makers; the monitoring

of the monitoring process; and the coordination of the monitoring

process., In building the Unit, these 'activities must be trans-

lated into necessary skills; specifics jobs or positions within'.

the unit must be established; personnel must be trained or

hired.

In creating this unit, it may be useful (at -least initially) to

build it around the design group. This group of individuals

',will have a far better understanding of the monitoring process

as it is dedigned, and are moat qualified to participate in

monitoring and in the building of the Fonitoring unit.

In its simplest form, this "unit" could. conceivably be a single
individual or position -- though we doubt this will be the case.

319
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In general, two types of information channels will_be needed:

1) Between the monitoring unit and the users of information --

so that information can be transmitted to those decision

. makers who need it, and so-that the users can provide the

monitoring unit with information on changes in their needs

and the usefulness of the information they receive (the

Channels required here can be identified-by examining

design specifications about who needs eacy type of infor-

mation).

2) If monitoring is decentralized, between the monitoring

unit and those organizations and/or units withiworganiza-

tions which collect information so that the monitoring'

unit can provide direction and receive information.

Some guidelines can be suggested for building these Chaniels

. 'Specific individuals should be identified at either edd of
C 4 i

of the channel. '

By-specifying the individuals (or positions)/involvedp the

information sent over a channel is more diYcely to be received

by the individual who needi it. If the communication channels

are merely between units or work groups, communication is

less direct.

. The content, or type of information; carried channel

4 should, e specified In advance.

Byrlimiting the Use:of'a given channel to particular kinds

of formal; communication, there is less danger of channels

being overloaded and of information being irr/916.vant.
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. The media used in a.channel should be specified in advance.

The witticular medium used in a Specific channel (e.g.: phone

calls, memos, formal reports, face-to-face conversation)

should be specified on the basis of the nature ofrlfiformatioh

being communicated (e.g.: 'the vol6me-of al0Innimmasage; the

need fora record of the message; potential need to clarify

-a message by direct conversation). Naturally,'sa6e channels

may make use of various media for different kinds of communi-

cation.

. Channels should be formally used only when there is

need to send information. ,

Generally, channels would be formally used when new infor-

mation is obtained from the monitoring of indicators. sow-

ever, such new Thformmtion need noX always be sent each time ,

it is collected.

. It is advisable to build in redundancy.

This is.a major 'fail safe' strategy. The failup of a given

channel may undermine the entire process. By providing

alternative channels between individuals or. mnits, this

danger can be reduced. Further., sending the same message

over more than one channel can reduce the danger of infor-

mation being lost.

C. The Monitoring-Memory-Decision Maker Linkage

In order that monitoring' information may be available for future

use, it is necessary, that:

3 51
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organizat 1 memories be built he nature'and number

will depend n the RDxmoniiprin, design);

) .

2. linkage mech4isms/chinneld:exist between the monitoring

units and the 6amories.(for storage);

a
4

3. linkage mechanisms/channels eilst-between the memories

and decision makers (fpr access);,

Storage-an4 access will; require some kind of index and procedures,

but (in a decentralized:approach) the nature of these would be

determined by the relevlant.RDx organization.

r- Generally, we would erect that rhe monitoring unittwould be

,responsible both for,sioring information inand (though not

..)necessarily) for accessing information from memory. Thus, the

monitoring unit not.o#Ii provides a data-gathering function but

also a critical link4ge function.

'D. User Education i

It cannot be assuoed that. RDx monitoring will "fly" simply by,

beingdesigned and built well -- user'un4erstanding of and

incentive to us,' Ux moniTing is also critical.

For users to fpOly, monitoring, information appropriately and

real/biical y to decision' making they must underst 'd:
,o-

. the source'of info oration and hos it was collected

that monitoring is 'only one source of information --

and that'other,,information may be necessary
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where to get other information --:and how it is related

to monitoring infqrmation

The education of RDx personnel with-regard to monitoring can be

used in a proactive approach to creating centives. Such an
4
Itipproach would be.directed at increasing he ,commitment of RDx-

participants to monitoring, both as users of and as active

---Jparticipants in the monitoring process. This would also seek to

-establish norms for the exchange of information among RD# organi-

zations. In effect, this implies the "marketing" of an RDx

monitoring in-the sense of-honestly explaining.and demonstrating:

4!

the nature; need and usefulness of monitoring and the
4

sharing of information

how monitoring operates
t .

those aspects of the RDx monitoring design which limit

disincentives

. those aspects which provide for equality of access

-and;Whidh guard against an organization being placed

at, disadvantage if it shares information

. the limits o monitoring (to,avOid unrealistic expec- .., .

,...

4tations from monitoring which can lead to dissatisfaction

rand eventual resistance'to the participation in and he%

of monitoring) i 1

\
i

,, /
. the need for inforded'input from users oboist the moni--

. ..r.:

toring procese-
401.

trzi,

#.
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In establishing this program, it will be helpful not to limit

the participation to the current users of monitoring'information.

PotXtial users should be identified and included in the program.

4. Step. No. 3: Operating RDx Monitoring

The building step creates the capabilities for the operation of moni

toring. Operation, then, is the use of these capabilities to perform

the activities specified in'the design. -There are, however, some

,baslc issues to bear-in mind in the operation step of ...the development'

process.

1'

A. Start Up

It is imperative that monitoring not begin operation until the

capabilities have been sufficiently built. If collection of

information starts before the monitoring unit has the ability ,

to handle incoming, information (whether it is collected in this

unit or not) or before communication channels havLbeen established,
. t

serious overloads may occur which can undermine the entire process.

Thus, the decision to initiate monitoring activities must be made

on the basis of an evaluation of the, state of capabilities needed

for those activities.

,

B. Neeti-for Flexibility.

In opeiating the monitoring process, especially early stages of ,

development, activities should be conducted with flexibility.

Sihte no design will be perfect, thoseinvolyed in monitoring

-must be able to make corrections in ordert9 overcome errors in

t4 design and'provide a basis for organizational learning. It

is important,' however, ,that deviationafrom the design'be doeumented

and that the conitoring.tdit have a record of such deviations.
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Further, any deviationtshou/d be checked so that adjustments in'

other-activities can be made as needed. "This is, particularly

important in a decenetalized

an effect in different parts

prefess since deviatio s may have

organization of x. The

re. o check on this, and mediate4mmmonitoring unitmust take ca

problems that occur.

C. Need for Meta-Monitoring

The meta- ins process must begii to operate prior to the

initiation. of monitoring activities. InforMation,on4the.4process

of initiating monitoring will beneeded in refining the-initiation

process in subsequentfcycles of the development of.tmonitoring. This'

must include informaEion\on problems, encountered in making the,

initial collection and transmissions of monitor

well as for evaluating prqcedureA for deciding wh

building has occurred to initiate monitoring ac

rniation, as

ciaat

5. Step No. 4: Redesign

The discussion of the design step has so far focused on the initial

design of monitoring. There are very few differences between the

activities,and decisions-in the initial and subsequent designs of

monitoring, beyond having a larger base of eJiPerience fromWhich to

work. However, some issues should be raised Concerning the nature of

the redesign.'
1.

A. ItedesignStage

Before beginning to redesign the monitoring process, the assump-

tions and predesign decisions'ssed in the prior design must be

,1 5
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reviewed and remade based'on the experiences and learning

obtained in the operation of monitoring, and the evaluation Of

the design done in the evaluation step. In general, the same

people should participate *this predesign stage who ppT

cipated in the previous predesign activities. However, exper-

- ience may have indicated that other'participants are required.

The predesign stage in subsequent cycles ofthe devlopment

process is the appropriate place to initiate changes ihthe,'

approaches takeh towards the long term development of.monitoriug..

It is here that the decision will be made donderning.whether the -,

-

RDx monitoring process should become more or 'less formal.. The

progreft of the development process should also be reviewed and

decisions made as to.whether it is ;est enough, The readiness.

of monitoring to be extended into additional purposes, and the .

-dr

.
need for changes in the purposes of monitoring as a result e

the maturation of or changes in RDx can be best deterinined here.

These decisions and evaluations thus became the basis for este--

Wishing the purposes, approach and direction to betaken in the

_redesign of the monitoring process.

B. Design-Stage

In the'design stage in subsequent designs of the monitoring--

.process, the same decisions and issues must be addre;ied that.

we discussed in the design section above. However, these'must

be approached in terms of two particular overall considerations.

First; each of the decisions made in the fast designomustae

reviewed and evaluated in the light of the experiena and

organizational leraning olvined during the operation a the o

monitoring process,, and M-'-evaluation of this process. This

should-not be limited.to the experience within any particular
...

,

organization, even if a decentralized ad hoc approach has to be .-
,

...ts ts...

/
. '=. $

.
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7
taken. The experiences and results obtained in other organiza-

tions )an well'is the solutions to problems encountered ould

1)1/taken into account. InfOrmatibp of this kind should be,Made

/available by the centralgroUp created to' aveTsee the development
/ -

Otmonitering. The guidelines suggested in this paper should

also be reviewed and. if necessary, revised.

Second,.the -design decisions should be revised in terms of any

changes in the approach taken towards and purposes to be served
.-

by the monitoring process.

The redesign should atleast involve the same design group that

participated in the previous des/gn. 1f-a completely new group

is'used, it is unlikely that a full Understanding of the design

decisions made' previously will be possible even if they were well

documented. Without such ?Inderstanding, much ground will have

to be tovered,that was d t with in the previous design stage.

This represents a loss o org*anizational learningend will mean

that the nett design can't take adyantage'Of the exPeriences obtained

in'the previous design.

1
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VI. SUMMARY

1. Purposed of the Paper

In writing this paper, we have had two major purposes.

First, the docudent is seen as a basis for helping RDx personnel

to conceptualize and understand RDx monitoring in its fullest

sense. This, we feel, is critical since AN monitoring is a com-

plex process. It includes several organizations and is comprised

of a great many interrelated activities which have an impadt on

a wide range of othersi& processes. There must be an apprecia- 4

tion of thi' complexity and an understanding of what is involved

A.

before the monitoring process cantbedesigned and made operational.

Second? e have viewed this document as providing a basic guide

to the design and operation of RDx monitoring. By raising spe-

cific issues and suggesting a way Co think about these issues,

we feel that the decisfens about design and operation can be

better structured and thui more appropriate.

We have approached these two purposes by providing a general deft -.

nition of monitorin* which has then been related to the specific

nature and purposesof,RDx. Based on this, we have developed a con-

ceptual framework for RDx peopitoring and raipedsevetal major con-

, sideiations about RDx monitoring. Finally, we have discussed the

design,'operatibnalization and
,
development over time of an RDx

monitoring"process.

Ma or Im.lications

The, paper has been written in the spirit of providing several spe:-

pific concepts (and a general perspedtive'on here concepts) miridh

f
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can be used by RDx personnel in considering the RDx monitoring

process. In'developing these ideas we have used an implicit

notion that there are four undlying concerns about RDx moni-

1) Since monitoring represents a complex phenomenon 'it is

important ta provide a general way some understandinK of

what it is about: some basic concepts are needed con-

cerning what £t is and what it involves.

4

2) This understonding must be translated into more specific
i

ideas Which can be used as a basis for designing RDx 1-

monitoring. Specific activities, .processes alai structures

must be identified around which the design decisions can

be-st
ia

ructured by aising a rangeof,issues and questions
/

/

muwhidh st be addiessed.

3) It is also necessary to provide some ideas about how

monitoringoperates, That is, Whaf are the basic proc

and interrelations about which any personnel, whethpf a

designer or not, need to be, aware to make it work

it working.

keep

4) It is, important to recognize that monitoring, like, any comr

plex organizational process must be viewed as a develop-

mental process which emerges and changes, over time, in

responSe to natural experimenEation; changed in the context/

40/ - changes in the development Level of RDx add/or of'tbe RDx
3

monitoring proceps-itself; or changes in the purposes'of

,..RDx or of monitoring.

'eke four concerns run through the discussion here and in.the main

f the paper.. They represent a' fundamental:concept of the

major, asgictsOf any approach toimonitoring, and provide a general
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conceptual overview for RDx monitoring.

4 r

it may not be an optimal strategy '(in terms o _cost of

collection of information-and the availability of information)

to consider monitoring solely as the collection of information

by a particular decision maker or organizatipn that needs it.

One should consider the case in which several individuals or

organizations collect information;And in which any given or-

ganization or individual -.uses information collected by se-
,

A. 4(Definitiori of Monitoring

.1

Monitoring can be'defined in terms of*three basic information-

related functions: collection, trdasmission and linkage.

Monitoring can be defined as the collection of ibfoehation

about somesystem or its environment Whichis used in ac-

Complishingsome setof purposes. The critical idea here

iittat.moriitorin4, in'any specific case, is defined in terms

of the purposes it-serves.by providing information to decision.

makers. In thecase of RDx, monitoring serves many purposes.

It provides information needed for RDx to operate in a changing

context; to 'orchestrate RDx activities; to facilitate organ-

izational learning; to provide a basis for evaluation re-

search; to facilitate the interactions among the participants

in RDx; end so on.-

RDx monitoring must, in general, be considered as more than the

collktion of information. It may not be possible that indiv-

idual decision makers or organizations can collect all the in-

formation that they need. Further, the wide range of purposes

served by monitoring' may require that any given piece of in-.

formation will be needed by more than one decis .17-Zr. Thus,

ithed

veral others.

4

TherefOre,_monitoring must also be consideredlas involving the
IR
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transmission of informatiam:from those who collect it to

those who need it. Transmission requires that a way exists

to identify who needs a given piece of information so that

it can be Specifically transmitted -- without having to trans-

mit all information collected to all possible users. This

implies, as well, that a way exists to allow the deaision

makers within RDx participap organizationS to influence

What information is collected, so that the information col-.

lected is most useful. These two issues involve-what'we re-

fer to as a linking function: linking the collection of in-
,

formation to its use. It is analogous to the functions per-

formed by RDx itself in dissemination and feed forward.

Thus, monitoring can be seen as being comprised of three

functions: collection, transmission, and linking. For

monitoring to be designed and operated effectively, it must

be understood\thatthese'three functions are all necessary,

and that they inteiact: they must be integrated into he

overall monitoring process.

RDx monitoring provides information about specific aspects of
o

RDx itself and the educational R&D context within Which it

operates. It is analogous to the reading oildials or gauges

on a machine which provides information about critical aspects

of that machine. In monitoring these dials are replaced

by indicators: specific, identifiable, and measnreable factors

which reflect critical aspects. of the process and Activities

in RDx or its environment. The indicators to be used in

RDx monitoring must be chosen in terms of.a determination of

the purposes which monitoring in RDx will serve and those

aspects of RDx or its,egntext about which information is

needed for those purposes.

4,1

C3

-This is-not meant to imply that RDx, education or educational
is in any sense machine-like in character.
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This conceptual definition provides a basis for thinking

about the range of activities involved in monitoring .and

its purpose in RDx. This is necessary before monitoring can

be designed-and operated.

B. A Framework for RDx Monitoring

Qt.

As we have defined it, RDx monitoring is a complex process.

Information may bp collected and used by a number of people

or organizations for a number of purposes.' This complexity

makes it difficult to design and operate monitoring without

a fr ework which can be used to.differentiate monitoring

activities into categories. Rather than attempting to

approach monitoring in terms of s ecific)activities one can

(it least as a starting point) think of mo. Ioring activities,

and the interrelationships among them, in ems of these

cat gorses. Further, a framework of this tl.e.would all

one to develop an oxerview or "map" of RDx mo tpring, fwiich is

needed inedesigning 490 operating a process as compaexas '

'Mx monitoring.

Such a framework can be constructed for RDx monitoring ±

terms of four dimensions. Each dimension provides a basis

for differentiating monitoring activities.

a. Types of Information,/ f

The various pUrposes which might be served by RDx
F

monitoring require different types of, information.

This information can be broken down into five classes:

At

1) the activities being performed in RDxat some

point in time;

6 362
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2) the activities being performed in the overall

educational R&D process at some point in time;

.s,

3) the results of Ribeactivities;

4) the results 9f educational R&D activities;

5) the nature of the interactions among RDx par-

ticipants, and 'between RDx participants and

organizations in the R&D system.

-Monitoring activities- can "be differentiatedain-terms of

the type of information collected; in other words, the

aspectof RDx on which a given monitoring activity 'focuses.,.

b. Time Orientations ti/P
'0

Monitoring.activities can also be differentiated on

the basis of the time fraMe which underlies the intended

use of the information collected. Current Needs

Information refery to that information intended for. use

in current, operational RDx activities. Future Needs

Information refers to that information required at some

later point fn time as-an inputto RDx activities andk

for more general! activities such as evaluation or polioy

making which wi1 l require historical background as an

input.,' Future needs information would 1?e placed in

memery until it is needed.

c. Location of Collection Activities

Another way to differentiate monitoring activities, is

. 3E33 A
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on the basis of where in RDx they are.conducted. In

other words, by which RDx organization (or group of

organizations) is a particular piece of 4nformation

11, .

d. Location of Needs for Information

Monitoring activities can be differentiated in terms

of where In RDx a given piece of information is needed

as an input to decision making -- i.e., which organ-

ization or group of organizations requires a given

piece of infoiMation as an input to their own activi-

ties.

Taken together, these four dimensions allow one to specify

a wide range of categories of monitoring activities. By

noting-that these four dimensions fully interadwith each

other, one den identify the relationships among these ca-

tegories. This makes,it possible to construct a conceptual

overview or map of the RDk monitoring process which locates

what information is collected, who'could collect it and

who woula' need it.

$

The design pfocess thus locates specific monitoring

activities within the framework which, given how the

fiamework is conatructedolocates them within RDx itself.

When this has been done, one hnsa blueprint for Rfix

' monitoring. This -blueprint can be used to

construct the monitoring process. It identifies those

participant organizations which. Tinst develop the capa-

bilities for mopitorin
°,

,trhere. communication channels

g%Blemust be developed among per ticipants

.

mechanism for the linking function.

36 4
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Thi blueprint ali.o serves to help RDx participants'

operate within the monitoring process. It locates fOr

them where information is collected, where they can go

to get a given piece of informs

piece of inforMation isnot cur

and, if a needed

y being collected,

where in RDx it would be easiest to have it collecte .

C. 'Other Considerations

The nature of ht RDx moni

tV641issues c n influence

ultimate usefulness to RDx,

t.

oring process raises several other issues.

he effectiveness of monitoring and its

herefore, they should be taken into

consideration in the design and operation of RDx monitoring.

A major consideration concerns when a specific indicator is actually

. rao red. It is not the case that One would monitor all indicators

at all times. It is important to consider haw often an indicator-
.

is monitored, and under what conditions it Should be monitored.

Some indicators are relevAnt only at apicific stages of a given

RDx activity. Others are relevant only in early or later stages

of the development of RDx itself. Collecting information when it

is not directly relevant to some purpose not only results in wasted

resources bup can provide misl ading information,which results,in

poor decision making:

. .

As we have said, RDx monitoring may involve the exchange or

sharing of information across organizations. There are several

potential barriers to this which'range from a reluctance to Share

sensitive information about one's own activities to a fear of

information being used to.estabiish power bases within RDx. A

system of incentives are needed to overcome these barriers.
42:
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Such incentives can be provided in two related ways.' First,

direct action is needed o remove barriers by such meghanisma

as insuring confidentiality., Second, direct incentives can be

provided by building a high\level of commitment to overall RDx

goals, and by demonstrating tat. the shiring of information is

necessary for achieving these goals This can be accomplished

in(effect, marketing theRDXonitoring process and demon-

strating-or explaining its importape to RDx as a who -

A final consideration concerns the ne d to monitor the monitoring

process itself to insure that monitoring takes place, and to

evaluate and redirect monitoring within RDx. This is referred

to as meta-monitoring. This, requires that indicators be established

to provide information about monitoring. The overall motiitorSng

framework provides a major input to this, by 4`dentifying those

monitoring activities which should, be donitored\and.locating where

they take place.

One must 'address the issue of who sh ld conduct-metamonitoring

activities. These activities may.b performed by an
, -

in RDx. It is important to recog ize that if only a single ;
-

participant or small group of, pa ticipants is iuvolVed, metaH

monitoring may be perceived as threat to other.partibiiants

J 011
D. Development

In considering the RDx monitoring process, it is important to,

recognize that it cannot be oreateddn a short time. The

monitoring process must emerge over a series of stages in which

.critical design decisiOns are made and
t

implemented, and in w'ich,

' the skills and interorganiz'ational communication' channels required

by monitoring can be developed.

C
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Indicators must be suggested and tested at an early stage of'

developmefit and refitted\ over time. This requires that an

extensive analysis be done concerning possible needsfor Infor-

mtion: Organizations must analyze their existing personnel to

establish.if .these people have the skills needed for monitoring.

They must staff their monitoring activities based on available

skills or by hiring additional personnel. They must also establish

organizational units to carry out the range of monitoring activities

they are to perform. Guidelines must be established which can be:, '

. used by participants in phe development and operation 4-.11Dx

monitoring. These guidelines should,coverthe range of issues we

have discussed above such as. when information should be colrected,

and who should collect it. While it is possible to suggest tenta-

tive guidelines; as we h e in the main paper, these must be

eveloped and refined on he basis of the experiences of RDx.-

3. Conclusion

The monitoring paper can be used t provide several specific

reference pOints in approaching RDx monitoring., The issues rased

and thesug4estions made can allow on to begin thinking about

monitoring in'tts fullest" sense. By p vidieg a-basis and direction

for such thinking, and for discussions amon 'dividuals associated-

with RDxl a fundamental.understanding of the nature and purpose of

_RDx monitoring can be achieved. This understanding, taken with

the more specific concepts in the paper can provide a'basis for

structuring the desiga decisions which must be made for RDx

monitoring. This understanding and the issues raised are relevant

to others in RDx who, although they may no parritipate in the

design of RDx monitoringiwill be involved in its operation. Finally.,

this understanding and these issues,are relevant to determining ,

monitoring is to develop over time4'and in response to changing

oses and needs. This paper cannot serve to provide final

rs to the issues raised.. This must come from mipny sources.

36'
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We have only attetpted to define the domain of problems and to
4' /

---,
suggest how to identify the questions. The final answers must

take into account the experiences of other systeis which have done

this, those of members of RDx and'uitimaLly:the experiences of

"RDx itself in a process of ongoing learning. This requires that

RDx.take an experimental approach to developing monitoring. This

paper can be used to determine the questions which need to be

asked.

A

4
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,INTRODUCTION

The Research -and Deve1opme9t Exchange (RDx) is an emergi n g federal effort
to bring the wozids of educational research and school' practice closer together.
It,is operated-by a consortium of regional,educational laboratories' and a
uriiveriity-based\FW center. A vities are funded through the School qadtice
and Service Division, Disseminati and Resources Group,National Institute of
Education.

The purpose of the RDx is-reflected in its name: to create ail-exchange of
information. Researchers and developers coMmunicate the results of their work
to educational practitioners. (Simultaneously, the practitioners use the RDx to
relay irloreation about their, needs to researchers, developers, and policymakers.
Thus'the RDx encourages practitioners to influence-AputUre-rW policies and programs-
while it informs them about available 'outcomes!

4

Currently, the-RU Exchahge.consists of four central services and five_regiohal :

exchanges working through 36 cooperating state departments of education (see pager 12).

. sI
ans are,-underway, however, for the initiatipn of additional regional exchaAges so
at states not currently involved can participate.

. tl.
I.

'Reilonal exchanges operate in defined regions of the country. Activities are -. ,-

cariied,out primarily through intermediate linkages affiliated with state departments,
., 41, of education. That is, each cooperating state department haS one or more contact

persons:7 Local educators, then, call on these linker's when in need of resources.
The linkers, in' turn; r#ferquestions or requests as necessaty,to the regional.
exchanges, In some stafes,=regional exchanges also-work with other relevant agencies
in a similar manner, . . .

I _
, .

. Supporting Fhe Tegional exchanges) in their efforts to serve educational-
.,.

'practitioners are7four central. services. .

1
7

t
-

.

The central scrvices, regional exchanges, and others parti.cipaiing in the Icy'

Exchange are described in the final.seCtioh of this paper.
a

The primary pur se6iihe paper, howev er, is to define the initiaf'operating
parameters of the R&D Exchalige. .fit also is intended toWfacililateidiscussion among
RDx participants, the National Institute-of Education (NIE) staff, and others; and

'..-will-be revised and refined as)discussion and experience dictates.

The paper touches on a variety of topics of cdntinying concern: the general
ems coward which the RDx effort is directed, understandings affecting. the

,design a-f the wdrk, speci-6C-rot:dems being--addressed_by the RDx goals and
objectives, principles'gUiding the work, aid eiampl(4, of current activities.

4
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2

In the 1 s and 1960s t.: federal government began to increase significantly
its funding of educational, nnovations,And improvement and as part of this effort,

,its funding of edudatinal rese rch argi development. In authorizing the rational
-InsVtute of.Educat . in 1972 s the prtmary agency ,for the support of educational\research and dev= opthent, the Congress made clear its,expettgtion that NIE shouldboth support search And development responsive to needs of educational practitioners
and carry t dissemination/utilization activities to iilture that practitioners,,benefit DM the results of educational research and development.

,

#.
.

,
.

. .

Because'Of_itt.duAl-MigsiOn, NIE is concerned with .(1) the extent to which
teducatiOnaLiVoutcoMes are,being effectively disseminated and, more importantly,.116w such outcomes are /affecting educational practice;.and ( the extentto whichthe, Ad community is responding to the needs and problems of e cational practice.,
. ( (

.',\ With and to the first concern, educational practice se ms to be affected
primarilyi'iJ.three ways by educational'r&d: (1) classrooms, schools, and school
districts are.directhy involved in'.specific educational rEld projocts;'(2),through ...'

formal and informal networks:- teachers and administrators learn about, ado at, and//or adapt concepts,lAnd-aractices
resulting from r&ci prbjecti; and (3) schools andschool districtS' purciase (and adopt or adapt) materials which.haiel-esolted from'rki projbcts and which are now being published-and activelarketed by commercial .firms. From NIElsPerspective, these ways do not insure maximal .use of r&cl outcomes.-

. Therefore, other Ways to disseminate and encourage the use of rUirodtcomes are being,explored.
e. .

'With rdgard to the'second concern, NIE recognizes that many factors influenWe .'` the kinds of research-and development activities now in progress./These include
the.intellectnal background ofresearchers, their experience with educational fr-practice, incentives proVided to researchers by their colleagues and institu4ors,and Perhaps most importartlY, the policies'and procedures of ild funding agenc5...:s.'Mae and other factors raise questions About the extent to which current.rW :s
truly responsive to praciitioner needs. Therefore, it is necessary to. explore new
was of identifying the needs of educational practitioners,and bringing these needs
to-the attention of researchers, deVelpers, and funding agencies: s

.

,
.

In order to initiate such activities; in the fall of 1976 -the NIE
.

Disseminationand Resources Group launched a collaborative planning effort involving representativesfroacsome educational laboratories, rEad centers,, state educational agencies, inter-
nediave agencies, and USOE regional offices. The purpose of.the planning effort wasto explore ways to bring educational r&cil resuLs.,:to practitioners (K-12) and to
return (feedforward) infcrMation about practitioners' needs and'concernS to educe-' .tional reSeaichers, velopers, and their sponsors. Iliis effort has_come to,becalled the Resear and Development Exchange (RDx).

.
,e
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DEVELOPING UNDERSTANDINGS',
"s

3

In the course of, the planning effort, certain understandings developed regarding
the natureof,the educational° enterprise. These understandings helped define the
goals, deteriine the operating prindipl4s, and shapt,the initial activities of the
RDx: Figure 1 presents a filamework or discussing some of these understandings,

,

Figure 1 .

Framework for Developing Understandings

'Educational Practi e

.

School Systems
,)

e Teacher s

('

Principals

Specialists
.

, ° Superintend

IntermediateService
Agencies

State EducationyAgencies

Di/semination or e Linkage

Activities of federal,

state, and intermediate
strvite agencies
with school- systems'

a

4

'Dissemination of R&D Outcomes

Li

I

Dissemination (Feedfgrwar):of
' PractitionerNeedt

1 A

Education R&D

Funding Agencies

° Federal

° State

° Local

R&D Producers in

° Schools
° ISA

4'; ° SEAs'
°,UnfVersitiek.
' colleges

' Laboratoria.'.
and Aber!
private ',

corgOYations

Rp
.

Outcomes .

,

On, one side of the figure is the world of educational Oractice: those directly

. involved in the design and delivery of educational programs and in the management
and maintenance of educational institutioni.',On the,other side, is educational red::
the'agencies which fund educational Ad, researchers and.delAVapers', and outcomes

of red. The two major concerns described in sectioA of thisimper are

rdflected by the two arro how best to disseminate r,,,§4 outcomes,tg, -educational
.

practitioners and how best to "feedforward" informatiOn about'pr ctitioner needs

and exp iences to resea chers, developers, and r&d fundingagon ies,. A wide

variety 1f dissemination organizations and individuals aie performing activities
directly or indirectly related to these two concerns. These groups are represented

in the center portion of the figure.'

.

,* The term "disseminationicand other,key.terms are defined in Appendix A.,
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Edueaonal Practice'
1 .

, .

Educational practice 15 a enterprise which encompasses SO states,
17000 school districts, 106,00 school and many'supporting institutions. It

,

involves thpusands of professionals who serve millions of students. 'The practi-
tioners of particultr'imterest to the RDx are those teachers, principal's, curri-
culum supervisors; district administratorg, school boards: and state an inter-
mediate educational agency personnel who participate in determining the purposes
of education; designing educational programs and Policies, and creating and..
maintaining the organizations thatTeliverthose programs and-implement the
policies.

Pra itioners arf decentralized to many settings--each of which, whether
classrdo , school, district, or. state department 1operates with asense of 1 .o`'
autonomy. Each setting, in part, represents distinct interests and needs. Thus
the pr itioner;coMmunity is pluriliticin nature.

Opothgr characteristic of education, due in part to its decentralized, , .

,

p luraristicnature, is that changestendseto occur individualistically and
.

.

incrementally. Fbr example, changes are,regularly made in instructional materials,
in'instructional methOds, in schedules, 67' in qrganizational arrangements. However'. 40,..

these changes generally occur one at a time they rarely ,are initiate? in a compre-

.
Aensive,,integrated Way. Further, ihe hew materialS or,processes are, of course,

L -

'intergrated with existing'aAilable resopftei and adapted to fit user constraints.

. N'
a

.0. . r

Educational R&D
e

' EdiacatiOnal Ted is also d complex enterprise consiSting of r&dfunding agencies;
y

--Ad producers, land r&d.outcdmesthemselves:
. . .

,

" . ',R&D funding agencies. -Although: educational 1*1 work is fdnded.by all levels.- "
.

of the educational Syltem and by the privateLsecto., the primary sponsor is the
`-federal government., oe'the government'S pun AnaMes,, seven major agencies within

. the DePartment of Health, Education, .and'Welfare (DREW). fund.educatis41 red. In

!addition, nine agencies related to.depIrtments other than DHEW, are also'involyed in
funding>some educational.r&d. CoRsidering the number of bufeaus, divisions, ..!'

.

. branches, and prograTs found in this collection of agencies and the variety of
(- .J.

.rel.islatiOn authorizing thismork, it i5'reaSdhable.'to assume that the current

_ funding of educaticnal,r&d is dispersed d is guided by a verydiverse set of e

policies andiorocedures,
4,

.

/'',it : .A . IP

FOD'Priloducer.S. R&D pfbducers are a subset of a. broader community of individual,,'
sgroilps and orgaaizations which are involved in efforts to improve educational
practiCe. JnATbory, what dist '{nguishes red producers is thdt effort tp understaro
educAtional Practice, to build theories and Conceptual models based on those under-

-eistandings, to-develoP practices based on those theories and models, to subject tliose
'theories; models, and pr .atices to tests,- and, to make revisions in accordance ith-4-

1. Aestr suits. R&D producers ,are found in many settings--in school' systems, in er-
4.P medieit servitb a&nci4s, state education aiencies, federal agendies, univejs iqs

and toll, ges,.r&d centers., regional labora-tories, and a variety of other piliva
0.

-.°`" to rations. *. s

.' v.
. 4A , ,, -.

.41,

. V Matidpal Institute of Education, 1976 Databook:Jhe Sta us 4)f Education RtSearah
C .

and Development in the Onite,d States, (Wa on, D.C.: vernment Printing ,

' '0fficetk1976)'. %, -

4
. ....

' ° e f',
'I.....

.
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' R&D outcomes. For the purposes of this paper
L
r&id outcomes are defined,as

ent methods
'ry involving
ceptualiiing,"

d analyzing,

those productst skills, programs, instrinents, teaching and manag

and techniques, and concepts that are produced by disciplined inq

activities normally considered part of the rid process, such as co

hypothesizing, developing models, field testing, data gathessing a

and evaluating.

5

-

The RDx effort is concerned with the following related r&dutcomes:,

the findings of specific studies;' (2) concepts, as well, as generalizations

involving those concepts, which structure curfantperception an summarize

current understanding;, (3) educational practices whjgh operationAlize current"

understanding, in specific settings, including locallr, developed rUl-based

,practices; and,(4) products and processes which help othrs adopt, adapt, and,

implement specific r&d-based practices. These-outcomes relate to one another

in'the following wadi concepts and understandings guide the design of studies

and the deyelopment of ractices; the findings-of studies modify.current under-'

standingil products are derived from deyeloped practices; the use-of products,

results in the spread of specific,practices; and widespread practices Orovide

1 .settings for new studies. Therefore, disseminating rUI outcomes actually involves .

-s AisseminaiVing a-complex of interrelated outcomes,
,

- ,

isseminatiwon, or Linkage, Ati-Yiti

The-discussionthus,faedescr
the two sides of Figure l--the'ed

4
es unpritandings and'assumptions related"to

ational Practice and the educational r&id

'_cbmmunitieg. 'The functions represented by the'tW8*-arronjwill now be considered.

--thAt,is, disgdmindion of rEld otit'comes and .feedfOrward'pf.practitioner.needs, N

-

' / ' 4 . 'I, ., ' 1

a ' . there' Dissemindtion of i*I Outcomes. At-preserft, there is n

-system fOr'disseminating,rUI outcomes to educational pra

,40appeasalbea consensus that such a sytein would be

'e.. .1977, Disseminition FO,..1M, attended by individual frOmall levels of the educatiOnal ,,,

t., cb*unlity, called for the development of a" "nationwide dissemination .configuration" . l'i.

( (see Appendix B). Some:existing elements of this configuration are described

briefly below. .

"

. : %'. .

:

--- . :'

J.

concerns, and/findings: ": .,;

single, comprehensive
itipners and there '

desirable.' Instead, the

o'The Educafional'ilesotirces,InformAion Center (ERIC) 'indexes and stores,

among otheridocuments / ,,
-artictes and-teports of research ,conducted,

..$ .1, understandings developed and practices tried.
,

.

!, ' ' ' .

,

Ay Efforts are underway to/i3entrfy"effective practices developed ,.

throUgh-AW°activities. Forexample, the..lointlasseminationlleview

'1,=".'Panel f.JDRP)!'is identifying_such'priorities deVeloped9Usnglederal. '

. monaes. The'NationAl DifflisiOn Network is then'helping Plgctitioners

.

becoMe aware -of someldITtfiesd practices and consider, them fcq adoptioh

. %'
And'iMP/ementatioil. iSome,stAtt.educafion agencies are developing .-.

similii'review d diffusion` systems.
..

. .

8

.
° I -:.

f

* The JDRP is an NIE-USQE pang' whiCh teviewi evidence of effectiveness ofedu6ational

productInd practices developed withfederal,fads. 'Approval by the panel makes a''

product or practice, eligible for widespread dis inatibn by.NIE or USOE. .i, , 4, -,

/* "

. ,

1 !9 76
.

.. a-. ', . 4
4
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, ,e-ttate education agencies, intermediate services agencies, and some
universities ,and large school systems 'are deVeloping.resourcee.centers
and staff capability to help practitioners define their ihfOrmation%
needs, to do information searches for practitioners, and to help
practitioners tObie the nfAaation obtained.

.

,Special projects (e.g., NIE's R&D allization,projectgrdare eXplon:ing
Vproceddres for helping practitioners with%spectfic progleM (student c0

performance in the areas of basic skilAs or Career preperation).to
'_..., 1

.',

-,,,a,.. rconsider alternative r&d outcomes and select and'use thoie that can i , .
it ,

i e ___ ,assist them in solvingoproblemS.
.

. . 0.

mot" These examples indicate that the developing
f
nationwide di ssemination

configuration includes multiple functions and actors. As such it reflects the
pluraliitic nature of the educational, community.it serves. The RDx is one part .,
of this developing configuration with major emphasiSon interaction beteen
regional laboratories and state education agencies to meet state and regional, needs.

,

.

Fee- dforward of practitioner ne eds, Currently, the educational praCtice
community uses, primarily political means to influence Ad funding agencies and
producers.; This influence takes the form -of a network at intefest,gtoups--for

,

example,,tha Council ofChief State School Officers, the government 14aison offides
of universities and colleges, professional associations nd unions, -an special
purpose groups related to specific gov,ernMent programsli e CEDaR, frit, or the'ERIC

. Clearinghouses. These,groupsokegularly prlesent their-poi s oforiew directly t
the staff of federal agencies and to the Congress. In addition, they seeleto have

A'their points of view represented.in agency adyisory groups and,f4lcosal review4
groups. Thus, if there is a system for "feeding-forward" information about(educa--
tional practice which influences the' work of educational researchers and developers,

- it.is embodied at leait td 'soon degree inliegislative mandateso agency policies and
regulations, and requests for prcpoSals of the federal governMent..

0.
.

In addition, some idfoiMation regarding the interests and needs of dtcaticaal
0 practiti,ioners)is providei by the r&d 'community throLgh surveys, evalua ion studit-s,

and policy analyses: Regional laboratorie have collected such-information from
...\_.. stai-es.to determine regional i&d and service needs. However, most analyses of

pddeaiional, n'edthave.tended tofocus, on targeted problem areas. Only rarely have ,..$
,,the broad,neOds of education been 'assessed: Andthere has certainly been little

.." 4 systemmatjc effort to Collect or synthesize information about practitioner needs in
.order to,influence federal r&d priotitiesks -.,-r

. le 0 .
1t , f. Of

% . 7 ,,,.1 01

, 0
1

.

-
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GOALS

A

The understandings about the'nature of the education environment described in
Fi 1 suggest three concerns that need to' e addressed: (1) how can understanding
and us rUl outcomes be increased in order to better meet practitioner needs;
(2) how can r&cl outcomes better reflect practitioner needs, concerns, findings; and
(3) how can the quality and efficiency of organizations and personnel involved in
linking rkl outcomes with,practitioner needs by improved? Through its.three majorlinking

the Rix is attempting to responeto these concerns. The goals are described
, .below.' ./

1P ?

,
.

1. There are increasing of organizations and personnel involved in carrying
out dissemination activities,aimed at improving educational practice. Therefore, a
major goal of the RDx is: TO develop with these organizations and personnel ways of

--- coordinating dissemination activities and resources. ,
x

...

1.1 ShareInformation about alternative dissemination strategies. r

.
,

1.2 Share human.ind material resources to strengthen the'capacity of these,
=organizations and personnel to carry out dissemination. , s,

-,.

,

2. There are increasing numbers of r&d-outcoeeS which can be used in efforts to
T,

,.

improve educational pract4e., Thereftre, a second major goal of the 'RDx-is: To
.4lbcrease understanding and use of rkl outcomes by organizations and personnel who

work.with practitioners.
.

.
..

, .
e

,

vo-

* .

_2.1 Provide consumer- oriented information that facilitates comparison of ild
outcomes to meet specific needs.

e
7

. ' .. 1\.k

2,2 Provide'assi!stance'in the use of information abOut r(.d outcomes.

21).3 Make r&cl outcomes more accessible..
04.'

',(
......

. 3. 'There are diverse organizations and personnel involved in the conduct of r&ci
to improve educational practice. Therefore, a third major goal of theRDx is:
To increase shared "understanding and application of information aboutrractitioner
needs and efforts to meet those needs.

. .
.

/

3.1' Providesinformation about practitioners' yeeds and current activities to ,
....--'7`

help the r&cl community make'decisionS about the productionnd-delivery of /&4 -)111

outcomes. . /_ .
. \

. . - . .,
. . .

3.2 ,Provide information about the dissemination and use of i&dsoutcdmes.

.
. - ,

3.3 Help the r&d'commulqity explore the implications Of information about
practitioners' needs and apply this information to their work.

.

, . t
.. , ., .

.

These goals are concerned with the central poition of Figure 1. Than 'Is, they
are concerned with improving the linkage or disseminattbn functions of individuals
and organizations whose primary responsibility is to Yacilitate a tworWay flow'

, between the rUl and practice communities: Such individuals may alSo actasliaisois'
within the dissemination cimmunity.° They may, of course, be employed by either the . ,

ild or the practice kommunity. Fey example,.suclv person could be a dissemination
specialist for an laboratory Or.a siaff development specialist for a school

. distr\ct. MarketerS:,forcommercia113161.ishing firms dan also serve this function,

I 37'8
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1 Operating principles that are used to'guide the RDx in implementing these '`

goal's are described in the next section. Then, sample activities related to eaccie
goal are presented. ,. ''''N

-
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES

. After arriving at common understandings about the nature of the educational,
enterprise and defining goals based-on those understandifigs; the RDr-planning
group adopted certain opeating principles..to guide its activities. These

principles deTine both what the RDx is and what it is not. Theyare discussed

below.

1. The RDx plans and conducts its activities in a collaborative way., The regional

exchanges work with cooperating state education'agencies, and ofher relevant
agencies and associations, to define and implement dissemination, feedforward, and:

linkage activities. The central services workto support these regional effortk to

meet the needs of state educatprs. Thus the RDx encourages exchanges both between
regional laboratories and state agencies and among participating rkl institutions,
(labs and centers). It also promotes exchanges among rUl and dissemination staf
within the participating institutions. Thus the RDx attempts to build on existing

organizations, activities', and functions.
, A,

- 2. The RDx effort is. developmental. The need$of educational, practitioners Ire

diverse and changing.. Therefore, RDx contractors, together and separately,.do not
start with fixed.notions of problems. and, potential, solutions. Instead, they'work

through-cycles of analyzing curre situations, defining problems, and designing

and testing alternative strategies a d solutions. Thus the RDx does not advocate
singular strategies nor does it advocate particular rUl outcomes as solutions.

3. The RDx is a coordinated effort. That is,theire gional exchanges and central
.

. services wotk together to explore ways of organizing the work-to insure optimum

use of a ilable resources%. For example, rsome'information about rkl outcomes is

best provi 'd through a centralized mechanism. Knowledge synthesis falls in this

category. H wever, to .meet diverse needs of practitioners, such information is

disseminated nd used on a decentralized basis. .Thus ,Rbx participants work
together to, d termiln which arrangements best meet the criteria of effectiveness'

and effiCiency. The Jo not act as separate, independent contractors.

4., Due to funding and other resource constraints, the RDx is initially Concentrating

its central 'service efforts on the priority areas of basic skills (nath and'readilg/

language arts)
through regionally con4ucted,assessments. As'need change'and/or as

arts) and co teneY-based ed6cation. These priorities were identified 4s

ofareas
additional resources b come available, RDx priorities ill; change and expand. Thus&

'the RDx will not become a specialized effort dealing on with the current priorities

but will be concerned with a range of rkd outcomes.
,---

S. The R will-work to ensure equity. The contractors 'will provide for fdll

.employmen opportunities for women and'minorities and will promote social fairness:

in all x activities.

These:.operating principles, like the RDx goals, are an outgrowth of the'under-
standings about the nature of the education envkronment4gescribed in Figure.l. Thus.

the understandings, goals, and prinCiples together shaPe.RDx activities. Some

. .. sample activities are presented in the next section of the paper.
,,,,,,

;
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C
SAMPLE ACTIVITIES OF R&D EXCHANGE

KEY: Rx' = Regional Exchange
RDIS = TAD Interpretation.Service
RRS = Resource and Referral Service
LTS = Linkage Training Service
SSS = SystekSupport Service

) .

.

Goal 1: Develop with.organiiationt and personnel involved in carrying out dissemi-
nation activities ways of coordinating dissemination activities and resources.'

Identify regional and extra-regional r&d information systems AL1

4.
of potential use to state and intermediate linkers-

dbtain and compile Covrehensive Information about resource RRS
. organiOtions and personnel in those organizations which

wilt` help_regional exchanges,

Provide servic e to regional exchanges in the form f: RRS

10

-- Information about available resource organizations and
. , personnel in those organizations.

..- .

-- RecLendations on suitable tvources for spe ific.
problems: '----

N
-- Assistance in making contacfs.with appropriate organiza-

tigps and personnel.

Develop and implement a process f identifying linkag( . LTS

.

.

training and support needs. .

Identify linkagp,trainirig.supPOrt
e

nteds'in.each.region. All Rxs

. , ..
'Develop a'conceptual framework for linkage training*; LTS.

Revise and expand "Sourcebook" of link r training materials LiS

Produce an inventory of human resources lor dissemination LTS :

training and-consultation.
..

loDesigOnd conduct model training programs_0;m6et link e
.., -:,training needs.,

Pt;

LTS, All Rxs

.A

A

Assist regional exchange user§ in the analysis or evaluation SEDL, AEL,
. of existing dissemination programs and activities ,CpMREL, & NWREL -*

...

I,
- Rxs' I 1

'1 ...''' , . ( o '

Assist:frgiohal exchange users in Cenducting their own needs SEDL, AEL, &
assessments and'in examining alternative models and NWREL Rxs: /,.'

strategies Tor .decision making dby SEAS, ISAs; and LEAs -. . _.i
. , 4f '

I'

3.81
(
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Goal 2: Increase understanding and use of r&doutco de s by organizations and
Personnel who work with practitioners.

*
Identify materials and information systems whiFh provide . RDIS, RRS
information on alternative educational programs,and produc

Develop model products which pull 'together information on RDIS, SSS
r&d outcomes and product alternatives in RDx priority areas.

Collect and prepare selected r&d conswer,information All Rxs
materials to meet highpriority needs of regional users. ,

1

Distrib
1

ute consumer information materials to personnel with All Rxs
dissemination functions within the region through mailings

1

' and regular personal visits both proactively and in response
toindividual requests.

Identify products described in NIE Ca o. which are'not SSS'
available. .

4

Establish.and maintain a small-scale regional collection, AEL & NWREL
r&d products in RDx priority areas. ;

Rxs

(

Goal 3: Increase shared understanding and application of information about
practitioner needs among organizations and personnel invblved in the conduct of
educational.r&d. -

, t,- '-'
, '.

.e
4 -o Develop conceptual framework, and 441V- grid im lement .

. SSS ,
4 . procedures for collecting and aggiegat, .information about
_4 '5,,

practitioner needs. .,
,

.

.
,

Y-.#'-'
. &Collect data on regional educational needs idertified by SEA

from statewide needs assessments or information requests'from
state, intermediate, and local linkers. ,

All Rxs

Synthesize data on regiopal educational needs, and report to Rxs'

the,Sistem Support Service, NIE, and other relevant groups;

ynthesize regional data from various regional exchanges'and SSS`
,

recoM6*1 priorities for RDx. ,
%. , , -

lect infoxmation about the extent of use, and the 1DL & AEL
.

bility of, r&d.products in the region and fcrward to the xs
a.:

, , -Sy tem Support-Service. 1.

t.

',Develop a.r&4*.prOduct tracking system and maintain a system- SSS .

wide file of informatiod concerning NIE and non-WE rid
outcomes in high priority problem areas.

1 , ,,,, ..

if'

.V.
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STRUCTURE AND FUNDING OF THE R&D EXCHANGE

Figure 1.is an operational chart of the current, R&D Exch
regional exchanges is designated by a solid line. 'In-additio
exchanges areiVdicated by a broken line. Also- included in 't
four central` services, the Executive Committee, the Advisoryagency.

.

Ildn#VEAChngek

l'2

t

nge. Each of the
emerging regional

e,figFe are the
.

roup, and the 'funding

.

Each of 04 turrent regional exchanges is listed below. ,Indicaked are thenames of the hoSt laboratories and the state departments of ducation'with whichthey are affiliated. Emerging regional exchanges'-include th ,Mid-cpnrinent
Regional Educational Laboratory, Kansas City, Missouri, dUrrentlyluirriCipatingas part of the Midwest Regional Ekchange, and SWRL Educational Research andDpvelopment, Los Alamitos, CaTlfornile The regions of these potential regionalexchanges are not vet defined.

. ,

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Charleston, West Virginid

Alabama
Florida
Kentdcky
Mississippi

,NOrth Carolina
South Carolina
Tentiesce
Virginia
West Virginia

''t i.:EMREL,-Inc:

St. Louis, Missouri
ith Mid-cOntinent,Regional educational
aboratory, Kansas City, Missouri

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan'
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
Ohio,

Wisconsin

O

41*

:-;

0.

Northwest Regional
Portland, Oregon

Alaska '
Colorado-,
Hawaii
Idaho

Montana
Oregon
Vtah

Washington

''fo

Educational Laboratory

Research for.Better Schools, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania'

'

Delaware ,'
Maryland
New Jerse

Pennsylvaa

Southwist Educational Development Laborttor
AustinTexas

.
,

Arkansas
Louisiana
New Mexico
'Oklahoma
Texas

383'1
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Central Services

Four central services support the regional exchanges in their efforts to serve
state edUcators. The services are described below.

A Liukage.Training Service provides training, consultation on training,
and other related support for individuals responsible .for dissemination
activities in their state, service area, or schooldistrict. This
support is provided by the Northwest Regional Educat nal,Laboratory:

An R&D Interpretations Service is experimenting with transforming red -

based'knowledge, initially in the basic skills areas, into forms that
can be used more readily by educational practitioners. This includes
'identifying existing interpretive literature. The intent is to provide
information that will help educators make choices among an array of
materials and practices. This service is provided by CEMREL, Inch

flo A Resource and Referral Service is building a datappank of available
information-resources. Included will be data about organizations and
people' who produce, are knowledgeable about,.or disseminate f&d outcomesai
in the basic skills and competency-based education areas., This service
is located at the Center for Vocational Education, Ohio State University.

sA System Support Service facilitates the operation of the total R&Dr,

Exchange, including coordinating the efforts to inform the r&d community
of practitioners' reactions and needs. This service is provided by the
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, San .

Francisco.

Additional Activities
o

In addition to performing the types of activities already_described, the P.rx
contractors, together witA NIE, have additional mm"gement and coordination
responsibilififs. Some of these are carried out by individual contractors. working
with NIE monitors, while others are coordinated through the RDx Executive Committee '

which includes a representative from each contractor. The functions of the
----'7EctiTizVOCommittee are defined'in a ,separate.paper that is available upon,request.

Likewise, a separate paper defines the functions of the Adviiory Group, which meets
. two or three times a year to provide the RDx with advice on policies and priorities.

RDx Funding

The R&D Exchange 4:.tinded by the National Institute of Education with monies
which come from the part of the NIE budget allocated for the Sole support of
regionalieducational laboratories and University-based r&d centers.

'' Current RDx contractors were chOsen as the result of k competition. The
initial planning period ran from October 1976 through February 1977. Planning
continued during the subsequent nine monthi, Mara through November 1977., During.
this time feasibility testing of activities' was also conducted. , The current
funding period extends through May 1978. After that, R&D Exchhge activities will .

be included as part of the overall, institutional scopes-of-work of laboratories
and centers.

385
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APPENDIX A

KEY ,TERMS

A

Consumer information: analystic, interpretive information on multiple 'r&cl basediouxcomes
such as EPIE product reports,. interpretations of research findings for teachers;, etc.

Dissemination:' .A,knowledge-transfer process' which may consist of four levels of activities:*

Level 1. Spread: Zhe one-way casting g of knowledge in all ita forms: information,
products, ideas, and material , ."as though sowing seeds."

Level 2 Exchange: The two-way or multi-way flow of information, products, ideas,
and materials as to needs, problems,-94 potential.solutions.

Level 3 Choice: The ncilitation of zational consideration and selection among those
ideas, materials and outcomes of'research and development, effective educa-
tional practices and other knowledge that can be used for the improvement of
education.

' (
Level 4 Implementation: The facilitation of adoption, installation, and the ongoing

utilization of improvements.

)

'Eiemplary Practice: A new or outstanding practice developed in a local education setting.
A practice is exemplary to the degree it meets five criteria: (1) is viewed by practi-
tioners as needed and worth initiating; (2) is successful/effective; (3) is exportable;j
(4) is'Teasonable in cost, time, and personnel required for implementation; and (5) has
been systematically documented.

FeedkAgard: the process of dommunicatIng educational Practitioner (and linker) needs for,
'tor reactions to, rUl outcomes to-the r&cl community (sponsors, performers, trainers,etc.)
with the intent of eitl sr (a) influencing the character tnd responsiVeness of futl-e ad,
activity (including pi..7duction and delivery) ,or (b) of providing evidence regardi:.g the

impact on or benefit,of current and past rkl activity.

Feedforward activity: activities such as data collection, data synthesis and. data reporting
that focus on channeling user needs and user experiences with 4c1 outcomes to'knowledge
producers and educational decision-makers.

Knowledge transformation/analytical and interpretative product; a proCess of translacing/
interpreting rUl outcomes in terms Of essential practices and conditions that can lead
to replication and/or adaptation by practitioners. The,diawing of implications for
'practitioners is embedded in the definition.

Linkage;. the establishing and maintenance of effective channels of communicatIon betwe4/en
practitioners in schools and various knowledge - producing agencies.

Linkage system: the agencies--such as universities, publishers, R Es, State Departments,
intermediate service agencies, LEAs- -who collaborate to provide a link betWeen the-
practitioner and 4c1 products.

*Adopted from the Report of the Dissehinatiel'Analysis Group to the Dissemination Policy
Council, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Zducationl.HEW.

386
.
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I

Linkage support system: agencies--such as labs, centers, regional exchanges--which,provide
consultation, training, and.the accessing of. human and material resources to facilitate
the.operation of the linkage System.

L
Linking agents or linkers: individuals who help others engage in problem-solving by

connecting them with appropriate knowledge; materials, and human resources and who help
them in the use of these resources.

R&D outcome: the result of the r&d process. It may he a product, a model, a policy finding,.
-or a research result. What sets r&douteomes apart from other kpowledge is that they'are
tested in the field on the relevant population and then adjusted accordingly. .

R&D product: a tangible, transportable, self- contained outcome of the process. The r&d
process involves a sequence of activities rooted in the scientific method in which
research findings or relevant theory is translated into usable artifacts. The
translation is then subject to evaluation and revision to ensure that the product(s)
meets the needs. for` which it was designed.

R&D resource: resources are of two types: materials and human. Material resources include
organizations and information products. Human resources include personnel whukproduce,
are knowledgeable about, or disseminate r&d outcomes which would be useful to the RDx..
Bdth material and human resources reflect the approach of systematic, disciplined inquire
to educational' orot4em-solving. *.

R&D tracking: the process of determining patterns and locations of r&d outcome utilization"
'and impact within the educational community.

Technical assistance: provision of support tcfpa#icipant groups for the purposes of
solving problems in planning, implementation and evaluation of dissemination plans,-of
providing or brokering training in dissemination skills, of providing access to informa-
tion about r&d outcomes and resources.

Pqn-market materials:: r&.0 products,' programs or pract-tes that are designed for a small
yet specific, segment of the educational community, which are unsuited to a mass-market
commercial distribution, and expensive to install and/or maintain on a per-student basis.

7'
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APPENDIX B
.

STATEMENT OF AGREEMENT BY PROFESSIONALS
IN THE'FIELD OF EDUCATIONAL DISSEMINATION
AT THE JUNE 1977 DISSEMINATION FORUM

I

...

Continuous efforts are required to maintain and improve educational praclice
so that all Americans have the opportunity to learn in accordance with their need
Research, development,. evaluation, and dissemination of effective practice are
vital to the achievement'octhis!goal.

--,

.
.

.

At the current time a number of agencies, -0Tganizations, programs, and systems
a working in the area of dissemination. These existing efforts 'are making signi-
fic headway in providing sufvort for improvement and should be
encourag to continue.`

At the sa time it is believed that the results of these efforts will be
significantly imp ved if they can be incorporated into a,Nationwide,Dissemination
Configuration.* The development of such a configuration can 4elp to a1.eviate the
problems identified by recent analyses and assist.the Office o Education, the
NationaF Institute of Educe ion, and other elements in the Education Division of
HEWin meeting congressional nddtes related Xdissemination.

The deliberate development of such a nationwide configuration, over time, can
also help educators better understand tiqe array of resources available to help them
improve the eduCational system. The undertaking of sach,a nationwide effort is
important; no single agency or group ofagencies could or should,develop a national -
bed system nor could they acquife and manage all the necessary resources.

Tb9o,umote the development of such a Natio l e Dissemination' Configuration, a
group of professionals** woAing in the area o dissemina ion set dn Arlington,
Virginia, for onevjecl, in June 1977. They adopted the following statement of agree
menus as a means of ividing a common base for Sli these who would undertake the
development of the Natio "de WsseminatiOn Configuration. (The recorded vote for
adoptioh,zas 191 yes, 4 no, 41not voting.)

,,, .
.

..\ N.
.

*The'word configuration was chosen to coincide with Cuba Ad Clark's use of the term
in their paper. cited'1.elow. The word system was rectedrds connoting Central
control, and network was rejected because of possib/e confusion,with the National
Diffusion Network. Egon G. Cuba and David L., Clark, The ConfPgUration.Perspective:

Utilizationgashington, D.C. T.\--
Coun il for Educational Development and Researc November1974.

'rot' i;
.

1

*Partici t groups included representatives' from: -ERIC.elfaringhouse personnel
an users; e Isuation contractors for major disseminatiOnsmgraMs in OE and NIE;
Natio 1 Diffusion,Network facilitators and developer/dsmOnst.rators; National
Institu Of Education -- Office of the,Director and Difswminatiph and Resources
Group; Of e of the Assistant Secretary fof Educationnffice of Education--all

ilkmajor
bureau ,and regional offices; Research and DevelopftntExchange contractors'

--selected laboratories and centers;` Research and Development Utilization contractors;
State dissemination representatives-INatidnal Dissemination Leadership Project! No
official endorsement from any of these groups should pe4dnftrred, however. .

f
o

' )'
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Agreement 1: The purposes a outcomes of dissemination activities are
many, ranging from acquiring kno ledge for its own sake to specific improvements
in educational practice. Althoug the adoption of innovations and changes in
practice are possible outcomes, dissemination activities can also leadto
decisions to maintain existing practices rather.thari to change.

.Agreement 2: A number of efforts have been made to define the word
dissemination. These efforts make it clear that several meanings are possible
when the word 'is used. The Dissemination Analysis Group (DAG), a joint government
task force, had delineate'd four possible usages:

Usage 1 Spread: The one-way casting out of,knowledge in all its forms--informa-
tion, products, ideas and materials--"as though souring seeds."

Usage 2 Exchange: The two-way or multiway flow of information, produCts; ideas,
and materials as to needs, problems, and potential solutions.

Usage 3 /Choice: The facilitation of rational consideration and selection among
those ideas, materials, outcomes o research and development, effective
educational practices, and other owledgc that can be used for the
improvement of education.

Usage 4 Implementation: The facilitation of adoption, adaptation, and installation
of improvements.

It is recommended that future usage make clear which, if not all, are denoted.

Agreement 3: The development of a Nationwide DisseminationConfiguratiCih can
enhance improvements in educational practice. Such a configuration should be open,
nonprescripti\c, and multipurpose. It should be influenced by all levels of
government and by other groups and individuals, and not dominated by any one.

Agreement 4: An effective Nationwide Dissemination Configuration will recitire
a broad, filtettatediresct-ce base of knowledge. 11 'ormation about educational
research and development, practices, policies, and legal matters should all be avail-
able through an ERIC-compatible index and a universally available set of.access
systems. These resources should be based on the current ERIC systeM, enlarged to

,encompass the resources of other eductional infoaation systems and clearinghouses,
as well as the additiqn of new types.of.data files- as approptiatp. Quality control
of resources should be' aintained. Adequate information should be provided so that
the users'may judge and valuatp these resources for their own purpoies.

Agreement 5: Resobil*:es should be accessible to and supported by a variety of
means and styles of linkage:

C

a. Continuous efforts to organize and transform the knoWledge base into
language, format, and styles suitable to a variety of different audiences
Should be gminteined. Particular attention should be paid to the needs
of educators, lay persons, policymakers, and especially-those individuals
that traditionally havenot'had access to the knowledge base:

b. Human assistance in searching, interpreting, and supporting the use
of the knowledge base should be given by providing services that; are
accessible to users, provide rapid assistance,land areas objective as
possible.

3S9
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c. Human,, technical, and financial assistance in implementing knoWledge

that promises to improve educational efforts should be available,

'particularly to decisionmaking groups within educational institutions.

This assistance should include:

technical assistance in implementing specific innovations,

practices, or products that meet the requirements of users;

assistance to educational institutions to insure that they gain

the capability to use knowledge effectively;

assistance to lay persons and citizen groups that will provide

them with the increased capability to influence educational practice;

encouragement to those who risk changes in the status quo to under-

take activities they believe will improve education.

The styles-by which such linkage services are available should be broad and non-
.

prescriptive.. -
.

\ 4%

.

Agreement 6; Dissemination, including the Nationwide Dissemination Configura-

tion, should be an object of study, and imprOvement in_ its own ,right.

1," 1/.

a. Information about the configuration should be developed and communicated.

to insure an informed, public process'for coordi ing the configuration..

Particular emphasis should be placed on the dev lopment.of information ,..

about user needs a d requirements--both in to s 'of new knowledge than

should he created through research and development and in terms of services

needed-from the configuration.

b : Specific tools, training programs, and other support efforts should be

developed to insurethe effective strengthening and growth of the

configuration.

c. Research.ana development on alternative hoders, theories, and practices

of dissemination. should be carried out and shared systematically.

Agreement 7: Sin& the components Of the configuration are now,.and perhaps,

always will be, developing, there maybe no, absolute roles'for various agencies,

.groupt, and indAriduals.'-In gen-Jill, however, the conf4ration should' be initiated

with these assumptions about functions that should be Offormed at various levels.

a. A national level function should be to:

develop a community of interest that will establish goals for the

configuration;

operate those elements that serve nationwide needs;

-

provide incentives for a variety of institutions to build their own

capacity to operate the configuration within their spheres of activity;

support .reg.earch and development on the configuration.

.s.
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b. A state-level ',function should
st e dissemination systems
.state. e autonomy of states mu
with constitutional and leg

c. Agencies engaged'in direct'in truction 'and those they serve should
be the primary' beneficiaries of e configuration. The fundtion of the
configuration should be to serve their needs with a minimum of constraint
upon them. The'configuration should not promote change needlessly;,
instead, it should support effor s to maintain an environment in which.
students of all ages can learn. The configuration should recognize the
contribution that educators make as a lource of exemplary practices and
information about the effeCtive -ss of other innpvations. The autonomy
of these agencies .and'their'boa ds should be respected. -

A

d. Educational laboratories, research centers, universities and colleges,
professional associations, inde endent institutions, individual schtlars,
and professionals should be ene uraged"to share and provide their know-
ledge andservices through the onfigurafion and to participate in its
,study'tnd management. They sho ld be encouraged to build their capability
to extend the configuration as yell as to.provide technical assistance to,'

'1

b.

e to provide leadership in defining
ique to the requirements of each
t be carefully preserved, consistent
1 responsibilities, 4

e .

280

it.

e. It is recognized that the activities of public and tax-supported
agencies are complemeritark will t4 activities of the priyate sector.
Functidns not adequate* provi od by the private sector can be underpaken
by public and tax-supported agencies in a way that encourages the private

. sector to be involved to the full-est .extentfpossible.
,

4 .

Agreement 8: Support for'such a configuration must be cooperatively shared .

by all participantS'and beneficiaries.. The,development of this configuration will
require the expenditure of both fiscal and human energy. these resources are
obtainable only throlh efforts that focus on cooprative and accommodating
relationships among 3,:ticipants'Ifor the flu 13:12.efit of all.

1.

. .

Agreement 9: 'The longterm vitality of the National Dissemination Configuration
is dependent-not only on more effective utilization'of existing..knowledge and

.r ources but also on the contindedsUppOrt fOrlapprOpriate research and development
so as renew the knowledge base.

.

391.
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